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SUMMARY
The problems associated with modelling and control of large flexible 
spacecraft are examined. The representation of the dynamic behaviour of 
elastic structures in terms of normal modes is described, and forms the basis 
for two of the modelling techniques subsequently examined, that is hybrid 
co-ordinates, and finite elements. Also described is a technique based on a 
set of rigid bodies interconnected by elastic links.
Due to the infinite dimensional nature of the dynamics of flexible struc­
tures, the order of mathematical models is generally high, thus compounding 
the problems of control systems design. Consequently, various approaches 
for the design of controllers of practicable order are considered, and the ef­
fects on flexible structures of controllers designed in such a manner are also 
discussed.
The development of an experimental facility for demonstration of the 
practicality of such control schemes is described, including the experimental 
structure, actuators, sensors, and a dedicated multiprocessor digital com­
puting system, with its various interfaces. The software to support the mul­
tiprocessor computer is described, together with mainframe software used 
to  support the experimental facility.
The various techniques discussed for control systems design are applied 
to the problem of position control of the experimental structure. Simula­
tion results are presented for the resulting closed loop systems to enable 
comparisions to be drawn. The suitability of the design methods for more 
complex cases is discussed, and subsequently such methods are applied to an 
example of a proposed large spacecraft which exhibits significant structural 
flexibility.
Two separate design exercises are considered for this case, the first having 
relatively low performance requirements, and the second having much higher 
performance requirements. Simulation results are again presented, which 
result in several conclusions and guidelines for control systems design for 
large flexible spacecraft.
Problem areas currently unresolved are identified, together with areas of 
interest for futher study.
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In trod u ction
1.1 B ackgroun d
This thesis is concerned with the problems of modelling and control of large 
flexible spacecraft which are subject to three-axis stabilisation.
In the past, the flexibility of spacecraft which incorporate an active a tti­
tude stabilisation system has not been a particularly significant problem for 
the control systems designer, most designs being carried out as though the 
spacecraft was rigid. However, this is no longer generally possible, and as 
more adventerous projects are proposed, the demands on the control system 
performance are becoming ever more severe, and the control system design 
problem is becoming increasingly more difficult. For example, as the trans­
mission requirements of communications satellites have increased, the size 
of the solar arrays used for generating power have also necessarily increased, 
resulting in lower natural vibration frequencies of the complete structure. 
At the same time, the accuracy requirements of the attitude control sys­
tems are becoming more stringent, often requiring increased control system 
bandwidth. As the bandwidth of controllers becomes closer to the resonant 
frequencies of the structure (or even overlap), the control system/structure 
interaction becomes problematical. It is shown that in these cases it is not 
generally possible to treat the spacecraft purely as a rigid body, and greater 
account has to be taken of the structural resonances.
Also, as spacecraft become larger, there is a greater requirement to keep 
the overall weight as low as possible in order to minimise the cost of launch­
ing the vehicle into space. Often the weight can be reduced at the expense 
of structural rigidity, but this obviously produces a structure with lower nat-
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ural frequencies making system /structure interaction problems more likely.
This la tter problem may be further compounded by different required 
objectives of the control systems. In the past, it has only been necessary to 
consider a single point of the structure because the substructure on which 
the actuators and sensors were mounted could be considered as being rigid, 
for instance spacecraft such as the NASA Skylab, and communications satel­
lites such as the BAe Olympus. Although many future projects may also be 
treated in this manner, some of the spacecraft being proposed have struc­
tures with much more distributed flexibility, and may also have more com­
plex control requirements such as shape control of large antenna reflectors. 
The problems of modelling and control of such spacecraft is the subject of 
this thesis.
1.2 A im s
There have been many papers published (mostly in the U.S.A.) in connection 
with this subject over the past few years, largely of a theoretical nature. An 
excellent literature survey, although a little out of date now, has been carried 
out by Burton and Rogers [1] which gives a good impression of the volume 
and range of literature associated with this subject. One of the primary 
aims of this work is to examine as much as possible of the published work in 
terms of its applicability to realistic problems and to present the information 
in a unified manner to enable a better understanding of the ideas presented 
and their inter-relationships.
One way in which the practicality of various ideas for control of a flexible 
structure can be investigated is to construct an experimented facility where 
control laws can be designed for a flexible structure constructed in a labo­
ratory and subsequently implemented as a real-time control exercise. This 
approach has been adopted by some research centres in the U.S.A. (see for 
example [2], [3], [4]), and is also adopted here. However, due to the restric­
tions of an Earth-based enviroment, such laboratory structures are limited 
in their representation of complex spacecraft, and thus further studies are 
presented using a more representative example.
1.3 C h ap ter  C o n ten ts
The subject of modelling of flexible structures is introduced in Chapter 2, 
starting with the description of elastic motion in terms of normal modes,
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where both constrained and unconstrained modes are discussed. The hy­
brid co-ordinate approach is described, as it is currently the most popular 
technique for modelling the present generation of flexible spacecraft which 
can generally be thought of as a rigid body (where all the actuators and 
sensors are mounted) with large flexible appendages, which are primarily 
large solar arrays.
However, future spacecraft are less likely to comply with this general 
topology, but will exhibit a more flexible nature with the possibility of having 
significant flexibility in the part of the structure on which the control devices 
are mounted. In addition, there may be a requirement to actively control 
more than one point of the structure.
The need to be able to describe the motion of more than one point of 
the structure is catered for by the two modelling techniques subsequently 
discussed, the multibody approach, and the finite element approach. In both 
of these approaches, the infinite number of degrees of freedom of a flexible 
structure are represented by a finite number of elements each having a finite 
number of degrees of freedom. In the multibody case, each element is a 
rigid body with three degrees of freedom (rotation about each axis), and the 
structural flexibility is described in terms of elastic links between the rigid 
bodies. In the usual finite element case, elements are connected directly to 
each other and each element is described in terms of distributed mass and 
distributed stiffness properties.
All the modelling techniques produce mathematical models which have 
very high orders due to the large number of degrees of freedom of the physical 
representation. The inherently high order of mathematical models describ­
ing the dynamics of flexible structures compounds the problem of control 
system design.
In Chapters 3, 4, and 5 the problems of designing control systems for 
flexible structures are considered from an analytical viewpoint. Note that 
these three chapters are mutually dependent, and several terms are freely 
used which may be unfamiliar or appear ambiguous, so are now explained.
The term  controller is used as a general reference to the entity, of what­
ever form, tha t is designed to make the plant (the spacecraft) behave as 
required. Also, two particular forms of controller are frequently referred to, 
these being a state feedback based controller, and an output feedback based 
controller. The fundamental difference implied by these terms is that the 
state feedback based controllers are designed assuming that the states of 
the system are available for feedback, even though they have to be recon­
structed from the outputs of the system in practice, whereas the output
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feedback based controllers are designed by considering the available outputs 
directly.
The term  state estimator is used to refer to the entity which is used 
to reconstruct state information from the system outputs. Note that the 
term  state observer is usually associated with deterministic systems, and 
the term  state estimator is usually associated with stochastic systems. As 
will become apparent, the true “observation” of states, in the manner that 
the term  state observer implies, is not possible for flexible structures, so 
the term  state estimator has been adopted because it is felt that this term 
better implies the nature of the state reconstruction process for this class of 
problem.
The term  dynamic state estimator is used to refer to state estimators 
which incorporate a dynamic system, and the term static state estimator is 
used to refer to state estimators which do not incorporate a dynamic system.
Chapter 3 considers various means of obtaining controllers with orders 
lower than the order of the mathematical models used to describe the system, 
such tha t they are a practical proposition for implementation. Chapter 4 
considers the effects of feedback on flexible structures using both state feed­
back based controllers and output feedback based controllers, identifying 
terms associated with “spillover” as commonly used in the literature. This 
is an essential aspect of the application of controllers to flexible structures 
as any finite dimension mathematical model must inherently be an approx­
imation to the real structure.
In Chapter 5 several methods of designing controllers are discussed, in­
cluding optimal control, independent modal space control, modem modal 
control, and robust multivariable servomechanism control. Also discussed is 
the design of state estimators. Frequency domain techniques are referred to 
but not examined in detail for the reasons given, but another method which 
is examined is tha t of positive operators, referred to as Positivity, due to its 
application to spacecraft control problems as reported in the literature.
Chapters 6 and 7 are complementary and deal with the development of 
an experimental rig for the demonstration of proposed controllers to real­
time application level. Various aspects of the hardware are discussed in 
Chapter 6, including the experimental structure itself, actuators, sensors, 
the multiprocessor digital computing system, and the various interfaces.
The software used to support this hardware is discussed in Chapter 7, 
including the software for the experimental rig computing system, and the 
software for the mainframe computer which provides additional support for 
the experimental facility.
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Chapter 8 considers the application of the various methods of control 
system design introduced in earlier chapters to a relatively simple flexible 
structure, the experimental beam. The derivation of various mathematical 
models is detailed, together with the subsequent controller designs. Simula­
tion results are presented to enable easy comparison between the resulting 
closed loop systems. As explained in Chapter 6, the experimental rig has not 
yet been developed sufficiently to enable closed loop control to be carried 
out and consequently it has not been possible to present results of real-time 
control exercises for comparison.
The results of Chapter 8 prompted refinement of the choice of control 
system design methods, and because the experimental beam structure was 
known to be only partially representative of a large flexible spacecraft, a 
second example was considered which is described in the following chapter.
Chapter 9 considers an early version of the ESA Space Platform as a 
realistic example of a large flexible spacecraft. The derivation of a m athe­
matical model is described, followed by two controller design exercises, the 
second of which includes an examination of controllers based on a combi­
nation of state feedback and output feedback which are referred to as dual 
basis controllers. The results of these exercises are discussed and various 
observations are explained.
Chapter 10 presents some conclusions and guidelines resulting from these 
studies, and Chapter 11 suggests areas of interest for futher work.
Chapter 2
M a th em a tica l M odels o f  
F lex ib le  S tructures
2.1 In tr o d u c tio n
It should be noted tha t the discussion in this chapter refers only to the prob­
lems of modelling structural flexibility of non-spinning three-axis stabilized 
craft. No account has been made of other problems such as mass movement 
due to fuel slosh, or personnel movement on a manned craft, although all 
of the techniques discussed may be extended to include such cases. Also, 
no account has been made of gravitational or orbital effects. For an initial 
study of the problems not examined here, see [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], or [10].
The next section of this chapter discusses the modal description of elas­
tic motion, and subsequent sections examine various methods of using this 
modal description as part of the description of the overall motion of a flexi­
ble space structure. The overall motion of a flexible space structure can be 
described in a number of ways, depending on what assumptions are made 
about the structure, what details need to be described by the equations, 
and its topological layout. The first approach discussed is the “Hybrid 
Co-ordinate” approach which is the most popular technique for modelling 
current generation flexible space structures. However, due to its limitations, 
two other approaches are introduced, the “Multibody” approach, and the 
“Finite Element” approach. The final section in this chapter reviews the 
techniques discussed and suggests which particular approach is most suit­
able for a given problem.
6
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2.2  M o d a l D escr ip tio n  o f  E lastic  M otion
A convenient way to describe the elastic (vibrational) motion of a structure 
is in terms of its modes [11],[12]. In the same way that a Fourier analysis of a 
random signal produces an infinite set of component sinusoidal signals [13], 
a  modal analysis describes the elastic motion of a structure in terms of an in­
finite set of component signals called modes. One of the most convenient set 
of modes for vibration analysis is the set of “normal modes” . Each normal 
mode is sinusoidal in nature, hence has a natural frequency, and a damping 
factor. The la tter is usually very small and difficult to define, and thus is 
often neglected, or if included, is defined in a rather heuristic manner. As­
sociated with each mode is a “modeshape” which describes the deformation 
of the structure for tha t particular mode. A time-dependent variable called 
a “modal co-ordinate” defines the magnitude of each mode with respect to 
time. Thus the product of a mode’s co-ordinate and modeshape describe 
the displacement of the structure due to that mode. Therefore, the infinite 
sum of the products of modal co-ordinates and modeshapes describes the 
complete elastic motion of the structure. In practice, the analysis is usually 
discretized (for example, by using a finite element approximation), hence 
the number of degrees of freedom becomes finite, leading to a finite number 
of modes. This description stated mathematically in matrix notation is;-
d(t) = $q{t)
where
d{t) is the vector of structural co-ordinates (degrees of freedom) 
q(t) is the vector of modal co-ordinates 
and $  is the set of modeshape vectors i.e. [ <f>\(f>2 • • -<f>n ]
(where n is the number of modes)
The description of the elastic motion in terms of normal modes can 
provide some insight into the nature of the elastic motion in that it may 
be possible to identify certain modes which make negligible contribution to 
the overall motion. If such modes can be identified, it may be possible to 
remove these modes from the structural model. This is discussed in more 
detail in Chapter 3.
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2.3  H y b rid  C o-ord in ate  A pproach
This approach was promoted by Likens and Bouvier [14] and Hughes [15],[16], 
and is based on a  topological structure that consists of a rigid body to which 
flexible appendages are connected. (See figure 2.1.) This particular topol­
ogy is convenient for most current generation spacecraft, where the main 
structure which carries all the sensors and actuators can be considered as 
completely rigid and the flexibibity is in the components connected to that 
structure, such as large solar arrays. Examples of space structures that 
have been considered to be of this form are the NASA Skylab craft [17], and 
communications satellites such as the B.Ae. Olympus [18].
1/  * R +  2  £ ,
n=l
Figure 2.1: Schematic of Hybrid Co-ordinate representation
The name “hybrid co-ordinate” stems from the description of the rigid 
body attitude in terms of Euler angles and modal co-ordinates. It should 
be noted that there are two ways in which the equations of motion of such 
a structure can be derived, depending on the conditions imposed on the 
structure when obtaining the modal data. The first method is to analyse 
the flexible appendages in isolation, by considering the point at which each 
appendage is connected to the rigid body to be constrained so that no motion 
at all is possible. The subsequent modal analysis produces “constrained” 
modal data. These modes are sometimes referred to in the literature as 
“fixed-free”, “appendage”, or “cantilever” modes. When each appendage 
has been analysised, it is then necessary to evaluate the degree of coupling
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between each constrained mode and the rigid body, these terms being known 
as the “coupling co-efficients”. (Also referred to as “influence co-efficients”.) 
A full derivation of the resulting equations of motion can be found in [15] 
or [16]. However, the equations are merely stated here in the form;-
i e ( t ) - Y JR TSifu (t) =  T(t)  (a)
i=1 (2.1)
m{t) +  2 (iniin(t) +  n?7ji(t) = SjR6{t)  t = 1 ,..  .n  (b) 
where
I  is the to tal spacecraft inertia,
T(£) is the external torque on the rigid body,
6{t) is the vector of rigid body attitude angles,
Tfi(t) is the ith  constrained modal co-ordinate, 
f i s  the frequency of the ith mode,
Ci is the damping factor of the ith mode,
S{ is the coupling coefficient of the ith  mode to the rigid body, 
R  is the transformation m atrix between the appendage axis 
system and the rigid body axis system, 
and n is the number of modes in the model.
The second method applies no constraints to the structure at all. The 
modal analysis is applied to the complete structure to obtain “unconstrained” 
modal data, sometimes referred to in the literature as “free-free”, “global” , 
“system”, or “vehicle” modes. The modal analysis in this case produces the 
coupling coefficients automatically, as they are a function of the value of a 
mode’s shape at the rigid body co-ordinate. Again, a full derivation of the 
resulting equations of motion can be found in [15] or [16]. They are merely 
stated here in the form;-
l l ( t )
9f i ( t )  + K f i v / j f i  (t) +  u 2f i e f i ( t )
. m
(2.2)
= m  («)
=  T(t)K,i/ I  (6)
n
= ^ ( 0  + p / i ( 0  t = l , . . .n  (c)
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where
I  is the to tal spacecraft inertia,
T ( t ) is the external torque on the rigid body,
6(t) is the vector of rigid body attitude angles,
0r {t) is the vector of contributions due to the rigid modes, 
0fi(t)  is the contribution due to the ith elastic mode,
(0r (£) & Ofi(t) form the unconstrained modal co-ordinates) 
tjjfi is the frequency of the ith  elastic mode,
( f i  is the damping factor of the ith elastic mode,
K fi  is the coupling co-efficient of the ith  elastic mode to the 
rigid body,
and n is the number of modes in the model.
Note that as the appendages and the rigid body are analysised simulta­
neously, it is necessary to use just one axis set for the complete structure, 
thus avoiding the need for axis transformation matrices as used in the con­
strained method as described earlier.
Although the constrained method appears to produce a simpler set of 
equations, care should be exercised over its use, as the equations are in 
terms of modal frequencies of the appendages alone, whose frequencies are 
not generally the same as the modes of the complete structure as obtained by 
the “unconstrained” method. This is of particular importance if model order 
reduction is anticipated, as the choice of analysis method can significantly 
affect the accuracy of the resultant reduced order model. The reason for 
this is now discussed.
Although an infinite number of modes are required for complete descrip­
tion of the elastic motion of a structure, in practice usually only a subset of 
these are used to describe the motions for reasons that will become apparent 
later. The actual choice of this subset is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 
However, if the selection procedure is applied to the “constrained” set of 
equations, when the control system design model is evaluated (which will 
contain information on system frequencies, not appendage frequencies), the 
system modal information is derived from a set of constrained modal data 
which may be significantly depleted. It is often assumed that the first sys­
tem  mode only depends on the first appendage mode, but Hablani [19] and 
Likens et al. [20] have shown that this is not in general a valid assumption, 
and that it can lead to very large inaccuracies in derived system frequencies 
(see also [21]).
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This problem does not occur when reducing the order of the uncon­
strained equations as the unconstrained approach produces the system fre­
quencies directly. Hence, if it is desired to reduce the order of hybrid co­
ordinate equations by mode deletion, it is advisable to apply this procedure 
to system modes only, either by direct application to the unconstrained equa­
tions, or by converting the constrained equations to unconstrained equations 
using a full set of constrained modes to avoid the introduction of unnecessary 
inaccuracies in the system model.
These inaccuracies stem from the conditions under which the constrained 
modal data is obtained, that is the rigid body is constrained to be motion­
less. If the spacecraft under analysis has a rigid body with an inertia which 
is very much greater than the inertia of its appendages, then this condition 
will almost be satisfied, and thus the system frequencies will be not be very 
much different from the appendage frequencies. In this case deletion of con­
strained modes may not introduce significant inaccuracies in the derivation 
of a system model.
It can be shown mathematically (see Appendix A.2), that the addition of 
constraints effectively increases the stiffness of the system, which results in 
higher modal frequencies. Hence constrained modal frequencies will always 
be higher than system modal frequencies.
2.4  M u ltib o d y  A p p roach
This approach was promoted primarily by Hooker and Margulies [22] and 
later further developed by Hooker [23]. It is based on a structure described 
by a set of n rigid bodies interconnected by dissipative elastic joints and 
subject to arbitrary torques. The only requirement on the configuration is 
tha t it should be equivalent to a topological tree, that is it should have no 
closed loops. (See figure 2.2). The applicability of this topology is, perhaps, 
not quite so obvious as that of the hybrid co-ordinate approach described 
above. However, it has been used for modelling of boom antennae and 
fold-out solar arrays during deployment [24], [25].
The full derivation of the equations of motion for a structure described 
in such a manner can be found in [24], they are merely stated here in the 
form;-
where
A 0 ( t ) - P C { t )  = T(t) (2.3)
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of multibody representation
A  is the m atrix of inertia properties of the bodies,
0{t) is the vector of attitude angles of the bodies,
T(t)  is the m atrix of external torques on the bodies,
P  is the m atrix of vectors describing the “locked modes” of 
the structure ( see [22]), 
and ^ ( 0  is the vector of constraint torques between bodies.
The “locked modes” referred to above are modes where certain degrees 
of freedom are constrained. T t should be noted that only rotational motion 
is perm itted at the elastic joints so it is not convenient to describe any 
translational motion within the structure. However, an advantage of this 
method is tha t it can cope equally well with large deformations as it can 
with small deformations, hence its use for modelling the deployment of fold- 
out solar arrays in [24] and [25].
2.5  F in ite  E lem en t A p p roach
This approach, although having classic origins [11],[12], albeit in a slightly 
different form, has only been applied to flexible space structures in recent 
years. It is based on the description of a structure in terms of a finite number 
of co-ordinates (degrees of freedom) connected by elements with distributed 
mass and stiffness properties. This technique has been used for many years
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in the aircraft industry for the analysis of static and dynamic loading of 
airframes [26],[27],[28], and other problems such as structural “flutter” [29]. 
A particularly convenient facet of the finite element method is that there 
are few (only computational) limitations as to how many elements need to 
be used, or what configurations are permissible, so a crude representation 
with a small number of elements may be utilised for initial studies, with 
refinement of the representation as more accurate data becomes available as 
the spacecraft design progresses.
The classical solution of this type of problem is via methods such as 
the Rayleigh-Ritz method, or the Galerkin method. A modem alternative 
is the finite element method, which can be considered as a combination of 
these two classic methods as it uses assumed shape functions to represent 
displacements within element boundaries [30],[31].
The classic derivation of the equations of motion for a structure modelled 
in this manner can be found in most texts on structural vibration analysis 
(for example, see [11],[12],[30],[31]), but the derivation of these equations 
using assumed shape functions is perhaps less well known and thus full 
details are given in Appendix A .l, together with details of decoupling the 
equations into modal form. However, they are stated here in the form;-
Md(t )  +  Dd(t)  +  Kd(t)  = F{t)  (2.4)
where
d(t) is the vector of structural co-ordinates (degrees of freedom),
F(t)  is the vector of external forces and torques at the structural
co-ordinates,
M  is the m atrix  of mass and inertia properties of the elements,
D  is the m atrix  of damping properties of the elements,
K  is the m atrix  of stiffness properties of the elements.
Note that the damping terms are generally very small and ill-defined, so 
are neglected for many cases.
These coupled equations of motion can be decoupled by a suitable co­
ordinate transformation. The most convenient transformation is to the sec­
ond order modal form, which is described in detail in Appendix A.I. The 
resulting modal m atrix, appropriately normalised, can be used to map the 
structural co-ordinates into modal co-ordinates thus enabling equation 2.4 
to be written as a set of uncoupled equations of the form;-
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qi(t) + 2CiWi4i(t) + = fi(t) i = 1 , . . .  n (2.5)
where
q(t) is the ith modal co-ordinate, 
u>i is the frequency of the ith mode,
Q is the damping factor of the ith mode, 
f i(t)  is the generalized force at the ith modal co-ordinate, 
and n is the number of modes, (equal to the number of degrees
of freedom of the model)
An advantage of this approach is that there is no requirement for any 
point of the structure to be rigid. The use of a finite element structural 
analysis package for a digital computer such as NASTRAN [32], [33] en­
ables very complex structures to be modelled, including non-linear elements 
such as sliding joints. Most finite element structural analysis programs in­
clude a dynamic analysis capability which provides the modal frequencies 
and the correctly normalized modeshape matrix (see Appendix A .l) such 
that the uncoupled modal equations can be derived directly without further 
computation.
Note that translational and rotational motion can be described for the 
elastic modes as well as the rigid modes (where the complete structure moves 
with no deformation from its nominal shape) hence the complete motion of 
the structure can be described in terms of modes.
In addition, one particular advantage of this type of model is the facility 
to model displacements at more than one point with ease, thus allowing 
the examination of effects of structural flexibility between control devices 
(actuators and sensors) rather than having to assume that there is no rel­
ative displacement between control devices. This enables the examination 
of “shape” control problems where it is required to minimise the relative 
displacements between a set of points on a structure. Examples of this type 
of problem might be a  large antenna, where flexing needs to be minimised in 
order to minimise the deformation of the radiation pattern of the antenna, 
or a large optical telescope where deformations of the line-of-sight have to 
be minimised in order to maximise the resolution of the telescope.
The only apparent lim itation to the finite element approach is that it 
is based on an assumption of small displacements. Thus if the motions are 
small, the rigid modes can be handled together with the vibration modes. 
When larger rigid mode motions are to be considered, and motion rates
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remain small, the equations are still applicable provided that the rigid modes 
are now given in terms of attitude angles, and the elastic displacements are 
now interpreted as deformations of the structure relative to the rotated 
frame defined by the rigid modes. (The equations take on a similar form 
to those given for the hybrid co-ordinate approach via the unconstrained 
method (equations 2.2.) Note tha t the elastic deformations must always 
remain small though, because for large elastic deformations other non-linear 
effects also have to be modelled.
2.6  S u m m ary
The choice of modelling technique for a particular problem is likely to be 
influenced by the general topology of the structure, by the control require­
ments, and in some cases, by the magnitude of the motions of the structure 
tha t are required to be modelled.
For structures which can be essentially considered as a rigid body with 
flexible appendages, where all the sensors and actuators axe mounted on the 
rigid body, and where the only control requirement is the “pointing” (that 
is position control) of tha t rigid body, then the hybrid co-ordinate approach 
is likely to be the most suitable method. An example of such a structure 
might be a large geostationary communications satellite.
> For reasons already stated in the section on the hybrid co-ordinate ap­
proach, it is recommended that the modal analysis is carried out on the 
complete structure with no artificial constraints, rather than individually 
analysising the appendages by using false constraints, that is use the uncon­
strained method in preference to the constrained method.
For cases where the structural flexibility is more distributed, or if the 
control requirements apply to more than one point of the structure, then 
another approach is necessary. If only rotational motion is important, then 
the multibody approach may be a suitable method. However, in many cases 
the problems of obtaining data for the elastic joints might prove difficult, 
and in such cases the finite element approach may be preferable.
The finite element approach may, to some extent, be considered as being 
more generalized than the hybrid co-ordinate and the multibody approaches. 
This is due to the fact that the finite element approach can be used to 
represent both translational and rotational vibratory motion at more than 
one point on a structure which exhibits distributed flexibility. There is no 
need to be able to define any part of the structure to be rigid, although this
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is easily accommodated if required.
Another advantage of the finite element approach is the ease with which 
the structural stresses and strains can be computed. (See Appendix A .I.) 
Indeed, in the aircraft industry it has been common practise for many years 
to use a finite element model to investigate the static and dynamic loading of 
an airframe, as well as obtaining modal data for vibration analysis. This may 
be useful for large complex structures where the stresses on the structure 
may be computed which would then allow lightly stressed components to be 
identified and redesigned for a lower factor of safety, generally resulting in a 
weight reduction, an aspect of significant importance in the design of large 
spacecraft.
The main limitation of the finite element approach in its basic form, is 
tha t it is based on an assumption of small displacements. For large angles 
and large rates, other non-linear effects have to be modelled, hence for these 
cases, the multibody approach is probably more useful, as it does not have 
any small displacement limitations. An example of this is where the struc­
ture undergoes significant changes, such as the unfolding of fold-up solar 
arrays, or perhaps the on-orbit assembly of large spacecraft.
Thus when choosing a modelling technique for application to a space 
structure, it may be necessary to use different techniques to represent the 
same structure according to the particular problem being dealt with.
Another possibility which has not been examined here is to combine the 
multibody approach and the finite element approach such that the individ­
ual bodies of the multibody description can exhibit elastic behaviour. The 
small deformations of the bodies could be described by finite element equa­
tions in local body co-ordinates, whilst the interactions of the bodies could 
be described using the multibody equations. This would facilitate the si­
multaneous examination of the effects of large structural changes and elastic 
deformations.
The m athematical models derived can be written in the usual transfer 
function m atrix formulation, or in state space formulation, as preferred, for 
control system design. A disadvantage of the transfer function description is 
the large peaks in the transfer functions at the structural frequencies caused 
by the low structural damping. This can cause problems in observing detail 
in transfer function plots generated by computer programs using automatic 
scaling. The basis for a state space description can be chosen to correspond 
conveniently w ith the second order modes of the system (see Appendix A .l), 
and its m atrix structure is most convenient for manipulation on a digital 
computer.
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Because of its convenient form, particularly in a state space representa­
tion, the modal form of the finite element representation (equation 2.5) is 
used in subsequent chapters, and so this form of the equations are stated 
here as follows
x(t ) = Ax(t)  + Bu(t)  
y(t) = Cx(t)
where x £ lZn is the vector of modal amplitudes and rates, u £ TZm is the 
vector of external forces and torques, and y £ 7Zp is the vector of nodal 
displacements and rates. Matrix A  is block diagonal, with blocks of the 
form;-
* = (  \  ■ ) ^-Ujf - 2 ^  )
and matrix B  has corresponding blocks of the form;-
bi =
and m atrix C also has corresponding blocks, which have the form;-
Ci = 0
Note that is the “shape” of mode i at the actuator and sensor locations.
Chapter 3
S y stem  Order R ed u ction
3*1 In tro d u ctio n
The design and implementation of controllers for high order systems is 
plagued with difficulties. Firstly, the design of controllers for high order 
systems tends to be complicated by numerical problems, such as poor con­
vergence, or even non-convergence, of iterative algorithms. Also, the compu­
tation costs of design algorithms generally increases markedly with increas­
ing system order. Secondly, even if a design algorithm successfully produces 
a controller specification, the resulting controller can be of similar order as 
that of the system, which may be too complex for real-time implementation 
with the available processing power. (This is particularly likely when using 
state feedback techniques, because the states are not measurable and so a 
dynamic estim ator will, in general, be required.) The general problems of 
designing controllers for high order systems has been the subject of much 
work reported in the literature, and some aspects of these problems are now 
(discussed.
There are basically three approaches to the problem of designing low 
order controllers for high order systems, these being;-
1. Reduce the order of the system model, then design a controller for the 
low order model.
2. Design a controller for the high order system model, reduce the order 
of the controller to meet implementation restrictions.
3. Design a controller for the high order system model with constraints 
such that a controller is produced which is of low enough order to meet
18
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implementation restrictions.
The first approach has received considerable attention in the literature 
(some particularly noteworthy examples being [34],[35],[36],[37], and [20], 
no doubt because of the computational attractiveness of applying design 
algorithms to low order models rather than high order models. The second 
method has been much less well examined, probably for two reasons. The 
first reason is tha t the design of high order controllers is unattractive because 
of computational costs and numerical difficulties, and the second reason is 
that many of the methods postulated for model order reduction could also 
be applied to the problem of controller order reduction. The third method 
has been comparitively seldom reported, although as will become apparent, 
it may be the most technically desirable method.
3.2 M o d el O rder R ed u ctio n
Many techniques have been postulated for model order reduction in both the 
frequency domain and the time domain, the inter-relation of several of these 
is shown in figure 3.1. It is shown in [17, chapters 2 and 3] that many of 
these techniques are merely special cases of other more general approaches. 
As all the control system design methods discussed later use the state space 
description [38], tha t is the time domain, then model reduction methods for 
the time domain only are considered further.
As can be seen from figure 3.1, the time domain methods can be grou­
ped under two headings, perturbation and aggregation. The perturbation 
methods can also be sub-divided into two groups, non-singular and singu­
lar (sometimes termed weakly-coupled and strongly-coupled). Non-singular 
perturbation model reduction can be used where parts of a system are only 
weakly coupled, a situation which does not generally occur in large flexi­
ble spacecraft. (Except perhaps for the separation of the three principal 
axes of a non-spinning spacecraft where the cross-products of inertia are 
small.) Singular perturbation model reduction can be used where a part of 
the system has much faster dynamics than that of the remainder, so that 
the remainder is dominant. This technique can be considered as a valid 
technique only when the slowest part of the high frequency portion is about 
three to five times (or more) faster than the fastest part of the low frequency 
section. Again, this situation does not generally occur in the dynamics of 
large flexible space structures. However, a method has been reported [39]
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Figure 3.1: Inter-relation of system reduction methods
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where “forced singular perturbation” has taken place by using a suitable 
control law, and this is examined in Chapter 5.
Model reduction via aggregation can take various forms but it is essen­
tially the choice of a new set of system states (either completely new states 
or a subset of the original states) which approximates the original system 
behaviour. This can be considered mathematically as a co-ordinate trans­
formation from a nth  order space to a mth  order subspace, where m < n. 
The difference between the various methods is the means of obtaining the 
transformation m atrix. It has already been noted that many of the reported 
methods are merely special cases of a more generalized approach, but where 
a particular method is used to obtain the transformation matrix, or where a 
particular form for the transformation matrix is assumed. (Although many 
of the methods have not been reported by their authors in such a manner.)
For example, one method of forming the transformation matrix is via the 
minimization of an error function, which in some manner describes the error
between the original model and the reduced order model [40]. This approach
has certain drawbacks, such as the definition of a suitable error function for 
minimizing, and the possible computation problems of minimizing a high 
order function, subject to a large number of constraints.
Another example is the method of model reduction by Component Cost 
Analysis [34],[35]. This technique assigns a “cost” to components of a sys­
tem, thus identifying the components with highest “cost” as those which 
should be retained in a low order model. The remaining components are 
simply ignored. Thus an nth  order system described by a matrix equation 
of the form;-
x( t ) =  Ax(t)  +  Bu(t)  
y(t) = Cx(t)
can be approximated by a mth  order model (where m < n) of the form;-
x'{t) = A ' x \ t ) -|- jE?'u(t) 
y(t) = C ' x \ t )
where;-
* '( « )  =  Lx(t) = (  I m 0 )  f  * '  )
Jm is an mth  order identity m atrix, xr represents the retained states (cor­
responding to the retained components) of the original nth order system,
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and Xd represents the deleted states (corresponding to the deleted compo­
nents of the original system). Thus a particular form for the transformation 
m atrix is assumed, only the selection of components, that is the ordering of 
the system states into retained or deleted groups, is selected by the reduction 
method.
When Component Cost Analysis is used for model reduction, a suitable 
co-ordinate basis has first to be selected, and then a definition for the “costs” 
has be to chosen.
For flexible structure models, a particularly convenient co-ordinate ba­
sis for the definition of the system components is the modal basis, where 
the components analysised are the second order normal modes of the sys­
tem  corresponding to the vibration frequencies of the structure, and this is 
generally referred to as Modal Cost Analysis [35],[36],[41].
The “cost” of a component is generally defined as its contribution to a 
quadratic cost function, for example;-
v  =  f  (y T y ) d t  
Jo
This is particularly convenient for flexible spacecraft, because when the 
damping is very light, as is the case for flexible spacecraft, this “cost” defi­
nition for each mode simplifies to the product of the mode’s controllability 
norm, its observability norm, and its time constant [35],[36]. Thus the com­
putation of the “cost” for each mode is simple and quick which makes this 
method most suitable for very high order systems.
In addition, some measure of the “quality” of the reduced order model 
can be computed. This is known as the “model error” , and is defined by the 
expression;-
model error = —— -
Vr +  Vd
where Vd is the cost of the deleted modes and Vr is the cost of the retained 
modes.
Note that the denominator is the sum of the costs of all the modes 
in the system, and the numerator is the cost of all the modes which are 
discarded when forming the reduced order model, so the “model error” can 
be interpreted as some measure of the amount of system information which 
has been discarded in the formation of the reduced order model.
Modal Cost Analysis is thus a very convenient method for reduction of 
high order models of flexible structures. The computation of the “cost” of 
each mode can be easily programmed on a digital computer, thus allowing
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its application to systems of very high order without any numerical difficul­
ties. By ordering the modes in terms of “cost”, a reduced order model can 
be formed from the modes with highest “cost”, sucessively increasing the 
number of retained modes until the “model error” is sufficiently small.
It should be noted, however, that the “cost” of a mode is dependent 
on its time constant, which in turn depends on the damping, as well as 
the frequency, of that mode. In the analysis of flexible spacecraft, damping 
terms are ill-defined, hence frequently, a rather arbitrary value of damping 
is assumed. If all the modes are assumed to have the same level of damping, 
then this should not be a problem, because although the mode “cost” will 
depend on the absolute value of the damping, the “model error” will be 
independent of the value of damping, so the selection of modes for a reduced 
order model will be the same for a given system, irrespective of the assumed 
value of damping, provided the assumed value is greater than zero. If a mode 
has no damping, the time constant of that mode, and hence its “cost”, will 
be infinite. Hence, Modal Cost Analysis suggests that any rigid modes of a 
system should always be retained in a reduced order model, and that if all 
the elastic modes are assumed to have no damping, then none of the modes 
should be deleted, that is a reduced order model should not be formed.
3.3 Full O rder D esig n  -  C ontroller R ed u ction
This approach for obtaining a low order controller has not been, well sup­
ported in the literature, probably for the reasons mentioned in section 3.1 
However, one notable method that has been reported for controller reduc­
tion is the algorithm presented by Yousuff and Skelton [42], referred to as 
the “Q-cover” algorithm, which attem pts to match the q Markov parameters 
of a qth order controller with the first q Markov parameters of the full order 
controller, and in addition, also attem pts to maintain the covariances of the 
system outputs.
Thus this approach attem pts to derive a low order controller which ap­
proximates the control action of the full order controller. The algorithm is 
only outlined here as full details of the algorithm can be found in [42].
Consider a nth  order system described by the following equations;-
x(t) = Ax(t )  +  Bu(t)  +  Dw{t)
y(t) = Cx(t)
z( t ) = Mx( t )  -f v(t)
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where x £ TZn and u  £ 7£m. The disturbances w £ 7Zd and v £ 1Z1 are 
assumed to be uncorrelated (with each other and with z(0)) zero-mean white 
noise processes w ith intensities W  > 0 and V > 0 respectively. The vector 
2 £ 7Zl is composed of the measurements corrupted by the noise v(£). The 
vector y £ R k contains only the variables that are used to measure the 
performance of the system via the standard quadratic cost function V defined 
as:-
V =  £ J0 +  C3-1)
where Q > 0 and R  > 0 are weighting matrices and £ denotes the expecta­
tion operator.
Assuming th a t the m atrix pairs (A, B)  and (A ,I?) are controllable, and 
the m atrix pairs (A, C)  and (A, M)  are observable, the LQG controller (de­
noted by S c) th a t minimises equation 3.1 is given by;-
x c(t) = A cxc(t) + Fz(t)  
u(t) = Gxc(t)
where xc £ lZn and;-
with;-
Ac = A + B G - F M  
F  = P M t V ~1 
G = - R ~ 1B t K
K A  + A t K - G t RG + Ct QC  =  0 
P A t  + A P  -  F V F t  + D W D t  =  0
Given <SC, it is required to obtain a controller of order r  < n, denoted by 
Sr , in the following form;-
x r(t) = A rxr(t) + Frz(t) (a)
(3.2)
u(£) = Grxr(t) (b)
where xT £ 72.r .
The matrices Ar ,jFr , and Gr are obtained via an oblique projection of 
the LQG-controller S c, such that;-
= LrAcTr
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Fr =  L rF  
Gr = GTr 
L rTr — I r
where Lr £ 7£rXn, Tr € 1Znxr, and Jr denotes the r x r identity matrix. The 
matrices L r and Tr are obtained via the following algorithm.
1. Specify g, the number of Markov parameters to be matched by the 
reduced controller.
2. Compute X c the steady-state covariance of the states xc by solving;-
X C(A  +  B G ) t  +  (A  +  B G )X C +  F V F t  = 0 (3.3)
3. Construct the qth. observability m atrix 0 g defined by;-
0 ^ =  [GT,A fG I',-- ->( X r 1)r GT] (3.4)
4. Compute the singular value decomposition of 0 qXc©^ as follows;-
Q„Xc0 j  = [UjJ/j] s o ’ U? 10 0 . u ? .
(3.5)
where;-
u xu ^  +  u 2u l  =  I qm
and Ux e n mxr*.
5. Construct the projection matrices L r and Tr from;-
Lr =  U?Qq 
Tr =  X cLTr (LrXeL j )
-1
Thus, when L r and Tr have been computed, the reduced order controller 
can be constructed, as defined by equation 3.2. Note that the ith Markov 
param eter M i  of the reduced order controller is given by;-
M i  = G r K ~ l FT
Some comments regarding the computational aspects of this algorithm 
are now considered.
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1. The solution of equation 3.3 can be found using any one of a number of 
algorithms for solving a Lyapunov type equation, (see Appendix B.4) 
so assuming the choice of a reliable algorithm, this is unlikely to cause 
many problems.
2. The construction of the observability matrix 0 q (equation 3.4) may 
cause problems due to the raising of m atrix Ac up to the power of q. 
Even if Ac is only moderately ill-conditioned initially, the subsequent 
products will, in general, cause further deterioration of the condition of 
the final m atrix. This will be further compounded by the computation 
of the product 0 qX c0 ^  in equation 3.5.
3. Reliable algorithms for the computation of the singular value decom­
position of a m atrix are readily available, so this should not cause any 
problems, except perhaps with an ill-conditioned matrix, which could 
occur quite easily, as mentioned above.
It is beyond the scope of this work to examine any numerical difficulties 
in detail, so other than scaling or simple balancing techniques, no attem pts 
were made to overcome any numerical problems when the above algorithm 
was implemented on a digital computer. Consequently, numerically difficult 
problems sometimes caused the algorithm to fail. More recently, Skelton and 
Collins [43] have reported a method of obtaining a class of reduced order 
controllers where portions of the projection matrices are parameterised, thus 
reducing the computational burden.
It should be noted that reduced order controllers obtained by this method 
of matching Markov parameters are not guaranteed to be stable, nor is the 
resulting closed loop system using a reduced order controller derived in this 
manner guaranteed to be stable.
As was mentioned in section 3.1, some of the methods for model reduc­
tion can also be applied to the problem of controller reduction. One such 
method that has been reported in the literature is Modal Cost Analysis [36]. 
The basis of this approach is the same as that described in section 3.2 for 
model reduction with the difference that the “cost” is defined in a manner 
more appropriate for a closed loop system.
In particular, if the controller is designed by solving an optimal control 
problem with a quadratic cost function of the form;-
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then an obvious choice for a cost function for Modal Cost Analysis of the 
controller would be the same function. Thus the modes of the controller can 
be analysised in terms of their contribution to the cost function and modes 
exercising least effect can be deleted from the controller.
The derivation of modal costs for controller reduction given in [36] ef­
fectively identifies those states whose feedback contributes least to the per­
formance of the closed loop system (as defined by the cost function), thus 
allowing the columns of the state feedback gain matrix corresponding to 
these states to be deleted. It is then necessary to design a state estimator 
to produce estimates of the retained states.
Also reported in [36] are equations defining the pole shifts due to the 
controller reduction. These equations, however, are based on the assumption 
of perfect state measurements, and as is shown in the next chapter, the pole 
shifts caused by the employment of a state estimator may be considerably 
larger.
3 .4  Low O rder C ontroller d irectly  from  H igh  
O rder M o d el
This last approach is the most desirable method from a design viewpoint,
as there are no approximations necessary in the derivation of the controller.
(The two approaches discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3 incorporate an ap­
proximate model or an approximate controller, respectively). Of course, one 
method of obtaining a low order controller for a high order system is to use 
a controller which is synthesised directly from the output measurements, 
rather than use a state feedback law which requires a dynamic state estima­
tor to reconstruct the unmeasurable or unobservable states. (In the modal 
description, none of the states of a flexible spacecraft model can be mea­
sured as they are not physical variables.) Such a method has been reported 
in [44], which is based on the so-called Robust Servomechanism Problem 
[45], where for a system of the form;-
x(t) =  Ax(t)  +  Bu(t)
y{t) = Cx(t)
a control law can be synthesised of the form;-
u(t) = - F t y(t) -  F2y(t) -  F3 J ( y . ' f  -  y(t)) (3.6)
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The elements of the gain matrices are obtained using a constrained pa­
ram eter optimization method [46],[47],[48]. Although high order parameter 
optimization problems are not computationally attractive, this method has 
been applied to a large flexible spacecraft example which was 200th order 
[44]. However, the controller design for the example reported in [44] was 
not based on the full 200th order model, but the authors took advantage of 
the predictable stability properties of output feedback (discussed in detail 
in Chapter 4), such that the model used for controller design comprised the 
rigid modes only, tha t is the elastic modes were ignored completely.
It should be noted that conditions have been derived [45],[44] for the 
existance of stabilizing controllers, such that it is possible to decide whether 
a “three-term” controller (as equation 3.6) is sufficient to meet the design 
requirements, or whether it is necessary to use a more complex controller 
based on state feedback with a state estimator.
A method of obtaining a low order controller incorporating a dynamic 
state estimator and the use of state feedback has been reported by Hyland 
and Bernstein [49],[50], which is known as the “optimally projected equa­
tion” method. This method effectively requires the solution of the controller 
design equations for the high order system with the constraints of the low 
order controller design equations. This manifests itself as the simultane­
ous solution of two modified Riccati equations and two modified Lyapunov 
equations, a non-trivial problem. Full details of the algorithm can be found 
in [49] and [50] and a comparison of this method with other approaches can 
be found in [51]. The algorithm is outlined in the following.
For a system of the form;-
x( t ) = Ax(t)  +  Bu( t ) +  Hiw(t)  
y(t) = Cx(t)  +  H 2w(t) 
it is required to obtain a fixed order controller of the form;-
xc(t) = A cxc(t) +  B cy(t) 
u(t) = Ccx c(t)
which will minimise the performance criteria;-
poo
J  = I (xTR \ x  +  uTR 2u)dt 
Jo
Suppose (Ac, B c, Cc) solves the steady-state fixed order controller prob­
lem, then there exists matrices Q, P, Q, P , G , M, and T such that;-
QP  = Gt MT
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TGt = I  
and A c, B c, and Cc are given by
A c = r ( A - Q S - S P ) G r
B c = TQCt (H2H?)~1
Cc = - R 2 1B t P G t
for some (C7,M, T) factorisation of Q P, and such that with T = Gt T the 
following conditions are satisfied;-
0 = A Q +  QAT - Q 2 Q +  ? Q H Q r T (3.7)
0 = At P  +  P A  + Ri  -  P E P  + Tr P E P T  (3.8)
0 = (A -  EP)Q  +  Q(A  -  E P )r  + QE(? -  TQ ETr  (3.9)
0 = (A -  Q E)TP  +  P(A  -  QE) +  P S P  -  T r P E P T  (3.10)
The solution of the above equations is obviously not a trivial task. The 
solution method proposed by Hyland [52] is b&sed on a parameter optimisa­
tion procedure which, again, is not particularly attractive from a computa­
tional viewpoint, although it has been claimed in [51] that the computational 
requirements of obtaining a low order controller using this method are lower 
than the computational requirements of designing a full order optimal con­
troller and then obtaining a low order controller by using the method of 
Modal Cost Analysis [36].
The coupling of equations 3.7 to 3.10 highlights an important point con­
cerning the design of low order controllers for high order systems, in that it 
indicates the demise of the well-known “Separation Theorem” [53],[54, chap­
ter 6]. The Separation Theorem states that a state estimator and a state 
feedback law can be designed for a system independently of each other, that 
is the design of the state estimator will not cause any poles to shift from 
their locations specified by the state feedback law, or vice versa. However, 
the coupling terms in equations 3.7 to 3.10 clearly indicate that if a reduced 
order state feedback law and a reduced order state estimator is to be de­
signed for a system, (or if there are unmodelled dynamics in the system) 
then the Separation Theorem is no longer valid. This is indeed confirmed 
in Chapter 4.
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3 .5  Summary-
Three approaches for designing low order controllers for high order systems 
have been considered. The first approach examined was based on reducing 
the order of the model to a sufficiently low level such that a controller 
designed for this low order model could be implemented. Several methods 
of computing the low order model have been discussed and, in particular, 
the method of Modal Cost Analysis appears to be the most useful, both in 
terms of its low computational requirements, and its ease of application to 
very high order systems.
However, deriving a low order model to represent a high order model 
(which itself is only approximate) as a means of designing a feedback system 
is a rather undesirable approach, due to the generally unpredictable effects 
of the feedback law on the unmodelled dynamics. Controllers can generally 
be designed for reduced order models which result in a stable closed loop 
system when the controller is applied to the reduced order model (assum­
ing, of course, tha t the reduced order model is stabilisable), however when 
the same controller is applied to the original high order model, there may 
be a significant decrease in performance of the closed loop system, and in 
some cases, the closed loop system may even be unstable. This problem is 
examined in greater detail in Chapter 4.
The second approach examined attem pts to avoid this problem by de­
signing a controller for the high order model and then reducing the order 
of the controller to a level which could be implemented, but maintaining 
the essential characteristics of the controller. Two methods for reducing the 
order of the controllers have been examined, the first based on matching 
the Markov parameters and output covariances of the closed loop system, 
(the “Q-cover” algorithm), and the second method based on retaining the 
states whose feedback contribute most to the performance of the closed loop 
system as defined by the cost function, (the Modal Cost Analysis method).
A disadvantage of the Q-cover algorithm is that it does not guarantee a 
stable closed loop system with the reduced order controller, thus it may be 
necessary to “search” for a stabilising reduced order controller of a partic­
ular order by adjusting the initial conditions of the algorithm. In addition, 
computation of the powers of m atrix A c in the construction of the observabil­
ity m atrix 0 q can cause numerical problems, particularly with numerically 
“stiff” systems.
The Modal Cost Analysis method of controller reduction is very simi­
lar to the Modal Cost Analysis method of model reduction, and thus the
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computational requirements are fairly simple. However, the method only re­
duces the state feedback gain matrix, and the problem of designing a state 
estimator to estimate the required states still remains. As will be seen in 
the next chapter, it is not a trivial task to design a state estimator of low 
order for a high order system which does not corrupt the locations of the 
system poles.
Of course, a problem for any method which requires the design of a con­
troller for a high order system, (which may, or may not, be subsequently 
reduced in order), is the computational difficulties of the design of the high 
order controller. In addition to high computational cost, many controller de­
sign methods are susceptical to numerical difficulties when applied to high 
order systems, and thus the choice of design method may be severely re­
stricted.
The third approach examined considers the design of a controller for a 
high order system which incorporates constraints in the design method such 
tha t the resultant controller will be of sufficiently low order that it may be 
implemented. One such method which has been discussed is known as the 
“Optimally Projected Equations” method. Although this method is a ttrac­
tive because no approximations of the model or the controller are necessary, 
it does have one serious drawback. The low order controller is obtained by 
simultaneously solving a set of four coupled equations, in particular, a pair 
of modified Riccati equations, and a pair of modified Lyapunov equations. 
This is obviously not a trivial problem, and for this reason, this method 
has not been examined further. However, these equations highlight an im­
portant point regarding the well-known Separation Theorem which states 
tha t a state feedback law and a state estimator can be designed for a sys­
tem  completely independently of each other. In the presence of unmodelled 
dynamics however, (or when designing a controller using a reduced order 
model), the theorem no longer holds true, and the interaction between the 
state feedback law and the state estimator gives rise to the coupling terms 
in equations 3.7 to  3.10. This is confirmed in the next chapter.
An alternative approach to the design of low order controllers for a high 
order system is to constrain the controller to use an output feedback law 
directly, rather than using the outputs to assist in the reconstruction of the 
system states for use by a state feedback law, as generally the number of out­
puts of a system will be much lower than the number of states. Direct output 
feedback also has certain useful stability properties, (which are discussed in 
the next chapter), but it also has inherently lower performance capabilities, 
in general, than state feedback. Under certain constraints, output feedback
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laws can be designed using a very low order model, (in fact, by using a model 
which completely ignores the elastic behaviour altogether) and the stability 
of the closed loop system can be guaranteed, but the transient behaviour of 
the elastic modes cannot be specified.
In practise, the design of a controller for a large flexible space structure 
will probably require a combination of approaches. For example, even if it 
is desired to use the “high order design -  controller reduction” approach, 
it is very likely tha t the numerical difficulties associated with the design of 
high order controllers will necessitate the reduction of the open loop model 
to a level such tha t the high order controller design can be carried out, and 
the controller reduction method may then be applied in order to obtain the 
implementable controller.
Chapter 4
A p p lica tion  o f  Feedback to  
F lex ib le  S tructures
4.1 In tr o d u ctio n
In this chapter the effects of applying feedback to flexible structures are 
examined from an analytical viewpoint. Initially, the effects on stability of 
using the outputs of the system for feedback via fixed gains are examined, 
then the effects of using the states of the system for feedback via fixed gains 
are examined. When the states are not available for feedback, some form 
of state estimator is required to reconstruct the states and the subsequent 
effects of this are also examined.
Because a finite dimension state space model (or equally, a transfer func­
tion m atrix model) is used to represent an infinite dimension system, it is 
inherent tha t a reduced order model is used for feedback law design, (or 
alternatively, that there are unmodelled dynamics in the system), so the im­
plications of this are examined by considering the system to be partitioned 
into “retained” and “neglected” subsystems.
The dynamic state estimators considered in later sections of this chapter 
are by no means a complete set, but merely three types of dynamic state 
estimator tha t are commonly used for linear multivariable systems. A more 
exhaustive study of dynamic state estimators for linear systems can be found 
in the text by O’Reilly [55].
The structure to be controlled is to be represented by a state space 
model (see Chapter 2), where the state vector ar, and the output vector y
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di ( t )
di(t)
where g; is the i th modal co-ordinate, and d{ is the ith nodal co-ordinate 
(degree of freedom). The state space model is of the form;-
x(t)  = Ax{t)  +  Bu(t)  (a)
y(t) = Cx(t)  (b)
where m atrix A  is block-diagonal with blocks of the form;-
(4.1)
a; = 0 1 
- w f
and matrix B  has blocks of the form;
bi = 0
where <f>i is the vector describing the shape of mode i a t the locations of the 




where <f>2 is the vector describing the shape of mode i at the locations of the 
sensors.
The effects of feedback with the ignored dynamics alone are to be con­
sidered here, so it will be assumed that the system is completely noise-free.
4.2  O u tp u t F eedback
Consider the above model to be subject to output feedback, that is a feed­
back law of the form;-
u(t) = -Fy{ t )  (4.2)
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The resulting closed loop system is given by;-
x(t) = ( A - B F C ) x ( t )  
y(t) = Cx(t)
and obviously it is desirable to select the matrix F  such that the m atrix 
{A — BF C)  is stable, which is possible if the matrix triple (A, £ ,(7 ) is 
stabilisable.
However, because the order of a model of a flexible structure should in 
theory be infinite, a reduced order model is implicit in the design of feedback 
laws for such systems, and this is now examined.
Consider tha t the model given by equations 4.1 is now partitioned such 
tha t x r represents the states that are retained in a model which will be used 
for feedback law design, and x n represents the remaining states, which are 
neglected. Thus the partitioned system can now be described as follows;-
The feedback law (equation 4.2) is then defined for the system given by 
equations 4.4 such that the closed loop system becomes;-
(4.3)
Note that the partitioned A  m atrix is block-diagonal because the original 
A  m atrix itself is block-diagonal. The reduced order model used for feedback
law design is given by;
xr(t) = (A r - B rFCr) x r(t) 
y(t) = Crx r(t)
However, the effect of using a reduced order model for defining the feed­
back law can now be examined by applying the feedback law to the complete 
system, defined by equations 4.3, which results in the following closed loop
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system;-
(Ar -  B rFCr ) - B rFC„ 
- B nFCr (A„ -  BnFCn) («)
y(t) = [
(4.5)
It is obvious from equations 4.5 that the closed loop poles of the complete 
system are not given by the poles of the design model, and the poles of 
the ignored part of the system, but are given by an interaction of the two 
“subsystems”.
It is now possible to identify three popular terms that have been adopted 
by many authors, these being “spillover”, “control spillover”, and “obser­
vation spillover” . The term “spillover” refers to the general problem of 
unpredicted pole shifts due to the modelling errors implicit in the use of 
a  reduced order model, “control spillover” refers to the unpredicted pole 
shifts particularly connected with the ignored input terms (that is the terms 
associated with B n in the closed loop system matrix), and “observation 
spillover” refers to the unpredicted pole shifts particularly connected with 
the ignored output terms (that is the terms associated with Cn in the closed 
loop system matrix). Thus, in equation 4.5(a) the term —B nFCr represents 
“control spillover” , the term —B rFCn represents “observation spillover” , 
and the term —B nFCn represents both “control spillover” and “observation 
spillover”.
Although initially output feedback may appear most unsuitable for use 
on flexible structures, it has the advantage of being simple to implement, 
and consequently it has been the subject of much work. Several authors have 
examined the problems of “spillover” and have been able to predict closed 
loop stability for flexible structures subject to output feedback involving 
certain constraints on the feedback gains, and these results are discussed in 
section 4.4.1.
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4.3  S ta te  F eedback
4 .3 .1  P e r fe c t  S ta te s
Consider initially tha t the states are available for feedback, and thus it is 
possible to construct a feedback law of the form;-
u(t) = - Fx ( t )
If this is applied to the system defined by equations 4.1 the resulting 
closed loop system is given by;-
x(t) = ( A - B F ) x ( t )
y(t) = Cx(t)
Again, it is obviously desirable to choose m atrix F  such that the matrix 
(A —B F )  is stable, which can be done if the matrix pair (A, B)  is stabilisable. 
As in the previous section, the effect of using a reduced order model for
designing the feedback law is examined. Hence consider the partitioned
system defined by equations 4.3 subject to a control law of the form;-
u(t) = — F x r (t)
The resulting closed loop system is given by;-
(Ar -  B rF)  0 





As the closed loop matrix in equation 4.6(a) is block lower triangular, 
the poles of the system are given by the poles of the diagonal blocks, (A r — 
B rF)  and An, thus there are no unpredicted pole shifts. It cam be seen 
from equation 4.6(a) that a “control spillover” term —B nF  is present, but 
no “observation spillover” term is present. The lack of an “observation 
spillover” term  is due to the assumption that the states xr are available 
with complete accuracy. This result led to the statement by Balas [56] that 
a sufficient condition to guarantee closed loop stability of a flexible structure 
subject to a feedback law designed using a reduced order model was that 
either “control spillover” or “observation spillover” should be zero. However,
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as will be become apparent, this condition is very difficult, if not impossible, 
to achieve with any practical control system design.
Although these results suggest that state feedback is very attractive, they 
have been based on the assumption that the required states are available 
with complete accuracy, but in the case of flexible structures the states are 
generally not physical variables so it is impossible to measure them, hence 
this assumption is not valid. In the next section, the effects of having to 
estimate the states on closed loop stability are examined.
4 .3 .2  E s t im a te d  S ta te s
4.3.2.1 Static S tate Estim ators
Now consider the more realistic case where the states are not directly avail­
able and so have to be reconstructed in some manner. Initially, consider the 
use of a static state estimator, that is for a system given by;-
x(t) =  Ax(t)  -f Bu(t)  
y{t) = Cx(t)
where x £ 7£n and y £ 7vp, then the states may be reconstructed directly 
from the outputs by a static estimator of the form;-
x(t) = Ky{t)
where x is the estimate of the system state x , and m atrix K  is such that;-
K C  = I
where I  is the unit m atrix of dimension n.
If m atrix C is non-square, as in general it will be, then matrix K  can 
be obtained as the pseudo-inverse of C, (sometimes known as the Moore- 
Penrose inverse, or the generalised inverse) such that;-
IC =  CT (c ,Cr )~ 1
If C is square, and non-singular, (that is the number of outputs equals the 
number of states, and all the outputs are independent) then this reduces to 
the more usual inverse such that;-
IC = C " 1
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The fundamental drawback of using a static state estimator is that it 
assumes an accurate knowledge of the output matrix (the C matrix) of the 
system. Models of flexible structures are generally accepted as not being 
particularly well-known, and indeed, their representation by a finite order 
model is an approximation in itself. Thus the use of a static state estimator 
could be expected to give rise to robustness problems, in the sense of being 
rather sensitive to modelling errors and parameter variations.
A feedback law design method which incorporates a static state estima­
tor has been proposed for flexible spacecraft by Meirovitch [4], and this is 
examined further in Chapter 5.
4.3 .2 .2  D ynam ic State Estim ators
Now consider a general dynamic state estimator which attempts to reduce 
the sensitivity problems of static state estimators by using more information 
from the system. It should be noted that a dynamic state estimator still 
incorporates a model of the open loop system within its structure, although 
the model used is more complete than just modelling the output m atrix as 
in the static state estimator.
Consider again the system defined by equations 4.3 but now subject to 
a feedback law of the form;-
u(t) = —F x r(t) (4.7)
where xr(t) is an estimate of xr( t ) obtained via a dynamic state estimator 
of the form;-
z{t) =  Dz{t)  +  Gu(t) -f Hy(t)  (a)
(4.8)
x r(t) = K 2y(t) + I{2z(t) (b)
Before the effects on closed loop stability of this system are examined, 
the closed loop system comprised of the design model subject to a state 
feedback law obtained via a dynamic state estimator will be examined in 
order to identify certain useful design constraints for the selection of the 
matrices in the estimator. ( For a thorough treatment, see [53],[57].) Thus 
consider the system given by;-
x(t) = Ax(t )  +  Bu(t)  
y(t) = Cx(t)
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subject to a feedback law of the form;-
u(t) =  —F x ( t )
where x ( t ) is an estimate of x(t)  obtained via a dynamic state estimator of 
the form;-
z(t) =  Dz(t)  + Gu(t) -f Hy(t)  (a)
x(t) = Kiy (t )  +  IC2z(t) (b)
This results in the closed loop system given by;-
(4.9)
(A -  B F K i C )  - B F K 2 
(H C -  G F K \C )  (D - G F K 2)
x{t)
z(t)
If an error function e(t) is now defined such that;-
e(t) = z(t) — Lx( t )
it is now possible to define the closed loop system in terms of x(t) and e(t), 
as follows;-
*(0 | = 
e{t) )
(A -  B F P )  - B F K 2
{Q F P  + D L + H C -  LA)  (Q F K 2 +  D)
x{t)
e(t)
where the matrices P  and Q are defined as;-
P  = R \ C  +  K 2L 
Q = L B - G
From equations 4.10 it is obviously desirable to make;-
K XC +  IC2L =  I
and if m atrix G is selected such that;-
G = L B
and also H  and L are chosen such that;-
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then the closed loop system defined by equations 4.10 becomes;-
x(t) (A -  BF )  - B F K 2 ' x(t)
e(t) 0 D e(t)
Thus the poles of the system are given by the poles of the blocks (A — 
B F )  and D. Hence the poles of the “plant” are positioned as if the exact 
states were available for feedback, and the matrix D  can be selected to be a 
stable matrix with poles several times faster than the poles of A  so that the 
estimates of the states converge rapidly to the correct values. The design of 
dynamic state estimators is examined in detail in Chapter 5.
Returning to the initial problem defined by equations 4.3, 4.7, and 4.8, 
the closed loop system is given by;-
* M O  ^ ' (Ar -  B rF K \ C r) - B rF I i \C n - B rF K 2 /
®n( 0 — —B nF K \ C r (An -  B nF K \ C n ) - B nF K 2
\  W  ) (H C r -  G F K iC r) (HCn -  G F K iC n) (D -  G F K 2) V
(4.14)
Following the earlier analysis, if an error function e(t) is now defined 
such that;-
e(t) = z(t) — L x r(t) (4-15)
it is now possible to define the closed loop system in terms of M 0> zn(0> 
and e(f), and with the appropriate changes to equations 4.11 to 4.13 as 
follows;-
R \ C r +  K 2L = I
G = L B r 
L A r -  D L  -  H C r = 0
the closed loop system is given by;-
f *r(t) ^ (Ar -  B rF) —B rF K \ C n - B rF K 2 ' f M O  ^
*n(0 — - B nF (An -  BnFKiCn) - B nF K 2 M O
\  ) 0 H Cn D ^ e(0  /
(4.19)
It is obvious from equation 4.19 that the poles of the closed loop sys­
tem no longer correspond to the poles given by the blocks on the diagonal, 
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demonstrated in section 4.2 is just as prevalent with state feedback laws in 
the practical case where a dynamic state estimator is involved. This is not 
particularly surprising, because a dynamic state estimator uses information 
from the system outputs to help reconstruct the estimates of the system 
states.
This general analysis is now extended to examine particular implemen­
tations of dynamic state estimators.
4.3 .2 .2 .1  M inim al Order O bserver This type of dynamic state es­
tim ator is accredited to the work of Luenberger [53],[57], and is known as 
a “minimal order observer” or as a “Luenberger observer”. In particular, 
Luenberger showed that the minimum order necessary for a dynamic state 
estimator is Z, where I = n -  p, and n is the number of states of the system, 
and p  is the number of independent outputs of the system. The form of this 
type of observer is exactly the same as the general dynamic state estimator 
discussed in the previous section. Hence it is now possible to consider the 
dimensions of the various matrices which define the minimal order observer. 
Thus from equations 4.8,4.16, and 4.17, the minimal order observer is given 
by;-
z(t) = Dz(t)  +  L B ru(t) + Hy(t)  (4.20)
£r (<) = K\y( t)  + K 2z{t) (4.21)
where ;-
L A r -  DL -  HCr = 0 (4.22)
where xr £ 7Zn, u £ 7£m, y £ 7ZP, x r £ lZn, and z £ 1Z1, (I = n — p).
The dimensions of the matrices are inferred from the dimensions of the 
vectors. (See figure 4.1 for a block diagram of the structure of a minimal 
order observer.)
Obviously, the equations describing the closed loop system are identical 
to those given by equations 4.14 or 4.19, and thus the non-zero olf-diagonal 
blocks suggest that the closed loop stability of the complete system cannot 
be implied by stability of the component parts.
4.3 .2 .2 .2  Full Order O bserver The “full order observer” is so-called 
because the dimension of the estimator state vector is the same as the di­
mension of the system state vector tha t the estimator is attempting to re­
construct. This type of dynamic state estimator is sometimes referred to as
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4*14*1
Figure 4.1: Block diagram of minimal order observer
an “asymptotic observer”, although strictly speaking, the term “asymptotic 
observer” refers to a class of dynamic state estimators, to which all of the 
dynamic state estimators discussed in this chapter belong. For more details, 
see O’Reilly [55].
Recalling equations 4.15, if the m atrix L is set to unity, that is L =  7, 
then equations 4.16 to 4.18 become;-
K \C r +  K 2 = I  (4.23)
G = B r (4.24)
A r - D  -  H C r =  0 (4.25)
Equation 4.23 can be conveniently satisfied by setting ijf2 = / ,  and K i= 0 , 
and thus equations 4.20 and 4.21 become;-
z(t)  = (Ar - H C r)z{t) + B ru{t) + Hy(t)  (4.26)
i r(t) =  z(t) (4.27)
where x r G 7£n, u 6 7Zm, y G 7£p, x r G 7£n, and z £ H n. (See figure 4.2 for
a block diagram of the structure of a full order observer.)
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*(0
A - H C
Figure 4.2: Block diagram of full order observer
Re-arranging equation 4.26 and incorporating equation 4.27 gives the 
following form;-
' xr (t) =  Arxr (t) +  B ru(t) + H  (y(t) -  Crxr(t))
This equation shows more clearly the model of the system within the 
estimator. The model incorporated into the minimal order observer is in a 
projected basis and so is identified less readily than the model in the full 
prder observer which is in the same basis as the system.
The equations which describe the behaviour of the closed loop system 
can be derived from equations 4.14, 4.23, and 4.24 using the conditions 
L = J , K i = 0, and K 2 = I , as follows;-
(  * r(0  \ A r 0 - B rF ( xr(t) ^
*n(0 = 0 A n - B nF *n(<) (4.28)
\  / H C r HCn (Ar -  H C r -  B rF) V z(0
where z(t) = x r(t). W ith the error function e(t) now defined from equa­
tion 4.15 as;-
e(t) = xr(t.) -  xr(t)
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A - H C
G A IN
C O M P U T A T I O N
Figure 4.3: Block diagram of Kalman Filter 
an alternative description of the closed loop system is;-
( ir{t) ^ (Ar -  B rF)  0 - B rF (  *r(0  \
&n{t ) — - B nF  A n - B nF *n(<)
\  c(0  ) 0 H C n (Ar - H C r) V e(*) /
Again it can be seen that the “spillover” problem is very apparent, the 
non-zero off-diagonal blocks suggesting that closed loop stability of the com­
plete system cannot be implied by stability of the component systems.
4 .3 .2 .2 .3  K a lm a n  F ilte r  This type of dynamic state estimator is ac­
credited primarily to the work of Kalman [58]. The structure of the Kalman
Filter is essentially the same as th a t of the full order observer but its unique
aspect is the m ethod in which the gain matrix H  is chosen, which attempts 
to take into account the noise in the system and the noise in the measure­
ments. (See block diagram in figure 4.3.)
Consider the system described by the state space equations;- 
x(t) = Ax(t )  -f Bu(t)  -f w(t)
y{t) = Cx(t)  +  v(t)
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where w(t)  is a vector representing the system noise, and v(t) is a vector 
representing the measurement noise.
The system noise term w(t) is assumed to be a set of independent, zero 
mean, white noise sources, having a covariance matrix Q, where Q is diagonal 
and each element qi is the power spectral density of the noise source Wi(t). 
Similarly, the measurement noise v(t) is assumed to be a set of independent, 
zero mean, white noise sources having an associated covariance matrix R, 
where R  is diagonal and each element r* is the power spectral density of the 
noise source Vi(t).
The full derivation of the equations defining the Kalman Filter can be 
found in [59], so the derivation is not repeated here, but the equations are 
merely stated in the form;-
x(t) = Ax(t)  +  Bu(t)  +  H(t)  (y(t) -  Cx(t))
where;-
H(t)  = P{t )CTR ~ l
and
P(t)  = AP(t)  +  P{t)AT +  Q -  P{t)CTR - 1CP(t) (4.29)
The m atrix P(t)  is the covariance m atrix of the estimates £(£), and thus 
the Kalman Filter attem pts to choose the gain matrix H(t)  in such a manner 
as to minimise the covariance of the estimates i ( t ) .  Note that equation 4.29 
is known as the M atrix Riccati Equation. (The steady-state equation, that 
is when P(t)  =  0, is known as the Algebraic Matrix Riccati Equation.)
Obviously, the effects on closed loop stability of a system where the 
Kalman Filter and state feedback law are designed using a reduced order 
model will be the same as for the use of a full order observer and state 
feedback, as discussed in the previous section, the only difference being that 
the estimator gain m atrix H  will be time varying, that is H(t).
Although the noise terms used in the derivation of the Kalman Filter 
were assumed to be zero mean, white noise sources, consider the case when 
a reduced order model is used for feedback law design. As was shown in the 
previous section, the neglected part of the output matrix (the C matrix) 
gives rise to “observation spillover” terms, thus a state estimator which 
provided some rejection of the ignored output components could be expected 
to perform better than a standard state estimator, such as the full order 
observer discussed in the previous section.
If the ignored output components happened to be zero mean, white noise 
signals, then the Kahnan Filter would provide “optimal” rejection of these
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components. However, the ignored components are not zero mean, white 
noise signals, for example the “output noise” is given by;-
v(*) = Cnxn
where ;-
&n — An2Jn "I" B nU
Obviously the “noise” term will not be uncorrelated to the system states 
(linked by the term  Bnu and the feedback law u = —F x r ), and the “noise” 
will not in general have a uniform frequency distribution. However, as long 
as the closed loop system is stable, the states xn will have zero mean (recall 
tha t they represent vibration terms) and will tend to zero, and because 
the unmodelled modes will in theory cover an infinite bandwidth, it may 
be conjectured tha t a Kalman Filter would provide some rejection of these 
terms, although certainly not an “optimal” rejection.
Another way in which the theory of the Kalman Filter may be useful is in 
the guidance of the choice of gains for a fixed gain dynamic state estimator. 
It is well-known that if the ratio of system noise to measurement noise is 
small, then the Kalman Filter gains will tend to be small, thus the estimates 
will depend more heavily on the internal model of the system within the 
Filter rather than on the measurements of the system. Conversely, if the 
ratio  of the system noise to measurement noise is large, then the Kalman 
Filter gains will tend to be large, thus the estimates will depend more heavily 
on the measurements of the system rather than on the internal model within 
the Filter.
In the case of flexible space structures, the system model is not gener­
ally known particularly accurately, and the outputs are “corrupted” with a 
“noise” term. The inaccurate knowledge of the system model suggests the 
use of a high gain in a dynamic state estimator, but this is opposed by the 
output “noise” which suggests the use of a low gain in an estimator. Hence 
the selection of gains for a dynamic state estimator for flexible structures 
needs to be a compromise between the two requirements.
Indeed, it may be easier to design a reliable high order, fixed gain dy­
namic state estimator by using the steady-state solution to the Kalman 
Filter problem which may be computed off-line allowing the adjustment of 
the solution by choice of the noise term  weightings, rather than using a pole 
placement type of approach where it is assumed that there is no noise in 
the system or measurements, and where little guidance is available as to the 
“best” locations for the poles. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.









Figure 4.4: Block diagram of basic Phase-locked Loop
4 .3 .2 .2 .4  O th e r  Schem es Some less conventional methods have been 
proposed in the literature for the dynamic estimation of states of flexible 
space structures, and two such methods are briefly discussed here.
The first m ethod to be discussed is based on phase-locked loops [60]. 
A basic phase-locked loop is composed of a voltage controlled oscillator, a 
phase sensitive detector, and a filter. (See figure 4.4.) An analysis of a phase- 
locked loop will not be given here as it is readily available in many texts 
on communications systems (for example, see [61]). A simple description 
of its behaviour is tha t the loop attem pts to control the voltage controlled 
oscillator such th a t the frequency of the oscillator matches the frequency of 
the input signal. W ith some additional hardware, a phase-locked loop can 
be used as the basis of a tunable bandpass filter, thus a particular frequency 
component of an input signal could be extracted. Recall that the states of 
the system correspond to vibration at particular frequencies, hence it may 
be possible to isolate, and thus identify, the states by frequency.
However, state estimation for flexible space structures using phase-locked 
loops is not particularly attractive because of the possibility of closely grou­
ped frequencies, which would cause difficulties with loop acquisition, in that 
it would be extremely difficult to guarantee which phase-locked loop would 
lock onto which frequency, and mutual exclusion would also be difficult 
to guarantee. Also, as the structural transients decayed, the input signal 
amplitudes would drop which would cause the phase-locked loops to lose 
acquisition, so a  certain minimum level of excitation may be necessary for 
the loops to m aintain acquisition.
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The second m ethod to be discussed is based on least squares lattice 
filters. The lattice filter, together with a discrete Fourier transform, is used 
to provide on-line estimates of the number of significant modes, and their 
shapes, and the corresponding modal amplitude time series [62].
The performance of this type of estimator as part of an adaptive control 
scheme has been examined by a simulation study of its application to a 12ft 
“free-free” beam [63], where it was shown to perform quite well.
However, a drawback of this method is the fact that the number of modes 
to be controlled is not known a priori and hence it may be necessary to over­
specify the requirements of the control processor in order to allow sufficient 
processing time should the identified number of modes exceed the expected 
number, which may be undesirable.
4 .4  C o n d itio n s  for C losed  Loop S ta b ility
4 .4 .1  S y s te m s  w ith  O u tp u t F eedb ack
Balas [64] showed using Lyapunov stability theory that for a system where 
an equal number of collocated force (or torque) actuators and velocity (or 
angular velocity) sensors are used, and where the actuators do not excite 
any zero frequency modes, if they exist, then provided that the feedback 
m atrix F  is non-negative definite, the closed loop system will be stable, in 
the sense of Lyapunov, irrespective of the choice of feedback gains used in 
m atrix F.
These constraints mean that these results cannot be applied to a con­
troller designed to control the rigid modes of a structure, but they may be 
used as part of an overall control scheme, where a velocity feedback system is 
used to augment the damping of a structure over a wide bandwidth, whilst a 
more complex type of controller provides the means of achieving “pointing” 
control. This is discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
A similar result has also been obtained by Arbel and Gupta [65] by con­
sidering an inverse optimal control problem. (A type of problem where the 
control is known, and it is desired to obtain the weighting matrices which 
minimise the cost function.) For the same actuator/sensor conditions used 
by Balas, as discussed above, Arbel and Gupta showed that if the feedback 
m atrix F  is positive definite, then asymptotic stability of the closed loop 
system is guaranteed. This result was extended such that the authors pro­
posed an iterative method for the computation of the feedback gains, where 
termination of the algorithm was determined by “engineering judgement”
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rather than numerical convergence of some kind.
An alternative use for the results of Balas, and Arbel and Gupta is 
for the design of “member damper” controllers. This type of controller is 
effectively an active “dashpot”, such that between the two points to which 
a “member damper” is connected, equal and opposite forces proportional to 
the sensed relative velocity between the points, are applied. (A dual of the 
force damper has also been considered, where equal and opposite torques 
are exerted proportional to the sensed relative angular velocity between the 
two points.) The use of “member dampers” have been proposed for use in 
complex truss-like structures [66] where the damping of the overall structure 
can be increased by the use of local feedback.
The equations describing “member damper” control are detailed, using 
the modal equations defined in the previous chapter, as follows
qi(t) + 2(iu>iqi(t)+u;?qi(t) = ( </>£ <f)J2 ) ( fi(t) ) T
= { €  ~  € )  f i(t) (4.30)
y*(0 = (<j>n -  <f>u) 4i{t) (4.31)
fi = - F y i  i — 1 , . . .  n (4.32)
Substituting;-
= (<f>il ~ <t>i2)
equations 4.30 to 4.32 become;-
’4i(t) +  2(iU>iqi(t) +  a = $  fi{t)
Vi{t) = ipiqi{t)
fi(t)  = -F y i ( t )  i — 1 ,.. .n
which is identical to the usual rate output feedback case, and where the 
closed loop equations are;-
qi(t) +  (26^; -  r p f F ^  qi(t) + u fq^ t )  = 0 i = 1 ,.. .n
thus demonstrating how direct velocity feedback augments the natural damp­
ing of a structure.
It must be noted that the results obtained by Balas, and Arbel and 
G upta are only sufficient conditions for stability, not necessary conditions.
More recent work by Joshi [67] has extended the stability results for di­
rect velocity feedback to include limited actuator and sensor dynamics, and
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Figure 4.5: An example of a non-linearity in the (0, oo) sector
certain non-linearities in the feedback loops. In particular, for a velocity 
feedback gain m atrix F  which is positive-definite, then asymptotic stability 
is still guaranteed in the presence of linear time-invariant sensor and actua­
tor dynamics provided that the phase angle corresponding to such dynamics 
is within ±90°. This condition is, of course, satisfied for stable first order 
dynamics. In addition, asymptotic stability is also guaranteed in the pres­
ence of time-varying or time-invariant non-linearities in the feedback loops, 
provided that the non-linearities belong to the (0, oo) sector, that is, they 
lie in the 1st and 3rd quadrants, see figure 4.5.
West-Vukovich, Davison, and Hughes [44] obtained some interesting re­
sults by considering “decentralised control” , where sensor signals at any 
location are used exclusively as feedback signals for actuators at the same 
location, (and tha t the actuators and sensors at any location are “dual” , 
tha t is an angular displacement and/or rate sensor combined with a torque 
actuator, or a linear displacement and/or rate sensor with a force actuator), 
that is collocated, mutually dual actuators and sensors with diagonal feed­
back gain matrices. The result was proved that irrespective of the flexibility 
parameters, the closed loop system was guaranteed to be asymptotically sta­
ble provided tha t the rate feedback gain m atrix and the position feedback 
gain m atrix were both positive-definite.
An alternative proof derived by the author, and some discussion of the 
implications of these results can be found in Appendix A.2.
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Note tha t all the above results have assumed that the open loop system 
is stabilisable. This implies that any poles of the open loop system which 
are uncontrollable and unobservable (sometimes referred to as the “fixed 
modes” of the system [44],[45]) are stable. For all practical cases of flexible 
space structures this will be true, as the natural damping, even though small, 
will ensure tha t such “fixed modes” are stable, as long as the set of “fixed 
modes” does not include any rigid modes.
4 .4 .2  S y s te m s  w ith  E s t im a te d  S ta te  F eed b ack
Some conditions have been obtained by Joshi and Groom [66] based on 
Lyapunov methods which are sufficient to ensure asymptotic stability of the 
closed loop system. The result which appears to be least conservative is 
described in following manner.
The system described by equation 4.28 is asymptotically stable if;-
||J5rc„||. ||f lnF | | .  < V W M Q j )
4Am (-Pi )Am (-P2)
where ||A ||, is the spectral norm of matrix X , (which is equal to the square 
root of the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix X TX ) ,  Am(X ) denotes the 
minimum eigenvalue of the real m atrix X , A^f (X ) denotes the maximum
eigenvalue of the real m atrix A", and Qi,Q2>Pi,P2 are given by;-
A^P\  +  P\A\  -f Q\ — 0
A ^ P 2 +  P2A2 +  Q2 =  0
where A\  is the dynamics matrix of the low order model and estimator, and 
A2 is the dynamics m atrix  of the neglected part of the system.
Thus;-
A\  = 
A 2 =
A r B rF  
H C r D + GF
No guidance has been given for the choice of matrices Q 1 and Q2, but the 
numerical example reported by Joshi and Groom [68] used unit matrices for 
both Q1 and <?2.
Again, it should be noted that this result is only a sufficient condition for 
stability, and to the author’s knowledge, no results have yet been obtained 
for non-trivial necessaxy conditions.
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4.5  S u m m ary
The effect of using output feedback on flexible structures has been examined, 
and the problems of “spillover” (unpredicted and often undesirable changes 
in the locations of the poles of the closed loop system) have been identified.
The case when state feedback is used where the states are available with 
complete accuracy was examined, and it was found that closed loop stability 
could be guaranteed. However, this result is not particularly useful as, in 
practice, the states are not even measurable, so have to be estimated in some 
manner.
A variety of state estimator schemes were examined, the first being static 
estimators. These are effectively a transformation of the output information, 
which is in output space, to state information, which is in state space, via 
a fixed transformation. An advantage of this method is that it allows the 
results stemming from the study of output feedback to be employed, but it 
would be expected tha t this approach would be prone to parameter sensi­
tivity. (This will be examined in a practical manner in Chapter 8.)
The three examples of dynamic state estimators subsequently examined 
are all well-known types of state estimator. The discussion of the Kalman 
Filter led to some general remarks about the choice of gains for dynamic 
state estimators, and suitable methods for designing high order estimators, 
and these remarks are examined more closely in Chapter 5.
Alternative schemes for state estimation proposed in the literature have 
been discussed, but not examined in detail, due to the difficulties associated 
with these schemes which appear to make them impractical for all but a 
small number of special cases.
Various works have been identified in which sufficient conditions are 
given under which closed loop stability of flexible structures subject to out­
put feedback can be guaranteed. The essential aspect of these results is that 
a  positive-definite feedback gain m atrix is a sufficient condition to ensure 
closed loop stability.
A sufficient condition has been given to guarantee closed loop stability of 
a flexible structure subject to a state feedback law obtained via a dynamic 
state estimator, but this result is not particularly convenient to use.
To the author’s knowledge, there are presently no non-trivial necessary 
conditions to guarantee stability of a flexible structure subject to feedback. 
Currently, the most convenient method of checking closed loop stability is to 
compute the closed loop poles of the system, using the highest order model 
available, and to examine the real parts of the poles. Obviously, any poles
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with positive real parts indicate that the closed loop system is unstable.
Also, there are no guidelines at present for modifying a feedback design 
if the resulting closed loop system is unstable. (Except perhaps for the 
technique of “Innovations Feedthrough” by Balas [69], (see Chapter 5) but 
this does require additional sensor information to achieve stabilisation.)
C hapter 5
Feedback Law D esign  
T echniques
5.1 In tro d u ctio n
In this chapter the problems of designing feedback laws for flexible space 
structures are examined. Some of the methods considered are well-known 
methods for designing feedback laws for linear multivariable systems, others 
are essentially modifications to well-known methods which attempt to over­
come the “spillover” problems highlighted in the previous chapter, and one 
method has been reported specifically for control of flexible structures.
In addition to discussing the design method itself, some of the aspects of 
implementing the design algorithms on a digital computer are also discussed, 
as the application of these algorithms to a flexible structure control problem 
will generally require computations tha t greatly exceed the practical limit 
of hand computation. Also the problems of “spillover” caused by the use 
of reduced order models in the design of the feedback laws may dictate an 
iterative approach to the design problem, where the reduced order model 
may need to be amended and the design process repeated until a useful 
solution has been obtained. Thus implementation of the design algorithms 
on a digital computer is highly desirable, if not essential.
5.2  L inear Q uadratic O p tim al C ontrol
The general method of optimal control is a well-known method (see for ex­
ample, [70],[71]) for designing feedback laws for multivariable systems where
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the feedback law is obtained as a solution to the problem of m in im ising some 
cost function, where the cost function is chosen to define the required charac­
teristics of the closed loop system. The optimal control problems considered 
here are limited to the linear quadratic, infinite time problem, that is the cost 
function is quadratic, and only the steady-state (or infinite  time) solution is 
sought. The solution to this problem is known to be a linear time-invariant 
function of the system states (see [70], or [54]), that is state feedback via a 
constant gain matrix.
5 .2 .1  M a th e m a tic a l D e sc r ip tio n
The problem described above can be stated mathematically as follows. For 
the system given by;-
x( t) = A x( t ) +  Bu(t)  
y(t) = Cx(t)
a feedback law is sought which minimises the cost function;-
V = ^ J  [xTQx + uTRuj  dt
or the essentially similar cost fuction;-
 ^= \  I  {yTQ'y + uTRu) dt
where
Q = Ct Q'C
It is well-known tha t the solution to this problem is given by;-
u(£) = — Fx(t)
where
F  =  R ~ 1B t P
and the m atrix P  is given by the solution of;-
A t P  +  P A  -  P B R ~ 1B t P  + Q = 0 (5.1)
The above equation is generally known as the “algebraic Riccati equation”.
The weighting matrices Q and R  are normally chosen on an iterative basis 
so that the resulting closed loop system has the desired characteristics. Some 
aspects of the effects of the relative magnitudes of the Q and R  matrices on 
the closed loop system are now discussed.
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5 .2 .2  E ffec ts  o f  th e  R e la t iv e  M a g n itu d es  o f  th e  W eig h tin g  
M a tr ic e s  o n  th e  C lo sed  L oop  S y s te m
The effects of the weighting matrices Q and R  on the locations of the poles 
of the resulting closed loop system are now discussed in order to understand 
the effects of certain techniques introduced later.
A convenient method for examining the effects of the choice of the m a­
trices Q and R  is to  define them as a product of a scalar and a nominal 
m atrix, such that;-
Q = qQ 
R = rR
and then to examine the effects of varying the scalars q and r.
In particular, it can be shown that as q/r —> 0 the optimal closed loop 
poles approach the locations of the stable open loop poles and the locations 
of the unstable open loop poles reflected about the imaginary axis. The 
proof of this statem ent is straightforward, and can be found in many control 
theory texts, see for example [54, chapter 8].
Note that q/r  0 implies that the control inputs are weighted much 
more heavily than the states. Note also that the open loop poles of a flexible 
spacecraft are ju st to the left of the imaginary axis (a very small stability 
margin) if damping is not ignored or at the origin of the complex plane, and 
thus if the control inputs are heavily weighted compared to the states, then 
it can be expected tha t the locations of the closed loop poles will not differ 
greatly from their open loop locations, and thus the increase in stability 
margin will be small. Conversely, if a large increase in stability margin is 
desired, then heavy weighting of the control inputs should be avoided. (See 
also section 5.2.4.)
At the opposite extreme, as q/r —► oo then p of the closed loop poles 
approach finite locations in the complex plane, and the remaining n — p 
closed loop poles asymptotically approach infinity in Butterworth configu­
rations of various orders and radii. The proof of this statement is less than 
straightforward, but it can be found in [72].
It should be noted tha t q/r —* oo implies that control effort is inex­
pensive, and thus generally results in high feedback gains and large control 
efforts. As spacecraft generally have finite total control effort resources (as 
defined by the size of their fuel tanks), control effort cannot be considered 
as inexpensive, and thus the control inputs should not be lightly weighted 
in comparision to  the states. Also the high feedback gains produced by such
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weighting has the tendency to make the resulting closed loop system more 
sensitive to the effects of noise.
Hence it can be seen from the above discussion that the choice of weight­
ing matrices essentially has to be a compromise between the desired increase 
in the stability margin against the available control effort.
5 .2 .3  M o d e l  E r r o r  S e n s i t iv i ty  S u p p re s s io n
This technique was postulated by Likens and Sesak [73] and is essentially a 
method which attem pts to modify the choice of the control weighting m atrix 
R  in order to minimise the effects of unmodelled dynamics. The technique 
is summarised as follows.
For a system given by the equations;-
x r(t)
i n(t)




+ BrB n u(t)
y(t) =  [ C r C „ ] ( -xT(t)
w
for which a feedback law of the form;-
u(t) = —Fx(t)
is to be designed, which minimises the cost function V, where;- 
V = J  (x?QiXr + x* Q 2x„ + u TRu)  dt (5.2)
then consider that the design is based on a low order model of the form;-
i r (t) =  A rx r(t) +  BTu(t) 
y(t) = Crxr(t)
which results in a feedback law of the form;-
it(t) = —F x r(t)
The unmodelled dynamics are assumed to be negligible, that is xn — 
and the cost function is modified to take account of this assumption in the 
following manner.
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The neglected dynamics can thus be described by the equation;-
0 =  A nx n(t) +  B nu(t)
hence;-
x n(t) = - A ^ B n u i t )  (5.3)
assmning that A "1 exists. Substituting equation 5.3 into the cost function 
equation 5.2, gives the revised cost function;-
V =  r ( x ^ Q l x T +  u T B ^ ( A - 1f Q 2A - 1B n u + u T R u ) d t
Jo
y*oo
= / {x^QiXr + uT R'u)dt
Jo
where;-
R' = B l ( A - 1)TQ2A - l Bn + R
Hence this technique attem pts to take account of unmodelled dynamics 
by effectively increasing the weighting on the control inputs in relation to the 
chosen weighting on the unmodelled states «n, that is Q2 . However, it can be 
seen that as the weighting of the unmodelled states is increased, then there 
is a corresponding increase in the weighting of the control inputs. From the 
discussion in the previous section, it is obvious that this will result in lower 
performance of the closed loop system. Hence application of this method 
necessitates a trade-off between “spillover” reduction and performance.
An extension to this technique has been proposed by Sesak and Coradetti 
[39] for the design of “decentralised” controllers. As an alternative to parti­
tioning the system as “modelled” and “neglected” parts, the partition can 
be arranged as a set of controlled subsystems, where a controller is designed 
for each subsystem. The interaction between the subsystems is assumed to 
be negligible by application of the above method to each subsystem in turn. 
This approach has also been postulated for the dual problem of designing 
decentralised state estimators.
However, with this approach there is no guarantee that the individu­
ally designed stable subsystems will produce a globally stable closed loop 
system when combined. Indeed, the manner in which global stability is ob­
tained (see [39]) is to weight the unmodelled states extremely heavily, but 
from the discussion above and in the previous section, it can be seen that 
this results in heavy weighting of the control inputs, thus giving rise to low 
feedback gains and little movement of the closed loop poles from their open
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loop locations. Thus if global stability is not achieved with a particular 
set of subsystem controllers, then the only means of correcting this prob­
lem is to re-design the subsystem controllers with heavier weighting on the 
unmodelled states (and correspondingly heavier weighting on the control 
inputs), thus producing lower feedback gains and lower performance of the 
subsystems. This inability to guarantee global stability severely limits the 
usefulness of this approach.
It should be noted that this latter technique has been referred to in the 
literature as “equilibrium enforcing optimal control” , and “forced singular 
perturbation control”.
5 .2 .4  P r e sc r ib e d  S ta b ility  M a rg in
It is possible to produce solutions to the linear quadratic design problem 
such tha t all the closed loop poles lie to the left of the line s = — a  in the 
s plane. (See figure 5.1.) This is of particular interest for the control of 
flexible structures as the complex poles of each elastic mode lie very close 
to the imaginary axis, that is the stability margin is very small. Thus the 
ability to increase the stability margin of all the poles of the controlled 
part of the system may be very useful. The following analysis shows how 
this facility may be added to a standard linear quadratic regulator design 
algorithm without directly altering the solution process.
Consider the system defined by;-
x(t) = (A — a l ) x ( t ) +  Bu( t ) (5*4)
It is known that there exists a non-singular transformation matrix T  (if 
(A — a l ) has distinct eigenvalues) such that;-
x(t)  = Tx(t)
for which;-
T (A  -  a / ) T _1 = T A T - 1 -  a l  = A
where;-
A = diag {Aj}
hence;-
TA T-1 = A -f a l  = diag {A^  +  a}
The solution of equation 5.4 is given by;-
x(t)  = e^A~ar>lx(0) + /  B u(t )<1t
Jo
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Figure 5.1: Representation of stability margin in the s plane
In the transformed basis, the solution is described as;-
x(t) = e d ™ 9 { \ i+ « ) t - d ia g ( a ) t - Q +  ^  ^  j e (Ai + a ) ( t - r ) e ( - a ) ( t - r )  J T B u{t )<Lt
/•t
_  e -< xIte diag(Xi + a ) t - o +  e -<xlt  /  e d i a g { \ i + c ) { t - T ) T B i L ^ d T
JO
where
u (r) = ealTu(r)
Returning to the original basis;-
•t
—a l t :'4‘®(0)+ f  eA(‘~T^ Bu(r)dT
Jo
hence;-
eaI‘x(t) = eAtx(0) +  f  eA^ B u ( T ) d T  (5.6)
Jo
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Recognising that equation 5.6 is the solution to;-





as in equation 5.5 above.
Substituting this change of variables into the usual linear quadratic cost 
function, that is;-
J  = J  ^x t Q x  -f uTRu j  dt (5.8)
gives the revised cost function;-
J  = J  e2at (xTQx -f uTRuj dt (5-9)
Hence, minimising the cost function defined by equation 5.8 subject to
the system defined by equation 5.4 will produce the same solution as min­
imising the cost function defined by equation 5.9 subject to the system 
defined by equation 5.7.
5 .2 .5  C o m p u ta t io n a l A sp e c ts
The principal computational difficulty in obtaining the solution to linear 
quadratic infinite time optimal control problems is the solution of the alge­
braic Riccati equation. Much attention has been directed at this problem 
and many methods have been proposed for the solution of this equation (see 
for example [74],[75], [76],[77]), but in most comparitive surveys the eigen- 
analysis method generally comes out better (see for example [78],[79],[80]), 
particularly for high order systems.
The principal disadvantage of most iterative methods is the requirement 
tha t the m atrix A  must be non-singular. (This is relaxed on certain al­
gorithms.) This means that a solution cannot be obtained for rigid body 
(or rigid mode) controllers using this method. The zero eigenvalues can, of 
course, be approximated by small non-zero eigenvalues, but this generally 
results in poor convergence of the algorithm.
The eigenvalue-eigenvector method is based on the eigenanalysis of the 
Hamiltonian m atrix (see Appendix B.3), where the solution of the algebraic
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Riccati equation is formed from a partition of the eigenvector matrix. Re­
liable routines exist for eigenanalysis of real matrices (see Appendix B .l), 
even for high order problems, and thus the use of such routines enables 
this method to be applied to most problems to produce a solution of good 
accuracy.
For some problems, the computational cost (in terms of processor time) 
may be much greater for the eigenanalysis method than for iterative meth­
ods, but the greater reliability of the eigenanalysis method for high order 
problems, combined with its ability to handle rigid modes, makes it im­
mensely suitable for application to large flexible spacecraft problems.
5.3  In d e p e n d en t M od al Space C ontrol
This technique was originally postulated by Meirovitch [11] and has been 
applied to the control of an experimental “free-free” beam [4]. The essence of 
the technique is tha t the nth order dynamic equations, which are coupled via 
the input and output matrices, are decoupled by means of input and output 
decoupling matrices (which are defined later) into a set of n f  2 second order 
systems. Obviously this reduces the design problem from one nth  order 
problem to a set of n /2  separate design problems, the latter being quite 
trivial in comparision. This feature is very attractive but the drawback 
of this technique is the computation of the input and output decoupling 
matrices.
Consider initially the problem of decoupling the input matrix B. The 
problem can be stated  mathematically as finding the matrix D such that the 
product B D  =  I ,  where I  is the unit matrix of dimension equal to the order 
of the system. The necessary condition for a unique solution for matrix D 
is tha t the inverse of matrix B  should exist. In fact, the input matrix for 
flexible structure models can be partitioned such that;-
B  =
where $  is the appropriate modeshape matrix, and the corresponding par­
tition of m atrix D  is;-
D = [ 0 D'  ]
Thus in order to  obtain a unique solution for the block D ', then must 
be of full rank, and with dimension that equals the nmnber of modes to be
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controlled. The practical implications of this statement is that to obtain 
a unique solution for the input decoupling matrix it is necessary that the 
number of independent actuators is equal to the number of modes to be 
controlled.
Clearly, a similar development can be used when considering the output 
decoupling m atrix, which implies that to obtain a unique solution for the 
output decoupling m atrix it is necessary that the number of independent 
sensors is equal to the number of modes to be controlled.
Flexible structures will generally require a large number of modes to be 
controlled, and the large number of control devices needed to implement 
this technique may prove to be prohibitively expensive. In addition to the 
financial limitations, the use of a large number of control devices may not be 
possible simply because the structure may not be able to accomodate them 
for physical reasons.
A variation on this technique has been suggested [81] where the need to 
obtain a unique solution to the decoupling matrices is relaxed, and an ap­
proximate solution is sought by the use of a pseudo-inverse. (Such a matrix 
inverse is sometimes referred to as a “generalised inverse” or a “Moore- 
Penrose inverse” .)
The most reliable technique for computing a pseudo-inverse matrix is via 
the singular value decomposition of the original matrix. (See Appendix B.2.) 
However, even the use of this technique can result in significant cross- 
coupling terms and non-unity diagonal elements in the effective input matrix 
given by the m atrix product B D , and likewise for the effective output ma­
trix.
Thus the pole locations and consequently the resulting performance of 
the closed loop system will not be exactly as designed, the degree of unpre­
dicted pole shifts being dependent on the “closeness” of the effective input 
hnd output matrices to unity.
Obviously the output decoupling matrix is essentially a static state es­
tim ator, as discussed in the previous chapter, and thus an alternative to 
decoupling the outputs with a static m atrix might be to employ a dynamic 
state estimator as also described in the previous chapter. However, the 
problem of decoupling the input m atrix still remains for systems with more 
modes requiring control than the number of available actuators.
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5 .4  M od ern  M od al C ontrol
The technique known as “modern modal control” was originally discussed 
by Balas [56],[60]. The basis of modern modal control is to feed back the 
modal co-ordinates via a fixed gain matrix. As the modal co-ordinates are 
purely mathematical entities not physical variables, they have to be esti­
mated from available physical measurements. Balas suggested the use of a 
dynamic estimator with the same structure as the full order dynamic esti­
mator discussed in Chapter 4. However, on closer examination it is obvious 
th&t when the dynamic equations are written in state space form (see Chap­
ter 2), the modal co-ordinates are actually the states of the system, so this 
technique is simply a state feedback technique where the states are obtained 
via the well-known full order asymptotic state estimator. Indeed, Balas [56] 
actually suggests that any of the usual state feedback design techniques such 
as optimal control or pole placement can be used to design a controller based 
on modern modal control.
An alternative interpretation of modern modal control is as a special case 
of the more general method of “modal control” [82],[83], where the modes 
are considered as second order pairs rather than individual first order modes.
The problem of “spillover” with a state feedback law and dynamic state 
estimator have already been discussed in Chapter 4, but Balas also postu­
lated a variation to modern modal control [69] which attem pts to overcome 
“spillover” problems of an initial design. The variation is essentially an ad­
ditional term  in the estimator equation which attempts to take account of 
the effects of the unmodelled dynamics on the estimator, and also a modified 
feedback law which is used to stabilise poles which have been destabilised 
by “spillover” from the original design. This modification is referred to as 
“innovations feedthrough”, and the exact nature of this is now described.
Recall the partitioned state space equations;-
2/W = [
u(t)
and consider a feedback law designed using a reduced order model comprised 
of the retained modes which is of the form;-
u(t) = —F x r(t)
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where xr(t) is an estimate of x r( t ) obtained via a state estimator of the 
form;-
xr(t) = A rxr(t) + B ru(t) +  H  (y(t) -  Crxr(t))
As has already been shown (Chapter 4), the closed loop poles of the full 
system may not be in locations as designed, and some poles may even be 
unstable. Balas presented conditions [69] under which the unstable poles (or 
poles which were significantly removed from their designed locations) could 
be relocated by modifying the feedback law to the form;-
u(t) = - F x r(t) -  IC (y(t) -  Crx r(t))
where the m atrix K  is known as the “feedthrough” gain matrix, and by 
modifying the estimator equation by the addition of a term T B nu(t) such 
as;-
xr(t) = A rx r(t) +  B ru(t) +  H  (y(t) -  Crxr(t)) -f T B nu(t)
However, the conditons developed by Balas [69] indicate that the maxi­
mum number of modes that can be repositioned by these additional terms is 
equal to the number of sensors, a number that will generably be quite small. 
Hence this technique has serious limitations regarding its practical usage.
5.5  R o b u st M u ltivariab le  Servom echanism  
C on tro l
The basic aim of this technique is to produce a controller which provides 
asymptotic regulation of the system outputs in the presence of certain per­
turbations in the model and in the presence of a variety of disturbances. A 
particularly useful facet of the underlying analysis in this method is the def­
inition of necessary and sufficient conditions for the existance of a solution 
to the problem. These conditions also provide some insight into the general 
problem of designing controllers for multivariable systems. A rigorous anal­
ysis will not be presented here as it can be found in several sources (see for 
example [54, pages 299-329], or [45]), hence it is only outlined here in order 
to indicate the salient points. In particular, consider a linear time-invariant 
system described by the equations;-
£(t) = Ax(t)  -f B u ( t ) -f- E w ( t ) 
y(t) = Cx(t)  -f Du(t-) +  Fw(t)  
c(0 = y(f) - y r ( 0
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where x( t ) G 7Zn is the state vector, 
u( t ) G 7Zm is the input vector, 
y(t) G 7£p is the output vector to be regulated, 
w(t) G R l is the disturbance vector
(which may or may not be measurable), 
yr(t) G R p is the reference signal vector, 
and e(t) G TZr is the vector denoting the error between the
output vector and the reference vector.
It is assumed that the disturbance vector w{t) satisfies the following 
equations;-
w(t) =  Cwzw(t)
Z\l] ( t )   A y] Zyj ( t )
where zw(t) G 7£nw, the pair (A W,C W) is observable, and the initial state 
zw{tG) may or may not be known. Also the reference signal yr{t) satisfies;-
yr(t) = Crzr(t) 
zr(t) = Arzr(t)
where zr(t) G 'JZ7lri the pair (Ar , Cr) is observable, and the initial state zr(to) 
is known. It is also assumed that the eigenvalues of Aw and A r are in the 
closed right-half complex plane.
Now define dw(s). and dr(s) to be the minimal polynomials of Aw and A r 
respectively, and let d(s) be the monic least common multiple of dw(s) and 
dr(s). Also define Ai , i  = 1 , 2 , . . . q to be the zeros of d(s), and the matrix Cl 
to be of companion form where the elements which are neither zero or unity 
are the negated coefficients of d(s). (See [45].)
It can be shown [45] that a solution to the robust multivariable ser­
vomechanism problem exists if, and only if, the following conditions are 
satisfied;-
1. (A, B)  is a stabilisable pair,
2. (A, C) is a detectable pair,
3. the number of inputs is greater than, or equal to, the number of out­
puts (m
4.
rank A - X i  B  C D = n + p i — 1,2,
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Note that conditions 1 and 2 imply that any unstable modes of the 
system (A, B, C, D)  should be controllable and observable. Also, conditions 
3 and 4 imply tha t none of the transmission zeros of the system (A, B , C, D ) 
should be coincident with any of the zeros of d(s). In the particular case 
of step disturbances and step reference inputs, the zeros of d(s) will all be 
zero, thus condition 4 becomes;-
rank A B  C D = n + p
and thus, in this case, there should be no transmission zeros of the system 
(A, J5,C, D)  at the origin. If the above conditions are satisfied, then a 
robust controller can be obtained. The controller actually consists of two 
distinct parts, a “servo compensator” , which is completely determined by 
the nature of the disturbances and the reference signals, and a “stabilising 
compensator” , which stabilises the overall system. A block diagram of the 







Figure 5.2: Block diagram of Robust Servomechanism Controller
The servo compensator is defined by the equation;-
e = Q'eft) + 0 ;e(£)
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where
ft7 = r  block diag (ft, f t , . . .  ft) r -1
and 0 ' = r 0 ,  and r  is a non-singular matrix, and 0  is chosen such that 
(ft7, 0 7) is a controllable pair.
The stabilising compensator can either be of a state feedback/state esti­
m ator form, or, under appropriate stabilisability and detectability conditions 
[45], dynamic output feedback may be used, in a manner which stabilises 
the overall system. This compensator can be designed using any of the well- 
known multivariable control system design methods, for example optimal 
control, or pole placement.
It should be noted that the servo compensator is a feedback controller 
consisting of p unstable compensators, the dynamics of which are identical 
and are given by the m atrix ft. Recall that ft represents the dynamics of the 
disturbances w and the reference signals yr acting on the system. Thus the 
servo compensator effectively contains a model of the “external enviroment” 
against which it is trying to regulate. This is known as the “internal model 
principle” [84].
It is also worth noting that a simple structure can be obtained for the 
servo compensator by setting r  = Ipq and letting;-
0  = block diag(</>,<£,...$) (p blocks)
where
<f> = ( 0 ,0 , . . . ,  0 ,1)T (q elements)
This technique has been applied to the control of a large flexible space­
craft [44] where output feedback (based on position and rate information) 
was used for stabilisation and the servo compensator was based on integral 
action. However, the various gain matrices were obtained by the solution of 
a  constrained parameter optimisation problem [47]. An interesting feature of 
this application is that the predictable stability properties of diagonal output 
feedback matrices with all non-zero elements being positive (see Chapter 4) 
were used to enable the design to be based on a low order model comprising 
the rigid modes only. Thus a stabilising controller was designed for a system 
described by a 200th order model by using a model of only 6th order.
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5 .6  S ta te  E stim a to r  D esig n
5 .6 .1  S ta t ic  E s t im a to r s
The computation of a static state estimator has already been discussed in 
section 5.3, where it was stated tha t a static state estimator for the case of 
estimation of n states from n independent outputs can be computed via the 
usual m atrix inversion routines (generally based on the solution of simul­
taneous equations). However, in the case when the number of independent 
outputs is less than the number of states to be estimated, it is necessary to 
compute a pseudo-inverse matrix. The most reliable method for computing 
a pseudo-inverse m atrix is via the singular value decomposition of a m a­
trix, and details of this and the computation of the pseudo-inverse from the 
singular value decomposition can be found in Appendix B.2.
However, it should be noted tha t the performance of such estimators is 
likely to be extremely limited, and the accuracy of the estimates is likely to 
be very doubtful, particularly in practical cases where the elements of the 
output m atrix of the system (the C  matrix) will not be known exactly.
5 .6 .2  D y n a m ic  E s tim a to r s
5.6.2.1 M inim al Order E stim ators
The details of minimal order dynamic state estimators have been discussed 
already in the previous chapter, hence recall the general system and estima­
tor equations as;-
*(0 = Ax{t)  + Bu(t)
2/(0 = Cx(t)
u(t) = - F x ( t )
z( t) = Dz(t )  + Gu(t) + Hy{t)
x(t) = Kiy{t)  +  K 2z{t)
There are basically two approaches of selecting the matrices of the min­
imal order observer, one way is to assume certain values for the elements of 
some (or parts of some) of the matrices, and the other way is to assume a 
certain structure for some of the matrices. (A more thorough discussion of 
design methods for observers can be found in [55].
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Also recall the equations governing the selection of the matrices of a 
minimal order observer, that is;-
and
L A - D L - H C  = 0
G = L B
(5.10)
In particular, equation 5.10 above has a unique solution for matrix L 
if the eigenvalues of matrix D are chosen to be distinct and disjoint from 
those of m atrix A  [54, p .129],[55]. A common approach to this problem is 
to choose m atrix D and then solve for matrices L and H.  One method of 
doing this is via a non-singular transformation Q, where;-
CQ = [ 0,,n_i I, ] 
and then by partitioning the product LQ as;-
LQ = [ I n-l Ln- i ti ]
(5.11)
(5.12)
In this way, the requirement on the rank of m atrix L is guaranteed, 
and the remaining part L is determined in terms of the transformed system 
m atrix A , where;-
A n  A 12A = Q~l AQ =
A 2 i A 2 2
(5.13)
where the partitioning of matrix A  is conformal with the partitioning of 
m atrix L Q , given by equation 5.12. Substituting equations 5.11, 5.12, and 
5.13 into equation 5.10 yields two relationships, namely;-
and
A-u +  L A 2i — D
A-i2 -f- L A 22 — DL  — H
(5.14)
(5.15)
Thus, for a chosen matrix D, equation 5.14 can be solved for m atrix X, 
and then equation 5.15 can be used to determine m atrix H.  However, with 
this method no guidance is available as to the form of matrix £>, and also 
the product L A 2i is generally the product of two non-square matrices, hence 
equation 5.14 is often solved using the determinental relationship;-
s i  - L A 21 s i  — D -f A li
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the solution of which is obviously not particularly amenable for high order 
systems. Minimal order dynamic state estimators designed using the above 
described procedure are often referred to as “parameterised” observers [55].
An alternative method where a particular form for the matrix D is as­
sumed, is based on the pole assignment algorithm. Initially the equations are 
transformed to the “observable canonical” form [38], [54], where the trans­
formed system m atrix  is essentially block diagonal, with the blocks taking 
the companion form. The m atrix D for the observer is now specified to have 
similar form and thus specification of its desired eigenvalues completely de­
termines the matrix. From this, the matrix L in the transformed basis L 
can be assigned, and then equation 5.10 in the transformed basis, that is;-
L A - D L - H C  = 0
can be solved for H  (noting that this particular form allows a conveniently 
simple solution). The matrices L and H  can then be transformed back to 
the original basis, giving the required matrices L and H .
In both the above methods, the matrices K \  and K 2 can be found from;-
'  c '
L
The la tter procedure outlined above appears to be more attractive than 
the former procedure outlined above from a computational viewpoint, but 
it does have one particular drawback. The transformation of the system 
equations to observable canonical form requires the construction of the “ob­
servability m atrix” $ 0 [38] for the system, where is given by;-
$ 0 = \ c T , A TCT , ( A T)2CT, . . . { A T)n- 1CTY
where n is the order of the system. Obviously, the computation of this 
m atrix for high order systems will produce numerical problems as any ill- 
conditioning of the m atrix A will be magnified in the computation of the 
powers of A.  This can lead to severe ill-conditioning of the resulting ob­
servability m atrix, and also significant numerical inaccuracies. Even if the 
ill-conditioning is not too severe, the numerical inaccuracies are carried into 
the computation of the estimator matrices, which can lead to poor perfor­
mance of the resulting estimator.
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5.6.2.2 Full Order Estim ators
The details of full order dynamic state estimators have already been dis­
cussed in the previous chapter, hence recall the system and estimator equa­
tions as;-
i ( t )  = Ax{t)  -f B u ( t )
y(t) = Cx(t)
u ( t ) = —Fx(t)
x(t)  = A x ( t ) +  Bu(t)  + H  (y(t) — Cx(t))
Generally, the dynamic characteristics of a state estimator are of most 
significant importance and thus design methods which include the facility 
to locate the poles at desirable locations are most useful in dynamic state 
estimator design. Hence a logical first choice of a design method is some 
form of pole placement algorithm. In a similar manner to that described 
above, the equations can be transformed to the observable canonical form, 
and the matrix D  can also be specified in this form.
Recall from the previous chapter, that the matrix D  is now of the same 
order as that of the matrix A , and that L = J , and thus the equation to be 
solved is now;-
A - D - H C  = 0 (5.16)
Thus equation 5.16 can be solved for matrix H,  and thus H  obtained 
by transforming back to the original basis. In common with the procedure 
outlined in the previous section, the only computational problem with this 
procedure is the computation of the observability matrix 3>0, which is a nec­
essary prerequisite to the computation of the transformation matrix which 
will transform the system to the observable canonical form.
Another problem common to design methods based on pole placement 
is tha t it is obviously necessary to know a priori where the poles are to be 
placed. At present, the only guidelines available as to the “best” locations 
for poles of dynamic state estimators is that they should be faster than the 
system poles and reasonably well-damped so that the estimates converge 
quickly to the true values. This effectively defines a minimum time-constant 
for the estimator poles, and a minimum damping for the poles. It is also 
known that systems with very fast poles tend to be more sensitive to the 
effects of noise than  systems with slower poles, so this effectively means 
there should be an upper limit to the time-constant for the poles. These 
three limitations can be interpreted as boundaries in the complex plane, as
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shown in figure 5.3, which defines an area in the complex plane in which the 
estimator poles should lie. Another aspect of this is that it appears [18], 
(but it has not been categorically proven) that robustness properties (in the 
sense of sensitivity to model mis-match) of dynamic state estimators may 
be linked to the relative positions of the poles of the estimator, in tha t if 
the poles are closely grouped, then the performance of the estimator is more 
sensitive to model mis-match than if the poles are well-spaced. Thus it can 
be seen that the selection of pole locations for dynamic state estimators has 
to be considered carefully, and the process becomes increasingly difficult as 
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Figure 5.3: Boundaries for observer pole locations in the s plane
An alternative method for the design of full order dynamic state estima­
tors which avoids the need to specify the pole locations a. priori has already 
been suggested in the previous chapter, where the gains (matrix H )  are 
chosen as the steady-state Kalman Filter gains. A computional procedure 
which facilitates the computation of the steady-state gains “off-line” is the 
dual of the Linear Quadratic Regulator problem discussed in section 5.2. In
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particular, the gain matrix H  is given by;-
H  = P C ^ iT 1 
where the m atrix P  is given by;-
A P  + P A t  + Q + P C t RT1CP  = 0 (5.17)
This is sometimes referred to as the Linear Quadratic Gaussian solution 
[71]. In the case of the Kalman Filter, the matrices Q and R  depend on 
the characteristics of the noise sources, but in the noise-free case, they may 
be used simply as weighting matrices, in a similar manner to that described 
in section 5.2.2, in order to direct the solution of equation 5.17 to achieve 
certain dynamic characteristics in the resulting estimator.
The numerical solution of equation 5.17 has already been discussed in 
section 5.2.5, and is examined in greater detail in Appendix B.3.
Note that the resulting state estimator is essentially the same as the 
Wiener Filter [85] originally postulated via a Fourier analysis approach, al­
though the original work applied only to single-input, single-output systems, 
and the design algorithm was very different.
5 .7  O th er T echniques
5 .7 .1  M u lt iv a r ia b le  F req u en cy  D o m a in  T ech n iq u es
Two well-known techniques for designing controllers for linear multivariable 
systems are the Nyquist Array (or the Inverse Nyquist Array) technique [86], 
[87], and the Characteristic Loci technique [88], [89], but both of these tech­
niques are subject to limitations when applied to the design of controllers 
for flexible structures. The reason for this is that both techniques axe based 
in the frequency domain, and as has already been noted in Chapter 2, the 
extremely low levels of damping give rise to problems of scaling in the plot­
ting of frequency-dependent gain curves. However, with the development 
of suitable software incorporating “zooming” facilities to observe detail in 
plots, this problem could be overcome.
Another lim itation is that the system should be square, that is the num­
ber of inputs must equal the number of outputs. For “shape” control prob­
lems, the “square” requirement is likely to severely limit the usefulness of 
these techniques. For attitude control problems, this is probably not a limi­
tation, as an initial design can be carried out for the three axes of a “point­
ing” problem, for example, and the initial controller design can then be
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adjusted by the addition of any further sensor information. For example, 
if the initial design assumed that only position information was available, 
then the controller would need to incorporate some form of derivative ac­
tion, the magnitude of which could be identified by the initial design, but 
if subsequently rate information became available, then rate feedback could 
be used instead of the derivative action, where the gain of the rate feedback 
loop would be set to provide the same effect as the derivative action. Thus 
the required characteristics of the controller could be identified, although 
the actual implementation may differ.
A m ajor drawback of these techniques is that for practical usage they 
require reasonably sophisticated graphics software for displaying and manip­
ulating the various curves. Although the implementation of such software 
would be relatively straightforward, it would be very time-consuming, and 
for this reason, these techniques were not examined further.
5 .7 .2  P o s it iv ity
Another technique that has been reported in the literature for application 
to flexible structures is a technique known as “Positivity” [90],[91]. Again, 
this is a frequency domain technique, but which is based on positive real 
transfer function matrices. This technique can be used to obtain bounds for 
controller gains to ensure stability of the closed loop system in the presence 
of param eter variations, but the variations must be known or assumed a 
priori.
The theory is based on the positivity of operators, the following defini­
tions being fundamental;-
1. Square transfer function m atrix G(s) is Positive Real if;-
• G(s) has real elements for real s
• G(s)  has elements which are analytical for Re[a] > 0
• G*($) +  G(s) is positive semi-definite for Re[,s] > 0 (where G*(s) 
is the complex conjugate transpose of G(s))
2. Square transfer function matrix G(s) is Strictly Positive Real if;-
• G(s) has real elements for real s
• G(s) has elements which are analytical for Re[s] > 0
• G*(ju>) +  G{ju)  is positive definite for all real u;
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For the system shown in figure 5.4, where H(s)  and G(s) are square 
transfer function matrices, the system is asymptotically stable in the in­
pu t/ou tpu t sense if at least one of the matrices is strictly positive recil, and 
the other is positive real. The proof of this is shown in [90].
The requirement of plant m atrix <j (s) to be at least positive real is 
rather restricting, so a technique of “embedding” can be used to introduce 
new transfer functions without altering the overall stability chaxacteristics 
of the system. Details of the design method together with a simple example 
can be found in Appendix C.
Figure 5.4: Schematic of transfer function matrices for Positivity concept
A particular drawback of this technique is that it cannot handle poles 
on the imaginary axis, so rigid modes have to approximated in some man­
ner, generally as a pair of very low frequency complex poles. However, as 
the degree of approximation is reduced, the rigid modes dominate the de­
sign method, and so the bounds obtained for controller gains depend on 
the approximation of the rigid modes [92]. The simple worked example in 
Appendix C shows the method is rather conservative, and this has been con­
firmed by a more thorough study in [92], where this technique was applied 
to a 2-mode approximation of the Olympus satellite, using both a single axis 
model and a three axis model.
Thus the conservatism of this technique, and its difficulty in handling 
rigid modes, and to some extent the requirement that the system should be 
square, makes it unattractive as a design technique for flexible spacecraft.
5.8 S u m m ary
Several techniques for designing feedback laws for flexible spacecraft have 
been discussed. The computational aspects have also been discussed because
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the nature of the problems of designing controllers for flexible spacecraft 
dictates tha t hand computation is generally impractical, and that frequently, 
a design technique may need to be carried out several times in order to obtain 
a useful solution. Thus computer-aided design routines are, for all practical 
purposes, essential.
The Linear Quadratic Optimal Control technique hinges on the solution 
of the algebraic Riccati equation, and an algorithm for solving this equation 
based on an eigenanalysis of the Hamiltonian matrix (see Appendix B.3) 
has been found to give reliable results, even for high order systems. The 
effects of the relative magnitudes of the weighting matrices Q and R  have 
also been examined, thus enabling the understanding of the effects of the 
technique known as “model error sensitivity suppression”, which claims to 
reduce the effects of “spillover” , although in practice it achieves this merely 
by reducing the control action, with subsequent reduction in overall system 
performance.
The technique of Independent Modal Space Control appears initially to 
be extremely attractive as it enables an nth order design problem to be 
considered as n /2  separate second order design problems. However, the 
requirement of having the number of sensors and the number of actuators 
equal to the number of modes to be controlled in order to obtain a unique 
solution is very restrictive, and thus greatly limits its usefulness. The relax­
ation of the need for a unique solution enables pseudo-inverse matrices to be 
used, but the accuracy of the decoupling using these matrices is doubtful.
The technique known as Modern Modal Control is merely a title which 
describes not so much a technique, but a class of controllers. This class of 
controllers is based on state feedback where the states are obtained using a 
dynamic state estimator. A technique for overcoming “spillover” problems 
in closed loop systems incorporating a controller belonging to the class of 
modern modal control has been discussed whch is referred to as “Innovations 
Feedthrough”. However, this technique has a major limitation in that the 
number of modes which can be relocated is equal to the number of available 
sensors.
Another technique which to some extent describes a class of controllers is 
Robust Multivariable Servomechanism Control. Controllers resulting from 
this approach have two parts, a servocompensator to provide the regulating 
action, and a stabilising compensator to stabilise the overall system. The 
servocompensator is derived solely from information about the disturbances 
and reference signal dynamics, whereas the stabilising compensator can be 
designed using any multivariable control system design method, and is re­
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quired to stabilise the overall system.
Any controller requiring information about the states of the system will 
dictate the use of a state estimator of some form, and various methods for 
designing state estimators have been discussed. The methods based on pole- 
placement algorithms are hindered by the need to compute the observability 
m atrix $ 0 prior to transformation of the equations to observable canonical 
form, which can lead to large inaccuracies, or even algorithm failure, for 
high order sytems, or numerically “stiff” systems. One method which is not 
prone to such problems is the design of a steady-state Kalman Filter, which 
can be obtained via the solution of an algebraic Riccati equation. As has 
already been mentioned, this can be achieved reliably, even for high order 
systems, by the use of an routine based on the eigenanalysis of a Hamiltonian 
matrix.
Thus it can be seen that the choice of methods for designing controllers 
for flexible spacecraft is likely to be limited by the computational details 
of the methods rather than anything else. Indeed, it has been found (see 
Chapter 8) tha t for many problems, the majority of design methods simply 
fail to obtain a solution, or the degree of inaccuracy makes the solution 
useless.
C hapter 6
E xp erim en ta l R ig — 
H ardw are
6.1 In tr o d u ctio n
The purpose of developing the experimental rig was to demonstrate the 
application of the methods of designing control systems for flexible structures 
to a real structure, not just in the form of simulations, but also in the 
form of real-time control. Consequently, it was necessary to design and 
build a structure on which the demonstrations could be based, and control 
devices (actuators and sensors) with which to control the structure, and 
a computing system with which to implement the control laws. Following 
modern practice, the computing system is digital, and because the operating 
system supports high-level languages, it has also been used for software 
development and simulation work. In this chapter, the hardware aspects 
of the experimental rig are discussed, and the software which supports this 
hardware, and which is used to provide various other facilities is discussed in 
the next chapter. An overall schematic layout showing the interconnection 
of the hardware which comprises the experimental rig is shown in figure 6.1. 
The photograph shown in figure 6.2 clearly shows the major components 
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Figure 6.2: Photograph showing overall view of experimental rig 
6.2 T he S tructu re
It was desired that the structure should be as good a representation of a 
flexible spacecraft as was reasonably possible, within the various constraints 
applying to a laboratory rig. The effects of gravity can only be avoided by 
considering displacements in the horizontal plane, and the desire to include 
a rigid mode constrained the structure to be essentially a one-dimensional 
problem, to avoid the need for expensive low-friction gimbal bearings.
Initially it was necessary to be able to predict the resonant frequencies 
of the structure analytically, and hence a relatively simple uniform structure 
was dictated. These factors led to the decision to that the structure should 
be beam-like, supported at its midpoint by a pivot, and orientated such that 
displacements in one dimension of the horizontal plane only were of interest 
(see figure 6.3). Thus the structure has one rigid mode (rotation about the 
pivotal axis) plus its elastic modes.








Figure 6.3: General layout of beam
Originally, it was desired that the beam should be at least 4 metres long 
in order that the requirements on the speed of the computing system should 
not be too excessive. However, because laboratory space was at a premium, 
and that material of this size was not readily available, this was not possible. 
Thus, due to its availability, the beam was constructed from two pieces of 
aluminium alloy, each of dimension 1.0m x 0.15m x 0.003m, which were 
joined together at the pivot giving an overall length of 2.0m.
The frequencies of the elastic modes of a uniform beam are known to be 
regularly spaced [11],[12],[93], but in general, the elastic modes of a flexible 
spacecraft are not. In order to alter the frequency distribution of the elastic 
modes, holes of 0.05m diameter were cut in the beam at intervals of 0.1m 
which facilitated the mounting of steel weights, the position of which could 
be chosen to alter the frequencies of the elastic modes and to alter their 
distribution. This facility to alter the properties of the structure could also 
be used to investigate the sensitivity of control laws to model parameter 
variations. The holes in the structure were also intended for the mounting 
of vibration control actuators, which are described in the next section, and 
consequently, the mass of the steel weights was chosen to be the same as the 
mass of the vibration actuators (about 0.8Kg) so that actuators and masses 
could be interchanged with minimal alteration of the characteristics of the
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structure. These details of the actual beam can be seen in the photograph 
shown in figure 6.4.
6.3 A c tu a to r  D ev e lo p m en t
Several different types of actuators were considered, some being pursued fur­
ther than others. The details of these various types of actuators considered 
for the experimental rig are now discussed.
6 .3 .1  T o rq u e  A c tu a to r
The principle actuator required is a torque actuator to provide torques about 
the pivotal axis of the structure, whereas force actuators were envisaged to 
assist with vibration control. The development of a torque actuator was 
based on the principle of a reaction wheel, where a d.c. motor was used to 
accelerate (or decelerate) an inertia wheel which is mounted coaxially with 
the support pivot of the structure. An inertia wheel was constructed from 
mild steel in the form of a cylinder of 0.05m diameter and 0.05m length, and 
was coupled to the shaft of an available miniature d.c. motor. However, the 
power output of the d.c. motor was not sufficient to provide adequate torque 
levels to excite the elastic modes. Due to financial and time limitations, no 
further development work has been carried out on this actuator, but the 
obvious next step would be the acquisition of a more powerful motor, and 
the re-design of the inertia wheel accordingly.
6 .3 .2  F orce A c tu a to r s
Some time was spent developing a force actuator that could be used for 
vibration control of the structure. The basic principle relies on the reaction 
force exerted by the actuator body when accelerating a mass. The accel­
eration is provided by an electromagnetic field created by the excitation of 
a coil. The first version that was constructed is composed of a steel ball 
bearing running in a brass tube with end stops, where the two coils (one 
for acceleration in each direction) are mounted on the outside of the brass 
tube. (See the sectional sketch in figure 6.5.) The coils comprise about 330 
turns of 0.022in enamelled copper wire.
The use of a steel ball resulted in low friction levels which allows a large 
range of driving signals, from the saturation limit of the power amplifiers 
down to very small levels just sufficient to overcome friction. However the
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Figure 6.4: Photograph showing experimental beam during development
average position of the ball is extremely sensitive to the mismatch between 
the two electromagnetic fields created by the coils. The law governing the 
force of attraction is an inverse square law with respect to distance [94], and 
thus, even when driven by a signal with zero mean, the coil with greater 
“efficiency” quickly “wins” the ball, causing it to oscillate against the end 
stop in the tube. The addition of a feedback loop to regulate the position 
of the ball was considered, but in the absence of any convenient signals for 
feedback, this idea was not pursued.
The second version constructed attempted to overcome the problem with 
the average position of the mass by the use of two linked masses. The moving 
mass in this version is configured as a dumbell, with the central shaft running 
in a brass bush. (See sectional sketch in figure 6.6.) This version did indeed 
overcome the stability problem of average position of the mass, but the 
friction of the central shaft in the brass bush significantly reduced the useful
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Figure 6.5: Sectional sketch of rolling-ball force actuator
range of output levels.
Subsequently, a third version was constructed, which attempted to com­
bine the best features of both previous versions. Thus the third version has 
a moving mass in the form of a dumbell, but it is supported by miniature 
pony trucks. (See sectional sketch in figure 6.7.)
This version was designed to work over a frequency range of approxi­
mately 1Hz to 30Hz. The moving mass and the distance it travelled needed 
to be kept to a minimum in order to minimise the effects on the dynamics 
of the structure. It is now shown that these are conflicting requirements.
Assuming that the required actuator force is sinusoidal, and assuming 




A is the peak force, 
u; is the cyclic frequency of the force,
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D O n S e u .
Figure 6.6: Sectional sketch of dumbell force actuator
M  is the mass of the moving shuttle, 
and x(t) is the displacement of the shuttle.
Integrating with respect to time twice, gives;-
X{t) =
hence the peak displacement x is given by
x = M u 2
Thus, for a given operating frequency, if it is desired to reduce the mass, 
then the peak displacement will necessarily increase.
Another difficulty arises with the fact that each mass is only pulled to the 
centre of the appropriate coil (the position of minimum inductance [94]), and 
the mass at the other end of the dumbell must remain within the “reach” of 
the electromagnetic field created by its coil. Thus the final design resulted 
in a moving mass of about 0.5Kg, a stroke length of just under 0.05m, with 
a corresponding coil length of 0.1m. The overall length of the resulting 
actuator is 0.22m.
This version appeared to work quite well initially, but the reliability of 
the miniature pony trucks is poor, resulting in frequent bearing collapse and 
consequent failure of the actuator.
To assist the development of these actuators, it was necessary to design a 
power amplifier which behaved as a voltage-controlled current source. The 
circuit diagram of this amplifier is shown in figure 6.8. The amplifier is
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Figure 6.7: Sectional sketch of final force actuator
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designed to produce a current in either coil of an actuator of up to 10 Amps, 
proportional to the magnitude of the voltage at its input, and the particular 
coil of the actuator being selected by the sign of the voltage at its input. 
The various trimmers are used to minimise the differences between different 
coils and output transistors.
The development of this actuator has led to some thought about its 
suitability, in a modified form, to the problem of structural damping of real 
flexible space structures. In particular, consider a device constructed of two 
parts, a magnetic core and an electromagnetic coil, where the magnetic core 
is connected to one point on the structure, and the electromagnetic coil is 
connected to another point on the structure such that when the structure 
is undeformed, the core lies at the point of minimum inductance of the coil 
(see figure 6.9). When the structure deforms, the core will move away from 
its nominal position, but if the coil is now excited, then regardless of the 
direction of the excitation current, a force will be exerted on the core in such 
a manner as to attem pt to return it to the position of minimum inductance. 
Thus it is feasible that such a device may be used to effectively increase 
the mechanical stiffness of a structure, although no work has been done to 
examine this possibility.
6 .3 .3  A ir  J e t  A c tu a to r s
The development of air jet actuators was also considered, inspired by the 
current use of gas jets on spacecraft. Initial calculations using the equation 
for variable density flow through a nozzle [95, page 410] suggested that a 
nozzle reducing from 3.0mm diameter to 0.5mm diameter fed from an air 
supply of about 40p.s.i.g. would produce useful force levels. However, in 
the absence of a suitable air supply in the laboratory, this idea could not be 
pursued any further.
6.4  S en sor D ev e lo p m en t
As for the actuators, a variety of different types of sensors were considered 
for the experimental rig, and again, some were pursued further than others. 
The details of the various types of sensors considered tire now discussed.
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Figure 6.8: Circuit diagram of force actuator power amplifier
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Figure 6.9: Sectional sketch of proposed electromagnetic active stiffener
6 .4 .1  P o s it io n  S e n so r
The principal sensor required is a position sensor to measure rotation of the 
support pivot so th a t the overall position of the structure can be determined. 
A high-resolution servo potentiometer directly coupled to the pivot shaft 
meets this requirement. It was anticipated that suitable signal processing 
could be used to extract rate information.
The two ends of the servo potentiometer are directly connected to a 
regulated 30 Volt d.c. supply. Thus the wiper of the servo potentiometer 
provides a d.c. voltage proportional to its position. This analogue voltage 
obviously requires conversion to a digital signal for processing by the digital 
computer, and this is done using a analogue to digital converter, which is 
described in section 6.5.2.1.
6 .4 .2  D isp la c e m e n t  S en so rs
In order to validate models, and to observe detailed behaviour of the struc­
ture, it was desired to be able to measure the displacements of the structure 
at various locations along its length, simultaneously. Two approaches were 
considered for this, the first being based on ultrasonic displacement trans­
ducers, and the second being based on strain gauges.
6.4.2.1 U ltrasonic D isp lacem ent Sensors
These sensors were originally developed at the University of Bath for mea­
suring the suspension height of a magnetically-levitated vehicle, and details 
of this original application can be found in [96], although the original design
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has been modified to suit this particular application. The circuit diagram 
for a single transducer is shown in figure 6.10, and with reference to this, 
the mode of operation will now be described.
A 10.24MHz clock signal is generated by a voltage controlled oscillator 
(1/2 of a 74S124) and a 10.24MHz crytal, thus providing a stable reference 
frequency. The 10.24MHz clock is divided by 256 using a dual 4-bit binary 
counter (74LS393) to produce a 40KHz signal which is buffered and sent to 
the analogue processing rack via line drivers, where it is again buffered and 
used to drive the ultrasonic transm itter. This signal is also divided by 2 (to 
20KHz) using a D-type flip-flop (half of a 74LS74), and consequently fed to 
a state machine [97].
The ultrasound signal emitted by the transm itter is reflected off the ta r­
get, and converted back to an electrical signal by the ultrasonic receiver. 
The signal produced by this device is a low amplitude sine wave, which is 
then amplified by the discrete transistor (BC109) and associated compo­
nents. The discrete components have been chosen such that the transistor 
amplifier has a frequency response characteristic of a bandpass filter, cen­
tred around 40KHz. The amplified signal is ac-coupled to the input of a 
voltage comparator (TL710), which converts the sine wave signal to a TTL 
compatible logic signal. This signal is buffered and sent back to the digital 
processing circuit via line drivers, where it is divided by 2 (to 20KHz) using 
a D-type flip-flop (the other half of a 74LS74), and consequently fed to the 
state machine for comparison with the reference signal. The other two in­
puts to the state machine are produced by the result of the lower byte (eight 
bits) of the output and are used for indicating an up count or a down count 
for the upper byte, as will be explained later.
The state machine is constructed from an octal D-type flip-flop (74LS374) 
and an 256 X  4 bipolar programmable read-only memory (82S129). The 
lower 3 bits of the state machine are decoded by a 3-to-8 line decoder 
(74LS138) such that output 6 (pin 9) produces a pulse which has a width 
proportional to the phase difference between the reference signal and the 
received signal. This pulse is used to enable a dual 4-bit binary counter 
(74LS393 arranged as an 8-bit counter), which counts the number of pulses 
of the 10.24MHz clock. The trailing edge of the enabling pulse is used to 
latch the output of the 8-bit counter into an octal D-type flip-flop (74LS374), 
thus producing the lower byte of the data word. The 8-input NAND gate 
(74LS30) which is connected to the output of the 8-bit counter is used to 
detect when an overflow or an underflow occurs and provides inputs to the 
state machine accordingly (the two inputs referred to earlier).
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Figure 6.10: Circuit diagram of ultrasonic transducer
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Returning to the outputs of the 3-to-8 line decoder, outputs 2 and 5 
(pins 13 and 10) produce pulses each time an overflow or an underflow 
occurs. O utput 2 produces a pulse each time an overflow occurs, and output 
5 produces a pulse each time an underflow occurs. These pulses sire counted 
by a pair of 4-bit up/dow n counters (2x74LSl93) connected to form an 8- 
bit up/down counter, which provides an extension to the lower byte. The 
output of this 8-bit up/down counter is latched into an octal D-type flip-flop 
(74LS374), thus producing the upper byte of the data word.
When the outputs of the two octal D-type flip-flops holding the 16-bit 
data word are enabled by the address decoding logic (which is described in 
Section 6.5.2.2), the 16-bit word is made available to the backplane data 
bus where it can be read by the single board computer which generated the 
address.
It is useful to  obtain a scaling factor to equate the binary word to a 
physical distance, and this is now considered. The velocity of sound in air is 
331 metres/sec, and from the well-known formula V  =  /A, the wavelength 
of the 40KHz signal is 8.275 xlO -3metres. This wavelength is doubled by 
the division to 20KHz, and then this signal is partitioned by the 10.24MHz 
clock, that is the 40KHz signal is effectively partitioned into 512 parts, which 
corresponds to a distance of 8.275 x l0 -3 /512metres which is 16.162/nnetres 
(0.016162 mm). Thus the least significant bit corresponds to a distance of 
16.162/xmetres, and the most significant bit corresponds to 0.5296 metres, 
thus giving a range of just over one metre. It should be noted that this 
transducer can only provide a measure of the displacement relative to its 
starting point, and thus a manual reset is provided to set the upper byte 
to zero, and the software used to process the data from these sensors takes 
this into account. Also, this measurement is of the length of the trans­
mission path  of the signal, so further processing is required to extract the 
actual perpendicular distance between sensor and structure which depends 
on the geometry of the sensor and its displacement from the structure (see 
figure 6.11).
6.4.2.2 Strain G auge Sensors
The idea of using strain gauges to measure displacement of a structure is 
well-known, and is based on the fact that for small displacements, strain is 
proportional to displacement, or to be more exact, strain is proportional to 
deformation (see Appendix A .l). Thus the relative position of the structure 
could, in theory, be reconstructed from strain information.
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Figure 6.11: Sketch showing geometry of ultrasonic sensors
However, a strain gauge at a particular location only produces informa­
tion about deformation of the structure at that point, and consequently any 
position calculations require some reference point to work from. If infor­
mation about the elastic deformation of the structure only is required, then 
the deformation a t any point can be measured by affixing a strain gauge at 
that point, and measuring the change of resistance of the strain gauge. The 
change in resistance is converted to a d.c. voltage by means of the usual 
bridge network and differential amplifier (see figure 6.12).
If it is required to measure the displacement of the structure relative to 
a known reference frame, for example the deformation of the structure from 
its nominal shape, then strain measurement is much less suitable. This is 
because the only fixed point on the structure which can act as a reference is 
the support point, which in the case of the experimental beam, is the support 
pivot. Thus, to obtain the displacement of the structure at any point would 
require the computation of the relative displacement (the deformation) of 
the structure a t many points between the fixed point and the point under 
consideration.
This approach has several practical difficulties. Firstly, it would require 
a large number of closely spaced strain gauges plus the associated bridge 
circuits and amplifiers in order to minimise the error caused by unmeasured 
deformations between measured points. Secondly, even if sufficient gauges 
are available, any practical measuring device will have some finite error as-
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Figure 6.12: Circuit diagram of strain gauge bridge network and amplifier
sociated with its measurement, and as the position computations are based 
on a series of additions of the deformation measurements, these errors could 
easily add together to become excessive. Thirdly, the amount of processor 
time required to make all these measurements and computations could also 
become rather excessive, leading to inaccuracies due to the time delays in­
volved. This latter difficulty may not be important if the information is only 
to be used for off-line analysis, and not for real-time applications.
6.5 C om p u tin g  S ystem
The heart of the experimental rig is a multiprocessor digital computing 
system. The development of systems of this form has been carried out 
over a period of several years at the School of Electrical Engineering at the 
University of Bath, for use in real-time simulation and control problems. 
In the following sections which describe the hardware components of this 
system, only the portions specific to this application are described in detail, 
the remaining parts are only described briefly, as their development and 
function is described in detail elsewhere.
The next section describe those parts of the hardware which have been
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subject to the development indicated above, and the following section de­
scribes the parts of the hardware which are specific to this application.
6 .5 .1  A p p lic a t io n  I n d e p e n d e n t  H ardw are
6.5.1.1 S ingle Board C om puters
The processing elements are based on single board computers, the develop­
ment of which is detailed in [98], thus only a brief description of its facilities 
and function is given here.
The single board computer was designed as a universal processing node 
suitable for a range of uses. The primary applications for which the board 
was designed are :-
1. Operation in a standalone mode as a single or multi-user computing 
facility. The board supplies the hardware necessary to run a general 
purpose disc-based operating system, such as UNIX, or TRIPOS.
2. An expanded system with additional input-output capability and, if 
required, additional main memory. High resolution graphics and local 
area network interfaces are examples of possible expansions to work­
station level systems.
3. Expanded processing system with several single board computers con­
figured as a shared memory multi-processor with input-output com­
patibility with 1 above. A flexible architecture can be adopted to 
enable development of multi-processor operating systems for different 
tasks.
4. Operation as a control system element. This application places differ­
ent requirements on input-output, and on supervisory control of the 
board.
The processor used in the single board computer may be either the 
MC68000 or the MC68010 [99]. The latter supports virtual memory and 
virtual machine operation. Although the board has been designed to use the 
12.5 MHz devices, slower versions may be accommodated by link options. 
The on-board memory was designed to run at full speed with either of the 
two processors at 12.5 MHz so that maximum throughput could be achieved. 
Three memory options are available, 1/4 Mbyte using thirty-two 64Kbit 
DRAMs, 1/2 Mbyte using sixteen 256Kbit DRAMs, or 1 Mbyte using thirty- 
two 256Kbit DRAM devices. There is provision for two MC68451 memory
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management units for use in virtual and memory managed operating sys­
tems such as UNIX. 8Kbytes of EPEOM  are provided for boot-strapping and 
diagnostic software, and memory expansion, including EPROM expansion, 
is available via the global bus.
Two S6551 programmable baud rate serial interface devices provide RS232 
standard serial input-output with optional modem control signals. The 
S6551 devices are connected to the single board computer interrupt bus 
to allow interrupt driven operation.
Parallel input-output and the system timer function is provided by the 
MC68230 programmable interface timer. The timer and input-output sec­
tions are logically separate and have separate vectored interrupts. The 
input-output section also has a direct memory access request output and 
may be configured as a SASI winchester disc interface by suitable link op­
tions.
Interface to floppy disc drives may be made by an optional WD279X-02 
floppy disc controller/formatter and support logic. The floppy disc interface 
provides connection for up to four double sided drives with programmable 
density, step rates, etc. The interface provides vectored interrupts and a 
direct memory access request.
A HD68450 four channel direct memory access controller may be used for 
fast data transfers between memory and input-output devices. On the single 
board computer one channel has been reserved for the floppy disc unit and 
a second channel for the SASI interface with the remaining channels used 
for memory block moves or off-board input-output devices.
Expansion of input-output, memory and processing resources is achieved 
by the VME compatible global bus connection. The interface circuitry ar­
bitrates for the bus on off-board accesses, controls access from the bus onto 
the board, and routes interrupts from external input-output devices to the 
local processor. The circuitry also provides the system clock, system reset, 
and bus time-out signals.
In this particular application, 8MHz MC68000 devices were utilised, with 
the master single board computer having 1Mbyte of DRAM, and the two 
slaves having l/4M byte of DRAM each. Memory management units were 
not required as the operating system supported is TRIPOS [100 ], which is 
not a virtual memory operating system, but which has been extended to 
suit to the multiprocessor enviroment [98].
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6.5 .1 .2  Bus A rbitration  Card
The bus arbitration card is a state machine [97] which ensures that requests 
for the use of the backplane bus by the single board computers are controlled 
so tha t only one single board computer can access the backplane bus at any 
one time, thus avoiding the possibly catastrophic “deadly embrace” should 
two single board computers attem pt to access the bus simultaneously [1 0 1 ]. 
The development of this card is described in [98], so only a basic outline of 
its operation is now described.
When a single board computer wants to use the backplane bus it issues 
a “bus request” signal to the arbitration card, and waits for a “bus grant ac­
knowledge” signal to be returned from the arbitration card. The arbitration 
card checks the priority level of any pending “bus request” signals and is­
sues a “bus grant acknowledge” signal to the waiting single board computer 
with the highest priority. When a single board computer has finished using 
the backplane bus, the arbitration card again checks for any pending “bus 
request” signals, and issues a “bus grant acknowledge” signal, if appropriate.
6.5.1.3 G raphics Card
The development of the colour graphics card, referred to as the EFCIS card, 
has been detailed in [98], so only a basic description is given here. The 
card is based on the Thompson EF9366 colour graphics controller which 
features 2 pages of 512 x 512 pixels in 8 colours. The paging facility allows 
flicker free moving displays to be produced by invisibly refreshing the non­
displayed page. The graphics card appears in the input-output page of the 
memory map, so any of the single board computers can drive it. Displays are 
generated by sending instructions and data to the graphics card, which can 
be done directly, but in cases where run-time is not important it is easier 
and software development is quicker with the use of the Graphics Kernel 
System [1 0 2 ] software (see Chapter 7), which provides high-level graphics 
commands for producing lines, characters, etc.
6.5 .1 .4  P anel D isplay Card
The panel display card monitors the backplane bus, buffering all the signals 
and using them to drive light emitting diodes. This makes it possible to 
get a visual impression of the backplane activity, as the address bus, data 
bus, and all the control lines can be observed in action. Obviously this is 
not particularly useful during normal operation, but it is very useful for
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debugging purposes, especially when debugging input-output hardware and 
software.
6.5.1.5 M em ory  Card
The memory card on the backplane is based on 64Kbit x 1 DRAM devices 
and provides 1 / 2Mbyte of additional memory. The refresh circuitry is pro­
vided on-board, so the card functions as a stand-alone device. Again, this 
memory appears directly in the system’s memory map, so it can be acessed 
by any single board computer.
6.5 .1 .6  D isc D rives
A 40Mbyte Winchester disc provides permanent data storage. The single 
physical disc is configured as four logical discs each of 1 0Mbyte capacity. 
One logical disc is reserved as a system disc, whilst the remaining three are 
used for program and data storage.
Two 51 inch flexible disc drives provide additional permanent storage 
capacity, with each formatted disc having a capacity of about 800Kbytes.
6.5 .1 .7  Term inal
A BBC microcomputer and a monochrome monitor are used as a terminal. 
Firmware developed at the University of Bath is used to control the BBC 
microcomputer such that it behaves either as the usual alphanumeric type 
of terminal, or as a Tektronix terminal emulator. The latter facility can be 
used to display graphs on the monochrome screen with higher resolution than 
that obtainable with the EFCIS card and its colour monitor. In addition, 
the BBC microcomputer firmware enables screen dumps to be made to an 
Epsom compatible printer connected to the BBC microcomputer’s parallel 
printer port. This facility is useful to obtain hard copies of graphs without 
the time-consuming file transfer to the mainframe and subsequent re-plotting 
on the barrel plotter, although the plots pbtained on the Epsom printer are 
of much poorer quality than those obtained on the Benson barrel plotter.
6 .5 .2  A p p lic a t io n  S p ec ific  H ard w are
6.5.2.1 A D C /D A C  Card
The conversion of analogue voltages to digital data is carried out using a 12 
bit analogue to digital converter (ADC). The input to the converter has to
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be held constant during the conversion, and this is achieved using a “sample 
and hold” device.
The interfacing of ADC’s to microprocessors is often done using inter­
rupts, where the processor instructs the converter to begin its conversion 
and continues doing other tasks, or idles, until the converter issues an in­
terrupt to the processor to indicate that the data is available. Thus the 
softvrare has to be written in such a manner as to allow the processor to 
carry out other processing rather than idle, because this would obviously re­
duce its overall processing throughput. Although this can easily be achieved 
within a multi-tasking enviroment, an alternative interfacing technique has 
been used here which utilises some simple stand-alone synchronous logic 
to control the conversion process, and provides a current data word that 
the processor can access at will. Thus the operation of the conversion pro­
cess is autonomous to the processor, enabling much simpler software to be 
utilised, and also avoiding the problem of having to handle multiple conver­
sion requests which could occur as any processor can access the converter 
card. W ith the interfacing technique used here, the output of the converter 
appears to any processor in the system simply as a memory location, so 
multiple data requests are dealt with automatically by the bus arbitration 
circuitry in the manner already described. Hence the additional minor com­
plication of a handful of standard m.s.i. logic devices places less demands 
on the software, offering much greater flexibility, and completely removing 
the possibility of idle states. The operation of the conversion process is now 
described.
Referring to the circuit diagram shown in figure 6.13, the analogue sig­
nal to be converted is initially passed through a second order Butterworth 
filter to minimise aliasing effects. The filter is constructed around a bi-fet 
operational amplifier (TL071), and has a cut-off frequency of about 100Hz.
The filtered signal is then passed to the input of a sample and hold device 
(LF398), which holds the voltage at its output constant when commanded 
to do so. This held voltage is then converted to a 12  bit digital word by a 
12  bit successive approximation ADC (574). The converter is configured for 
bipolar operation with an input range of ± 10.0 Volts.
The output of the converter is latched into the lower 12  bits of a 16 bit 
data latch (2x74LS374) which is used to hold the data word for accessing 
by a processor. As has already been mentioned, the complete conversion 
process is controlled locally by a handful of m.s.i. logic devices so that the 
converter operation is independent of the rest of the system.
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Figure 6.13: Circuit diagram of analogue to digital converter
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With reference to the timing diagram shown in figure 6.14, the opera­
tion of this configuration is now described. A crystal controlled oscillator 
(74LS321) with a 1 .0MHz crystal provides a stable clock signal. The / / 2  
output of the oscillator is utilised which provides a 500KHz signal, which 
is used to clock the various flip-flops. The 500KHz signal is divided by 64 
using a dual 4 bit binary counter (74LS393) to produce a 7.8125KHz signal. 
The negative edge of this 7.8125KHz signal causes the JK type flip-flop (1/2 
of a 74LS107A) to change state. The output of this flip-flop is used to force 
the sample and hold device (LF398) into its “hold” mode. On the next 
positive edge of the 500KHz clock, the LA TC H  signal goes low, although 
this causes no action.
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Figure 6.14: Timing diagram for analogue to digital converter control
At the next negative edge of the 500KHz clock, the other JK type flip- 
flop (1/2 of a 74LS107A configured as a D type flip-flop) changes state, 
causing the R E A D  I C O N V E R T  line to go low, which forces the ADC to 
begin conversion of the signal at its input, currently being held constant by 
the sample and hold device. The 2 /xs delay between the hold command and 
the convert command allows the output of the sample and hold device to 
settle before conversion takes place. When the conversion has been initiated, 
the status output of the converter goes high. At the next negative edge of 
the 500KHz clock, the JK flip-flop configured as a D type changes state, 
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no effect on the conversion.
When the conversion has been completed (which takes about 2 5 / j s ) ,  the 
status output of the converter goes low, indicating that the converted data 
is available a t its outputs. This causes the JK flip-flop to change state 
releasing the sample and hold device to track the filtered input again. At 
the next positive edge of the 500KHz clock, the L A T C H  signal goes high, 
latching the output data from the converter into the 12  bit latch. The next 
negative edge of the 7,8125KHz clock causes the procedure to be repeated, 
ad infinitum.
The 7.8125KHz clock represents a period of 128/is, so the absolute max­
imum delay between the input data and the processor reading the corre­
sponding digital data is 128/is.
The conversion of digital data to analogue signals for driving actua­
tors is carried out using a 12  bit digital to analogue converter (DAC). The 
circuit diagram detailing the configuation of the DAC’s used is shown in 
figure 6.15. The particular converters used are 12  bit multiplying con­
verters (7545) which are configured to operate in bipolar mode using 2’s 
complement code. The output is amplified by a pair of high performance 
operational amplifiers (2xOP07) which uses a 10.24 Volt precision reference 
voltage (LH0071-OH) to give an output voltage range of ±10.24 Volts, which 
corresponds to  a  conversion factor of 5mv/bit.
The analogue output signal is subsequently passed through a second 
order B utterw orth filter to minimise aliasing effects. The filter is constructed 
around a bi-fet operational amplifier (TL071), and has a cut-off frequency 
of about 1 0 0Hz.
The interface logic for this card is now explained with reference to the 
circuit diagram shown in figure 6.16.
The address lines A 4 through A n are buffered (74LS244) and fed to 
an eight bit comparator (74LS2521) which is enabled only when both the 
address strobe line (AS)  and the input-output page line (JO P ) go low, 
which occurs when a processor declares the address to be valid, and when 
the address corresponds to a location within the input-output page. The 
address on lines A4 to A n is compared to the eight way DIL switch defining 
the location of the ADC/DAC board in the input-output page of the memory 
map of the system, and if the comparison produces a true result, the output 
of the comparator (pin 19) goes low, indicating a successful decode.
The combination of this successful decode signal and the processor pulling 
either of the data  strobe signals (U DS  or L D S ) low, which it does to in­
dicate its intention to transfer data over the data bus (either a read or a
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Figure 6.15: Circuit diagram of digital to analogue converter
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L- C
Figure 6.16: Circuit diagram of interface logic for ADC/D AC card
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write transfer), causes the 4 to 16 line decoder to be enabled. This decoder 
pulls one of its sixteen lines low depending on the state of its four inputs, 
A i ,A 2,As, and R / W .  The three address lines define eight physical locations 
within the input-output page of the memory map, and the R / W  line defines 
whether these locations are to be read from, or written to. Thus one of 
eight outputs of the decoder is pulled low when the processor is executing a 
read cycle, and one of the other eight outputs is pulled low if the processor 
is executing a write cycle. Obviously, the outputs corresponding to read 
locations are used to enable the outputs of the latch holding the result of 
the analogue to digital conversion, whereas the outputs corresponding to 
the write locations are used to enable the inputs of the digital to analogue 
converters.
The signal used to enable the 4 to 16 line decoder and the data strobe 
signals (UDS  and L D S ) are also used to enable the bidirectional buffers 
connecting the board data bus to the backplane data bus. The direction of 
the buffers (that is enabling data transfer either onto the board, or off the 
board) is controlled by the R / W  signal, obviously such that a read signal 
causes the “off-board” buffers to be enabled, and a write signed causes the 
“onto-board” buffers to be enabled.
In order to indicate to the processor that the address decoding has been 
successful, and tha t a data transfer should proceed, the signed which is used 
to enable the 4 to 16 line decoder (which indicates a successful decode) 
is used to pull the data acknowledge line (D T A C K ) low after a suitable 
delay time to ensure the data has settled on the data bus. This delay is 
introduced by the DLY3 signal which is effectively the inverse of the address 
strobe signal (AS)  delayed by three clock cycles. Thus the address decode 
logic has up to three clock cycles to decode the address, enable the data bus 
buffers, and allow the data to settle before the data transfer takes place.
When the processor has completed the data transfer, all the address lines 
and control lines are released, consequently returning the decode logic to its 
initial state.
6.5.2.2 Transducer Processing Card
The function of the ultrasonic transducer processing circuits have already 
been described in Section 6.4.2.1 , and will not be re-iterated here. Eight 
individual processing circuits are built on this card, and obviously some 
form of interface to the backplane bus is required, and this is now described.
The interface requirements of the ultrasonic transducer card are essen­
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tially similar to those of the ADC/D AC card, except that only read data  
transfers are required. Referring to the circuit diagram shown in figure 6.17, 
as for the ADC/DAC card, the address lines A4 through A n are compared 
with the values specified by the DIL switch positions when the address 
strobe signal (A5) and the input-output page signal {IOP) indicate tha t a 
valid address in the input-output page has appeared on the address bus. If 
the comparison is successful, the output of the comparator goes low, which 
causes the 3 to 8 line decoder (74LS138) to be enabled, but only if the pro­
cessor is on a read cycle, that is if the read/write signal (R /W )  is high. 
When the 3 to 8  line decoder is enabled, it pulls one of its eight output 
lines low corresponding to the level of its inputs, address lines A\,  A2 , and 
A3 . When an output of the 3 to 8 line decoder goes low, the outputs of 
the latches holding the result of the appropriate transducer circuitry are 
enabled, putting their data onto the on-board data bus.
The sucessful decode signal is combined with the data strobe signals 
(U DS  and L D S)  to enable the data bus buffers, thus connecting the on­
board data bus to the backplane data bus. The successful decode signed 
is also used to pull the data acknowledge signal (D T A C K ) low when both 
the data strobe signals are low, indicating to the processor that the data 
is available on the bus. Note that no delay is introduced here, as for the 
ADC/DAC interface, because the 74LS374 and 74LS244 buffers have very 
short response times so the processor does not have to wait for the data to 
settle.
When the processor completes the read cycle, it releases the address lines 
and the control lines, causing the decode logic to return to its initial state.
6 .5 .3  R e a l-T im e  C o n tro l R e q u ir e m e n ts
In order to specify the computing requirements, a simple analysis was car­
ried out to predict the computational time required for the implementation 
of various types of dynamic controller. By far the most significant usage 
of processor time in the implementation of a control law is associated with 
the actual arithmetic computations involved, and thus the following analy­
sis considers primarily the arithmetic operations. It should be noted that 
the analysis is based on the discrete state equation representation of dy­
namic systems, and also that the symbols a  and (3 are used to represent 
the time required for a multiplication operation and an addition operation, 
respectively. The symbols n,m, and p represent the order of the dynamic 
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■o
Figure 6.17: Circuit diagram of ultrasonic transducer card interface logic
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controller), and the number of inputs to the system (number of outputs of 
the controller), respectively.
6.5.3.1 Full Order State Estim ator
The equations which have to be solved in the case of the full order state 
estimator are as follows
Xk+1 =  $ x k + Q u k + H  {yk -  C xk)
Uk+1  = -F xk+ i
The total time required to compute the next feedback term uk+i is given 
by;-
T  = 2n(3 +  n2(a  + (3) -f np(oc +  (3) + nm (a + (3) + m/3 +  m n(a + (3)
+ p n (a  + P)
= a  {tj? +  2 np -f 2nrnj +  /3 (n 2 +  2n + 2np + m +  2 nrnj
It is interesting to note that when n >  m,p, the n 2 terms will dominate 
the expression, and thus;-
Tn> m,p = n 2 (a  4- /?)
6.5.3.2 M inim al Order S tate Estim ator
For the case of a discrete time minimal order state estimator, the equations 
to be solved are;-
z k+1 =  +  ©Ufc +  T y k
%k+i — & izk+i + &2yk+i 
Ufc+i = - F x k + 1
The total time required to compute the next feedback term uk+\ is given
by;-
T = 2q(3 + qm(cx + P) +  qp(a +  /3) +  q2 (a  + (3) +  7i/3 +  nq(a + (3)
+  n (n a  -f m/3) + np(a +  ft)
= a  (n 2 +  q2 +  nq + pq +  mq +  npj
+  P (q2 +  + n +  qm +  qp + nq + nm  + mp)
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where q is the order of the estimator, that is q = n — m  (see Chapter 5). 
Substituting for q gives;-
T  = a  13n2 +  rn2 — 2 nm  — 2mp  4- 2npj
4 - /3 ( 2 n2 — nm  + 3n — 2 m  4- 2np — mpj
As in the previous section, it is interesting to note that when n >  m ,p, 
the n 2 terms dominate the expression for T. Thus;-
^n>m,p = 3n2a  + 2 n2(3
Note that the expression above will always be greater than the expression 
given for T  when n >> m ,p for the full order state estimator as discussed in 
the previous section. However, when n is of similar order as m  and p, the 
minimal order state estimator can offer a computational advantage. As an 
example, consider the case when n = 5 ,m  = 2 , p = l .  The computational 
time for the full order state estimator is given by;-
TJo = 55a +  67 (3
and the computational time for the minimal order state estimator is given
by;-
Tmo = 65 a  +  59 (3
Taking the difference gives
ST = Tf „ -  Tmo = - 1 0 a  + 8/3
For 32 bit floating-point operations on the single board computers used in 
the rig, (3 ~  1.67a, hence;-
ST = - 1 0 a  +  13.42a = 3.42a
Hence for this case, the minimal order state estimator would take 3.42a less 
time to compute than the full order state estimator.
6.5 .3 .3  K alm an Filter
The steady-state implementation of a Kalman filter (where the gain matrix 
is constant and corresponds to the steady-state solution of the associated 
Riccati equation, see Chapter 5), obviously has the same computational
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requirements as the full order state estimator, as discussed in Section 6 .5.3.1. 
However, the full on-line implementation of a Kalman filter requires the 
computation of vaxious covariances which lead to the computation of the 
gain m atrix itself. Thus, in addition to the equations given in Section 6 .5.3.1, 
the following discrete time equations also have to be solved;-
pl+l =  $pk$T + eQeT
Kk+1 =  P'M CT [cP'k+lCT + r]~'
Pk+1 = [ I - K k+1C]PL+1
This corresponds to an additional computational time of;-
Tadd =  2n2(a  + /? ) -f 2pn (a  + /?) + nm (a + /3) + m2( a +/?)
+ m3a  +  n2(3 +  2 nm (a  -f (3)
= a (2n2 +  2pn  + 3nm -f m 2 +  m3j
+ (3 (zn 2 + 2pn  +  3nm -f m2^
where it has been assumed that the time required to compute the inverse 
is approximately m 3a. Thus the to tal time required to compute the next 
feedback term  Uk+i is given by;-
T  =  a  ^3n2 +  4np -f 5nm + m 2 +  m3  ^ + (3 {An2 -f 2n + 4np -1- 5nm + m 2^
Again, it is interesting to note tha t when n >  m ,p, the n2 terms will 
again dominate the expression, and thus;-
Tn>m,p = 3n2a  +  4 n2(3
As would be expected, this computational time is always greater than 
tha t required for an equivalent fixed gain state estimator.
6.5 .3 .4  R equirem ents For B eam
The implementation of a controller based on a 6 th  order fixed gain state 
estimator and a corresponding state feedback law for the experimental beam 
is now considered. The assumption of a 6 th order state estimator is to 
allow for control of three modes of the beam, one rigid mode and two elastic 
modes. It will also be assumed that two measurements are available (angular
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position and rate  at the pivot point) and that one input is required (torque 
actuator acting about the pivot point). This situation has been chosen for 
its similarity to a single axis attitude control problem. Thus, n = 6 , m  =  2, 
p = 1 , and the time required to compute the next feedback term (from 
Section 6 .5.3.1) is;-
Tatep = 72a + 86/3
For 32 bit floating-point calculations using the single board computers, 
(3 ~  1.67a, hence;-
Tstep = 215.62a
As the cut-off frequency of the anti-aliasing filters is approximately 100Hz 
(see Section 6 .5.2 .1 ), the highest frequency for consideration will be taken 
to be 1 0 0Hz. The computational problem will now be considered as a dis­
tributed process, with the computation being shared equally over a number 
of processors, denoted by x. A factor of 5% will be allowed for inter-processor 
communications, and thus the actual time taken to compute the next feed­
back term  will be;-
215.62 x 1.05a 
TactUal — SeCS
X
For a full speed MC68000 with a clock frequency of 12.5MHz, a  = 49/xs, 
therefore;-
0.01109 .
T a c t u a l  —  SeCS
X
For the maximum frequency of 1 0 0Hz, the number of samples per cycle 
is given by;-
1 xsamples per cycle = - ----- — ------- = — —
f m a x  X 1  a ctu a l 1 .1 0 9
Therefore, with regard to the well-known Sampling Theorem (see for exam­
ple [103],[13]), and allowing a margin of safety of two, the minimum number 
of single board computers required is given by;-
x =  1.109 X  4 = 4.4
That is, five single board computers each running at 12.5MHz will be re­
quired.
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6.6 S u m m ary
In this chapter the hardware which comprises the experimental rig has been 
examined. The details of the experimental structure have been discussed 
and the various constraints associated with its construction have been high­
lighted. These constraints led to the particular form in which it now exists. 
The facility to add masses at particular points on the structure allows the 
dynamic properties to be altered, which may be used to examine the sensi­
tivity of feedback systems to parameter variation or modelling errors.
From the discussion of the various types of actuator that have been 
considered, it will be apparent that this is still a significant problem area in 
the further development of the rig. It is felt that the use of air jet actuators 
shows considerable promise, although the procurement of the necessary jets 
and valves may prove to be rather expensive, and a suitable compressed air 
supply would also have to be made available.
Of the two methods considered for measuring the position of the struc­
ture at several points, the ultrasonic position transducers have proved to be 
most useful as they are fast, have a good resolution and range, and they are 
comparatively cheap to construct, the component costs being around £20 
per transducer.
The hardware aspects of the computing system have been discussed, 
although only the components that have been specifically developed for this 
rig were examined in detail, these components being essentially input or 
output devices.
Finally, the processing requirements for real-time control have been ex­
amined. A particularly interesting fact came to light regarding the com­
parison of the computational aspects of minimal order state estimators and 
their equivalent full order state estimators in that it is often assumed that 
the computational requirements of the equivalent minimal order state esti­
m ator will be lower than that of the full order state estimator. However, 
it has been shown tha t as the system order increases, the time required for 
the minimal order state estimator increases to match that of the full order 
state estimator, and then exceeds it. In fact, as the system order becomes 
much greater than the number of inputs and outputs, the minimal order 
state estimator requires twice as much computational time as the equivalent 
full order state estimator.
Due to financial constraints, the processing requirements as identified 
in Section 6 .5.3.4 for real-time control has not been met, the available pro­
cessing nodes being three single board computers all running at 8 .0MHz.
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This combination has only 38% of the processing capacity of that required, 
and thus reduces the possible complexity of any controller that may be im­
plemented. In fact, for the same circumstances of the example discussed 
in Section 6 .5.3.4, the maximum order of the controller that may be im­
plemented is only 3rd order, thus the range of control laws that may be 
implemented with this configuration is extremely limited. Note also that 
the timing analysis carried out does not make any provision for processing 
(such as scaling) of input data from sensors, or output data for actuators, 
and thus full implementations will ahnost certainly require additional time 
for such processing.
Chapter 7
E xp erim en ta l R ig  —  
Softw are
7.1 In tro d u ctio n
In this chapter the software developed to provide various facilities for the 
experimental rig is described. The first section details the operating system 
used for the computing system which forms the basis of the experimental 
rig.
The next section describes two major software utilities, the Kermit file 
transfer program for communications with other computers via an RS232 
serial data link, and the Graphical Kernel System (GKS) which supports 
a set of high-level graphics commands that are used primarily for graph 
plotting routines.
The subsequent section describes the manner in which multiprocessor 
simulations have been constructed using the computing system, with details 
of the function of various tasks within the simulations, and the software used 
for off-line display of data files produced by the simulations.
The data files produced by the graph plotting routines can be transferred 
to the mainframe computer for plotting on a high-resolution barrel plotter, 
and the graphics processing software developed for the mainframe which is 
used to achieve this is also described. In addition, the implementation of 
various control system design algorithms on the mainframe is discussed.
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7.2 O p era tin g  S y stem  For E xp erim en ta l R ig  
C o m p u tin g  S y stem
The operating system used for the experimental rig computing system is 
TRIPOS [100], which is a multitasking real-time operating system designed 
primarily for minicomputers. The TRIPOS operating system is documented 
in [104], [105], and [106], so it will not be detailed here. The necessary 
extensions to TRIPOS to enable it to be used as a multiprocessor operating 
system are detailed in [98], so again, these will not be described here.
As is normal practice in a multitasking operating system, each task has 
a priority associated with it which enables the programmer to ensure that 
a task which should be executed as rapidly as possible has highest priority 
so that it is executed whenever possible. The operating system incorporates 
a task scheduler which attempts to rim the task with the highest priority 
which is available to be run at all times. Thus when a task is suspended 
at any time, the scheduler attem pts to identify the task with the highest 
priority which is waiting to be run, and runs that task until it too suspends, 
when it again looks for the waiting task with the highest priority, and rims 
tha t task until it suspends, and so on, ad infinitum. The multiprocessor 
operating system merely extends this by supporting additional tasks on 
slave processors, except that these tasks are not subject to the control of 
the task scheduler, but are free to run independently of tasks on the master 
processor, and of tasks on other slaves.
Inter-task communication is facilitated by passing “packets” between 
tasks. A packet contains five fields, a link field, an identification field, a 
type field, a result field, and an argument field (see figure 7.1). The link 
field provides a pointer to the next packet on a task’s packet queue, and 
the identification field contains a parameter identifying the task which the 
packet is bound for, but on passing a packet, the identification field is altered 
to the sending task’s i.d. so that the packet can be returned if so desired. 
The type field contains a parameter which enables the receiving task to 
identify what it should do with the packet, and likewise for the sending task 
if the packet is returned. The result field contains two parameters which are 
only set by the receiving task before the return of a packet to enable the 
receiving task to return results of processing the packet to the sending task. 
The argument field contains up to seven parameters which are used by the 
sending task to pass information to the receiving task for processing.
It should be noted however, that the complete packet is not transferred













Pointer to next packet on queue 
Task identification 
Packet type
Beginning of result field 
Beginning of argument field
Figure 7.1: Packet data structure
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between tasks, only a pointer to the packet is passed, thus the overhead 
associated with packet communications is very small.
The operating system is written in BCPL [107] (except for the machine 
dependent paxts which are written in MC68000 assembly code [99]), which 
is a typeless, block-structured systems programming language, which in this 
implementation, has a floating-point extension. Due to the ease with which 
operating system functions can be called (such as the packet passing com­
mands), BCPL is also used for the simulation and data-processing software.
The typeless nature of BCPL offers programmers tremendous freedom 
in program design, allowing the creation of data structures as required, 
rather than being constrained to the pre-defined data structures used in 
most programming languages. However, whilst this flexibility offers freedom, 
it also imposes great responsibilty on the programmer. This is because the 
freedom implies tha t the compiler has limited checking that it can carry out, 
thus it is easy to produce syntatically correct code which the compiler will 
compile and produce object code for, but which is completely meaningless.
7.3 U tilit ie s  For E x p er im en ta l R ig
Two particularly useful software utilities are the Kermit file transfer program 
which allows communication with other computing systems, and the GKS 
graphics routines which allow hardware independent graphics. Both of these 
are now described.
7 .3 .1  K e r m it
The second serial port on the master single board computer is used to com­
municate with other computers via an RS232 serial data link. The transfer of 
files is handled by a program known as Kermit, which is an implementation 
of a file transfer protocol designed primarily for communications between 
dissimilar operating systems. A relevant version of the Kermit program is 
required at both ends of the communication link, but as a very large number 
of versions of Kermit exist for many different machines, file transfer between 
a large number of machines is possible.
The details of the protocol are well documented [108], together with 
instructions for the use of existing versions of Kermit, and guidelines for the 
development of new versions.
The basic action of the Kermit programs is to transfer data in packets, 
where the transfer of each packet incorporates its own error checking, such
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that Kermit detects the vast majority of failures, and usually manages to 
recover by re-transmitting the failed packet, up to a user-definable maximum 
number of times. The rather pedantic nature of Kermit makes it fairly slow, 
but the ability to transfer data files between vastly dissimilar operating 
systems more than makes up for this.
The Kermit programs are used for transferring data files from the ex­
perimental rig computing system to the mainframe for plotting on a barrel 
plotter, and also for transferring data files resulting from control system 
design programs on the mainframe (which are discussed in Section 7.6) to 
the experimental rig computing system, for example to provide controller 
parameters for simulations.
7 .3 .2  G ra p h ica l K e rn e l S y s te m
A subset of the Graphical Kernel System (GKS) [102 ] has been implemented 
at the University of Bath, and this implementation is available on the experi­
mental rig computing system. The GKS software provides a set of high-level 
graphics commands, with a variety of colour palettes, and incorporates such 
features as shading and hidden line removal. However, the overheads asso­
ciated with GKS slow it down, making it unsuitable for producing real-time 
animated displays, but it is used as the basis of graph plotting routines 
where the advantages of high-level commands which improves program de­
velopment time outweighs the longer nm-times. Another advantage that 
GKS offers is to make programs hardware independent, as different output 
devices can be used simply by using the appropriate drivers. The graph 
plotting routines are discussed in more detail in Section 7.5.
7.4  S im u lation  Softw are
It has already been mentioned that the experimental rig computing system 
is used for simulation exercises, and several different types of simulation have 
been set up. Although the different simulations have their own variations, 
the structure of all of them is essentially the same, the main differences being 
associated with the computational tasks running on the slave processors, 
such as the actual code which is run, and the initialising of these tasks 
by the monitor task. Thus, rather than describing all the simulations, the 
type of simulation which has been used most frequently will be taken as an 
example.
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Hence, consider the simulation of a system subject to a state feedback 
law, where the states are obtained via a state estimator (a particularly 
relevant example for control of flexible spacecraft). The problem can be 
organized such tha t the master single board computer runs three tasks (in 
addition to the operating system tasks), which are as follows;-
1. A monitor task that provides the user interface to the simulation 
and is the only task which the user communicates directly with, and 
which offers various functions such as allowing parameter or input level 
changes, or logging, displaying, and storing of simulation variables.
2 . A simulation control task that basically controls the computations 
which are carried out on the slave single board computers, and ensures 
synchronism of the computations, and can produce timing information 
for real-time simulations.
3. A real-time display task that provides a real-time display on the high- 
resolution colour graphics monitor of simulation variables. The display 
can be controlled by the user via the monitor task.
As already mentioned, the computational burden of the simulation is 
carried by the slave single board computers, and in this case, can easily be 
split such tha t one slave single board computer computes the plant states 
and outputs, and the other computes the estimated states and outputs, with 
the feedback signal computation being split between them. (See figure 7.2 
for a graphical description of this structure.)
7 .4 .1  M o n ito r  T ask
The monitor task acts as an interface between the user and the simulation, 
thus, when the monitor code is run, the other tasks that form the simu­
lation are set up with the appropriate object code, and initialised. The 
monitor program can be invoked by entering the command “run-sim”, with 
the appropriate argument string, if required.
When the task structure is complete, the monitor reads the continuous­
time state space matrices describing the model, together with a time step for 
the simulation, from a data file. In this example, the monitor also reads the 
continuous-time state space matrices defining the state estimator, and the 
state feedback matrix, together with an integer scaling term. This scaling 
term  allows the time step defined by the model data file to be reduced should 
the dynamics of the state estimator require a smaller time step. When all

















Figure 7.2: Task structure for model/estimator multiprocessor simulation
the data has been read, and the time step defined, the continuous-time state 
space matrices are converted to their discrete-time counterparts (using the 
algorithm described in Appendix B.5), which thus defines the simulation 
equations.
When the discrete-time matrices have been computed, the necessary vec­
tors for the simulation variables are obtained from the freestore management 
routines and set to  zero. At this stage, the data that each task requires is 
distributed, making the simulation ready to run. Subsequently, the simula­
tion is started and the monitor issues a prompt to the terminal to indicate 
this.
When the monitor program is invoked, several arguments are available to 
alter its operation. One of these arguments is a DEBUG switch, which when 
invoked (the default is off), sends messages to the terminal to indicate the 
various operations that it is carrying out, and whether they are successful 
or not. Obviously, the primary use of this is for debugging the simulation 
code.
Because the model and the state estimator are initialised with zero initial
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conditions, neither will alter from this state until perturbed in some manner, 
and this can be done via the monitor commands. As has already been 
mentioned, the monitor produces a prompt as soon as the simulation actually 
starts to nm , and then waits for a command from the terminal. A variety of 
commands are available, and when a command is entered, it is executed, and 
when completed, the monitor again returns a prompt, and awaits the next 
command. Any entry at the terminal is compared to the command strings 
to attem pt to identify a match, if a match is not found, then the terminal 
entry is returned to the screen as part of an error message. Abbreviations 
in the commands are allowed, but obviously sufficient characters have to be 
used to make the identification unique, else the wrong command may be 
invoked. Some commands expect arguments, and the expected arguments 
can be displayed by typing the command followed by a question mark.
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The HELP command merely displays the list of available commands with 
a short description of the function of each one.
The SELECT command is used to select the required picture to be dis­
played by the display task. Note that picture number 0  is the simulation 
overview which is usually displayed, and that selection of picture number 
-1 causes the display task to be suspended, until it receives a valid picture 
number request, or a self-destruct request.
The HOLD command suspends the running of the simulation. This is 
particularly useful in collaboration with other commands which execute code 
not directly related to the simulation, where the execution of the simulation 
code would interfere with the subsequent command.
The CONTINUE command is complementary to the HOLD command, 
and continues the simulation after it has been suspended by the HOLD 
command.
The SINGLE command forces the simulation into single-step mode. 
When this command is invoked, one step of the simulation is carried out, 
and the simulation variables are displayed. The user is prompted for another 
step to be computed, or if not, whether the simulation should be returned 
to its continuous mode. This facilty is particularly useful for checking the 
actual simulation computation code (in this case the model and state esti­
m ator code), to ensure that variables are altering as expected.
The STATUS command displays the names and identifying numbers of 
the tasks associated with the simulation, and whether or not data is being 
logged from the model or state estimator.
The EXAMINE command displays details of the current simulation re­
garding the type of model and state estimator, and the time step used in 
the simulation.
The DO command is used to execute a TRIPOS command string. The 
string following the DO command is passed to a dynamically created Com­
mand Line Interpreter (CLI) task, and executed. This means that all the 
TRIPOS commands are available to the user whilst the simulation is run­
ning.
The REFERENCE command is used to define a new reference input 
vector to the system. When the command is invoked, the current reference 
vector is displayed and the user is asked whether it is required to update the 
vector or not. If it is required to update the vector, the user is then prompted 
for the new vector, and then asked whether the response of the simulation 
is to be logged or not. If data logging is not required, the new vector is 
passed to the model control task where the reference vector is updated at
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the next time step (see Section 7.4.2). If data logging is required, the user 
is prompted for the length of time that the responses should be logged, and 
the number of steps tha t should be ignored between logged points. The 
command then responds with the number of data points that will be logged, 
and asks the user whether this is satisfactory or not. If the number of 
data points is not satisfactory, then the selection of time length and points 
skipped is repeated until a satisfactory number is obtained. At this point, 
the user is then prompted to identify which simulation variables are required 
to be logged, and when this is done, the new reference vector is passed to 
the model control task, where the vector is updated at the next time step, 
and the data logging is initiated.
The PLOT command is used to plot time histories of the variables logged 
by the REFERENCE command. This command uses the GKS software (see 
Section 7.3.2) to  plot graphs on either the colour graphics monitor via the 
EFCIS card, or on the terminal screen (provided the terminal has been set 
up in Tektronix emulation mode). Low quality hard copies can be obtained 
of graphs plotted on the terminal screen via an Epson printer by using a 
screen dump facility within the Tektronix emulation firmware.
The STYLE command is used to alter the manner in which graphs are 
plotted. Variations such as plot colour (obviously irrelevant for the Tek­
tronix screen), and graph axis grid on or off are possible.
The SAVE command is used to make a permanent copy of data logged 
by the REFERENCE command on disc. Its single argument is the name 
of the file to be created containing the logged data. Note that the data is 
stored in binary for two reasons, firstly to minimise the disc space required, 
and secondly, to minimise the time needed to write the data to disc, and in 
subsequent programs, to minimise the time needed to read the data back 
from disc. The data files have a particular structure, being headed by a 
file description block, which details the number of time steps at which data 
was logged, and which variable types are contained in the file (for example, 
outputs and states). After the file description block, the logged variables can 
be found in blocks which have a particular order, according to the variable 
type. The entries in the file description block indicate to a program reading 
the data file how much memory it should allocate before reading each block. 
If no variables of a particular type have been logged, then the number of 
variables in tha t block will be zero, and the corresponding entry in the file 
description block will be zero, hence the reading program can ascertain that 
next value found in the file will correspond to the next non-zero entry in 
the file description block. A diagrammatical description of this structure is
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shown in figure 7.3.
The RESET command is used to reset all the variable vectors in the 
simulation to zero. This effectively returns the simulation to the same state 
as when it was started, and is particularly useful to carry out a series of 
simulations which start from the same initial conditions, using the same 
simulation data. For example, the step responses of the system for each 
input channel w ith the same initial conditions can be simulated without 
having to exit the simulation program.
The QUIT command is used to terminate the simulation program. It 
does this by passing packets to all the tasks created by the simulation which 
instructs them to self-destruct. Note that a self-destruct request is initially 
lodged with the control task, which only carries out the request at the be­
ginning of the next time step which is a natural break in the inter-task 
communications. At this point, the slave tasks will also be at a known point 
(waiting, in fact), thus the monitor task then passes self-destruct requests to 
the slave tasks, and then similarly for the display task. Finally, the allocated 
freestore (memory) is released, and then the monitor program is terminated.
The reason for designing the simulations in this manner is two-fold. 
Firstly, if sufficient computing power is available (or made available at a 
later date), then this structure allows easy adaptation to a real-time simula­
tor. Secondly, the development of a real-time controller for the experimental 
rig is likely to proceed along very similar lines, thus code developed for simu­
lations can be easily transferred to the real-time control problem. This then 
provides a completely safe means of developing control software enabling it 
to be tested, debugged and verified within a simulation enviroment before 
attem pting 'to  carry out real-time control of the experimental rig.
7 .4 .2  C o n tr o l T ask
The essential purpose of the control task is to synchronise the operation 
of the slave tasks so that the computations remain in step. The essential 
aspects of its operation are quite simple. Once the task has been created 
and initialised with the data that it requires, it enters a loop which consists 
of just two m ajor functions;-
• check state of flags
• compute next time step
The first function examines a set of flags, the state of which can be 
changed via the monitor program commands. For example, if the SINGLE
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command is entered, the monitor task passes a packet to the control task 
which sets the single-step flag to TRUE (its normal state is FALSE). When 
the control task next examines the flags, the change of state of the single-step 
flag is noted, and the control task then waits for the appropriate packet to 
be passed from the monitor instructing the control task to compute one step 
and wait, or return to continuous mode, the latter resetting the single-step 
flag to FALSE in the process.
The computation of the next time step is carried out by passing packets 
to the slave tasks as appropriate, which they return when their computations 
are complete.
The control of the slave tasks by a separate task allows easy re-distribution 
of the computational load of the simulation, should additional processing 
nodes become available at a later date, without having to alter any part of 
the monitor program.
7 .4 .3  R e a l-T im e  D isp la y  T ask
The real-time graphics display task produces moving pictures using the EF- 
CIS colour graphics board. For general purpose graphics output, this board 
is normally driven using the Graphical Kernel System (GKS) [102] graphics 
library. Unfortunately, as already mentioned, GKS incurs large processing 
overheads which makes it unsuitable for fast moving displays and so the real­
time graphics task drives the EFCIS graphics controller directly by sending 
packets to the controlling driver. This technique, however, does makes the 
graphics display task hardware dependent.
The features provided by the graphics controller include line and text 
drawing in eight colours and a paging facility which allows a screen to be 
invisibly redrawn while another page is displayed. The graphics task uses the 
paging feature to produce interference-free animated displays and attempts 
to maximise frame refresh rate by only redrawing the moving picture items.
The main body of the graphics task is a packet handler which accepts 
requests from the simulation main body while performing the display refresh 
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Each display is produced by a general purpose display control routine 
which acts on the picture data structure for the currently selected display. 
The picture data structure is composed of a picture table (see figure 7.4), 
which contains pointers to picture control blocks (see figure 7.5), which in 
tu rn  contains pointers to work control blocks (see figure 7.6), and pointers 
to various packet lists defining the necessary actions to produce the pic­
ture. The display lists are single linked lists of pre-formed packets which are 
queued to the graphics driver in order to either draw or undraw the display 
items. The fixed item list is used to draw the non-moving parts of a picture 
on both pages. It is only processed when the picture is initialised. L istl 
and list2 are display lists which draw the moving display items on pagel 
and page2, respectively. Finally, the work lists contain procedures and data 
items which are used to move the display items drawn by listl and list2.
Size — > Size of picture table
Picture no. 1 — ► Pointer to 1st picture control block
Picture no. 2 — > Pointer to 2nd picture control block
4
Picture no. n — ► Pointer to nth picture control block
Figure 7.4: Picture table data structure
The graphics initialisation routine generates the picture data structures 
for each display required in the simulation. Each display is created as a 
mosaic of standard “meter” panels which are set up by calling a definition 
procedure. The definition procedure forms the required packets and work 
list entries and sets up any scaling factors and titles which are specific for 
th a t displayed measurement. This structure makes it a simple m atter to 
autom ate the generation of displays for any simulation study.
The final action of the graphics task initialisation routine is to store the 
picture identifiers so that the simulation SELECT command can be used to









— * Number of times picture has been updated 
— ► Pointer to packets to draw non-moving items 
— ► Pointer to pagel packets to draw moving items 
— ► Pointer to work control blocks for listl 
— ► Pointer to page2 packets to draw moving items 
— > Pointer to work control blocks for list2 
— ► Pointer to routine to get data for this picture 
— ► Pointer to buffer passed by GETDATA
Figure 7.5: Picture control block data structure
select them.
7 .4 .4  M o d e l T ask
The model task is very simple in operation. After creation and initialisation 
by the monitor program, the model task waits to be passed a packet asking 
it to do one of three things;-
• compute the next set of states and outputs of the model
• compute the top half of the feedback vector
• self-destruct
The first two functions are largely self explanatory, as the fact that 
the discrete state equations are used for the simulations has already been 
mentioned, so the steps required to compute the next set of states and 
outputs are obvious, and similarly with the feedback vector. On receipt of
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Link — ► Pointer to next work control block
UPDATE — ► Pointer to routine to move items
Pointer no. 1 — ► Pointer to buffer or packet defined by UPDATE
Pointer no. 2 — > Pointer to buffer or packet defined by UPDATE
4
Pointer no. m — ► Pointer to buffer or packet defined by UPDATE
Figure 7.6: Work control block data structure
the instructing packet from the control task, the necessary computations are 
carried out, and when complete, the packet is returned to the control task.
The third function is carried out at the request of the monitor program 
when the QUIT command has been entered and the various tasks are re­
quired to close themselves down.
7 .4 .5  E s t im a to r  T ask
The estimator task is essentially similar to the model task, but has a to tal 
of four functions
• compute next estimates of states and outputs
• update estimates with new output measurements
• compute the lower half of the feedback vector
• self-destruct
The first and third functions of the estimator task are essentially similar 
to the first and second functions of the model task. However, when the 
model task has computed the new outputs, these are used to update the
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estimates produced by the estimator, and this is the purpose of the second 
function.
The self-destruct function of this task is identical to the self-destruct 
function of the model task, and is only executed at the request of the monitor 
task when the QUIT coimnand has been entered.
7.5 G raph ics Softw are
The data files produced by the simulations containing time histories can be 
plotted and graphically manipulated by an off-line plotting program. The 
structure of the data files has already been discussed in Section 7.4.1, and 
this structure is used by the plotting program for a variety of purposes.
The results plotting program can be invoked by entering the command 
“res-plot” with an appropriate argument string. The arguments can be used 
to direct the graphical output to be displayed on the colour monitor via the 
EFCIS card, or the terminal screen via the Tektronix driver. In addition, a 
file can be specified which contains a series of commands for the program, 
avoiding the need for user interaction, so that it can be run as a background 
task. The following description of the program’s operation is based on its 
interactive mode, although the only difference in operation in the command 
file mode is that the program reads commands from the specified file.
When invoked, the results plotting program prompts the user for the 
name of the file where the results are stored, which it then reads, identifying 
the parameters of the simulation from which the data was produced, and 
noting the variables that were logged.
When this is complete, the program enters an interactive procedure, is­
suing a prompt and waiting for a command. In a similar manner to that of 
the monitor program of the simulation, when a command is entered at the 
terminal, the program attem pts to identify it, and then executes the appro­
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• FIGURE TITLE
The HELP command displays a list of the available commands with a 
short description of their functions.
The CLEAR command is used to reset the display area to the background 
colour, effectively clearing the screen.
The WINDOW command is used to define an sub-area of the display area 
on which subsequent plots will be displayed. This is used to format several 
plots on the display area, either for easy comparison, or for convenient hard 
copies. The following window areas are available;- 
WHOLE LARGE A4L A4R
UL UR LL LR
A4UL A4LL A4UM A4LM
A4UR A4LR
The WHOLE area, as its name implies, causes the whole of the display 
area to be utilised, and this is the default window. The LARGE area is 
slightly smaller than WHOLE, and allows space for a title string to  be 
added to the display. The A4L and A4R are complementary windows for 
positioning two plots on either half (left or right, respectively) of an A4 
area. The UL, UR, LL, LR windows divide the display area into a set of 
four quadrants (upper left, upper right, lower left, lower right, respectively). 
The A4UL, A4LL, A4UM, A4LM, A4UR, and A4LR windows can be used 
to position six plots on an A4 area (upper left, lower left, upper middle, 
lower middle, upper right, lower right, respectively).
The STYLE command can be used to alter the style of the plots pro­
duced, with facilities such as colour changing, and plot grid on or off.
The PLOT command is used to produce the graphs, and expects the 
variable type and number tha t is to be plotted as part of the argument 
String. The routine checks tha t the requested variable has been recorded in 
the data file, returning an appropriate message if it is not able to find the 
variable, specifying the reason for failure. Other arguments can be used to 
specify a particular portion of the time history rather than the whole history, 
and to request the option of outputting data for subsequent transfer to the 
mainframe machine to obtain high quality hard copies on a barrel plotter. 
If the hard copy request argument is specified, when the time history has 
been plotted the user is asked whether a hard copy of the plot is required, 
or not. If the response is affirmative, the co-ordinates of the plot are written 
to a file created automatically by the program, preceeded by the number of 
co-ordinate pairs in the plot, and followed by the X axis and Y axis title
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strings. When the plotting program is terminated, if a hard copy data file 
has been created, a zero is added to the end of the file and then the file 
is closed. The data structure created is subsequently used by the plotting 
program on the mainframe to control the formatting of plots automatically 
(see Section 7.6.1). A diagrammatical representation of this data structure 
is shown in figure 7.7.
It should be noted that the data files created for transfer to the main­
frame are ASCII files, not binary files, for two reasons. Firstly, the Ker- 
mit file transfer program is more reliable when transferring ASCII files, as 
opposed to binary files, and secondly, the representation of floating point 
numbers under the VAX/VMS operating system is not of the same format 
as that used by the TRIPOS operating system.
The FIGURE TITLE command is used to add a title string to the display 
area, which is particularly useful for identifying hard copies obtained via the 
screen dump facility in the Tektronix emulation firmware incorporated in the 
terminal.
7.6  M ainfram e S up port
The data link with the mainframe machines has already been mentioned. 
At the experimental rig’s current location, a group of mainframe machines 
are available via a multiplexing data link switch, all of these being DEC 
machines, running the VAX/VMS operating system. In particular, a pair of 
VAX 11/785 machines, a VAX 11/750 machine, and a VAX 11/730 machine 
are available, and all of these machines are interconnected by a high speed 
data transfer network.
The mainframe machines are used for two purposes;-
• high quality graph plotting
• control systems design
The justification for the first use is the access to a Benson barrel plotter 
which can produce high quality plots with a resolution of 0.05mm. The 
justification for the second use is the availability of proven reliable numerical 
computation routines, such as eigenanalysis routines, which are essential 
tools in linear multivariable control systems design. The software which has 
been developed for these purposes is now described.











Number of points in plot
Co-ordinates of first plot
Number of points in plot
X8(n)
Y8(n)
EOF End of file character (0)
Figure 7.7: ASCII character plot file data structure
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7 .6 .1  H ig h  Q u a lity  G rap h  P lo t t in g
The creation of the data files in ASCII character representation has already 
been described in Section 7.5. These files are transferred to any of the main­
frame machines via an RS232 serial data link using the Kermit programs 
(see Section 7.3.1). The program M68KPLOT can then be invoked to pro­
duce data files suitable for plotting on the Benson plotter (or alternatively, 
a Gould plotter, although the resolution of the Gould plotter is much lower 
than that of the Benson plotter). The structure of the data files allows 
the program to ascertain the number of graphs in the file, the number of 
points in each graph, and the X axis and the Y axis titles for each graph 
automatically. The maximum permissible number of graphs in a data file 
is set at eight, because more than this produces graphs which are too small 
to be useful when all of them are plotted on an A4 size area. The program 
then offers the user a full screen size inspection of each graph, then offers to 
format the graphs.
The graphs are plotted using routines from the GINO-F [109] and the 
GINOGRAF [110] graphics libraries, and these are used to generate a tempo­
rary “pseudo-code” file, which is device independent. The picture elements 
in this file (which correspond to the individual graphs) are then extracted, 
scaled, and postioned automatically onto an A4 size plotting area, with ei­
ther horizontal or vertical orientation of the individual graphs selected by 
the user. A box approximately 2mm over A4 size is drawn around the plots, 
and a title string for the complete plot can be added if required.
The interactive nature of the program means that the user can elect to 
alter certain aspects of the overall plot, such as the position of the title 
string, or the horizontal/vertical orientation of the graphs.
When the user is satisfied with the overall plot, the required plotter driver 
is invoked, thus producing a data file suitable for plotting. On termination 
of the program, the resulting data file can be queued to the appropriate 
plotter for plotting.
In a similar manner to the results plotting programs developed for the 
experimental rig computing system, this plotting program can also be run 
as a background task, reading its commands from a file.
When the completed plot is obtained, the paper can be trimmed to just 
inside the plotted box to produce an A4 sized page ready for insertion into 
a document.
The GINO-F and GINOGRAF routines are written in FORTRAN, and 
are designed to be called from FORTRAN programs, thus FORTRAN was
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used to code the plotting program.
7 .6 .2  C o n tr o l S y s te m s  D e s ig n  R o u tin e s
It has already been mentioned that the primary reason for developing the 
control systems design software on the mainframe machines is the availability 
of proven reliable numerical computation software, in particular, the NAG 
library [ il l] . The development and testing of reliable numerical routines is 
a specialist field in its own right, and besides being a non-trivial problem, is 
exceedingly time-consuming and outside the scope of this work. Thus it was 
decided to make use of the routines in the NAG library for such functions 
as eigenanalysis, singular value decomposition, and matrix inversion (see 
Appendix B).
The version of the NAG library that is available is written in FORTRAN, 
so FORTRAN has been used to code the control systems design programs. 
As all the design algorithms are based on the state space representation of 
dynamic systems, a variety of m atrix operations are frequently used. Thus 
a library of subroutines was developed which forms the basis of the main 
programs, and these subroutines and programs are now described.
7.6.2.1 Subroutine Library
The following subroutines form the basis of the control systems design 
programs;-
EIGVAL EIGVALVEC FIXD-MODES LYAPUNOV
MATADD MATINV MATMUL MATRAN
MATRANK MATSUB NON-DEGEN PSEINV
RICATTI TXZEROS
The subroutine EIGVAL requires a real square matrix and returns the 
eigenvalues of the m atrix in real and imaginary components. The details of 
the algorithm can be found in Appendix B .l.
The subroutine EIGVALVEC is essentially similar to EIGVAL except 
that in addition to the eigenvalues, the eigenvectors are also returned, again 
in real and imaginary components.
The subroutine FIXD-MODES computes the fixed modes (or approxi­
mately fixed modes) of a system given the state space matrices describing 
the system. The algorithm used for this subroutine is based on the algorithm 
given in [112].
The subroutine LYAPUNOV requires matrices A and Q, and computes
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the solution P  to the Lyapunov type matrix equation ATP  + PA  = — Qy 
using the algorithm described in Appendix B.4.
The subroutine MATADD requires two rezil matrices, which it adds to­
gether and returns the result.
The subroutine MATINV requires a real square matrix, which it checks 
for singularity, then computes the inverse, returning the result. Details of 
the algorithm used can be found in Appendix B.2.
The subroutine MATMUL requires two real matrices, computes the 
product, and returns the result.
The subroutine MATRAN requires a real matrix, computes the trans­
pose, and returns the result.
The subroutine MATRANK requires a real matrix, and computes the 
singular values of the matrix. The number of non-zero singular values indi­
cates the rank of the matrix. The algorithm used to compute the singular 
values is described in Appendix B.2. This method of computing the rank of 
a m atrix is the most reliable method known to date.
The subroutine MATSUB requires two real matrices, computes the dif­
ference m atrix, and returns the result.
The subroutine NON-DEGEN attem pts to ascertain whether or not a 
system is non-degenerate. The algorithm used in this subroutine is based 
on the algorithm given in [112].
The subroutine PSEINV requires a real matrix, and computes the gen­
eralised inverse (pseudo-inverse) via the singular value decomposition of the 
m atrix. Details of the algorithm used are given in Appendix B.2.
The subroutine RICATTI requires real matrices A, P ,  Q, and j R ,  and 
computes the m atrix P , where 0 = A TP  +  P A  -f Q — P B R ^ B *  P,  and also 
the m atrix P , where F  = —R ~ 1B TP.  Details of the algorithm used are 
given in Appendix B.3.
The subroutine TXZEROS computes the transmission zeros of a system, 
given the state space matrices. The algorithm used is based on the algorithm 
given in [112].
7.6.2.2 M ain Program s
A suite of programs has been developed for implementing a variety of sys­
tem  order reduction algorithms and feedback law design algorithms. The 
various algorithms have already been discussed in Chapters 3 and 5, and 
the programs are now listed and briefly described as follows;-
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QCOVER MCA IMSC POLPLC
PPOBDES LUEN RMDES SERVO
LQREG LQTRK WIENER LQGDES
HACLAC LACHAC
The program QCOVER is an implementation of the “Q-cover” controller 
reduction algorithm (which is described in Chapter 3), which attempts to 
produce reduced order controllers with Markov parameters and output co- 
variances which match those of the full order controller. The program starts 
off by computing a first order controller, then a second order controller, and 
so on, incrementing the controller order by one each time until the full order 
controller is obtained, evaluating the closed loop poles of the system with 
each reduced order controller. However, in almost all cases (see Chapter 8 
for the only exception), the program prematurely terminated due to nu­
merical problems, such as floating point overflows, before a reduced order 
controller was obtained which resulted in a stable closed loop system.
The program MCA is an implementation of the Modal Cost Analysis 
model reduction algorithm (which is described in Chapter 3), which com­
putes a “cost” for each mode in the given model. The modes are then 
ordered in terms of cost from highest to lowest. An option is then available 
to the user to produce a reduced order model by entering the numbers of 
the modes to be retained in the reduced order model.
The program IMSC is an implementation of the Independent Modal 
Space Control technique (see Chapter 5 for details). An output feedback 
m atrix is computed by first computing input and output decoupling m atri­
ces, and then computing a feedback m atrix by assuming that the system 
is decoupled. The final feedback m atrix is obtained as the product of the 
input decoupling matrix, the decoupled feedback matrix, and the output 
decoupling m atrix. When the final feedback m atrix has been computed, the 
closed loop poles of the system are computed to ascertain the effectiveness 
of the decoupling process.
The POLPLC program is an implementation of the pole placement de­
sign algorithm based on the transformation of the system to controllable 
canonical form. Whilst this program produces good results when the order 
of the problem is reasonably small, and the dynamics of the problem are 
not too numerically stiff, high order problems and numerically stiff prob­
lems suffer from numerical difficulties such as inaccurate results, or overflow 
problems.
The PPOBDES program is an implementation of a full order asymptotic 
state estimator design method using the pole placement algorithm based
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on the transformation of the system to observable canonical form. This 
algorithm is essentially similar to the algorithm in the POLPLC program, 
and as such it suffers from the same numerical difficulties.
The LUENOBS program is similar to the PPOBDES program, except 
that it is a minimal order state estimator design method. It is also based on 
the transformation of the system to observable canonical form, and conse­
quently suffers similar problems as the POLPLC and PPOBDES programs.
The RMDES program is an implementation of an output feedback design 
method which is based on a model which is comprised of the rigid modes 
only. Thus the feedback matrix is computed with no knowledge of the elastic 
modes, but is constrained to be diagonal with the diagonal elements being 
greater than zero. This is based on the stability properties discussed in 
Chapter 4.
The SERVO program is a partial implementation of the Robust Multi- 
variable Servomechanism design method (see Chapter 5). At this time, the 
tests for ascertaining the existance of a solution have been implemented, 
but a method for automatic design of the compensators has not yet been 
implemented.
The program LQREG obtains a solution to the Linear Quadratic Reg­
ulator problem. That is, the solution to the associated algebraic matrix 
Riccati equation is computed, and subsequently, the optimal state feedback 
m atrix is computed.
The program LQTRK is essentially similar to the program LQREG, but 
it solves the “tracking” problem rather them just the “regulator” problem. 
Besides computing the optimal state feedback matrix, a dynamic input com­
pensator is also computed which will cause the system outputs to track the 
inputs to the compensator.
The program WIENER is the dual of the program LQREG, as it com­
putes the solution to the optimal dynamic state estimator problem, that is 
the Linear Quadratic Estimator problem. Again, the solution to the asso­
ciated algebraic m atrix Riccati equation is computed, and subsequently the 
estimator gain matrix is computed.
The program LQGDES is essentially a combination of the LQREG and 
WIENER programs, such that the optimal state feedback matrix and the op­
timal state estimator gain matrix are computed for the given model. When 
both stages axe complete, an option is available to the user to compute the 
closed loop poles of another model subject to the designed feedback system, 
which can be used to evaluate a low order design on a full order model, or 
a nominal design on a perturbed model.
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The program HACLAC is basically an extension to the LQGDES pro­
gram which carries out the same functions as the LQGDES program, but 
includes the option of adding rate output feedback terms for additional 
damping control, thus combining a state estim ator/state feedback controller 
with an output feedback controller.
The program LACHAC is essentially similar to the program HACLAC, 
the only difference is tha t the rate output is added to the plant before the 
design of the state estim ator/state feedback controller.
7.7  S u m m ary
In this chapter, the software developed to provide support for the experi­
mental rig, for both the experimental rig computing system and for DEC 
VAX 11/series mainframe machines has been described. Details of the TRI­
POS operating system for the experimental rig computing system have been 
given, together with a description of the inter-task communication mecha­
nism, as this is utilised in the simulation software.
The Kermit file transfer programs have been introduced, as they sire an 
essential part of the support software, facilitating the transfer of files between 
the experimental rig computing system and the mainframe machines. The 
Graphical Kernel System (GKS) has also been introduced, as this graphics 
system is used for off-line graphical processing on the experimental rig.
The simulation software has been discussed with a model/state estima­
tor type of simulation taken as an example. The task structure has been 
described, together with details of the function and operation of the individ­
ual tasks. The various commands and functions that the simulation monitor 
program offers for operating the simulations have been detailed. The rea­
sons for designing the simulations in this particular format have also been 
discussed. The structure for the binary simulation results files has been de­
scribed to show how the subsequent processing programs can know what to 
expect in the file after reading just a small block (about 40 bytes).
Software for graphical processing of simulation results on the experimen­
ta l rig computing system using GKS routines has been described, together 
with details of the creation of ASCII character files for subsequent transfer 
to a mainframe machine to obtain high quality plots. The structure of these 
data files has also been described to show how the graph plotting program 
on the mainframe can be controlled automatically by the data in the file 
itself. The mainframe graph plotting software utilising the GINO-F and
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GINOGRAF libraries has subsequently been described.
An essential use of the mainframe machines is for control systems design. 
Details of the subroutine library which has been developed to form the 
basis of the main programs have been given, with a brief description of 
the function of each routine. Subsequently, details of the programs used 
for system reduction problems and feedback law design problems have been 
given, together with a brief description of their function. The use of these 
programs for application to a model of the experimental beam is discussed 
in the next chapter.
Chapter 8
C ontroller D esign  for 
E xp erim en ta l B eam
8.1 In tro d u ctio n
In this chapter the various techniques that have been discussed in Chapters 3 
and 5 are applied to the problem of designing a controller for the experi­
mental beam, the details of which have already been given in Chapter 6.
It is assumed that a torque actuator is available which acts about the 
pivotal axis, and that measurements of position and rate of the beam about 
this axis are available. The controller is required to provide signals for 
the actuator such that the position of the beam about the pivotal axis is 
controlled. This configuration was chosen because of the obvious parallel to 
the single-axis attitude control problem of a spacecraft.
In the first section, the development of mathematical models for the 
beam is described and numerical details are given for the n o m in al and per­
turbed models.
Subsequent sections describe the application of the techniques discussed 
in earlier chapters for designing feedback laws for flexible structures to the 
experimental beam, giving numerical results and simulation results. It was 
intended to implement the successful designs as real-time controllers so that 
complete verification of the designs could be carried out. However, as was 
explained in Chapter 6, the computational restrictions meant that such im­
plementation was not possible, and thus results of such exercises cannot be 
presented for comparison with the simulation results.
The penultimate section of this chapter draws comparisons, and includes
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comments regarding the application of the various techniques to the exper­
imental beam, and suggests which techniques would be suitable for applica­
tion to more realistic and complex problems.
8 .2  D ev e lo p m en t o f  M a th em a tica l M od els o f th e  
E x p er im en ta l B eam
The basic configuration of the experimental beam has already been described 
in Chapter 6. Because it was desired to be able to model the displacements 
of the beam at various points along its length, the finite element technique 
described in Chapter 2 was used to represent the structure. In particular, the 
finite element structural analysis program NASTEAN [32], [33] was utilised 
to  obtain modal frequency and modeshape data. The matrices defining the 
corresponding state space models were formulated in the manner described 
in Chapter 2.
It has already been mentioned in Chapter 6 that holes were cut in the 
beam  at various points along its length to facilitate the mounting of addi­
tional masses which could be used to alter the dynamic characteristics of the 
beam. The removal of this material obviously reduces the stiffness and the 
mass of the beam, and thus these holes were included in the finite element 
representation.
Each 10cm length of the beam (the distance between each hole) was 
represented by a pair of beam elements, one being essentially the reflected 
image of the other. The mountings for the two halves of the beam to the 
pivot point were also represented by beam elements. Thus figure 8.1 shows 
the representation of the beam using three types of beam elements, where 
the element type representing the beam mountings is denoted as A, and the 
two elements representing a section of the beam are denoted as B and C, and 
the numbers represent the finite element nodes. The masses used to alter 
the dynamic properties of the beam were represented by lumped masses at 
the appropriate node. The various properties of the elements are shown in 
table 8.1.
The baseline model, referred to as the nominal model, is comprised of the 
beam plus two masses, one at node 2 and one at node 42 (see figure 8.1), that 
is at the two ends of the beam. This configuration was analysised using the 
NASTRAN program to obtain the mode frequencies and the modeshapes. 
The modal frequencies up to 100Hz are shown in table 8.2, together with 
the slope of the modeshapes at the pivotal axis. Because the modeshapes


















Figure 8.1: Representation of experimental beam using finite elements
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Table 8.1: Properties of elements
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corresponding to the symmetric modes have no displacement at the pivotal 
axis (the mid-point of the beam), these modes will obviously be both uncon­
trollable and unobservable, and thus can be safely ignored, as any feedback 
law for this configuration cannot affect them, or be affected by them. Thus, 
the resulting nominal model is 10th order, with one input and two outputs.
Frequency 
in Hertz












Table 8.2: Modal data for nominal beam model
In an attem pt to investigate the sensitivity of controller designs to model 
param eter variations, two other models were derived which correspond to 
slightly different configurations with different dynamic properties, and these 
models are referred to as perturbed model no. 1 and perturbed model no. 2. 
The configuration for the perturbed model no. 1 is exactly the same as the 
nominal model but with additional masses of 0.8Kg at nodes 6, 10, 14, 18, 
26, 30, 34, and 38. Thus the overall mass has been increased, but the mass 
distribution is about the same as the nominal model. Thus as would be 
expected, the modal frequencies are lower than those of the nominal model, 
but the modeshapes are essentially the same shape as those of the nominal 
model.
The details (below 100Hz) are shown in table 8.3, where it can be seen 
tha t the symmetric modes again produce no displacements at the mid-point 
of the beam, and so can be ignored, hence the resulting model is 12th order.
The configuration for the perturbed model no. 2 is exactly the same as
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Frequency 
in Hertz














Table 8.3: Modal data for perturbed model no. 1
the nominal model, but with additional masses of 0.8Kg at nodes 4, 6, 8, 
10, 24, 26, 28, and 30. Thus the overall mass has been increased from the 
nominal configuration, and the mass distribution has been altered. This 
la tter point is particularly interesting because the point of symmetry of the 
symmetric modes is no longer at the mid-point of the beam, and thus, as 
can be seen from table 8.4, the modes that could be safely ignored for the 
nominal model and the perturbed model no. 1 cannot now be safely ignored. 
Hence the resulting model is 26th order.
It should be noted that these models do not incorporate any actuator 
or sensor dynamics, and this as largely because a set of suitably defined 
dynamics does not exist at present. However, the sensors used for the beam 
do have negligible dynamics (at least up to 100Hz), and so their neglection 
is not too severe an assumption. Also, dynamic equations for the actuator 
axe difficult to define until a suitable working model has been developed.
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Frequency 
in Hertz















Table 8.4: Modal data for perturbed model no. 2
8.3  S ta te  F eedback B a sed  C ontrollers
The controllers considered in this section are based on state feedback, and 
utilise a dynamic state estimator of some form to produce estimates of the 
states required for feedback. Following the techniques discussed in earlier 
chapters, two approaches will be examined. The first approach is to reduce 
the order of the model, and then design a controller based on the reduced 
order model, and the second approach is to design a controller based on the 
full order model, and then reduce the order of the controller.
8 .3 .1  M o d e l O rd er R e d u c t io n  —  C o n tro ller  D es ig n
The first approach used follows the model order reduction — reduced order 
controller design philosophy. A modal cost analysis of the nominal model 
was carried out using the MCA program, and the resulting costs for each 
mode are shown in table 8.5. A graph of model error against the number 
of modes retained in a reduced order model (where the modes have been 
ordered in terms of cost, highest to lowest) is shown in figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: Model error against number of modes for nominal beam model
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creases, as might be expected for a uniform beam. However, it should be 
noted that this will not generally be the case for more complex structures 
as will become apparent in the next chapter.
The desire to control the rigid mode plus the first two elastic modes 
resulted in a model of 6th order, which has a model error of 38.7%.
The required state feedback m atrix was computed using the LQREG 
program, with a range of weighting matrices. This enabled the effects of the 
choice of weightings on the position of the closed loop poles to be examined. 
The results are shown in table 8.6, from which it can be seen that the effects 
predicted by the theory described in Chapter 5 do indeed occur.
The solution when Q — R  = I  was chosen as a candidate for further 
evaluation, and as a basis for comparison with alternative controller designs. 
Thus the 6th order design model subject to this exact state feedback law 
(that is assuming that the states are available exactly) acts as a basis for 
examining the effects of using state estimators to reconstruct the states. 
The angular position and angular rate responses of the beam to a unit step 
demand sire shown in figure 8.3.
The theory developed in Chapter 4 suggests that when the exact states 
axe available for feedback, then the use of a reduced order model for de­
sign purposes will not cause instability of the full order system. Thus, as 
expected, the angular position and angular rate responses to a unit step 
position demand for the same state feedback law applied to the 10th order 
nominal model axe stable, but contain lightly damped high frequency com­
ponents corresponding to the modes that were ignored in the design model 
(see figure 8.4).
Obviously, the next problem is to design a state estimator to produce 
estimates of the six states used for feedback. Three types of state estimator 
were examined, a full order state estimator (where full order implies the 
feame order as tha t of the design model), a reduced order state estimator 
(with an order equal to the order of the design model minus the number of 
outputs of the design model), and a Kalman filter (with order equal to the 
order of the design model).
8.3.1.1 Full Order State E stim ator
The program PPOBDES was used to compute an estimator gain matrix us­
ing the 6th order design model as a basis. Note that the observable canonical 
form of the design model has a dynamics matrix comprising a l x l  block and 
a 5x5 block, and thus at least two of the poles have to be real to produce
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Figure 8.3: Step responses of design model with exact state feedback











Figure 8.4: Step responses of nominal model with exact state feedback
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a real gain m atrix. Thus, the desired locations for the estimator poles were 
selected to be two pairs of complex conjugate poles, and two real poles, at 



















Eigenvalues -17.388 + j 17.759
-17.388 - j 17.759
-21.644 + j 22.020
-21.644 - ,i 22.020
Table 8.7: Numerical details of full order state estimator
The simulated output responses of the 6th order design model subject 
to the 6th order state feedback law with the 6th order state estimator are 
shown in figure 8.5, where it can be seen that no noticeable degradation of 
the responses occurs when compared to the case of exact state feedback (see 
figure 8.3).
The simulated step responses of the 10th order nominal model subject 
to this controller are shown in figure 8.6, where it can be seen that a slight 
slowing of the responses occurs, but otherwise the response is as designed 
for.
The sensitivity to parameter variations was simply examined by applying 
,the controller to the perturbed model no. 1 and perturbed model no. 2. The 
simulated step responses for these cases are shown in figures 8.7 and 8.8, 
where it can be seen that the performance is essentially unchanged, the only 
noticeable effect is a slowing of the responses as the parameter variations 
become more severe.
8.3.1.2 M in im al O rd er S ta te  E s tim a to r
The program LUENOBS was used to compute the various matrices required 
for a minimal order state estimator. The 6th order design model has two 





























Figure 8.5: Step responses of design model with full order state estimator


















Figure 8.6: Step response of nominal model with full order state estimator
















Figure 8.7: Step response of perturbed model no. 1 with full order state
estimator
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Figure 8.8: Step response of perturbed model no. 2 with full order state
estimator
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observable canonical form of the design model has a dynamics matrix com­
prising of a l x l  block and a 5x5 block, thus the minimal order state esti­
m ator dynamics matrix will be composed of one 4x4 block (see Chapter 5). 
The desired locations for the four estimator poles were chosen to be the 
same as the two complex conjugate pairs chosen for the full order state esti­
m ator, discussed above. This was done in an attem pt to match the dynamic 
characteristics of the two types of estimator as closely as possible to enable 
better comparisons to be drawn. The poles of the resulting minimal order 
state estimator are given in table 8.8, together with numerical details of the 
various matrices.
The simulated step responses of the closed loop system formed by the 
6th order design model and the 6th order state feedback matrix with the 
minimal order state estimator are shown in figure 8.9. Note that there is 
no noticeable difference between the controller which utilises the full order 
state estimator and the controller which utilises the minimal order state 
estimator. This shows that when the model of the system is accurately 
known, then a minimal order state estimator can perform as well as a full 
order state estimator.
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Table 8.8: Numerical details of minimal order state estimator















Figure 8.9: Step responses of design model with minimal order state esti­
mator
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The step responses of the system formed by the 10th order nomined 
model and this controller are shown in figure 8.10, where it can be seen 
again that the responses are essentially the same as those obtained using 
the full order state estimator (see figure 8.6).
However, it is generally known that minimal order state estimators tend 
to be more sensitive to parameter variations (or system-model mismatch) 
than full order state estimators. This is reinforced by the general remarks 
by Davison and Ferguson [45], where it is shown that generally the more 
redundancy in a feedback system, then the more robust (that is less sensitive 
to parameter variations) that system will tend to be. This appears to be 
confirmed by the simulation of the perturbed models with this controller. 
The step responses of the perturbed model no. 1, shown in figure 8.11, show 
the closed loop system to be unstable. As might be expected, the step 
responses of the perturbed model no. 2, which are shown in figure 8.12, are 
even worse, the instability being more pronouced.
8.3 .1 .3  K alm an Filter
The third type of state estimator investigated was a Kalman filter, again 
based on the 6th order design model. The system and measurement noise 
covariance matrices were set to unity, and the initial filter gains were chosen 
at random. The initial filter gains were chosen at random in order to examine 
the transient behaviour of the filter gains as they migrated towards their 
steady-state values (assuming a stable system) as defined by the covariance 
matrices.
The simulated step response of the design model subject to the 6th order 
state feedback law using the 6th order Kalman filter are shown in figure 8.13, 
and the twelve filter gain time histories are shown in figures 8.14 and 8.15. 
Note that the step responses are essentially the same as for the equivalent 
cases using the full order fixed gain state estimator, or the minimal order 
fixed gain state estimator. It is also intersting to note that the dynamics of 
all the filter gains are faster than the overall system responses.
Similarly, the simulated step responses of the 10th order nominal model 
subject to this controller, shown in figure 8.16 (with the filter gains time 
histories shown in figures 8.17 and 8.18), are much the same as the compar- 
itive cases with the fixed gain state estimators (see figures 8.6 and 8.10).
The results with the perturbed models is, however, different. In both 
cases the closed loop systems are stable (see figures 8.19 and 8.22), but the
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Figure 8.11: Step responses of perturbed model no. 1 with minimal order
state estimator











Figure 8.12: Step responses of perturbed model no. 2 with minimal order
state estimator














Figure 8.13: Step responses of design model with Kalman filter
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Figure 8.14: Time histories of first, six Kalman filter gains for design model



















8.15: Time histories of second six Kalman filter gains for design
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Figure 8.16: Step responses of nominal model with Kalman filter
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Figure 8.17: Time histories of first six Kalman filter gains for nominal model
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Figure 8.18: Time histories of second six Kalman filter gains for nominal
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step responses are slower and more highly damped than the case with the 
full order state estimator. Although, by redesigning the full order state 
estimator for a suitable set of pole locations, no doubt this type of response 
could be obtained. The filter gains time histories for the perturbed model 
no. 1 and the perturbed model no. 2 are shown in figures 8.20 and 8.21, and 
figures 8.23 and 8.24, respectively. It is interesting to note that for all these 
cases the dynamics of the filter gains are faster than the system responses, 
and also that the gains themselves tend towards steady-state values which 
differ between the cases. This demonstrates how the Kalman filter tends to 
adjust its characteristics to suit the conditions.
To examine the effects of the assumed values for the matrices describing 
the noise terms, a series of three simulation runs using the 6th order Kalman 
filter with the 10th order nominal model utilising different noise covariance 
matrices was carried out. The step responses and filter gains shown in 
figures 8.25, 8.26, and 8.27, correspond to the case when the matrix Q is 
a unit matrix, and the matrix R  is a unit m atrix scaled by 10. The step 
responses and filter gains shown in figure 8.28, 8.29, and 8.30, correspond to 
the case when both matrix Q and m atrix R  are unity. The step responses 
and filter gains shown in figures 8.31, 8.32, and 8.33, correspond to the case 
when the m atrix Q is a unit m atrix scaled by 10 and matrix R is a unit 
matrix.
It can be seen that there is no noticeable difference between the step 
responses, nor in the dynamic responses of the filter gains, but as would be 
expected, the steady-state filter gains are different between the three cases.
As a consequence of these results, a steady-state Kalman filter was in­
vestigated to ascertain what level of performance degradation would occur 
if the gains were fixed at their steady-state values. Of course, one way of 
obtaining the steady-state filter gains is via a simulation of the Kalman fil­
ter. However, this is computational expensive, particularly for high order 
systems, compared with other methods (see Chapter 5). Thus the pro­
gram WIENER was used to compute the steady-state Kalman filter gains. 
It should be noted that the name of this program may be misleading, as 
although the steady-state Kalman filter is essentially very similar to a mul­
tivariable Wiener filter, the algorithm used to compute the gains has no 
connection with the algorithms originally proposed by Wiener [85].
Again, the effects of varying the weighting matrices Q and R  was ex­
amined, this time over a range of 1:1 to 1:100, and these results are shown 
in table 8.9. The case of unit Q and R  matrices was chosen for further 
investigation.



















Figure 8.19: Step responses of perturbed model no. 1 with Kalman filter
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Figure 8.20: Time histories of first six Kalman filter gains for perturbed
model no. 1



































Figure 8.22: Step responses of perturbed model no. 2 with Kalman filter













Figure 8.23: Time histories of first six Kalman filter gains for perturbed
model no. 2












Figure 8.24: Time histories of second six Kalman filter gains for perturbed
model no. 2












Figure 8.25: Step responses of nominal model with Kalman filter (q/r=0.1)
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Figure 8.28: Step responses of nominal model with Kalman filter (q/r=1.0)
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Figure 8.29: Time histories of first six Kalman filter gains for nominal model
(q/r=1.0)
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Figure 8.31: Step responses of nominal model with Kalman filter (q/r=10)











Figure 8.32: Time histories of first six Kalman filter gains for nominal model
(q/r=10)





Figure 8.33: Time histories of second six Kalman filter gains for nominal
model (q/r=10)
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-0.56129 -0.09029
Gain -0.09494 -0.03140





O.Ol -29.214 + J 145.4
-29.214 - j 145.4
Eigenvalues -4.9059 + j 42.41
-4.9059 - j 42.41
-0.1792 + j 0.170
-0.1792 - j 0.170
'-1.02220 -0.18799
Ga in -0.29515 -0.11352





0.1 -81.826 + j 164.2
-81.826 - j 162.2
Eigenvalues -9.4519 + j 43.44
-9.4519 - j 43.44
-0.3295 + j 0.291








1.0 -183.29 + j 231.9
-183.29 - j 231.9
Eigenvalues -11.082 + j 44.07
-11.082 - j 44.07
-0.6343 + j 0.458
-0.6343 - 0.458
Table 8.9: Effects of varying weighting matrices Q and R  on steady-state 
Kalman filter gains
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The application of the controller formed by the state feedback m atrix and 
the 6th order steady-state Kalman filter to the various models was simulated. 
The step responses of the 6th order design model with this controller are 
shown in figure 8.34, where it can be seen that the responses are essentially 
the same as those of the time-varying Kalman filter, as might be expected.
The responses of the 10th order nominal model with this controller are 
shown in figure 8.35, and again, as would be expected from earlier results, 
there is no noticeable deterioration in performance from the time-varying 
case.
The cases of the perturbed model no. 1 and perturbed model no. 2 are 
shown in figures 8.36 and 8.37, respectively. Again, as might be expected 
bearing in mind earlier results, the responses have slowed, but are very 
well damped. This suggests that a steady-state Kalman filter is likely to 
give almost as good a performance as a time-varying Kalman filter for this 
particular problem, with considerable savings in computational requirements 
(see Chapter 6).
8 .3 .2  C o n tr o ller  D e s ig n — C o n tr o ller  O rder R e d u c tio n
The second approach follows the high order controller design—controller 
reduction philosophy. Initially, a controller was designed for the 10th order 
nominal model, which obviously is also 10th order, and then the program 
QCOVER was used to attem pt to derive a suitable reduced-order controller 
with similar dynamic properties.
The 10th order controller was designed using the programs LQREG and 
WIENER, using unity weighting matrices in both cases. The responses of 
the nominal model to this controller are shown in figure 8.38.
The program QCOVER was then used to attem pt to produce controllers 
of lower order. As has already been mentioned (see Chapter 7), the program 
QCOVER starts by obtaining an “equivalent” first order controller, then re­
peats the procedure incrementing the order of the resulting controller each 
time until the dimension of the full order controller is reached. The pro­
gram was run several times using an output covariance m atrix which was a 
seeded unit m atrix, with the scaling adjusted through the range 0.0001 to  10. 
However, in all cases the program terminated prematurely due to numerical 
overflow after deriving the 6th order controller. Also, the variation between 
the reduced order controllers caused by the variation of the output covari­
ance m atrix was minimal. Consequently, the results of all these runs are not 
shown, only the results for the case of a unit output covariance m atrix are










































Figure 8.35: Step responses of nominal model with steady-state Kalman
filter


















Figure 8.36: Step responses of perturbed model no. 1 with steady-state
Kalman filter



















































Figure 8.38: Step responses of nominal model with full order controller
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shown in table 8.10.
These results, unfortunately, are not particularly useful, because the 
reduced order controllers either result in unstable closed loop systems, or 
if stable, have very slow dominant poles. The most promising result is 
the 5th order controller, and thus the behaviour of the 10th order nominal 
model subject to this controller was simulated. The step responses shown in 
figure 8.39 show that the performance is totally unacceptable, being much 
too slow and poorly damped.
8.4  O u tp u t Feedback B ased  C ontrollers
The controllers considered in the following sections generate feedback signals 
from the output measurements directly through fixed gains, thus there are 
no dynamic models of the system within the controller structure. Two par­
ticular techniques, which have already been described in detail in Chapter 5, 
are used to attem pt to design such a controller.
8 .4 .1  I n p u t—O u tp u t D e c o u p lin g  (IM S C )
The program IMSC was used to compute an output feedback matrix by a t­
tempting to decouple the input and output matrices (the Independent Modal 
Space Control technique, see Chapter 5). The desired pole locations were 
chosen to be the same as those produced by the program LQREG (see Sec­
tion 8.3.1), to enable comparisons to be drawn. The results of the program 
IMSC using the 10t.h order nominal model are shown in table 8.11, where 
it can be seen tha t the eigenvalues of the resulting closed loop system are 
not even close to the desired locations. However, as the feedback terms are 
positive (thus the feedback matrices are positive-definite), from the theory 
detailed in Chapter 4 and Appendix A.2, the overall system will be stable. 
The simulated step responses are shown in figure 8.40, and indeed confirm 
tha t the rigid mode response is much too slow and poorly damped, hence 
this controller is of little value.
8 .4 .2  R ig id —M o d e  D es ig n
This controller design method is based on the stability properties of positive- 
definite feedback matrices as discussed in Chapter 4 and Appendix A.2. 
The program RMDES was used to place the poles of the rigid mode in 
the required locations (again, the locations defined by the program LQREG
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Table 8.10: Numerical results of program QCOVER for 10th order beam 
controller
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Figure 8.39: Step responses of nominal model with 5th order QCOVER 
controller
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Figure 8.40: Step responses of nominal model with IMSC controller
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Gain 
hatr i x
^ 0.001146 0.006432 j
-0.76839 + j 142.40
-0.76839 - j 142.40
Eigenvalues -0.23137 + j 42.110
-0.23137 - j 42.110
-0.00119 + j 0.02055
-0.00119 — j 0.02055
Table 8.11: Results of IMSC design
were used, see Section 8.3.1), and by constraining the feedback matrices to 
be positive-definite (which in this case can be done by ensuring that the two 
terms are both positive), a stable system can be guaranteed. The results of 
the program are shown in table 8.12, where it can be seen that the design 
was successful. This is confirmed by the simulated step responses of the 10th 
order nominal model with this controller which are shown in figure 8.41. The 
step responses of the perturbed model no. 1 and the perturbed model no. 2 
with this controller are shown in figure 8.42 and 8.43, respectively, where it 
can be seen that only slight deterioration of the performance is noticeable.
8.5  C om p arative  R em ark s
The technique of using model reduction and designing a controller based on 
the reduced order model appears to work well. The technique of modal cost 
analysis (see Chapter 3) as a method of model reduction is convenient to use, 
and good control can be exercised by the analyst in producing reduced order 
models. It also provides a means of judging the validitity of the reduced 
order models derived via the model error expression.
Treating the design problem as a linear quadratic regulator problem (see 
Chapter 5) is a convenient means of computing a state feedback matrix. 
Various performance parametrics can be adjusted by a suitable choice of 
weighting matrices. The actual choice of weighting terms is difficult, if not 
impossible, to define a priori. Thus an iterative approach generally has 











Figure 8.41: Step responses of nominal model with rigid mode controller








Figure 8.42: Step responses of perturbed model no. 1 with rigid mode con­
troller






Figure 8.43: Step responses of perturbed model no. 2 with rigid mode con­
troller
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Gain f 1.643 3.403 1
Matrix
Eigenvalues -0.62897 + j 0.46015
-0.62897 - j 0.46015
Table 8.12: Results of rigid mode design
rather arbitrary maimer (say as unit matrices), and the design is carried out. 
The characteristics of the resulting closed loop system can be adjusted by 
judicious alteration of the weighting terms, based on the guidelines described 
in Chapter 5, and repeating the design process. Obviously, this procedure 
is repeated until a satisfactory design has been obtained.
The problem of designing a state estimator to provide estimates of the 
states required for feedback then remains. Essentially three types of dynamic 
state estimator have been considered, a full order state estimator, a minimal 
order state estimator, and a Kalman filter.
The design of a full order state estimator was carried out using a pole 
placement algorithm via the observable canonical form. It should be noted, 
however, that whilst this algorithm functioned perfectly well in this case, it 
is prone to numerical problems with higher order systems (see Chapter 5), 
and thus its use for more complex cases is likely to result in failure. The 
resulting design in this case worked well, even in the presence of considerable 
model perturbation.
The design of a minimal order state estimator was also carried out using 
a pole placement algorithm, so the comments above concerning the applica­
tion to high order problems also apply to this case. The resulting design in 
this case performed well when the model mismatch was small, but the per­
turbed models resulted in unstable closed loop systems, suggesting that the 
minimal order state estimator is more sensitive to model mismatch than the 
full order state estimator. These comments agree with the general under­
standing about the design of robust (that is insensitive to parameter varia­
tion) multivariable systems (see for example [113]), which suggests tha t the 
greater the level of redundancy in the controller, then in general the greater 
the degree of robustness of the system.
A Kalman filter largely designs itself, as it updates the gain matrix
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according to covariance computations. Only limited influence on the steady- 
state gains is available via the noise term matrices, which have to be defined 
before the filter is utilised.
The closed loop system utilising a Kalman filter for state estimation 
performed well, even in the presence of model mismatch. The only appar­
ent drawback to the use of a Kalman filter for state estimation appears 
to be the large real-time computational requirements compared to other 
forms of dynamic state estimator (see Chapter 6). As the essential struc­
ture of a Kalman filter is the same as that of the full order state estimator, 
this prompted the examination of the use of a steady-state Kalman filter, 
where the gain m atrix  is fixed at the steady-state values. Rather than use a 
simulation to obtain the steady-state filter gains, the gains were computed 
“off-line” , which is generally much more efficient.
The steady-state Kalman filter performed almost as well as the time- 
varying Kalman filter, even in the presence of model mismatch. These results 
suggest that the computational advantage of the fixed gain filter can be ob­
tained with only minor deterioration of the closed loop system performance 
from that of the time-varying filter. Some influence on the characteristics 
of the fixed gain filter is available by judicious choice of the noise matrix 
terms, in a similar manner to that described above for the linear quadratic 
regulator design method.
The technique of designing a controller for the high order system and 
reducing the order of the controller is currently more problematic. Firstly, 
the problem of designing a controller for the high order system is not com­
pletely straightforward. As has already been mentioned (see Chapter 5), 
almost all of the state estimator design methods examined suffer from nu­
merical difficulties with high order systems, the only notable exception is 
the optimal filter method (the steady-state Kalman filter). Thus the choice 
of design method for the high order controller is severely restricted by the 
problem of numerical difficulties of the algorithms.
Secondly, having designed the high order controller, the problem of ob­
taining an “equivalent” controller which essentially maintains the closed loop 
characteristics produced by the high order controller then arises. The only 
algorithm that has been implemented to date for controller reduction was 
used, but the results are very disappointing. The algorithm got into numer­
ical difficulties after producing about two-thirds of the range of expected 
controllers, and of those produced, several resulted in unstable closed loop 
systems, and only one exhibited any similarlity to the original controller, 
but its performance was sadly lacking. Thus it appears that the technique
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of designing a high order controller and then reducing the order of that 
controller is currently impractical.
The design of controllers using output meaurements directly without 
attem pting to reconstruct the states of the system is generally much simpler 
than the design of controllers which require the estimation of system states. 
The first technique examined, based on decoupling of the inputs and the 
outputs, is rather disappointing, the resulting system poles being quite a 
significant distance from the desired locations. This is reflected in poor 
performance of the closed loop system.
The second technique is based on the stability characteristics discussed 
in Chapter 4, and consequently, the elastic modes are completely ignored in 
the design process. However, the performance of the resulting controller is 
very good, increasing the level of damping of the elastic modes as well as 
giving the desired rigid mode response.
It should be noted that an essential difference between the two controller 
structures is tha t the controllers based on state feedback incorporate some 
form of model of the system in order to estimate the states, and this state 
information gives this type of controller much greater potential for “tuning” 
the control action. In particular, it is feasible to alter the response of certain 
states of the system without grossly affecting the remainder of the system 
(within the usual controllability and observability constraints, and in the 
case of flexible structures, spillover constraints). Obviously, the larger the 
number of states of the system that are reconstructed, then the greater the 
potential for control “tuning”, but this has to be offset against the increased 
computational cost of estimating a large number of states. Controllers based 
on output feedback (where the states are not estimated), generally have less 
potential for this “tuning” of the control action for two reasons. Firstly, there 
are generally fewer parameters in an output feedback matrix, as opposed to 
a state feedback m atrix, offering less facility for adjustments, and secondly, 
the alteration of a single parameter of an output feedback matrix generally 
results in the alteration of more than one state of the system, thus making 
it difficult to make slight alterations to the characteristics of the closed loop 
system. Thus, to some extent, the choice of controller type (that is based on 
state feedback or output feedback) may be dictated by the control system 
performance specifications.
For example, consider the situation of having designed a controller for a 
flexible spacecraft based on output feedback which produces an acceptable 
rigid mode response time, but the responses contain elastic mode compo­
nents which have unacceptable characteristics, such as insufficient damping
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and long time constants. The output feedback controller can be redesigned 
with higher gains which will increase the damping and reduce the time con­
stants of the elastic modes, but it will also increase the damping of the rigid 
modes and reduce their time constants. This overall increase in system re­
sponse time will require higher levels of control effort, something which is 
generally desirable to avoid in spacecraft system design due to their limited 
energy resources. However, if the controller was based on state feedback, 
and assuming that the states corresponding to the offending mode or modes 
were available from the estimator, then the gain terms corresponding to 
these states could be redesigned giving the required improvement in the re­
sponses without having to alter the rigid mode responses and consequently 
incurring only minor additional control effort requirements.
8.6  S um m ary
In this chapter the techniques introduced in earlier chapters for the design 
of controllers for flexible structures have been applied to a simple example, 
the experimental beam described in Chapter 6.
The derivation of a nominal model for control system design and two 
perturbed models for evaluating the performance of the resulting designs 
has been described. The first perturbed model is essentially similar to the 
nominal model, the structure still having a fairly uniform mass distribution 
but higher overall mass, which results in lowering of the modal frequencies, 
but little change in the modeshapes. The second perturbed model has a non- 
uniform mass distribution as well as increased overall mass, which results 
in significant changes in the modeshapes as well as shifting of the modal 
frequencies.
The computational problems involved with the design of controllers for 
flexible structures have been highlighted, and the suitability of these meth­
ods for general application to large flexible spacecraft control problems has 
consequently been inferred.
The results of simulation studies of the various controllers designed for 
the experimental beam have been presented and compared, again adding 
conviction to the suitability of these design methods to more general appli­
cations. This refinement of suitable design methods for general application 
to more realistic and complex problems leads to the next chapter, where 
such an example is considered.
Chapter 9
C ontroller D esign  for a 
Large F lex ib le  Spacecraft
9.1 In tro d u ctio n
In this chapter the design of a controller for a realistic example of a large 
flexible spacecraft is considered. The application to the experimental beam, 
as discussed in the previous chapter, identified those methods suitable for 
such a complex problem.
The spacecraft considered is based on an early version (November 1985) 
of the European Space Agency (ESA) Space Platform, which forms part of 
the Columbus program. The details of the spacecraft and the derivation of 
a mathematical model are described in the next section.
The following section describes the design of a controller for all six de­
grees of freedom of the overall spacecraft. As will be explained later, this 
representation of the position of a spacecraft in free space is rather naive, 
and thus the subsequent section considers the more usual three axis attitude 
control problem. The performance requirement for the attitude controller is 
deliberately set quite high to emphasise the point that “spillover” problems 
(see Chapter 4) are generally compounded as the controller performance 
requirements increase.
Aspects of the two controller design exercises are compared in the next 
section, with a view to identifying trends for better understanding of the 
modelling/control system design problem.
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9.2 T h e  S p ace P la tform
The spacecraft which forms the subject of attention of this chapter is an early 
version of the ESA Space Platform. In particular, the version considered is 
the initial operational configuration of the Polar mission. The details of this 
version are based on information available at November 1985, which was an 
early stage in the development of the Space Platform, and thus the flight 
version may be very different from the spacecraft portrayed here. A simple 
sketch of the spacecraft is shown in figure 9.1, where the major subassemblies 
can be identified.
The propulsion module is a self-contained unit which provides the orbit 
manoeuvring thrusts, the utilities module contains the essential “housekeep­
ing” subsystems, such as the attitude and orbit control system (AOCS), the 
power distribution system, etc. The berthing module supports the various 
payloads tha t the spacecraft will carry and provides a means of docking 
with other spacecraft, and the solar arrays provide electrical power for the 
spacecraft.
The spacecraft is too large to be launched via a single flight of a launch 
vehicle, so it is intended to launch the spacecraft in two parts and assemble 
the spacecraft in orbit. This approach of in-orbit construction is likely to 
be a common feature of future large spacecraft projects.
The spacecraft is represented using a finite element model, in a sim­
ilar manner to tha t described for the experimental beam discussed in the 
previous chapter, the representation being shown in figure 9.2. The solar ar­
rays, the heat radiator, and the spacer tubes were modelled with distributed 
masses, but the utilities module, propulsion module, berthing module, and 
payloads were modelled with lumped masses, because these latter elements 
have as yet unknown mass distributions. The various modules of the struc­
ture are connected by berthing units, which were modelled as a set of six 
springs linking the six degrees of freedom of each module independently. The 
utilities module and the berthing module were modelled as lumped masses at 
their centres of gravity, with massless beams between the centres of gravity 
and the connection points to other parts of the structure. The stiffnesses of 
these massless beams were set to be similar to the stiffness of a cuboid shell 
of appropriate size. The propulsion module was similarly modelled, except 
tha t the stiffness of the massless beam was calculated from an equivalent 
solid section, as opposed to a shell section, due to the higher mass density 
of the propulsion module. The spacers are 1.1 metre diameter tubes with 
a wall thickness of 2.5 mm and are constructed of carbon fibre material.
The Space Platform
Figure 9.1: Sketch of Space Platform
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They were modelled with beams of appropriate sectional properties with a 
mass density corresponding to the carbon fibre material. The payloads were 
modelled as lumped masses at the end of massless beams with stiffnesses 
set to produce fundamental cantilever frequencies of 3Hz. in torsion and 
bending modes. This was done in order to comply in a “worst case” manner 
with a specification for Platform payloads which requires that all cantilever 
frequencies of any payload to be greater than 3Hz.
Only limited details of the solar arrays and heat radiator were available, 
so data was obtained by extrapolating data from solar arrays used on large 
satellites such as the B.Ae. Olympus. The length of the solar arrays on the 
Space Platform was taken to be 20 metres. The heat radiator was assumed 
to have a length of 9 metres. The solar arrays and heat radiator were 
modelled by simple beams with appropriate sectioned properties, and with 
distributed mass corresponding to the array and radiator masses. Details of 
the elements are listed in tables 9.1 and 9.2.
The structural analysis program NASTRAN [32], [33] was used to com­
pute the vibration frequencies (modal frequencies) and the modeshape data. 
The frequencies below 10Hz. are listed in table 9.3, the first six values are 
the zero frequency rigid modes of the structure. The mode shape m atrix for 
node 1 is shown in table 9.4.
. The state space model of the spacecraft was again derived in the manner 
described in Chapter 2. Note that no actuator or sensor dynamics have been 
included because when this model was derived no information was available 
regarding actuators and sensors. However, it is known that the actuators 
and sensors are most likely to be located in the utilities module, which corre­
sponds to node 1 of the finite element model, thus the actuators and sensors 
are assumed to act at this point. It has been assumed that translational 
forces can be generated in all three directions, and that rotational torques 
can be generated around all three axes. The resulting state space model is 
referred to as the nominal platform model and is 52nd order.
A perturbed model was derived by altering the modulus of elasticity 
of the material from 1.1 xlO11 to 1.0 xlO10. As would be expected, this 
caused a small reduction in the modal frequencies, but negligible change 
in the modeshapes. The frequencies of the perturbed model are shown in 
table 9.5, and the modeshape m atrix for node 1 is shown in table 9.6. This 
model is referred to as the perturbed platform model and is also 52nd order.
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Figure 9.2: Finite element representation of the Space Platform
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Table 9.1: Properties of beam elements for Platform model
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Table 9.2: Properties of mass elements
Mode no. Frequency (Hz) Mode no. Frequency (Hz)
1 0 14 1.5342
2 0 15 1.6169
3 0 16 2.7599
4 0 17 3.3073
5 0 18 3.9500
6 0 19 4.2180
7 0.4874 20 4.6930
8 0.5347 21 4.7336
9 1.2466 22 4.9241
10 1.2783 23 5.9263
11 1.3988 24 6.2460
12 1.4723 25 8.9136
13 1.5055 26 9.9334
Table 9.3: Modal frequencies of nominal Platform
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Table 9.4: Modeshape m atrix for node 1 of nominal Platform
Mode no. Frequency (Hz) Mode no. Frequency (Hz)
1 0 14 1.4636
2 0 15 1.5338
3 0 16 2.7272
4 0 17 3.2224
5 0 18 3.7744
6 0 19 4.1980
7 0.4647 20 4.4810
8 0.5102 21 4.5149
9 1.2015 22 4.7183
10 1.2283 23 5.9134
11 1.3330 24 6.2420
12 1.3937 25 8.9078
13 1.4301 26 9.9269
Table 9.5: Modal frequencies of perturbed Platform
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- 0 . 1 9 6 6 E - 0 3 - 0 . 4 2 4 4 E - 0 3 - 0 . 1 9 4 1 E - 0 2 0 . 6 7 6 6 E - 0 3 - 0 . 1 8 3 9 E - 0 3 0 . 7 1 4 5 E - 0 3
0 . 2 9 3 3 E - 0 3 0 . 8 1 1 8 E - 0 3 0 . 4 6 0 7 E - 0 2 - 0 . 5 0 7 1 E - 0 3 0 . 4 6 1 0 E - 0 3 0 . 5 3 7 0 E - 0 3
0 . 3 7 4 8 E - 0 3 - 0 . 1 2 6 2 E - 0 2 0 . 4 2 9 6 E - 0 2 0 . 8 2 2 6 E - 0 3 0 . 4 8 0 0 E - 03 - 0 . 2 4 3 3 E - 0 3
- 0 . 7 3 5 9 E - 0 3 - 0 . 1 0 2 0 E - 0 3 0 . 2 7 1 3 E - 0 2 0 . 1 3 4 2 E - 0 3 - 0 . 1 1 4  5 E- 02 - 0 . 6 9 2 8 E - 0 5
0 . 2 7 8 4 E - 0 3 0 . 6 9 0 6 E - 0 2 0 . 1 5 6 1 E - 0 3 0 . 2 4 8 5 E - 0 3 - 0 . 6 9 9 1 E - 0 6 - 0 . 1 7 0 3 E - 0  3
0 . 6 9 8  3 E - 0 2 - 0 . 2 3 7 1 E - 0 3 - 0 . 1 9 0 3 E - 0 3 0 . 9 2 6  I E - 0 6 - 0 . 1 6 0 5 E - 0 3 - 0 . 1 6 4 3 E - 0 4
0 . 1 5 2 4 E - 0 2 - 0 . 1 8 1 4 E - 0 4 0 . 2 6  3 2 E - 0 5 - 0 . 5 8 0 2 E - 0 6 0 . 1 6 1 5 E - 0 5 0 . 3 0 2 3 E - 0 5
- 0 . 2 4 6 0 E - 0 3 - 0 . 6 0 2 8 E - 0 3 - 0 . 4 9 0 5 E - 0 6 - 0 . 2 0 0 9 E - 0 4 0 . 8 0 3 2 E - 0 5 0 . 4 5 8 2 E - 0 3
0 . 1 1 3 0 E - 0 2 0 . 1 3 2 9 E - 0 2 - 0 . 6 1 0 1 E - 0 3 0 . 6 9 9 8 E - 0 4 0 . 1 1 4 0 E - 0 3 0 . 5 0 0 3 E - 0 3
0 . 5 1 2 1 E - 03 0 . 7 0 8 9 E - 0 3 0 . 1 5 8 3 E - 0 2 - 0 . 1 7 0 1 E - 0 3 - 0 . 4 6 6 0 E - 0 3 0 . 2 2 8 5 E - 0 3
- 0 . 2 7 9 2 E - 0 3 0 . 1 6 6 5 E - 0 3 0 . 2 9 9 1 E - 0 3 - 0 . 1 2 5 1 E - 0 3 - 0 . 2 4  4 7 E - 0 3 0 . 2 9 1 2 E - 0 4
0 . 3 0 6 9 E - 0  3 - 0 . 1 9 4 9 E - 0 4 0 . 2 0 6 3 E - 0 6 0 . 1 6 4 9 E - 0 4 0 . 2 1 2 2 E - 0 3 - 0 . 1 0 2 4 E - 0 5
- 0 .  44 3 4 E - 0 3 0 . 2 2 8 7 E - 0 3 0 . 1 1 0 2 E - 0 2 - 0 . 4 1 4 6 E - 0 4 - 0 . 6 0 9 6 E - 0 3 0 . 4 7 4 1 E - 0 4
0 . 9 7 3 8 E - 0 3 0 . 2 6 5 0 E - 0 2 - 0 . 2 2 5 1 E - 0 3 0 . 4 8 8 5 E - 0 4 0 . 1 1 2 5 E - 0 3 0 . 5 4 8 6 E - 03
- 0 . 3 2 7 8 E - 0 2 0 . 1 1 4 7 E - 0 2 - 0 . 3 4 6 7 E - 0 4 0 . 2 7 9 8 E - 0 4 0 . 6 0 6 5 E - 0 4 0 . 1 9 6 0 E - 0 3
0 . 6 6 5 7 E - 0 4 0 . 5 1 4 7 E - 0 4 0 . 3 5 9 2 E - 0 2 0 . 9 7 2 5 E - 0 5 - 0 . 1 4  5 8 E - 0 2 0 . 1 4 4 0 E - 0 4
- 0 . 2 3 0 5 E - 0 3 0 . 1 7 5 0 E - 0 2 - 0 . 6 5 8 4 E - 0 4 0 . 1 7 4 6 E - 0 4 0 . 5 0 3 7 E - 0 4 0 . 4 1 0 8 E - 0 3
- 0 . 1 7 8 9 E - 0 3 0 . 7 1 9 3 E - 0 4 0 . 2 4 4 8 E - 0 2 0 . 1 3 8 7 E - 0 5 - 0 . 4 7 5 8 E - 0 3 - 0 .  3 8 3 4 E - 0 5
0 . 6 1 3 7 E - 0 5 0 . 2 9 9 0 E - 0 2 - 0 . 3 0 6 4 E - 0 3 0 . 2 0 0 9 E - 0 3 - 0 . 1 9 6 3 E - 0 4 - 0 . 1 2 8 8 E - 0 3
- 0 . 2 7 3 0 E - 0 3 0 . 3 4 4 4 E - 0 4 0 . 2 4 3 7 E - 0 3 - 0 . 9 2 1 8 E - 0 5 0 . 3 6 3 5 E - 0 4 0 . 1 1 9 5 E - 0 5
- 0 . 4 3 1 1 E - 0 4 - 0 . 2 4 2 2 E - 0 3 - 0 . 3 4 1 6 E - 0 4 0 . 1 1 7 9 E - 0 3 - 0 . 1 5 9 5 E - 0 5 - 0 . 2 0 0 5 E - 0 3
- 0 . 6 3 7 0 E - 0 4 - 0 . 1 3 0 8 E - 0 2 - 0 . 7 8 1 6 E - 0 5 0 . 9 6 6 2 E - 0 3 0 . 2 8 6 6 E - 0 4 0 . 1 2 5 4 E - 0 3
0 . 5 5 0 5 E - 0 2 0 . 7 3 3 1 E - 0 3 0 . 2 5 7 0 E - 0 2 0 . 7 6 2 8 E - 0 4 0 . 4 9 1 4 E - 03 - 0 . 9 8 6 5 E - 0 4
- 0 . 1 5 9 5 E - 0 2 0 . 2 3 8 1 E - 0 2 - 0 . 9 1 9 8 E - 0 3 0 . 1 8 1 8 E - 0  3 - 0 . 1 7 7 8 E - 0 3 - 0 . 2 6 $ 0 E - 0 3
- 0 . 3 8 3 4 E - 0 2 0 . 6 1 5 7 E - 0 3 0 . 5 7 0 4 E - 0 2 0 . 3 9 2 9 E - 0 4 0 . 8 8 9 9 E - 0 3 - 0 . 2 5 1 6 E - 0 4
0 . 3 2 9 4 E - 0 3 0 . 4 8 8 2 E - 0 2 - 0 . 5 2 9 9 E - 0 3 0 . 2 1 1 4 E - 0 3 - 0 . 6 9 5 9 E - 0 4 - 0 . 2 0 5 0 E - 0 3
Table 9.6: Modeshape m atrix  for node 1 of perturbed Platform
9.3 S ix  D egree  o f Freedom  C ontroller
The requirements considered for the design of a controller for the platform 
model is th a t the response time of the rigid modes is not particularly impor­
tan t, but robustness of the closed loop system is im portant. It has already 
been noted (see Chapter 4) tha t if the controller bandwidth is designed to be 
lower than the frequencies of the elastic modes, then stability is generally 
easier to achieve, and also good robustness is generally easier to achieve. 
Thus the response time of the closed loop system has deliberately been de­
signed to be relatively slow.
From the experience derived with the application to the experimental 
beam  (see Chapter 8), the range of methods available for the design of the 
controller is much reduced, due prim arily to the unsuitability of most of the 
m ethods to dealing with high order problems.
Similar design philosophies to those presented in the previous chapter 
have been followed, that is the two sta te  feedback based approaches of model 
order reduction -  controller design, and controller design -  controller order 
reduction, and the output feedback based approach where the dynamics of 
the elastic modes are ignored.
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9 .3 .1  B a se lin e  C o n tro ller
In order to be able to compare the performance of the various controllers, 
a reference controller was designed for the nominal platform model, based 
on full state feedback using a 52nd order state estimator. The state feed­
back m atrix and the state estimator gain m atrix were computed using the 
program LQGDES (see Chapter 7), using unit weighting matrices. The 
eigenvalues of the resulting closed loop system are shown in table 9.7. The 
closed loop system formed by the nominal platform model with this 52nd 
order controller was simulated using the experimental rig digital computing 
system, as described in Chapters 6 and 7. The responses to a unit step 
demand for the first translational position input is shown in figure 9.3, the 
response to a unit step demand on the first rotational position input is shown 
in figure 9.4, and the response to a unit step demand on all six inputs is 
shown in figure 9.5. Note that in the figures the outputs 1, 3, and 5 corre­
spond to translational position of the spacecraft, and outputs 7, 9, and 11 
correspond to rotational position of the spacecraft.
It can be seen from the responses that the closed loop system is com­
pletely stable, but it is interesting to observe the interaction between the six 
positional inputs and outputs. Note also that the responses show negligible 
signs of high frequency dynamics because the elastic modes are not excited 
by this narrow bandwidth controller.
The theory in Chapter 4 suggests that such a closed loop system should 
be relatively insensitive to parameter variations associated with the elastic 
modes. To examine this, the closed loop system formed by this 52nd order 
controller and the perturbed platform model was simulated. The same three 
step responses cases were examined and the results are shown in figures 9.6, 
9.7, and 9.8.
It can be seen tha t there is negligible difference between the responses of 
the nominal model and the responses of the perturbed model, which tends 
to uphold the theory.
Although the performance of this 52nd order controller is acceptable, 
obviously it would be desirable to find a controller which offers similar per­
formance but which is of lower order. The first method considered is the 
model order reduction -  controller design approach.
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D e s i g n e d  E i g e n v a l u e s  Of  P l a n t D e s i g n e d  E i g e n v a l u e s  Of  E s t i m a t o r
R e a l I m a g i n a r y R e a l I m a g i n a r y
- 0 . 3 1 2 0 6 6 2 . 4 1 2 - 0 . 3 4 8 4 5 6 2 . 4 1 3
- 0 . 3 1 2 0 6 - 6 2 . 4 1 2 - 0 . 3 4 8 4 5 - 6 2 . 4 1 3
- 0 . 2 8 0 0 7 5 6 . 0 0 6 - 0 . 3 4 1 3 9 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 2 8 0 0 7 - 5 6 . 0 0 6 - 0 . 3 4 1 3 9 - 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 1 9 6 2 1 3 9 . 2 4 5 - 0 . 2 0 5 1 3 3 9 . 2 4 5
- 0 . 1 9 6 2 1 - 3 9 . 2 4 5 - 0 . 2 0 5 1 3 - 3 9 . 2 4 5
- 0 . 1 8 6 2 3 3 7 . 2 3 5 - 0 . 2 1 8 5 6 3 7 . 2 3 5
- 0 . 1 8 6 2 3 - 3 7 . 2 3 5 - 0 . 2 1 8 5 6 - 3 7 . 2 3 5
- 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 3 0 . 9 3 9 - 0 . 1 5 6 3 3 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 - 3 0 . 9 3 9 - 0 . 1 5 6 3 3 - 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 1 4 8 7 0 2 9 . 7 4 2 - 0 . 1 4 7 5 3 2 9 . 4 8 6
- 0 . 1 4 8 7 0 - 2 9 . 7 4 2 - 0 . 1 4 7 5 3 - 2 9 . 4 8 6
- 0 . 1 4 7 4 5 2 9 . 4 8 6 - 0 . 1 4 8 8 1 2 9 . 7 4 2
- 0 . 1 4 7 4 5 - 2 9 . 4 8 6 - 0 . 1 4 8 8 1 - 2 9 . 7 4 2
- 0 . 1 3 2 5 1 2 6 . 5 0 2 - 0 . 1 3 8 8 2 2 6 . 5 0 2
- 0 . 1 3 2 5 1 - 2 6 . 5 0 2 - 0 . 1 3 8 8 2 - - 2 6 . 5 0 2
- 0 . 1 2 4 1 1 2 4 . 8 1 8 - 0 . 1 2 7 5 5 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 0 . 1 2 4 1 1 - 2 4 . 8 1 8 - 0 . 1 2 7 5 5 - 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 0 . 1 0 3 9 0 2 0 . 7 8 0 - 0 . 1 0 5 4 4 2 0 . 7 8 0
- 0 . 1 0 3 9 0 - 2 0 . 7 8 0 - 0 . 1 0 5 4 4 - 2 0 . 7 8 0
- 0 . 8 6 7 2 2 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 9 3 1 0 3 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1
- 0 . 8 6 7 2 2 E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 9 3 1 0 3 E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1
- 0 . 5 0 8 3 0 E - 0 1 1 0 . 1 5 9 - 0 . 5 3 8 0 6 E - 0 1 1 0 . 1 5 9
- 0 . 5 0 8 3 0 E - 0 1 - 1 0 . 1 5 9 - 0 . 5 3 8 0 6 E - 0 1 - 1 0 . 1 5 9
- 0 . 3 9 1 6 4 E - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 4 0 0 0 4 E - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 8
- 0 . 3 9 1 6 4  E - 01 - 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 4 0 0 0 4 E - 0 1 - 7 . 8 3 2 8
- 0 . 4 0 1 6 2 E - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 4 0 9 3 6 E - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 7
- 0 . 4 0 1 6 2 E - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 4 0 9 3 6 E - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 7
- 0 . 4 3 9 5 1 E - 0 1 8 . 7 8 8 7 - 0 . 4 4 0 1 9 E - 0 1 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 0 . 4 3 9 5 1 E - 0 1 - 8 . 7 8 8 7 - 0 . 4 4 0 1 9 E - 0 1 - 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 0  . 4 8 2 2 1 E - 01 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 5 0 1 3 5 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 4 8 2 2 1 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 5 0 1 3 5 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 4 7  3 0 5 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 4 7 7 2 3 E- 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1
- 0 . 4 7 3 0 5 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 4 7 7 2 3 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1
- 0 . 4 6 2 5 1 E - 0 1 9 . 2 5 0 7 - 0 . 4 6 2 9 9 8 - 0 1 9 . 2 5 0 7
- 0 . 4 6 2 5 1 E - 0 1 - 9 . 2 5 0 7 - 0 . 4 6 2 9 9 8 - 0 1 - 9 . 2 5 0 7
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 5 E - 0 1 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 1 6 8 6 4 8 - 0 1 3 .3 5 9 7
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 5 E - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 1 6 8 6 4 8 - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 9 7
- 0 . 1 5 3 2 1 E - 0 1 3 . 0 6 2 5 - 0 . 1 5 5 1 6 E - 0 1 3 .0 6 2 5
- 0 . 1 5 3 2 1 E - 0 1 - 3 . 0 6 2 5 - 0 . 1 5 5 1 6 E - 0 1 - 3 . 0 6 2 5
- 0 . 2 1 6 2 4 E - 0 1 0 . 2 1 6 1 3 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 1 6 2 9 E - 0 1 0 . 2 1 6 0 8E - 0 1
- 0 . 2 1 6 2 4 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 1 6 1 3 E -0 1 - 0 . 2 1 6 2 9 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 2 1 6 0 8 E -0 1
- 0 . 24 4 3 9 E -0 1 0 . 2 4 4 2 5 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 4 4 4 7 8 - 0 1 0 . 2 4 4 1 8 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 2 4 4 3 9 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 4 4 2 5 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 2 4 4 4 7 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 2 4 4 1 8 E - 0 1
- 0 . 2 5 9 ( 6 1 - 0 1 0 . 2 5 9 4 9 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 2 5 9 7 5 8 - 0 1 0 . 2 5 9 4 0 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 2 5 9 6 6 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 2 5 9 4 9 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 2 5 9 7 5 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 2 5 9 4 0 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 8 3 9 8 - 0 1 0 . 5 9 6 2 6 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 9 4 6 8 - 0 1 0 . 5 9 5 2 0 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 8 3 9 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 6 2 6 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 9 4 6 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 5 2 0 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 6 4 5 8 - 0 1 0 . 5 9 4 3 4 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 7 5 1 8 - 0 1 0 . 5 9 3 2 8 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 6 4 5 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 4 3 4 E -0 1 - 0 . 5 9 7 5 1 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 3 2 8 E - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 4 4 2 E - 0 1 0 . 5 9 2 3 3 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 5 4 7 8 - 0 1 0 . 5 9 1 2 9 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 4 4 2 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 2 3 3 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 5 4 7 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 1 2 9 E -0 1
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Figure 9.4: Step responses of input 4 of nominal Platform with baseline
controller
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Figure 9.5: Step responses of all inputs of nominal Platform with baseline
controller






















Figure 9.6: Step responses of input 1 of perturbed Platform with baseline
controller
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Figure 9.7: Step responses of input 4 of perturbed Platform with baseline
controller

























Figure 9.8: Step responses of all inputs of perturbed Platform with baseline
controller
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9 .3 .2  M o d e l O rd er  R e d u c t io n — C o n tro ller  D es ig n
In the same manner as was used for the experimental beam controller, the 
order of the design model was reduced via modal cost analysis and mode 
deletion using the program MCA. The results of the modal cost analysis are 
shown in table 9.8 and figure 9.9.
Mode no. Modal Cost Mode no. Modal Cost
15 0.16638 x 10~3 24 0.33536 x 10~4
23 0.14333 x 10“3 18 0.32069 x 10"4
16 0.12408 x 10“3 8 0.27203 x 10“4
25 0.12265 x 10"3 13 0.26249 x 10~4
14 0.11761 x 10~3 17 0.20191 x 10"4
7 0.10720 x 10~3 22 0.96370 x 10“5
9 0.77096 x 10"4 11 0.49177 x 10~5
10 0.67542 x 10"4 12 0.31403 x 10~5
26 0.55917 x 10"4 21 0.70256 x 10"6
19 0.51996 x 10"4 20 0.53849 x 10“6
Table 9.8: Modal cost analysis of Platform model
The.first reduced order model derived was based on the rigid modes plus 
the first seven elastic modes with the highest cost. The resulting 26th order 
model has a model error of about 28%.
The state feedback and state estimator gain matrices were computed 
using the program LQGDES using unit weighting matrices, and the poles 
of the complete closed loop system are shown in table 9.9, which shows the 
system to be stable. This system was simulated, and the three step response 
cases as used above are shown in figures 9.10, 9.11, and 9.12.
It can be seen that no noticeable degradation in performance has oc­
curred with the use of this controller over the full 52nd order controller. 
The simulation results for this 26th order controller on the perturbed model 
are shown in figures 9.13, 9.14, and 9.15.
Subsequently, further reductions in the order of the model were consid­
ered. In particular, a model was formed from the rigid modes and the first 
three elastic modes with the highest cost, which resulted in an 18th order 
model with a model error of about 64%. Again a controller was designed 
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Figure 9.9: Model error function for Platform model
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D e s ig n e d  E i g en v a l u e *  Of P l a n t E ig e n v a lu e s  Of C lo se d  Loop S y s te a
P e a l I m a g i n a r y P ea) Im a g in ary
- 0 .2 8 0 0 7 5 6 .006 -0 .3 1 2 0 5 62.412
- 0 .1 8 0 0 7 - 5 6 .0 0 6 - 0 .  31205 -62.412
- 0 .1 8 6 2 3 3 7 .235 -0 .2 8007 56.006
- 0 .1 8 6 2 3 - 3 7 . 2 3 5 -0 .2 8007 -56 .006
- 0 . 3 6 ’ 22E-01 17 .341 -0 .3 4139 56.006
- 0 . 8 6 7  22E-01 - 1 7 .3 4 1 -0 .3 4 1 3 9 -56 .006
- 0 . 5 0 8  30E-01 10 .1 5 9 -0 .1 9620 39.245
- 0 .  508 30E-01 - 1 0 .1 5 9 - 0 .1 9620 - 3 9 .2 45
- 0 . 48221E-01 9 .6394 -0 .186 23 37.235
-0 . 48221E-01 - 9 . 6 3 9 4 -0 .1 8623 -3 7 .2 35
- 0 .  39164E-01 7 .8328 -0.21857 37.235
- 0 . 39164E-01 - 7 .8 3 2 8 - 0 .218 S7 -3 7 .2 35
- 0 . 15321E-01 3 .0625 - 0 .1 5470 30.939
-0  . 1S321E-01 - 3 .0 6 2 5 -0.15470 -30.939
- 0 . 21624E-01 0 . 2 1 6 1 3E-01 - 0 .1 4870 29.742
-0  . 216 24E-01 - 0 . 2 1 6 1 3E-01 - 0 .1 4870 -29.74 2
-0 .2 4 4 3 9 E - 0 1 0 . 2  4 425E-01 -0.14745 29.486
- 0 .2 4 4 3 9 E - 0 1 - 0 . 24425E-01 -0 .1 4745 - 2 9 .4 86
- 0 .2 5 9 6 6 E - 0 1 0 . 25949E-01 -0 .1 3 2 5 0 26.502
- 0 . 25966E-01 - 0 . 25949E-01 - 0 .  13250 -26.502
- 0 .  598 39E-01 0 . 59626E-01 -0 .1 2410 24.818
- 0 .  S9839E-01 - 0 . 59626E-01 -0 .1 2 4 1 0 - 24 .818
- 0 . 59645E-01 0 . 59434E-01 -0 .1 0390 20.780
- 0 .  59645E-01 - 0 . 594 34E-01 -0 .1 0390 - 2 0 .7 80
- 0 .5 9 4  42E-01 0 . 59233E-01 - 0 . 86722E-01 17.341
- 0 .  59442E-01 - 0 . 59233E-01 - 0 . 86722E-01 
- 0 . 93103E-01 
- 0 . 93103E-01 
- 0 . 50830E-01 
- 0 . 50830E-01 
- 0 . 53806E-01 
- 0 . 53806E-01 









- 0 .  40149C-01 
- 0 . 43950E-01 
- 0 .  4 3950E-01
- 8 .0 316
8.7887
-8 .788 7
P e a l I m a g in a r y - 0 . 47300E-01 - 0 .  47 300E-01
9.4591
-9 .459 1
- 0 .3 4 1 3 9 56 .006 - 0 . 46250E-01 9.2507
- 0 .3 4 1 3 9 -5 6 .0 0 6 - 0 . 46250E-01 -9 .2 507
- 0 .2 1 8 5 7 3 7 .235 - 0 . 48221E-01 9.6394
-0 .2 1 8 5 7 - 3 7 . 2 3 5 - 0 . 48221E-01 -9 .6 394
- 0 . 93103E-01 17 .3 4 1 - 0 . 50135E-01 9.6394
- 0 . 9 3103E-01 - 1 7 .3 4 1 - 0 . SOI35E-01 -9.6394
-0  . 53B06E-01 10 .159 - 0 . 39164E-01 7.8328
- 0 . 53806E-01 - 1 0 .1 5 9 - 0 . 39164E-01 -7 .8 328
- 0 . 5013SE-01 9 .6394 - 0 . 40004C-01 7.8328
- 0 . 5 0 1 35E-01 - 9 .6 3 9 4 - 0 .  40004E-01 -7 .8 328
-0 .4 0 0 0 4 E - 0 1 7 .8 3 2 8 - 0 . 16799E-01 3.3597
- 0 . 40004E-01 - 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 16799E-01 -3 .359 7
- 0 . 15S16E-01 3 .0 6 2 5 -0 .1 5 3 2 1 1 -0 1 3.0625
- 0 .1 5 5 1 6 E - 0 1 - 3 .0 6 2 5 - 0 . 15321E-01 -3 .0 625
-0  . 599 4 6E-01 0 . 59520E-01 -0.15S16E -01 3.0625
- 0 . 59946E-01 - 0 . 59520E-01 - 0 . 1 5516E-01 -3 .0 625
-0 .5 9 7 5 1 E - 0 1 0 . S932SE-01 - 0 . 21486E-01 0.21 6448 -01
- 0 . 59751E-01 - 0 . S9328E-01 - 0 . 21486E-01 -0 .2 1 6 4 4 8 -0 1
- 0 . 59547E-01 0 . S9129E-01 - 0 . 21767C-01 0.21 5778 -01
- 0 . 59547E-01 - 0 . 59129E-01 -0 .21 7 6 7 1 -0 1 -0 .21S 778-01
- 0 .  2S975E-01 0 . 25940E-01 -0 .2 6 0 6 2 1 -0 1 0.25 9228 -01
- 0 . 2 5 9 7 5 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 2594 0E-01 -0 .2 6 0 6 2 8 -0 1 - 0 .2 5 9 2 2 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 24447E-01 0 . 24418E-01 -0 .2 5 8 7 9 8 -0 1 0 .2 5 9 6 6 8 -0 1
-0 .2 4 4 4 7 E - 0 1 - 0 . 24418E-01 -0 .2 5 8 7 9 8 -0 1 -0 .2 5 9 6 6 8 -0 1
- 0 . 21629E-01 0 . 21608E-01 -0 .2 4 3 7 4 8 -0 1 0 .244388-0 1
- 0 .2 1 6 2 9 E - 0 1 - 0 . 21608E-01 -0 .2 4 1 7 4 8 -0 1
-0 .2 4 5 1 3 8 -0 1
-0 .2 4 5 1 3 8 -0 1
- 0 .6 0 1 6 6 8 - 0 1
- 0 .6 0 1 6 6 8 - 0 1
-0 .5 9 9 7 9 8 - 0 1
-0 .5 9 9 7 9 8 -0 1
-0 .5 9 6 2 5 8 -0 1
-0 .5 9 6 2 5 8 - 0 1
-0 .5 9 6 1 2 8 -0 1
-0 .5 9 6 1 2 8 -0 1
-0 .5 9 4 1 4 8 -0 1
-0 .5 9 4 1 4 8 -0 1
- 0 .5 9 3 7 5 8 - 0 1
-0 .5 9 1 7 5 8 -0 1
-0 .2 4 4 3 8 8 -0 1
0 .244048-0 1
- 0 .2 4 4 0 4 8 - 0 1
0 .594948-0 1
- 0 .5 9 4 9 4 8 - 0 1
0 .5 93 0 6 8 -0 1
-0 .5 9 3 0 6 8 - 0 1
0 .5 96 4 5 8 -0 1
-0 .5 9 6 4 5 8 -0 1
0 .5 91318-0 1
- 0 .5 9 1 3 1 8 - 0 1
0 .5 9 4 6 0 8 -0 1
-0 .5 9 4 6 0 8 -0 1
0 .5 9 2 3 1 8 -0 1
-0 .5 9 2 3 1 8 -0 1
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Figure 9.10: Step responses of input. 1 of nominal Platform with 26th order
controller
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Figure 9.11: Step responses of input 4 of nominal Platform with 26th order
controller












Figure 9.12: Step responses of all inputs of nominal Platform with 26th
order controller
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Figure 9.14: Step responses of input 4 of perturbed Platform with 26th order
controller
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Figure 9.15: Step responses of all inputs of perturbed Platform with 26th
order controller
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loop poles of the complete closed loop system axe shown in table 9.10. The 
restilts of the simulation of this system are shown in figures 9.16, 9.17, and 
9.18, where again it can be seen that no noticeable degradation of the sys­
tem  performance over the full 52nd order controller occurs. Similarly, no 
noticeable degradation in the performance can be seen in the simulation 
results of the perturbed model with this 18th order controller as shown in 
figures 9.19, 9.20, and 9.21.
A further reduction was attem pted by forming a model from the rigid 
modes alone, the resulting model being 12th order. A 12th order controller 
was designed using the program LQGDES again with unit weighting m atri­
ces, and the poles of the complete closed loop system are shown in table 9.11. 
It can be seen tha t this design suffers catastrophically from “spillover” and 
is unstable.
These cases highlight a difficulty with the use of this technique in that 
it is not possible to define what level of maximum model error is acceptable 
for the resulting controller design to produce a stable closed loop system. 
Besides being dependent on the actual model itself, it is also dependent on 
the required performance of the closed loop system, as will be shown later.
9 .3 .3  C o n tr o lle r  D e s ig n — C o n tr o ller  O rder R e d u c tio n
Again in the same manner as was used for the experimental beam controller, 
a full order controller was designed and then it was attempted to derive an 
“equivalent” reduced order controller using the program QCOVER. The 
full order controller used as the basis for this approach was the 52nd order 
baseline controller introduced in Section 9.3.1.
The program QCOVER was run with a variety of output covariance 
matrices but in all cases it terminated due to numerical difficulties, after 
deriving the 15th order “equivalent” controller, and none of the reduced 
order controllers resulted in a stable closed loop system.
9 .3 .4  O u tp u t F eed b ack  C o n tr o ller
As an alternative to the above controllers, which are all based on state 
feedback, a controller based on output feedback was designed in a similar 
manner to that used in the previous chapter for the experimental beam. 
The method of independent modal space control is even less suited to the 
high order problem considered here than to the experimental beam and so
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D e s i g n e d  E i g e n v a l u e s  O f  P l a n t E i g e n v a l u e s  O f C l o s e d  L o o p  S y s t e m
R e a l I m a g  i n a r y R e a l I m a g i n a r y
- 0 . 1 8 6 2 3 3 7 . 2 3 5 - 0 . 3 1 2 0 5 6 2 . 4 1 2
- 0 . 1 8 6 2 3 - 3 7 . 2 3 5 - 0 . 3 1 2 0 5 - 6 2 . 4 1 2
- 0 . 8 6 7 2 2 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 8 6 7 2 2 E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 - 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 5 0 8  3 0 E - 0 1 1 0 . 1 5 9 - 0 . 1 9 6 2 0 3 9 . 2 4 5
- 0 . 5 0 8 3 0 E - 0 1 - 1 0 . 1 5 9 - 0 . 1 9 6 2 0 - 3 9 . 2 4 5
- 0 . 2 1 6 2 4 E - 0 1 0 . 2 1 6 1 3 E - 0 1 - 0 . 1 8 6 2 3 3 7 . 2 3 5
- 0 . 2 1 6 2  4 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 1 6 1 3  E — 01 - 0 . 1 8 6 2 3 - 3 7 . 2 3 5
- 0 . 2 4 4 3 9 E - 0 1 0 . 2 4 4 2 5 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 1 8 5 7 3 7 . 2 3 5
- 0 . 2 4 4  3 9 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 4 4 2 5 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 1 8 5 7 - 3 7 . 2 3 5
- 0 . 2 5 9 6 6 E - 0 1 0 . 2 5 9 4 9 E - 0 1 - 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 2 5 9 6 6 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 5 9 4 9 E - 0 1 - 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 - 5 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 5 9 8  3 9 E - 0 1 0 . 5 9 6 2 6 E - 0 1 - 0 . 1 4 8 7 0 2 9 . 7 4 2
- 0 . S 9 8 3 9 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 6 2 6 E - 0 1 - 0 . 1 4 8 7 0 - 2 9 . 7 4 2
- 0 . S 9 6 4 S E - 0 1 0 . 5 9 4 3 4 E - 0 1 - 0 . 1 4 7 4 5 2 9 . 4 8 6
- 0 . 5 9 6 4 5 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 4 3 4 E - 0 1 - 0 . 1 4 7 4 5 - 2 9 . 4 8 6
- 0 . S 9 4 4 2 E - 0 1 0 . 5 9 2 3 3 E - 0 1 - 0 . 1 3 2 5 0 2 6 . 5 0 2
- 0 . 5 9 4  4 2 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 2 3 3 E - 0 1 - 0 . 1 3 2 5 0 - 2 6 . 5 0 2
- 0 . 1 2 4 1 0 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 0 . 1 2 4 1 0 - 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 0 . 1 0 3 9 0 2 0 . 7 8 0
- 0 . 1 0 3 9 0 - 2 0 . 7 8 0
- 0 . 8 6 7 2 2 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1
- 0 . 8 6 7 2 2 E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1
- 0 . 9 3 1 0 3 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1
- 0 . 9 3 1 0 3 E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1
- 0 . 3 9 1 4 9 E - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 8
- 0 . 3 9 1 4 9 E - 0 1 - 7 . 8 3 2 8
- 0 . 4 0 1 4 9 E - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 6
- 0 . 4 0 1 4 9 E - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 6
- 0 . 4 3 9 5 0 E - 0 1 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 0  . 4 3 9 5 0 E - 0 1 - 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 0 . 4 8 1 9 8 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4
D e s i g n e d  E i g e n v a l u e s  O f  E s t i m a t o r - 0 . 4 8 1 9 8 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 4 7 3 0 0 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1
R e a l I m a g i n a r y - 0 . 4 7 3 0 0 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1
- 0 .  4 6 2 5 0 E - 0 1 9 . 2 5 0 7
- 0 . 2 1 8 5 7 3 7 . 2 3 5 - 0 . 4 6 2 5 0 E - 0 1 - 9 . 2 5 0 7
- 0 . 2 1 8 5 7 - 3 7 . 2 3 5 - 0 . 5 0 8 3 0 E - 0 1 1 0 . 1 5 9
- 0 . 9 3 1 0 3 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . S 0 8 3 0 E - 0 1 - 1 0 . 1 5 9
- 0 . 9 3 1 0 3 E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 5 3 8 0 6 E - 0 1 1 0 . 1 5 9
- 0 .  5 3 8 0 6 E - 0 1 1 0 . 1 5 9 - 0 . 5 3 8 0 6 E - 0 1 - 1 0 . 1 5 9
- 0 . 5 3 8 0 6 E - 0 1 - 1 0 . 1 5 9 - 0 . 1 6 7 9 9 E - 0 1 3 . 3 5 9 7
- 0 . 5 9 9 4 6 E - 0 1 0 . 5 9 5 2 0 E - 0 1 - 0 . 1 6 7 9 9 E - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 9 7
- 0 . 5 9 9 4 6 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 5 2 0 E - 0 1 - 0 . 1 S 2 9 6 E - 0 1 3 . 0 6 2 5
- 0 . 5 9 7 5 1 E - 0 1 0 . 5 9 3 2 8 E - 0 1 - 0 . 1 S 2 9 6 E - 0 1 - 3 . 0 6 2 5
- 0 . 5 9 7 5 1 E - 0 1 - 0 . 59  3 2 8 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 1 4 5 5 E - 0 1 0 . 2 1 6 5 1 E - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 5 4 7 E - 0 1 0 . 5 9 1 2 9 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 1 4 5 5 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 1 6 5 1 E - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 S 4 7 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 1 2 9 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 1 7 9 8 E - 0 1 0 . 2 1 5 6 9 E - 0 1
- 0 . 2 S 9 7 5 E - 0 1 0 . 2 5 9 4 0 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 1 7 9 8 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 1 5 6 9 E - 0 1
- 0 . 2 5 9 7 5 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 5 9 4 0 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 5 8 7 7 E - 0 1 0 . 2 5 9 6 6 E - 0 1
- 0 . 2 4 4 4 7 E - 0 1 0 . 2 4 4 1 8 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 5 8 7 7 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 5 9 6 6 E - 0 1
- 0 . 2 4 4 4 7 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 4 4 1 B E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 6 0 6 4 E - 0 1 0 . 2 5 9 2 1 E - 0 1
- 0 . 2 1 6 2 9 E - 0 1 0 . 2 1 6 0 8 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 6 0 6 4 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 5 9 2 1 E - 0 1
- 0 . 2 1 6 2 9 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 1 6 0 8 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 4 3 7 3 E - 0 1 0 . 2 4 4 3 8 E - 0 1
- 0 . 2 4 3 7 3 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 4 4 3 8 E - 0 1
- 0 . 2 4 5 1 4 E - 0 1 0 . 2 4 4 0 4 E - 0 1
- 0 . 2 4 5 1 4 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 4 4 0 4 E - 0 1
- 0 . 5 8 9 7 4 S - 0 1 0 . 5 9 3 2 7 E - 0 1
- 0 . 5 8 9 7 4 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 3 2 7 E - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 5 9 5 1 - 0 1 0 . 5 9 6 5 3 E - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 S 9 5 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 6 5 3 E - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 2 2 5 E - 0 1 0 . 5 9 4 8 2 E - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 2 2 5 E - 0 1 - 0 .  5 9 4 8  2 E - 0 1
- 0 . 6 0 1 9 2 E - 0 1 0 . 5 9 4 9 1 E - 0 1
- 0 .  6 0 1 9 2 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 4 9 1 E - 0 1
- 0 . 6 0 1 9 7 E - 0 1 0 . 5 9 2 2 8 E - 0 1
- 0 . 6 0 1 9 7 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 2 2 8 E - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 9 9 5 E - 0 1 0 . 5 9 0 7 5 E - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 9 9 5 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 0 7 5 E - 0 1
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Figure 9.16: Step responses of input 1 of nominal Platform with 18th order
controller







Figure 9.17: Step responses of input 4 of nominal Platform with 18th order
controller










Figure 9.18: Step responses of all inputs of nominal Platform with 18th
order controller




















Figure 9.20: Step responses of input 4 of perturbed Platform with 18th order
controller
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Figure 9.21: Step responses of all inputs of perturbed Platform with 18th
order controller
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D e s i g n e d  E i g e n v a l u e *  O f  P l a n t E i g e n v a l u e s  O f C l o s e d  L o o p
R e a l I m a g  i n a r y
- 0 . 3 1 2 0 5 6 2 . 4 1 2
- 0 . 3 1 2 0 5 - 6 2 . 4 1 2
- 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 - 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 1 9 6 2 0 3 9 . 2 4 5
- 0 . 1 9 6 2 0 - 3 9 . 2 4 5
- 0 . 1 8 6 2 0 3 7 . 2 3 5
- 0 . 1 8 6 2 0 - 3 7 . 2 3 5
- 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 - 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 1 4 8 7 0 2 9 . 7 4 2
- 0 . 1 4 3 7 0 - 2 3 . 7 4 2
- 0 . 1 4 7 4 5 2 9 . 4 8 6
- 0 . 1 4 7 4 5 - 2 9 . 4 8 6
- 0 . 1 3 2 5 0 2 6 . 5 0 2
- 0 . 1 3 2 5 0 - 2 6 . 5 0 2
- 0 . 1 2 4 1 0 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 0 . 1 2 4 1 0 - 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 0 . 1 0 3 9 0 2 0 . 7 8 0
- 0 . 1 0 3 9 0 - 2 0 . 7 8 0
- 0 . 8 6 7 0 0 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1
- 0 . 8 6 7 0 0 E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1
- 0 . 5 0 8 0 0 E - 0 1 1 0 . 1 5 9
- 0  . 5 0 8 0 0 E - 0 1 - 1 0 . 1 5 9
- 0 . 4 8 2 0 0 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 4 8 2 0 0 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 4 7 3 0 0 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1
- 0 . 4 7 3 0 0 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1
- 0 . 4 6 2 5 0 E - 0 1 9 . 2 5 0 7
- 0 . 4 6 2 5 0 E - 0 1 - 9 . 2 5 0 7
- 0 . 4 3 9 5 0 E - 0 1 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 0 . 4 3 9 5 0 E - 0 1 - 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 0 E - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 6
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 0 E - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 6
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 0 E - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 8
- 0 .  3 9 1 5 0 E - 0 1 - 7 . 8 3 2 8
- 0 . 1 5 2 2 4 E - 0 1 3 . 0 6 2 5
- 0 . 1 5 2 2 4 E - 0 1 - 3 . 0 6 2 5
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 0 E - 0 1 3 . 3 5 9 7
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 0 E - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 9 7
R e a l
- 0 . 2 1 6 2 4 E - 0 1  
- 0  . 2 1 6 2 4 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 2 5 9 6 6 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 2 5 9 6 6 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 2 4 4 3 9 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 2  4 4 3 9 E - 0 1  
- 0 .  5 9 8 3 9 E - 0 1  
- 0 . S 9 8 3 9 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 5 9 6 4 5 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 5 9 6 4 5 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 5 9 4 4 2 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 5 9 4 4 2 E - 0 1
I m a g  i n a r y
0 . 2 1 6 1 3E-01 
- 0 . 2 1 6 1 3  E—01 
0 . 2 5 9 4 9 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 2 5 9 4 9 E - 0 1  
0 . 2 4 4 2 5 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 2  4 4 2 5 E- 0 1  
0 . 5 9 6 2 6 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 5 9 6 2 6 E - 0 1  
0 .  5 9 4  34E- 01 
- 0 . 5 9 4 3 4 E - 0 1  
0 . 5 9 2 3 3 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 5 9 2 3 3 E - 0 1
D e s i g n e d  E i g e n v a l u e s  O f  E s t i m a t o r
R e a l
- 0 . 5 9 9 4 6 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 5 9 9 4 6 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 5 9 7 5 1 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 5 9 7 5 1 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 5 9 S 4 7 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 5 9 5 4 7 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 2 5 9 7 5 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 2 5 9 7 5 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 2 4 4 4 7 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 2 4 4 4 7 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 2 1 6 2 9 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 2 1 6 2 9 E - 0 1
I m a g i n a r y
0 . 5 9 5 2 0 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 5 9 5 2 0 E - 0 1  
0 . 5 9 3 2 8 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 5 9 3 2 8 E - 0 1  
0 . 5 9 1 2 9 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 5 9 1 2 9 E - 0 1  
0 . 2 5 9 4 0 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 2 5 9 4 0 E - 0 1  
0  . 2 4 4 1 8 E - 0 1  
- 0  . 2 4 4 1 8 E - 0 1  
0 . 2 1 6 0 8 E - 0 1  
- 0 .  2 1 6 0 8 E - 0 1
- 0 . 9 3 4 1 9 E - 0 1  
0 . 9 3 4 6 5 E - 0 1  
0 . 8 2 9  5 1 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 8 2 9 4 2 E - 0 1  
- 0  . 3 8 8 5 9 E - 0 1  
0 . 3 5 4 6 0 E - 0 1  
0 . 3 8 7 3 1 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 3 S 4 9 2 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 8 9 2 7 1 E - 0 9  
0 . 8 9 2 5 6 E - 0 9  
- 0 . 7 5 5 5 5 E - 1 8  
- 0 . 7 5 5 5 5 E - 1 8  
- 0 . 2 2 3 3 3 E - 1 6  
0 . 1 8 5 8 1 E - 16 
0 . 1 8 5 8  I E - 1 6  
- 0 . 2 6 0 2 1 E - 1 6  
0 .  7 8 1 9 0 E - 2 1  
0 . 7 8 1 9 0 E - 2 1  
0 . OOOOOE+OO 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0  
0 .  OOOOOE+OO 
0 . OOOOOE+OO 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0  
0 . OOOOOE+OO
0 .  0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0  
0 . OOOOOE+OO 
0 .  OOOOOE+OO 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0  
0 . OOOOOE+OO 
0 . OOOOOE+OO 
0 . OOOOOE+OO 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0  
0 . OOOOOE+OO 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 4 7 4 9 E - 0 9  
- 0 . 1 4 7 4 9 E - 0 9  
0 . OOOOOE+OO 
0 . 4 5 6 4 0 E - 1 1  
- 0 . 4 5 6 4 0 E - 1 1  
0 . OOOOOE+OO 
0 . OOOOOE+OO 
0 . OOOOOE+OO 
0 . OOOOOE+OO 
0 . OOOOOE+OO 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0  
0 . 000001+00 
0 .  0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0  
0 . OOOOOE+OO
Table 9.11: Closed loop poles of platform with 12th order controller
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is not pursued. Thus the output feedback controller was designed using the 
program RMDES (where the elastic modes are ignored), such that the poles 
corresponding to the rigid modes are located in the same positions as the 
poles of the rigid modes defined by the baseline 52nd order controller (see 
Section 9.3.1). The poles of the resulting closed loop system are shown in 
table 9.12.
The simulated step responses of the resulting system for the three input 
cases are shown in figures 9.22, 9.23, and 9.24, from which it can be seen 
tha t the responses are slightly slower than with the state feedback based 
controllers but are more damped. The simulated step responses of the per­
turbed model with this controller are shown in figures 9.25, 9.26, and 9.27, 
which show no noticeable degradation over the nominal case.
An interesting facet of these step responses is the interaction dynamics. 
W ith the output feedback based controller the interaction tends to steady 
state values of zero, but with the state feedback based controllers described 
earlier, the interaction terms have finite steady state values, and also gener­
ally have larger transients.
9 .3 .5  R em a rk s
The previous sections have shown tha t it is possible to design controllers, 
both  state feedback based and output feedback based, for realistic models 
of large flexible spacecraft. Although the design of a six degree of freedom 
controller has been informative, for instance to examine the interaction be­
tween the translational and rotational degrees of freedom, the above exercise 
has several limitations.
Firstly, the consideration of the problem of positioning and pointing of 
a spacecraft in 3-dimensional space cannot be treated in this simple man­
ner. Although the attitude of a 3-axis stabilised spacecraft (the direction in 
which it “points” ) can, and generally is, defined in terms of a set of three 
rotational angles (the rotational degrees of freedom), the position of the 
spacecraft in space is a function of the orbit dynamics. (For an introduction 
to orbit dynamics, see [7] or [114].) Generally the orbit is defined by the op­
erational requirements of the spacecraft and thus are not defined arbitrarily. 
Although the attitude dynamics and the orbit dynamics are coupled, they 
are often considered to be decoupled as the coupling is generally small, and 
the attitude dynamics are usually much faster than the orbit dynamics.
Secondly, the response time of the controllers designed above has delib­
erately been made fairly slow (of the order of 50-100 seconds), so that the
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E i g e n v a l u e s  O f  C l o s e d  L o o p  S y s t e m
R e a l I m a g  i n a r y
- 0 . 3 2 8 9 5 6 2 . 4 1 2
- 0 . 3 2 8 9 5 - 6 2 . 4 1 2
- 0 . 3 3 0 1 5 5 6 . 0 0 5
- 0 . 3 3 0 1 5 - 5 6 . 0 0 5
- 0 . 2 0 8 0 9 3 9 . 2 4 5
- 0 . 2 0 8 0 9 - 3 9 . 2 4 5
- 0 . 2 1 3 6 2 3 7 . 2 3 5
- 0 . 2 1 3 6 2 - 3 7 . 2 3 5
- 0 . 1 9 4 7 5 3 0 . 9 3 8
- 0 . 1 9 4 7 5 - 3 0 . 9 3 8
- 0 . 1 5 1 6 9 2 9 . 7 4 2
- 0 . 1 5 1 6 9 - 2 9 . 7 4 2
- 0 . 1 4 7 5 9 2 9 . 4 8 6
- 0 . 1 4 7 5 9 - 2 9 . 4 8 6
- 0 . 1 3 9 1 1 2 6 . 5 0 2
- 0 . 1 3 9 1 1 - 2 6 . 5 0 2
- 0 . 1 3 3 7 0 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 0 . 1 3 3 7 0 - 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 0 . 1 1 5 8 6 2 0 . 7 8 0
- 0 . 1 1 5 8 6 - 2 0 . 7 8 0
- 0 . 1 6 3 9 1 1 7 . 3 4 0
- 0 . 1 6 3 9 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 0
- 0 . 5 8 8 0 6 E - 0 1 1 0 . 1 5 9
- 0 . 5 8 8 0 6 E - 0 1 - 1 0 . 1 5 9
- 0 . 7 2 2 1 7 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 8 9
- 0 . 7 2 2 1 7 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 8 9
- 0 . 5 9 5 2 7 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 8 7
- 0 . 5 9 5 2 7 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 8 7
- 0 . 4 8 4 9 5 E - 0 1 9 . 2 5 0 8
- 0 . 4 8 4 9 5 E - 0 1 - 9 . 2 5 0 8
- 0 . 4 6 9 9 0 E- 0 1 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 0  . 4 6 9 9 0E - 0 1 - 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 0 . 6 1 3 6 6 E - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 9
- 0 . 6 1 3 66 E- 01 - 7 . 8 3 2 9
- 0 . 5 4 6 3 8 E - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 5
- 0 . 5 4 6 3 8 E - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 5
- 0 . 3 0 9 6 5 E- 0 1 3 . 3 5 9 4
- 0 . 3 0 9 6 5 E - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 9 4
- 0  . 1 6 4 4 7 E - 0 1 3 . 0 6 2 5
- 0  . 1 6 4 4 7 E - 0 1 - 3 . 0 6 2 5
- 0 . 5 5 8 0 5 E - 0 1 0 . 5 9 2 9 8 E - 0 1  '
- 0 . 5 5 8 0 5 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 2 9 8 E - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 8 5 1 E- 0 1 0 . 5 9 4 7 5 E - 0 1
- 0 . 5 9 8 5 1 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 4 7 5 E - 0 1
- 0 . 6 4 9 1 5 E - 0 1 0 . 5 9 4 9 1 E - 0 1
- 0 . 6 4 9 1 5 E - 0 1 - 0 . 5 9 49 1 E- 0 1
- 0 . 2 4 4 2 4 E - 0 1 0 . 2 5 1 5 5 E - 0 1
- 0  . 2 4 4 2 4 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 5 15 5 E - 01
- 0 . 2 4 4 6 2 E- 0 1 0 . 2 5 0 7 6 E - 0 1
- 0 . 2 4 4 6 2 E - 0 1 - 0 . 2 5 0 7 6 E - 0 1
- 0 . 2 4 5 0 0 E - 0 1 0 . 2 4 9 9 5 E - 0 1
- 0  . 2 4 5 0 0 E- 0 1 - 0 . 2 4 9 9 5 E - 0 1  .











Figure 9.22: Step responses of input 1 of nominal Platform with output
feedback controller
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Figure 9.27: Step responses of all inputs of perturbed Platform with output
feedback controller
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controller bandwidth was fairly narrow to demonstrate how it is possible 
to reduce the interaction with the elastic modes at the expense of response 
times. Obviously this is essentially avoiding the interaction problem rather 
than dealing with it, and it could be expected that a “faster” controller 
might be more difficult to design.
Thirdly, the perturbed model used for “robustness” evaluation appears 
to be of minimal value as no noticeable performance degradation was ob­
served, even in a controller order change from 52nd to 18th order.
For the above reasons, a second controller design exercise was carried out 
based on the platform  model, but this time the more realistic case of a three 
degree of freedom attitude controller was considered, of the type required 
for 3-axis stabilisation of the spacecraft, and a much faster response time 
was sought such tha t the frequencies of some of the elastic modes would lie 
within the controller bandwidth. Also the use of the perturbed model for 
attem pting to compare the “robustness” of various controller designs was 
dropped.
9.4  A tt itu d e  C ontro ller
In this section the problem of designing an attitude controller for the plat­
form spacecraft is considered. That is, the problem of designing a controller 
which will produce three-axis stabilisation of the spacecraft. The state space 
model is formulated from the same modal data as presented in Section 9.2, 
but the three translational rigid modes have been ignored, and thus the 
resulting model is 46th order. This model is referred to as the platform 
attitude model.
Note that this model also incorporates additional terms in the output 
m atrix corresponding to the three components of rotation of node 26 of 
the finite element representation (see figure 9.2). Node 26 corresponds to 
the interface between one of the payloads (in fact the payload most distant 
from the utilities module) and the spacecraft. The reason for this addition 
is to highlight one of the advantages of the finite element representation. 
Frequently, the users of payload capability on spacecraft require to know 
the pointing accuracy not just of the main spacecraft, but also of their 
payload. Thus the motion of the payload interface corresponding to node 
26, relative to the main spacecraft motion (that is node 1), can be examined 
for satisfactory behaviour. This capability is obviously most useful in a case 
such as this where the structure between the payload interface and the point
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of attitude control (node 1) exhibits significant flexibility. This allows the 
assessment of the disturbances that payloads, or other parts of the structure 
of interest, undergo during spacecraft operations.
In a similar manner to that described for the previous controller design 
exercise, a “baseline” controller is designed to act as a reference point for 
subsequent controller designs using full 46th order state feedback and a 46th 
order state estim ator. The design of this baseline controller is now discussed.
9 .4 .1  B a s e lin e  C o n tro ller
The baseline controller was designed using the program LQGDES with diag­
onal weighting matrices. The weighting terms corresponding to the elastic 
modes were set to unity for both the state feedback m atrix computation and 
the state estim ator gain matrix computation, but the weighting terms cor­
responding to the rigid modes were set very high, thus causing a good deal 
of movement from their open loop locations to their closed loop locations. 
This was done deliberately to position the poles of the rigid modes amongst 
the poles of the elastic modes. This can be seen in table 9.13 where the 
closed loop plant poles and the state estimator poles are shown.
The closed loop system comprised of the platform attitude model and 
this controller was simulated, and subjected to three test cases, these being 
a unit step demand on each input independently. These three tests cases 
are used throughout this exercise.
The three a ttitude angle responses for a unit step demand on the first 
input are shown in figure 9.28, the rotations of node 26 are shown in fig­
ure 9.29, and the error signals are shown in figure 9.30. The same three 
sets of responses for a unit step demand on the second input are shown in 
figures 9.31, 9.32, and 9.33, and the responses for a unit step demand on the 
third input are shown in figures 9.34, 9.35, and 9.36.
An obvious difference between the set of responses for this controller 
and those for the previous controller design exercise is the much greater 
contribution of the elastic modes to the outputs for the controller presented 
here. Also, the rigid mode response times are an order of magnitude faster 
(this is best seen from the error responses). Notice also that the level of 
interaction between the inputs is much greater.
The acceptance of the oscillations present in the output responses for a 
realistic example could only be decided by the engineering requirements for 
tha t example. No attem pt has been made with this controller to increase 
the level of damping of any of the elastic modes, although this could be
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D e s i g n e d  E l g t n v i l u n i  O f  P l a n t D e s i g n e d  E i g e n v a l u e *  O f  E s t i m a t o r
R e a l I m a g I  n a r y R e a l I m a g i n a r y
- 0 . 3 1 2 0 5 6 2 . 4 1 2 - 3 3 0 . 5 7 0 . 4 9 9 7 1
- 0 . 3 1 2 0 5 - 6 2 . 4 1 2 - 3 3 0 . 5 7 - 0 . 4 9 9 7 1
- 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 5 6 . 0 0 6 - 0 . 3 1 3 2 4 6 2 . 4 1 2
- 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 - 5 6 . 0 0 6 - 0 . 3 1 3 2 4 - 6 2 . 4 1 2
- 0 . 1 9 6 2 0 3 9 . 2 4 5 - 0 . 2 8 0 4 7 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 1 9 6 2 0 - 3 9 . 2 4 5 - 0 . 2 8 0 4 7 - 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 1 8 6 2 0 3 7 . 2 3 5 - 2 6 . 1 5 9 0 . 4 9 9 8 6
- 0 . 1 8 6 2 0 - 3 7 . 2 3 5 - 2 6 . 1 5 9 - 0 . 4 9 9 8 6
- 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 3 0 . 9 3 9 - 0 . 1 9 6 9 9 3 9 . 2 4 5
- 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 - 3 0 . 9 3 9 - 0 . 1 9 6 9 9 - 3 9 . 2 4 5
- 0 . 1 4 8 7 0 2 9 . 7 4 2 - 0 . 1 8 6 4 1 3 7 . 2 3 5
- 0 . 1 4 8 7 0 - 2 9 . 7 4 2 - 0 . 1 8 6 4 1 - 3 7 . 2 3 5
- 0 . 1 4 7 4 5 2 9 . 4 6 6 - 0 . 1 6 2 0 5 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 1 4 7 4 5 - 2 9 . 4 8 6 - 0 . 1 6 2 0 5 - 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 1 3 2 5 0 2 6 . 5 0 2 - 0 . 1 4 8 9 2 2 9 . 7 4 2
- 0 . 1 3 2 5 0 - 2 6 . 5 0 2 - 0 . 1 4 8 9 2 - 2 9 . 7 4 2
- 0 . 1 2 4 1 0 2 4 . 8 1 8 - 0 . 1 4 7 4 5 2 9 . 4 8 6
- 0 . 1 2 4 1 0 - 2 4 . 8 1 8 - 0 . 1 4 7 4 5 - 2 9 . 4 8 6
- 0 . 1 0 3 9 0 2 0 . 7 8 0 - 0 . 1 3 2 6 3 2 6 . 5 0 2
- 0 . 1 0 3 9 0 - 2 0 . 7 8 0 - 0 . 1 3 2 6 3 - 2 6 . 5 0 2
- 0 . 8 6 7 0 3 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 1 2 4 1 1 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 0 . 8 6 7 0 3 E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 1 2 4 1 1 - 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 4 . 0 6 5 5 4 . 0 6 5 6 - 0 . 1 0 4 2 2 2 0 . 7 8 0
- 4 . 0 6 5 5 - 4 . 0 6 5 6 - 0 . 1 0 4 2 2 - 2 0 . 7 8 0
- 0 . 5 C 8 0 0 E - C 1 1 0 . 1 5 9 - 0 . 8 6 7 4 4 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1
- 0 . 5 0 8 0 0 E - 0 1 - 1 0 . 1 5 9 - 0 . 8 6 7 4 4 E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1
- 0 . 4 8 2 0 1 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 6 2 5 0 1 0 . 3 9 3 9 6
- 0 . 4 8 2 0 1 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 6 2 5 0 1 - 0 . 3 9 3 9 6
- 0 . 4 7 3 0 1 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 1 6 8 0 4 E - 0 1 3 . 3 5 9 7
- 0 . 4 7 3 0 1 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 1 6 8 0 4 E - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 9 7
- 0 . 4 6 2 5 0 E - 0 1 9 . 2 5 0 7 - 0 . 1 5 3 0 0 E - 0 1 3 . 0 6 2 5
- 0 . 4 6 2 5 0 E - 0 1 - 9 . 2 5 0 7 - 0 . 1 5 3 0 0 E - 0 1 - 3 . 0 6 2 5
- 0 . 4 3 9 5 0 E - 0 1 8 . 7 8 8 7 - 0 .  3 9 2 2  3 E - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 8
- 0 . 4  3 9 5 0 E - 0 1 - 8 . 7 8 8 7 - 0 . 3 9 2 2 3 E - 0 1 - 7 . 8 3 2 8
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 E - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 4 0 2 2 9 E - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 6
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 E - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 4 0 2 2 9 E - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 6
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 E - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 5 0 8 1 5 E - 0 1 1 0 . 1 5 9
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 E - 0 1 - 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 5 0 8 1 5 E - 0 1 - 1 0 . 1 5 9
- 1 . 1 4 3 5 1 . 1 4 3 6 - 0 . 4  3 9 9 1 E - 0 1 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 1 . 1 4 3 5 - 1 . 1 4 3 6 - 0 . 4 3 9 9 1 E - 0 1 - 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 E - 0 1 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 4 8  3 0 9 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 E - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 4 8 3 0 9 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 1 5 3 0 0 E - 0 1 3 . 0 6 2 5 - 0 . 4 7 3 0 9 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1
- 0 . 1 5 3 0 0 E - 0 1 - 3 . 0 6 2 5 - 0 . 4 7 3 0 9 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1
- 0 . 1 5 6 2 2 0 . 1 5 6 3 1 - 0 . 4 6 2 5 2 E - 0 1 9 . 2 5 0 7
- 0 . 1 5 6 2 2 - 0 . 1 5 6 3 1 - 0 . 4 6  2 5 2 E - 0 1 - 9 . 2 5 0 7
Table 9.13: Closed loop poles of platform with initial baseline controller
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Figure 9.28: Attitude responses of input 1 of Platform attitude model with
initial baseline controller
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Figure 9.29: Payload responses of input 1 of Platform attitude model with
initial baseline controller
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Figure 9.30: Error responses of input 1 of Platform attitude model with
initial baseline controller
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Figure 9.32: Payload responses of input 2 of Platform attitude model with
initial baseline controller
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Figure 9.33: Error responses of input 2 of Platform attitude model with
initial baseline controller















Figure 9.34: Attitude responses of input 3 of Platform attitude model with
initial baseline controller
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Figure 9.36: Error responses of input 3 of Platform attitude model with
initial baseline controller
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done by repeating the design process with increased weighting on the states 
corresponding to the elastic modes tha t require damping augmentation.
Similarly, if the oscillations present in the responses of node 26 cause 
problems, then the controller could be redesigned with increased damping 
and/or a frequency change of the offending modes. In the absence of any 
specific engineering requirements for the platform, the performance with this 
controller will be assumed to be acceptable.
However, examination of the state estimator poles in table 9.13 shows 
tha t certain of the poles are very much faster than the majority of the poles. 
These high frequency poles are associated with high gains, and such high 
gains are generally associated with a sensitivity to noise, and thus an a t­
tempt was made to redesign the state estimator such that the range of pole 
locations was reduced, but with the constraint that the closed loop perfor­
mance was altered as little as possible. This was done by slightly reducing 
the weighting terms associated with the poles in the extreme positions. The 
poles of the redesigned state estimator are shown in table 9.14. Note that 
the state feedback m atrix is unchanged.
The closed loop system formed by the platform attitude model and the 
controller based on this modified state estimator was simulated. The results 
of the three test cases as used above are shown in figure 9.37, through to 
figure 9.45. It can be seen that no noticeable degradation in performance 
has occurred.
9 .4 .2  M o d e l O rd er R e d u c t io n — C o n tro ller  D es ig n
In a similar manner to that used for the earlier exercise, a modal cost analysis 
of the platform attitude model was carried out using the program MCA. The 
results of the modal cost analysis are shown in table 9.15 and figure 9.46. 
Model reduction was carried out using mode deletion of the modes with the 
lowest cost.
A series of reduced order models was considered, starting with a model 
comprised of the rigid modes plus the first ten elastic modes with the highest 
cost, which corresponds to a 26th order model with a model error of 7.6%. 
A controller was designed for this model using the program LQGDES, with 
similar weighting terms as used for the baseline controller. The poles of the 
resulting closed loop system are shown in table 9.16.
The order of the design model was further reduced by deleting the next 
two elastic modes with lowest cost, which resulted in a model error of 11.8%, 
and the design process repeated. The poles of the resulting closed loop
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D e s i g n e d  E i g e n v a l u e s  O f  P l a n t D e s i g n e d  E i g e n v a l u e s  O f  E s t i m a t o r
R e e l I m a g i n a r y R e a l I m a g i n a r y
- 0 . 3 1 2 0 5 6 2 . 4 1 2 - 0 . 3 1 2 1 9 6 2 . 4 1 2
- 0 . 3 1 2 0 5 - 6 2 . 4 1 2 - 0 . 3 1 2 1 9 - 6 2 . 4 1 2
- 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 5 6 . 0 0 6 - 0 . 2 8 1 1 2 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 - 5 6 . 0 0 6 - 0 . 2 8 1 1 2 - 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 1 9 6 2 0 3 9 . 2 4 5 - 0 . 1 9 6 3 4 3 9 . 2 4 5
- 0 . 1 9 6 2 0 - 3 9 . 2 4 5 - 0 . 1 9 6 3 4 - 3 9 . 2 4 5
- 0 . 1 8 6 2 0 3 7 . 2 3 5 - 0 . 1 8 6 4 2 3 7 . 2 3 5
- 0 . 1 8 6 2 0 - 3 7 . 2 3 5 - 0 . 1 8 6 4 2 - 3 7 . 2 3 5
- 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 3 0 . 9 3 9 - 0 . 1 5 5 4 5 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 - 3 0 . 9 3 9 - 0 . 1 5 5 4 5 - 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 1 4 8 7 0 2 9 . 7 4 2 - 0 . 1 4 8 7 4 2 9 . 7 4 2
- 0 . 1 4 8 7 0 - 2 9 . 7 4 2 - 0 . 1 4 8 7 4 - 2 9 . 7 4 2
- 0 . 1 4 7 4 5 2 9 . 4 8 6 - 0 . 1 4 7 4 5 2 9 . 4 8 6
- 0 . 1 4 7 4 5 - 2 9 . 4 8 6 - 0 . 1 4 7 4 5 - 2 9 . 4 8 6
- 0 . 1 3 2 5 0 2 6 . 5 0 2 - 0 . 1 3 2 5 2 2 6 . 5 0 2
- 0 . 1 3 2 5 0 - 2 6 . 5 0 2 - 0 . 1 3 2 5 2 - 2 6 . 5 0 2
- 0 . 1 2 4 1 0 2 4 . 8 1 8 - 0 . 1 2 4 2 1 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 0 . 1 2 4 1 0 - 2 4 . 8 1 8 - 0 . 1 2 4 2 1 - 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 0 . 1 0 3 9 0 2 0 . 7 8 0 - 1 0 . 4 6 6 0 . 4 9 9 4 3
- 0 . 1 0 3 9 0 - 2 0 . 7 8 0 - 1 0 . 4 6 6 - 0 . 4 9 9 4 3
- 0 . 8 6 7 0 3 8 - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 1 0 3 9 1 2 0 . 7 8 0
- 0 . 8 6 7 0 3 8 - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 1 0 3 9 8 - 2 0 . 7 8 0
- 4 . 0 6 5 5 4 . 0 6 5 6 - 0 . 8 7 3 7 S E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1
- 4 . 0 6 5 5 - 4 . 0 6 5 6 - 0 . 8 7 3 7 5 8 - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1
- 0 . 5 0 8 0 0 8 - 0 1 1 0 . 1 5 9 - 0 . 9 3 7 3 6 0 . 4 4 1 1 6
- 0 . 5 0 8 0 0 E - 0 1 - 1 0 . 1 5 9 - 0 . 9 3 7 3 6 - 0 . 4 4 1 1 6
- 0 . 4 8 2 0 1 8 - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 8 8 5 4 6 8 - 0 1 0 . 8 7 1 9 0 E - 0 1
- 0 . 4 8 2 0 1 8 - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 8 6 5 4 6 8 - 0 1 - 0 . 8 7 1 9 0 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 4 7 3 0 1 8 - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 1 6 8 1 9 8 - 0 1 3 . 3 5 9 7
- 0 . 4 7 3 0 1 8 - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 1 6 8 1 9 8 - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 9 7
- 0 . 4 6 2 5 0 8 - 0 1 9 . 2 5 0 7 - 0 . 1 5 3 0 0 8 - 0 1 3 . 0 6 2 5
- 0 . 4 6 2 5 0 8 - 0 1 - 9 . 2 5 0 7 - 0 . 1 5 3 0 0 8 - 0 1 - 3 . 0 6 2 5
- 0 . 4 3 9 5 0 8 - 0 1 8 . 7 8 8 7 - 0 . 3 9 2 1 0 8 - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 8
- 0 . 4 3 9 5 0 8 - 0 1 - 8 . 7 8 8 7 - 0 . 3 9 2 1 0 8 - 0 1 - 7 . 8 3 2 8
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 8 - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 4 0 1 8 6 8 - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 6
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 8 - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 4 0 1 8 6 8 - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 6
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 8 - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 5 0 8 0 8 8 - 0 1 1 0 . 1 5 9
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 8 - 0 1 - 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 5 0 8 0 8 8 - 0 1 - 1 0 . 1 5 9
- 1 . 1 4 3 5 1 . 1 4 3 6 - 0 . 4  3 9 6 0 8 - 0 1 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 1 . 1 4 3 5 - 1 . 1 4 3 6 - 0 . 4 3 9 6 0 8 - 0 1 - 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 8 - 0 1 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 4 6 2 5 7 8 - 0 1 9 . 2 5 0 7
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 8 - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 4 6 2 5 7 8 - 0 1 - 9 . 2 5 0 7
- 0 . 1 5 3 0 0 8 - 0 1 3 . 0 6 2 5 - 0 . 4 7 3 3 8 8 - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1
- 0 . 1 5 3 0 0 8 - 0 1 - 3 . 0 6 2 5 - 0 . 4 7 3 3 8 8 - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1
- 0 . 1 5 6 2 2 0 . 1 5 6 3 1 - 0 . 4 8 2 7 4 8 - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 1 5 6 2 2 - 0 . 1 5 6 3 1 - 0 . 4 8 2 7 4 8 - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4
Table 9.14: Closed loop poles of modified baseline state estimator
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Figure 9.37: Attitude responses of input 1 of Platform attitude model with
modified baseline controller
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Figure 9.39: Error responses of input 1 of Platform attitude model with
modified baseline controller
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Figure 9.40: Attitude responses of input 2 of Platform attitude model with
modified baseline controller
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Figure 9.41: Payload responses of input 2 of Platform attitude model with
modified baseline controller
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Figure 9.42: Error responses of input 2 of Platform attitude model with
modified baseline controller
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Figure 9.43: Attitude responses of input 3 of Platform attitude model with
modified baseline controller
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Figure 9.46: Model error function for Platform attitude model
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Mode no. Modal Cost Mode no. Modal Cost
13 0.17271 x 10"4 14 0.10808 x 10"5
5 0.87424 X 10"5 9 0.99617 x 10"6
7 0.58525 X 10” 5 20 0.96735 X 10"6
6 0.55493 X 10"5 21 0.50949 x 10"6
10 0.51440 X 10“ 5 12 0.46750 x 10~6
11 0.45010 X 10"5 18 0.22776 x 10"6
19 0.44423 x 10"5 23 0.20510 X 10“6
22 0.19998 x 10“ 5 16 0.16741 x 10“6
8 0.13500 x 10"5 17 0.11814 x lO"7
15 0.11812 x 10"5 4 0.56855 x 10"9
Table 9.15: Modal cost analysis of Platform attitude model
system are shown in table 9.17.
This procedure of further design model order reduction and subsequent 
controller design was repeated up to, and including, the model comprised 
of the rigid modes alone. The poles of the resulting closed loop system are 
shown for the 18th order case (a model error of 22.4%) in table 9.18. Note 
that the closed loop system is unstable, and this is also the case for all the 
designs based on models of lower order them this.
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D e s i g n e d  E i g e n v a l u e *  O f  P l a n t E i g e n v a l u e *  O f C l o s e d  L o o p  S y s t e m
R e a l I m a g i n a r y R e a l I m a g i n a r y
- 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 5 6 . 0 0 6 - 0 . 2 9 3 5 5 6 2 . 7 6 4
- 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 - 5 6 . 0 0 6 - 0 . 2 9 3 5 5 - 6 2 . 7 6 4
- 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 3 0 . 9 3 9 - 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 - 3 0 . 9 3 9 - 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 - 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 1 2 4 1 0 2 4 . 8 1 8 - 0 . 2 8 1 1 4 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 1 2 4 1 0 - 2 4 . 8 1 8 - 0 . 2 8 1 1 4 - 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 8 6 7 0 3 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 1 7 6 0 7 3 9 . 9 4 8
- 0  . 8 6 7 0 3 E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 1 7 6 0 7 - 3 9 . 9 4 8
- 4 . 0 6 5 5 4 . 0 6 5 6 - 0 . 2 7 9 0 8 3 7 . 6 2 1
- 4 . 0 6 5 5 - 4 . 0 6 5 6 - 0 . 2 7 9 0 8 - 3 7 . 6 2 1
- 0 . 4 8 2 0 1 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 1 4 8 7 1 3 0 . 1 0 5
- 0  . 4 8 2 0 1 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 1 4 8 7 1 - 3 0 . 1 0 5
- 0 . 4 7 3 0 1 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 1 4 8 7 9 2 9 . 4 9 1
- 0 . 4 7 3 0 1 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 1 4 8 7 9 - 2 9 . 4 9 1
- 0 . 4  3 9 5 0 E - 0 1 8 . 7 8 8 7 - 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 4  3 9 S 0 E - 0 1 - 8 . 7 8 8 7 - 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 - 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 E - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 1 5 5 4 8 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 E - 0 1 - 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 1 5 5 4 8 - 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 E - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 1 2 5 5 3 2 6 . 7 4 8
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 E - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 1 2 5 5 3 - 2 6 . 7 4 8
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 E - 0 1 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 1 4 9 2 0 2 2 . 1 6 2
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 E - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 1 4 9 2 0 - 2 2 . 1 6 2
- 1 . 1 4 3 5 1 . 1 4 3 6 - 0 . 1 2 4 1 0 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 1 . 1 4 3 5 - 1 . 1 4 3 6 - 0 . 1 2 4 1 0 - 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 0 . 1 5 6 2 5 0 . 1 5 1 2 1 - 0 . 1 2 4 2 1 2 4 . 8 1 8
- 0 . 1 5 6 2 5 - 0 . 1 5 1 2 1 - 0 . 1 2 4 2 1  
- 1 1 . 3 7 5  
- 0 . 8 6 7 0 3 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 8 6 7 0 3 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 8 7 3 7 7 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 8 7 3 7 7 E - 0 1  
- 8 . 9 1 5 8  
- 4 . 0 2 4 5
- 2 4 . 8 1 8  
0 .  OOOOOE + OO
1 7 . 3 4 1  
- 1 7 . 3 4 1
1 7 . 3 4 1  
- 1 7 . 3 4 1
0 .OOOOOE+OO 
4 . 3 4 8 2
- 4 . 0 2 4 5  
- 0 . 6 2 2 0 6 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 6 2 2 0 6 E - 0 1
- 4 . 3 4 8 2
1 0 . 6 5 0
- 1 0 . 6 5 0
D e s i g n e d  E i g e n v a l u e *  O f  E s t i m a t o r
R e a l I a a g  i n a r y - 0 . 7 0 8 9 4
- 0 . 7 0 8 9 4
0 . 9 9 4 8 6
- 0 . 9 9 4 8 6
- 0 . 2 8 1 1 2 5 6 . 0 0 6 - 1 . 2 8 6 7 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0
- 0 . 2 8 1 1 2 - 5 6 . 0 0 6 - 1 . 1 1 3 8 0 . OOOOOE+OO
- 0 . 1 5 5 4 5 3 0 . 9 3 9 - 0 . 2 9 6 2 2 E - 0 1 0 . 9 1 1 1 4 E - 0 1
- 0 . 1 5 5 4 5 - 3 0 . 9 3 9 - 0 . 2 9 6 2 2 E - 0 1 - 0 . 9 1 1 1 4 E - 0 1
- 0 . 1 2 4 2 1 2 4 . 8 1 8 - 0 . 1 0 1 3 0 0 .  OOOOOE+OO
- 0 . 1 2 4 2 1 - 2 4 . 8 1 8 - 0 . 7 4 3 3 6 0 . OOOOOE+OO
- 0 . 8 7 3 7 5 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 1 5 5 2  3 E - 0 1 3 . 0 6 3 0
- 0 . 8 7  3 7 5 E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 1 5 5 2 3 E - 0 1 - 3 . 0 6 3 0
- 1 0 . 4 6 6 0 . 4 9 9 4 3 - 0 . 2 5 7 2 4 9 . 2 9 8 7
- 1 0 . 4 6 6 - 0 . 4 9 9 4 3 - 0 . 2 5 7 2 4 - 9 . 2 9 8 7
- 0 . 9 3 7 3 6 0 . 4 4 1 1 6 - 0 . 4 8 2 0 1 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 9 3 7 3 6 - 0 . 4 4 1 1 6 - 0 . 4 8 2 0 1 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 8 8 5 3 6 E - 0 1 0 . 8 7 1 8 0 E - 0 1 - 0 . 4 8 2 2 9 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 8 8 5 3 6 E - 0 1 - 0 . 8 7 1 8 0 E - 0 1 - 0 . 4 8 2 2 9 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 1 6 8 1 9 E - 0 1 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 4 7  3 0 1 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1
- 0 . 1 6 8 1 9 E - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 4 7 3 0 1 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1
- 0 . 4 8 2 7 4 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 4 7 3 1 8 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 0
- 0 . 4 8 2 7 4 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 4 7 3 1 8 1 - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 0
- 0 . 4 7 3 3 8 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 4 3 9 5 0 1 - 0 1 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 0 . 4 7 3 3 8 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 4 3 9 5 0 8 - 0 1 - 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 0 . 4  3 9 6 0 E - 0 1 8 . 7 8 8 7 - 0 . 4 3 9 5 9 8 - 0 1 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 0 . 4 3 9 6 0 E - 0 1 - 8 . 7 8 8 7 - 0 . 4 3 9 5 9 8 - 0 1 - 8 . 7 8 8 7
- 0 . 4 0 1 8 6 E - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 8 - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 6
- 0 . 4 0 1 8 6 E - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 8 - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 6
- 0 . 3 9 2 1 0 E - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 4 0 1 8 3 8 - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 7
- 0 . 3 9 2 1 0 E - 0 1 - 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 4 0 1 8 3 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 3 9 1 8 9 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 3 9 1 8 9 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 1 6 8 1 4 8 - 0 1
- 0 . 1 6 8 1 4 8 - 0 1
- 8 . 0 3 1 7
7 . 8 3 2 8  
- 7 . 8 3 2 8
7 . 8 3 2 8  
- 7 . 8 3 2 8
3 . 3 5 9 7  
- 3 . 3 5 9 7
3 . 3 5 9 7  
- 3 . 3 5 9 7
Table 9.16: Closed loop poles of Platform attitude model with 26th order
controller
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D e s i g n e d  E l g e n v a l u e s  O f  P l a n t E i g e n v a l u e s  O f C l o s e d  L o o p  S y s t e m
R e a l I m a g i n a r y R e a l I m a g i n a r y
- 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 5 6 . 0 0 6 - 0 . 2 8 8 2 1 6 2 . 7 9 1
- 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 - 5 6 . 0 0 6 - 0 . 2 8 8 2 1 - 6 2 . 7 9 1
- 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 3 0 . 9 3 9 - 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 - 3 0 . 9 3 9 - 0 . 2 8 0 0 5 - 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 8 6 7 0 3 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 2 8 1 1 6 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 0 . 8 6 7 0 3 E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 2 8 1 1 6 - 5 6 . 0 0 6
- 4 . 0 6 5 5 4 . 0 6 5 4 - 0 . 1 5 8 8 1 3 9 . 9 6 2
- 4 . 0 6 5 5 - 4 . 0 6 5 4 - 0 . 1 5 8 8 1 - 3 9 . 9 6 2
- 0 . 4 8 2 0 1 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 2 8 8 9 6 3 7 . 7 5 2
- 0 . 4 8 2 0 1 C - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 2 8 8 9 6 - 3 7 . 7 5 2
- 0 . 4 7  3 0 1 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 1 4 4 0 4 3 0 . 1 2 1
- 0 . 4 7 3 0 1 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 1 4 4 0 4 - 3 0 . 1 2 1
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 E - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 1 4 8 9 3 2 9 . 4 9 0
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 E - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 1 4 8 9 3 - 2 9 . 4 9 0
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 E - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 E - 0 1 - 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 - 3 0 . 9 3 9
- 1 . 1 4 3 5  
- 1 . 1 4 3 5  
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 1 5 6 6 2  
- 0 . 1 5 6 6 2
1 . 1 4 3 2  
- 1 . 1 4 3 2  
3 . 3 5 9 7  
- 3 . 3 5 9 7  
0 . 1 7 1 6 8  
- 0 . 1 7 1 6 8
- 0 . 1 5 5 5 0  
- 0 . 1 5 5 5 0  
- 0 . 1 1 9 7 3  
- 0 . 1 1 9 7 3  
- 0 . 3 1 1 0 7  
- 0 . 3 1 1 0 7  
- 0 . 1 4 5 9 5  
- 0 . 1 4 5 9 5  
- 1 1 . 7 0 5  
- 0 . 8 6  7 0  3 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 8 6 7 0  3 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 8 7 3 6 5 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 8 7 3 6 5 E - 0 1
3 0 . 9 3 9  
- 3 0 . 9 3 9  
2 6 . 7 6 1  
- 2 6 . 7 6 1  
2 5 . 1 7 8  
- 2 5 . 1 7 8  
2 2 . 1 8 9  
- 2 2 . 1 8 9  
0 . OOOOOE+OO
1 7 . 3 4 1  
- 1 7 . 3 4 1
1 7 . 3 4 1  
- 1 7 . 3 4 1
- 7 . 9 3 3 6 0 .  OOOOOE+OO
D e s i g n e d  E i g e n v a l u e s  O f  E s t l a a t o r - 3 . 8 1 7 1
- 3 . 8 1 7 1
4 . 3 3 0 2
- 4 . 3 3 0 2
R e a l I m a g i n a r y
- 0 . 1 5 8 4 1 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 1 5 8 4 1 E - 0 1
1 0 . 7 3 9
- 1 0 . 7 3 9
- 0 . 2 8 1 1 2 5 6 . 0 0 6 - 2 . 0 6 0 8 0 . OOOOOE+OO
- 0 . 2 8 1 1 2 - 5 6 . 0 0 6 - 0 . 7 0 1 9 6 0 . 9 9 2 4 7
- 0 . 1 5 5 4 5 3 0 . 9 3 9 - 0 . 7 0 1 9 6 - 0 . 9 9 2 4 7
- 0 . 1 5 5 4 5 - 3 0 . 9 3 9 - 1 . 1 2 0 7 0 . OOOOOE+OO
- 0 . 8 7 3 7 5 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 1 . 2 8 4 2 0 . OOOOOE+OO
- 0 . 8 7 3 7 5 E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 1 0 2 8 1 E - 0 1 0 . 6 5 2 1 2 E - 0 1
- 1 0 . 4 6 6 0 . 4 9 9 4 3 - 0 . 1 0 2 8 1 E - 0 1 - 0 . 6 5 2 1 2 E - 0 1
- 1 0 . 4 6 6 - 0 . 4 9 9 4 3 - 0 . 7 4 8 6 9 E - 0 1 0 . OOOOOE+OO
- 0 . 9 3 7 3 7 0 . 4 4 1 1 6 - 0 . 1 5 5 2  4 E - 0 1 3 . 0 6 3 0
- 0 . 9 3 7 3 7 - 0 . 4 4 1 1 6 - 0 . 1 S 5 2 4 E - 0 1 - 3 . 0 6 3 0
- 0 . 8 8 4  3 6 E - 0 1 0 . 8 7 2 0 4 E - 0 1 - 0 . 9 3 2 2 9 E - 0 1 9 . 9 3 8 0
- 0 . 8 8 4  3 6 E - 0 1 - 0 . 8 7 2 0 4 E - 0 1 - 0 . 9 3 2 2 9 E - 0 1 - 9 . 9 3 8 0
- 0 . 4 8 2 7 4 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 4 9 3 1 2 E - 0 1 9 . 3 0 6 8
- 0 . 4 8 2 7 4 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 .  4 9 3 1 2 E - 0 1 - 9 . 3 0 6 8
- 0 . 4 7 3 3 8 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 4 8 2 0 1 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 4 7  3 3 8 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0  . 4 8  2 0 1 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 4 0 1 8 6 E - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 4 8 2 2 7 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 4 0 1 8 6 E - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 4 8 2 2 7 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 3 9 2 1 0 E - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 4 7 3 1 6 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1
- 0 . 3 9 2 1 0 E - 0 1 - 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 4 7 3 1 6 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1
- 0 . 1 6 8 1 9 E - 0 1 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 4 7  3 0 0 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1
- 0 . 1 6 8 1 9 E - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 4 7  3 0 0 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 4 0 1 6 6 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 4 0 1 6 6 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 3 9 1 8 8 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 3 9 1 8 8 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 1 6 8 1 4 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 1 6 8 1 4 E - 0 1
- 9 . 4 5 9 1
8 . 0 3 1 6  
- 8 . 0 3 1 6
8 . 0 3 1 7  
- 8 . 0 3 1 7
7 . 8 3 2 8  
- 7 . 8 3 2 8
7 . 8 3 2 8  
- 7 . 8 3 2 8
3 . 3 5 9 7  
- 3 . 3 5 9 7
3 . 3 5 9 7  
- 3 . 3 5 9 7
Table 9.17: Closed loop poles of Platform attitude model with 22nd order
controller
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D e s i g n e d  E l g e n v * ' u e m  O f  P l a n t E i g e n v a l u e s  O f C l o s e d  L o o p  S y s t e a
R e a l I m a g i n a r y R e a l I m a g i n a r y
- 0 . 8 6 7 0 3 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 2 7 0 9 0 6 2 . 8 3 7
- 0 . 8 6 7 0 3 E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 2 7 0 9 0 - 6 2 . 8 3 7
- 4 . 0 6 5 5 4 . 0 6 5 6 - 0 . 4 2 1 8 2 5 6 . 7 7 1
- 4 . 0 6 5 5 - 4 . 0 6 5 6 - 0 . 4 2 1 8 2 - 5 6 . 7 7 1
- 0 . 4 7  3 0 1 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1 1 . 1 7 2 0 4 1 . 7 6 5
- 0 . 4 7  3 0 1 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1 1 . 1 7 2 0 - 4 1 . 7 6 5
- 0 . 4 8 2 0 1 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4 0 . 1 2 3 4 0 E - 0 1 3 9 . 1 5 0
- 0 . 4 8 2 0 1 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4 0 . 1 2 3  4 0 E - 0 1 - 3 9 . 1 5 0
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 E - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 1 9 8 3 4 3 7 . 3 8 9
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 E - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 1 9 8 3 4 - 3 7 . 3 8 9
- 0 . 3 9 1 S 1 E - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 1 6 4 7 6 3 0 . 0 5 7
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 E - 0 1 - 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 1 6 4 7 6 - 3 0 . 0 5 7
- 1 . 1 4 3 5 1 . 1 4 3 4 - 0 . 1 4 9 0 7 2 9 . 4 9 0
- 1 . 1 4 3 5 - 1 . 1 4 3 4 - 0 . 1 4 9 0 7 - 2 9 . 4 9 0
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 E - 0 1 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 1 4 1 7 9 2 6 . 7 1 1
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 E - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 1 4 1 7 9 - 2 6 . 7 1 1
- 0 . 1 5 6 3 2 0 . 1 6 2 8 9 - 0 . 3 0 2 8 7 2 5 . 1 4 0
- 0 . 1 5 6 3 2 - 0 . 1 6 2 8 9 - 0 . 3 0 2 8 7  
- 0 . 1 7 5 8 8  
- 0 . 1 7 5 8 8  
- 1 1 . 8 0 1  
- 0 .  8 6 7 0  3 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 8 6 7 0 3 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 8 7 3 5 1 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 8 7 3 5 1 E - 0 1  
- 7 . 6 8 9 3  
- 3 . 7 6 8 0
- 2 5 . 1 4 0  
2 2 . 1 0 7  
- 2 2 . 1 0 7  
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0
1 7 . 3 4 1  
- 1 7 . 3 4 1
1 7 . 3 4 1  
- 1 7 . 3 4 1
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0  
4 . 5 8 4 2
- 3 . 7 6 8 0
- 4 . 2 9 8 3
- 0 . 1 0 0 9 7
- 4 . 5 8 4 2  
0 .  0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0  
1 0 . 6 3 8
D e s i g n e d  E i g e n v a l u e s  O f  E a t l a a t o r
R e a l I m a g  1 n a r y - 0 . 1 0 0 9 7- 0 . 7 0 1 3 6
- 1 0 . 6 3 8
0 . 9 9 1 8 9
- 0 . 8 7  3 7  5 E - 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 0 . 7 0 1 3 6 - 0 . 9 9 1 8 9
- 0 . 8 7 3 7 S E - 0 1 - 1 7 . 3 4 1 - 1 . 3 0 2 8 0 . OOOOOE+OO
- 1 0 . 4 6 6 0 . 4 9 9 4 3 - 1 . 1 0 8 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0
- 1 0 . 4 6 6 - 0 . 4 9 9 4 3 - 0 . 1 6 5 9 2 E - 0 2 0 . 3 8 1 8 2 E - 0 1
- 0 . 4 8 2 7 4 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 1 6 5 9 2 E - 0 2 - 0 .  3 8 1 8 2 E - 0 1
- 0 . 4 8 2 7 4  E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4 - 0 . 6 3 8 5 7 E - 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0
- 0 . 4 7 3 3 8 E - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 1 5 5 3 2 E - 0 1 3 . 0 6 3 0
- 0 . 4 7 3 3 8 E - 0 1 - 9 . 4 5 9 1 - 0 . 1 5 5 3 2 E - 0 1 - 3 . 0 6 3 0
- 0 . 3 9 2 1 0 E - 0 1 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 4 5 2 2 8 9 . 5 4 2 9
- 0 . 3 9 2 1 0 E - 0 1 - 7 . 8 3 2 8 - 0 . 4 5 2 2 8 - 9 . 5 4 2 9
- 0 . 4 0 1 8 6 E - 0 1 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 4 1 9 8 6 E - 0 3 9 . 1 8 1 0
- 0 . 4 0 1 8 6 E - 0 1 - 8 . 0 3 1 6 - 0 . 4 1 9 8 6 8 - 0 3 - 9 . 1 8 1 0
- 0 . 1 6 8 1 9 E - 0 1 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 4 8 2 0 1 8 - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 1 6 8 1 9 E - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 4 8 2 0 1 8 - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 9 3 7 3 7 0 . 4 4 1 1 6 - 0 . 4 8 2 2 9 E - 0 1 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 9 3 7 3 7 - 0 . 4 4 1 1 6 - 0 . 4 8 2 2 9 E - 0 1 - 9 . 6 3 9 4
- 0 . 8 8 5 0 1 E - 0 1 0 . 8 7 1 5 3 E - 0 1 - 0 . 4 7 2 9 2 8 - 0 1 9 . 4 5 9 0
- 0 . 8 8 5 0 1 E - 0 1 - 0 . 8 7 1 S 3 E - 0 1 - 0 . 4 7 2 9 2 8 - 0 1  
- 0 . 4 7 3 0 1 8 - 0 1  
- 0 . 4 7 3 0 1 8 - 0 1  
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 8 - 0 1  
- 0 . 3 9 1 5 1 8 - 0 1  
- 0 . 3 9 1 8 8 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 3 9 1 8 8 8 - 0 1  
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 8 - 0 1  
- 0 . 4 0 1 5 1 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 4 0 1 6 8 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 4 0 1 6 8 8 - 0 1  
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 8 - 0 1  
- 0 . 1 6 8 0 2 8 - 0 1  
- 0 . 1 6 8 1 4 E - 0 1  
- 0 . 1 6 8 1 4 8 - 0 1
- 9 . 4 5 9 0
9 . 4 5 9 1
- 9 . 4 5 9 1
7 . 8 3 2 8  
- 7 . 8 3 2 8
7 . 8 3 2 8  
- 7 . 8 3 2 8
8 . 0 3 1 6  
- 8 . 0 3 1 6
8 . 0 3 1 7  
- 8 . 0 3 1 7
3 . 3 5 9 7  
- 3 . 3 5 9 7
3 . 3 5 9 7  
- 3 . 3 5 9 7
Table 9.18: Closed loop poles of Platform attitude model with 18th order
controller
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Note that the effects of “spillover” (see Chapter 4) on the unmodelled 
modes gets more pronounced as the degree of model reduction increases. The 
system formed by the platform attitude model and the 26th order controller 
was simulated. Although the system based on the 22nd order controller 
is stable, some of the poles have much smaller stability margins than the 
open loop model, unlike the system with the 26th order controller, thus the 
la tter controller was adopted for simulation. The responses for the three 
step demand cases are shown in figure 9.47 through to figure 9.55.
Note that the dynamic portions of the output responses are not notice­
ably different from those of the baseline controller. However, the steady 
state terms are different from the baseline case, and also the elastic modes 
are more in evidence in the error responses than in the baseline case. Rea­
sons for this will be examined later in the chapter.
0 .4 .3  C o n tr o lle r  D e s ig n — C o n tro ller  O rder R e d u c tio n
As in the previous exercise, the baseline controller design was used as the 
basis for an attem pt to derive an “equivalent” reduced order controller. 
Again, the program QCOVER was used with a variety of initial conditions, 
and again the program was plagued with numerical difficulties and no useful 
results were obtained.
9 .4 .4  O u tp u t F eed b ack  C o n tr o ller
An output feedback based controller was designed for the platform attitude 
model using the program RMDES. The controller gains were selected such 
tha t the poles of the rigid modes were the same as the poles of the rigid 
modes of the system with the baseline controller (see Section 9.4.1). The 
poles of the resulting closed loop system are shown in table 9.19.
Examination of the poles of the closed loop system highlight a problem 
associated with the design of “high performance” output feedback based 
controllers for flexible spacecraft, that is the possibly excessive movements 
of some poles from their open loop locations. It can be seen from table 9.19 
tha t although most of the elastic modes have moderate increases in stability 
(larger real components), some of the poles shifted a great deal, not all of 
them  in the direction of increased stability. Note also the large range of 
values over which the poles stretch (of the order of 1012), and because of 
this large degree of numerical stiffness, and the extremely slow pole pair 
which would dominate the response, the system was not simulated.
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Figure 9.50: Attitude responses of input 2 of Platform attitude model with
26th order controller














Figure 9.51: Payload responses of input 2 of Platform attitude model with
26th order controller
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Figure 9.53: Attitude responses of input 3 of Platform attitude model with
26th order controller
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Figure 9.54: Payload responses of input 3 of Platform attitude model with
26th order controller
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Figure 9.55: Error responses of input 3 of Platform attitude model with
26th order controller
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D e s ig n e d E i g e n v a l u e s  Of P l a n t E i g e n v a l u e s  Of C lo s e d  Loop S y s t e e
R e a l In a g  1n a r y R ea l I m a g in a ry
-4  .0 6 5 6 4 .0 6 5 6 -0 .11522E + 07 O.OOOOOE+OO
- 4 . 0 6 5 6 - 4 . 0 6 5 6 -0 .9 3 4 0 7 61.215
- 1 . 1 4 3 5 1 .1437 -0 .9 3 4 0 7 - 61 .215
- 1 . 1 4 3 5 - 1 . 1 4 3 7 - 2 . 1 9 7 5 54.367
- 0 . 1 5 6 2 5 0 .15 1 2 8 - 2 .1 9 7 5 -54 .367
-0 . 1 5 6 2 5 -0 .1 5 1 2 8 -5 2 . 1 2 7 O.OOOOOE+OO-0 .8 7 8 3 6 38.317
-0 .8 7 8 3 6 -38 .317
-0 .7 1 2 1 6 36.418
-0 .7 1 2 1 6 -36 .418
-0 .1 5 1 0 3 29.482
-0 .1 5 1 0 3 -29 .482
-0 .3 4 0 0 0 29.362
-0 .3 4 0 0 0 -29 .362
-0 .3 2 5 9 6 24.453
-0 .3 2 5 9 6 -24 .453
-0 .2 2 7 7 5 26.349
-0 .2 2 7 7 5 -26 .349
-0 .6 2 6 3 2 19.457
-0 .6 2 6 3 2 -19 .457
-1 1 .9 5 4 9.7325
- 1 1 .9 5 4 -9 .7 3 2 5
-0 .4 1 4 0 3 12.603
-0 .4 1 4 0 3 -12 .603
- 0 . 58449E-01 10.114
- 0 . 5 8 4 4 9 E - 0 1 -1 0 .114
-0 .3 8 0 5 4 9.5669
-0 .3 6 0 5 4 -9 .5669
-0 .S 6 0 6 2 E -0 1 9.2787
- 0 . 56062E-01 -9 .2787
- 0 . 44717E-01 6.5031
-0 .4 4 7 1 7 E -0 1 -6 .5031
-0 .8 4 8 9 4 E -0 1 8.8518
-0 .8 4 8 9 4 E -0 1 -8 .8518
- 2 .8 1 3 0 5.1058
-2 . 8 1 3 0 -5 .1058
-0 .3 1 8 3 2 4.9988
-0 .3 1 8 3 2 -4 .9988
- 0 . 15298E-01 3.0625
- 0 .1 5 2 9 8 E -0 1 -3 .0625
- 1 .2 5 0 6 0.00000E+00
-0 .5 9 6 9 3 O.OOOOOE+OO
-0 .1 6 2 5 7 0.20035
-0 .1 6 2 5 7 -0 .20035
- 0 . 64749E-05 0.32249E-01
-0 .6 4 7 4 9 E - 0 5 -0 .32249E-01
Table 9.19: Poles of platform attitude model with output feedback controller
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9 .4 .5  D u a l B a s is  C o n tro ller
Several authors have proposed controllers based on a combination of state 
feedback and output feedback (see for example [115], [116]). The philosophy
in the stability margin of a large number of modes, and the state feedback 
is associated with a relatively high gain, narrow bandwidth controller which 
acts to produce significant pole shifts but only on a small number of modes. 
The two sections of the controller are generally referred to as low authority 
control (the low gain output feedback), and high authority control (the high 
gain state feedback). The effect of the dual basis controller on the closed 
loop system is now examined analytically, initially for the ideal case.
9.4.5.1 Effect o f  D u al B asis C o n tro lle r  on  C losed  Loop S y stem  
Consider the following state space equation description of a linear system;-
where Fs is the state feedback gain m atrix (high authority control), and F0 
is the output feedback m atrix (low authority control). As usual, consider
behind this proposal is that the desirable stability properties but generally 
lower performance capabilities of output feedback controllers could be com­
bined with the generally more problematic but better performing state feed­
back based controllers. The output feedback is associated with a relatively 
low gain, wide bandwidth controller which acts to produce a small increase
x(t) =  Ax{t)  +  Bu(t)  
y(t) =  Cx{t)
subject to a control law of the form;
the states to estimated using a dynamic state estimator of the form:- 
x(t) = Ax(t)  +  Bu(t)  +  H(y(t)  — Cx(t))
The equations defining the overall closed loop system are:-
Defining the state estimator error e(£) as;-
e(t) = x(t) -  x{t)
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the system equations can be written in the form;-
( A - B F 0C - B F a) - B F a 
0 ( A - H C )
Examining the above equations, it can be seen that in this ideal case 
the addition of an output feedback term  only affects the poles of the plant, 
having no effect on the poles of the state estimator. Thus, providing the con­
ditions regarding the nature of the output feedback gain matrix as detailed 
in Chapter 4 are met (see also Appendix A.2), then the stability margin of 
the poles of the plant can be increased without affecting the poles of the 
state estimator.
This is the basis for the high authority/low authority controller. The low 
authority control (the output feedback term) is designed to provide a small 
increase in the stability margins of a large number of modes of the plant, 
whereas the high authority control (the state feedback term) is designed to 
provide more significant pole shifts for a small number of critical modes.
An obvious question arises as to which term should be designed first, the 
high authority control, or the low authority control. If the high authority 
control is designed first, it may be possible to select the low authority control 
to counteract any destabilising effects of “spillover” in unmodelled modes. 
However, assuming that this would be possible, it would almost certainly 
be necessary to redesign the state estimator to allow for the new positions 
of the plant poles. If the low authority control is designed first, then it is 
immediately obvious that the additional stability margin created may not be 
sufficient to cover the spillover problems created by the high authority con­
trol subsequently designed. Merely increasing the level of the low authority 
control is not generally suitable, as it has been shown (see simulation results 
shown earlier, and see also [117]) tha t this tends to improve the behaviour 
of the structure at actuator and sensor locations but has detrimental effects 
on other parts of the structure. This suggests that some form of iterative 
approach may be needed in order to achieve the necessary compromise.
Another question arises as to the behaviour of such a controller in non­
ideal circumstances, such as exist for flexible spacecraft, and this is now 
examined in the same manner as used earlier.
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Consider the system defined by the following equations;-
u(t) (a)x r(t)






y{t) = a  c.
x r(t)
(t) (»)
which is subject to a control law of the form;-
u(t) = - F 0y -  F, xr(t)
where xr(t) is an estimate of the state ®r (t) obtained via a state estimator 
of the form;-
z r (f) =  A rxr(t) +  B ru(t) -1- H  (y(t) -  Crxr(t))
The equations defining the closed loop system are given by;-
( x r(t) > (Ar - B rF0Cr) - B r F0Cn ~ B rF,
*n(0 = - B nF0Cr (An ~ B nF0Cn) -B n F ,
\  * (0  / (H C r ~ B rF0Cr) (H C n ~ BrF0Cn) (Ar -  H Cr ~ BrF,) \
*»(0
or alternatively, using the usual definition for the error function e(t), as 
follows
e(t) =  x r(t) -  x r(t) 
the equations can be written in the form;-
(Ar -  BrF, -  B rF0Cr ) - B rF0Cn - B rF ,
( - B nF0Cr -  B nF) (An -  BnF0Cn) - BnF,
0 HCn (Ar -  H C r)
It can be seen from the above equations that the interaction between 
the two control terms is more complex than in the ideal case, and in par­
ticular, the independence of the poles of the state estimator can no longer 
be assumed. As the effect of such a dual basis controller on the closed loop 
poles of the system is not immediately obvious, an exercise was carried out 
to  attem pt to learn something of this effect, and this is now discussed.
M *  =
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9.4 .5 .2  D esign  Exercise
In this exercise only rate feedback was added to the system via a scaled unity 
feedback gain m atrix. The program HACLAC (see Chapter 7) was used to 
compute state feedback and state estimator gain matrices for a reduced order 
design model, and then compute the closed loop poles of the system formed 
by the controller and the full order model. Subsequently, a rate feedback 
term  was added to the control law, and the poles of the closed loop system 
were recomputed. The scaling term  for the output feedback matrix was then 
increased, and the poles of the closed loop system recomputed. The scaling 
term  was further increased by an order of magnitude each time, and the 
poles recomputed at each stage. The scaling term was varied over six orders 
of magnitude.
This procedure was carried out for designs based on reduced order models 
of 10th order, 14th order, 18th order, 22nd order, and 26th order. The 
numerical details of the results would occupy a volume in their own right, 
so are not included here, but the trends identified from them are discussed.
The results of the program HACLAC showed that whilst the addition of 
rate output feedback subsequent to state feedback based controller design 
did increase the stability margin of some of the closed loop poles, it had the 
opposite effect on others. Hence what was gained on one hand was lost on 
the other.
Consequently, the design process was revised so that the output feed­
back term  was added to the plant first, and then the state feedback based 
controller was designed with a reduced order model which takes into account 
the output feedback term. This was done using the program LACHAC (see 
Chapter 7) in order to see if the effects of the revised procedure were more 
beneficial. The same series of reduced order models and range of rate feed­
back gains were used, and again the numerical details of the results are not 
included due to their volume. However, the underlying trends are the same 
as for the previous case, that is where some of the poles have increased 
stability margins as expected, others have decreased stability margins.
These results have suggested that there is no real benefit to be gained 
from using such dual basis controllers for flexible spacecraft, particularly 
when a reduced order model is used in the design of the state feedback 
based controller.
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9 .4 .6  R e m a r k s
The attitude controller design exercise has provided much greater insight 
into the difficulties associated with the design of “high performance” con­
trollers for large flexible spacecraft where the required controller bandwidth 
is large allowing elastic modes to intrude.
Again, the design of state feedback based controllers using “optimal” de­
sign techniques (LQG) has been shown to be both practical and successful. 
The use of reduced order design models obtained using modal cost analysis 
as a basis for these procedures has also been shown to be practiced. How­
ever, the choice of a suitable order for the reduced order design model is 
not definable a priori, and consequently an iterative approach to controller 
design has to be adopted. In addition, the design procedure itself requires 
an iterative approach in order to refine the choice of weighting terms. As 
the computational requirements of these procedures exceed the limit of hand 
calculation, even for apparently trivial examples, the use of a digital com­
puter to carry out the computations is essential, and for practical problems 
such as the one considered in this chapter the computing requirements are 
extremely large, and consequently expensive.
Another aspect of state feedback based controllers that has become more 
apparent in this chapter is the effect of using a reduced order design model on 
steady state errors. Recall from Chapter 4 the equations defining the closed 
loop system incorporating state feedback and a dynamic state estimator in 
the ideal case as;-
A - B F
H C  (A - H C - B F )
When the system is in steady state, that is x(t)  = x( t ) = 0, these 
equations become;-
A x 33 =  B F x 33 
H C x 33 =  - A x 33 +  B F x 33 + H C x as
and therefore;-
% ss —
Consequently the steady state error in the estimates of the states is zero. 
However, now recall from Chapter 4 that the equations defining the closed 
loop system incorporating state feedback and a dynamic state estimator
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where a reduced order model has been used to design the state estimator 
are as follows;-
I  * r(0  \ Ar 0 - B rF (  M O  \
*n(0  = 0 A n ~ B nF M O
\  M O  / H C r H C n (Ar ~ HCr ~ B rF) \  M O  /
When this system is in steady state, that is i r (0  = M O  = M O  =: 
these equations become;-
A rxrtt — B rF x rtt 
A nxntt = B nF x Ttt
0 =  H C r z r „  +  H C n z n „ + ( A r - H C r - B r F ) z r „
and therefore;-
- H C . x . . .  =  ( K C n A ~ x B n F  +  A T -  H C r -  B r F )  x r „
Hence if;-
H C n A ~ l B n F  ±  0
then;-
7” x r , ,
Note that for practical cases the m atrix A "1 will exist because A n cor­
responds to the neglected modes and thus none of the poles would be zero 
because poles at the origin of the complex plane correspond to rigid modes 
and these must not be neglected from a design model (see Chapter 3). This 
analysis shows how the estimates of the states of the design model will con­
tain  steady state errors and the effects of these errors can be observed in 
the simulation results presented earlier. It has been identified that the term 
which gives rise to these errors is H C n A ' 1 BnF  and some aspects of this 
term  are now examined.
Note that the m atrix H  is the state estimator gain m atrix and the matrix 
F  is the state feedback gain m atrix, and that if the required controller 
performance is high this will lead to large values in both H  and F , tending 
to compound the steady state error problem. Note also that the central part 
of the term, tha t is C n A ^ B n ,  is in fact the steady state transfer function 
m atrix of the neglected part of the system, that is the steady state gain 
m atrix of the neglected subsystem. Thus if this gain is low compared to the 
steady state gain of the retained subsystem, then the steady state estimator
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error will also be low. Continuing further, the steady state gain of the 
neglected subsystem will be low compared to the steady state gain of the 
retained subsystem if the model error associated with the retained subsystem 
(the design model) is low (see earlier sections and Chapter 3). Thus the 
successful design of a state feedback based controller for a flexible spacecraft, 
both in terms of minimising steady state errors in the state estimator and 
in minimising spillover problems, requires a model error associated with the 
design model which is as close to zero as possible.
The design of an output feedback based controller for the platform a tti­
tude model demonstrated how the application of high gain output feedback 
to flexible spacecraft also has its problems. The extremely large pole shifts 
associated with this controller would of course be moderated when the fi­
nite bandwidth of practical actuators and sensors are considered, but the 
phase shifts associated with non-ideal devices could also lead to stability 
problems. It is highly likely that better results could be obtained if some al­
lowance was made for the effects of the elastic modes which were completely 
ignored during the design procedure.
9.5  Sum m ary
The use of the simple beam in the previous chapter as a basis for the eval­
uation of control system design methods, although useful, was not truely 
representative of a practical problem, and thus a more realistic example has 
been used in this chapter to give a better insight into the practical diffi­
culties associated with a complex structure. Thus an early version of the 
ESA Space Platform  was introduced as a realistic example of a large flexible 
spacecraft and the derivation of a mathematical model was described.
Subsequently, a baseline controller was designed for full six degree of free­
dom control which is based on full order state feedback and an appropriate 
state estimator. This design was used as a reference for comparing the per­
formance of subsequent reduced order controllers, based on state feedback 
or output feedback.
The remarks following this design exercise indicate its shortcomings and 
outline the aims of the second design exercise, which considers the design 
of a “high performance” attitude controller for the Space Platform. Again, 
a baseline controller is designed to act as a reference for comparision, and 
subsequently several methods are used to design reduced order controllers, 
although less successfully than in the previous design exercise.
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An aspect of the use of reduced order models in the design of state 
feedback based controllers has also become more apparent in this exercise, 
and tha t is the problem of steady state errors. The simple analysis shows 
tha t to minimise these errors the model used for design purposes must be 
as accurate as possible, which generally implies the use of a relatively high 
order model.
Also considered in this exercise are what has been termed “dual basis” 
controllers, tha t is controllers based on both output feedback and state feed­
back. Although in the “ideal” case, this type of controller is shown to appear 
to offer the advantages of both techniques, in the practical case the disadvan­
tages of both techniques dominate the resulting controller, and consequently 
this type of controller seems to be of little use for flexible spacecraft.
Chapter 10
C onclusions
10.1 M o d ellin g
Three methods of representing the dynamics of flexible structures have been 
considered in Chapter 2, referred to as the hybrid co-ordinate approach, 
the multibody approach, and the finite element approach. The hybrid co­
ordinate approach and the finite element approach are both limited to small 
elastic deformations, whereas the multibody approach is not, but is generally 
more difficult to define data for the representation of a real structure.
The hybrid co-ordinate approach is particularly useful for dealing with 
the attitude control problem of a spacecraft when the flexing of the structure 
between the actuators and sensors is negligible. The finite element approach 
can also be used for modelling the attitude control problem, and has the 
added advantage of being able to cope with the problem of structural flexing 
between actuators and sensors, and it can also be used to model other parts 
of the structure which are not associated with the point of attitude control 
(see Chapter 9), such as communications antennae or payloads for example.
If the numerical data defining the elastic modes has been obtained util­
ising any artificial constraints, for example modal data representing the 
characteristics of a solar array where the root of the array has been as­
sumed to be constrained so that no motion can take place, then extreme 
caution should be exercised over its use. If the structure to which the above 
mentioned array is mounted happens to have much greater inertia than the 
array, then the artificial constraint is not too severe an approximation, and 
the resonant frequencies of the overall structure will not differ greatly from 
those of the array. However, if the main structure has inertia of the same or-
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der, or lower, than tha t of the array, then the artificial constraint is seriously 
violated. In this case, significant differences between the actual frequencies 
of the structure and those predicted from the array data can occur, leading 
to large modelling inaccuracies. Thus if it is required to obtain modal data 
for a flexible structure which is based on a set of flexible substructures, then 
it is far more accurate to construct the model from “physical” data (for 
instance, a set of finite element representations) and then to obtain modal 
data for the complete structure, rather than attem pt to convert the modal 
data for each substructure.
Another advantage of the finite element method is the fact that most fi­
nite element structural analysis packages incorporate the facility to compute 
stresses in the various elements. This information would allow some optimi­
sation of the structural components, possibly leading to weight reduction, 
an im portant aspect of spacecraft design.
Careful consideration of fundamental mechanics at an early stage in the 
proposal of configurations for large spacecraft could also avoid many prob­
lems relating to structural flexing. For instance, consider the Space Platform 
described in Chapter 9. The modal analysis of the structure revealed an un­
expectedly low resonant frequency of the structure at about 1.28Hz which 
was associated with the main structure not the known flexible substructures 
such as the solar arrays, and analysis of the modeshape data showed that 
this mode corresponded to torsional motion of the central 4.5m main beam, 
together with a pendulum motion of the 3rd payload and the 3.0m beam. 
Obviously, this resonant frequency could be made much higher either by 
stiffening the 4.5m tube, which would incur a weight penalty, or by reducing 
the length of the 3.0m tube. (Reducing the payload mass is another option, 
but unlikely to be favourable to customers.) The most useful solution in this 
case is to make the spacecraft more compact, and this approach has been 
adopted in later configuration proposals.
10.2 C on tro ller  D esign
1 0 .2 .1  A p p ro a c h e s
The reason for considering the design of reduced order controllers is two-fold. 
Firstly, the infinite dimensional nature of the dynamics of a flexible structure 
means that any finite dimension model used to represent the structure must 
inherently be a reduced order approximation. Secondly, the aim of control 
systems design is to produce a controller which provides the required per-
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fonnance from the system but which is as simple as possible. W ith state 
feedback based design techniques the resulting controller is of the same (or 
similar) order as tha t of the design model. This may cause implementation 
difficulties due to the generally high order of models of flexible structures, 
thus the derivation of controllers of lower order which produce similar per­
formance is obviously of great interest.
Ideologically, the derivation of an “equivalent” lower order controller 
from a high order controller is highly desirable, but none of the methods 
examined here produced satisfactory results. The technique known as the 
“optimally projected equations” approach (see Chapter 3) was not examined 
in detail due to the problems associated with the solution of the various 
equations, but this is an obvious area for further study.
The model reduction method of modal cost analysis has been found to be 
easy to use, and to produce useful results. The facility to compute a “figure 
of m erit” (the model error term) for the subsequently derived reduced order 
model is most useful. Although this figure cannot be used in an absolute 
manner, it does give some indication as to the susceptability of the system 
to the effects of spillover (see Chapter 4) caused by the use of the reduced 
order design model, and certain points regarding the use of this method are 
now given.
• For a given plant, if the model error term is small, then the effects of 
spillover tend to be small, but the controller order is high.
• For a given plant, if the required system response is fast, this implies 
high gains, so a small model error term is essential for successful design, 
and even more so for small steady state errors in the system.
Obviously for a given plant, a compromise has to be sought between 
controller complexity, speed of closed loop system response, the effects of 
spillover, and the effects of steady state errors. This has been demonstrated 
in Chapter 9, where this technique was applied to a model of a large flexible 
spacecraft.
1 0 .2 .2  D e s ig n  M e th o d s
Of the various design methods discussed in Chapter 5, by far the majority are 
not particularly useful for designing controllers for large flexible spacecraft. 
The primary reason for this is the numerical difficulties experienced by many 
of the methods when applied to problems greater than about 10th order.
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This figure is of course associated with the type of models studied here, and 
so may not be representative of all systems.
The method of independent modal space control is only useful for a 
particular (and probably very rare) case where the number of independent 
actuators equals the number of independent sensors which equals the number 
of modes to be controlled. Note that this method does not give any guide as 
to the number of modes that will need to be controlled, and if the number 
of modes chosen is too small the model will be a poor representation of the 
actual plant and the system will suffer from the effects of spillover. The 
use of pseudo-inverse matrices as a means of “observing” the system states 
was found to be unsatisfactory for moderately “non-square” examples (that 
is where the number of states exceeds the number of outputs), and totally 
impractical for very non-square problems.
The algorithms used for obtaining the controllable canonical form and 
the observable canonical form of state space models were found to be un­
suitable for high order problems (above about 10th order for problems of 
the type considered here), or numerically stiff problems, thus their range of 
application is rather limited.
The significance of spillover effects due to the use of a reduced order 
model for design purposes is currently not predictable a priori for a par­
ticular case. Currently the only means of evaluating spillover effects is to 
compute the poles of the closed loop system using the most accurate model 
available (which usually means the highest order). Some method of predict­
ing the possible effects of spillover caused by the use of a particular reduced 
order model would be highly desirable.
The most useful method of designing state feedback based controllers 
(the design of both the state feedback gain m atrix and the state estimator 
gain matrix) is tha t based on the steady state solution of the linear quadratic 
gaussian (LQG) problem. The various weighting terms can be used to influ­
ence the characteristics of the resulting controller (see Chapter 5), and the 
algorithm used gave reliable results even for high order problems. The most 
complex example attem pted, although not detailed in this work, was 90th 
order, and the design was successful.
The use of this approach for the design of dynamic state estimators has 
been found to be most successful. A particular problem with other state 
estimator design techniques is that they generally rely on a pole placement 
algorithm (the associated numerical difficulties of which have already been 
referred to) which inherently require a priori knowledge of the desired pole 
locations. Whilst certain guidelines can be given as to the general location
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of such poles for reasonable performance in the ideal case (see Chapter 5), 
guidance for high order problems is sparse, and the effects of pole locations 
on aspects such as robustness (that is performance in the non-ideal case) 
needs further investigation.
The performance achievable by the use of an output feedback based con­
troller appears to be limited, but the primary advantage of these controllers 
is the relatively simple implementation.
Dual basis controllers (as discussed in Chapter 9) appear initially to 
promise the best of both worlds, but in practice they are plagued by the 
drawbacks of both  methods, and thus offer little (if any) advantage over a 
more conventional scheme.
It should always be remembered that the aim of the controller design 
is to produce a controller that gives the required performance but which 
is as simple as possible. Thus, even though a state feedback based design 
with its attendant state estimator may be considered by some to be a more 
elegant solution, if suitable performance can be achieved from an output 
feedback based controller then the advantages of simpler implementation of 
the output feedback design should not be forgotten.
1 0 .2 .3  E ffec ts  o f  A c tu a to r s  an d  S en sors
Almost exclusively throughout this work the actuators and sensors have 
been considered to be ideal, that is of infinite bandwidth and completely 
linear with a gain of unity. The main reason for this is due to the range of 
available devices with vastly differing characteristics, and the fact that the 
choice of actuators and sensors for a particular spacecraft depend to some 
extent on the mission requirements of the vehicle (see for example [5]).
Another aspect of actuators that has to be considered in the design of 
controllers for large spacecraft is the level of control energy that they can 
supply to the spacecraft. Large spacecraft generally have large moments 
of inertia, and if fast responses are sought then powerful actuators will be 
necessary.
The essential elements of a high performance control scheme will be 
high performance actuators and sensors, and a high performance computing 
system, the la tter most likely to be digital. Good sensors such as gyroscope 
units are currently available with suitable response times (although they 
generally require additional sensors to correct long term drift effects), and 
high performance high reliability digital computing systems have recently 
been demonstrated [118] which could be used for the implementation of
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controllers. The limiting factor on the overall system performance appears 
likely to be the actuator devices, as the ability to faithfully convert the 
demands of the controller into torques or forces on the spacecraft is essential. 
Currently, the only nominally linear devices with reasonably high torque 
capabilities are control moment gyros (CMG’s), or reaction wheels, but the 
suitability of these devices to coping with very large flexible spacecraft would 
require further investigation.
Another aspect that has not been considered here is the effects of sensor 
noise. High performance/wide bandwidth control systems tend to be rather 
sensitive to noise, and thus the sensor noise terms may be a limiting factor 
on the pointing performance achievable with particular hardware.
10.3 S u m m ary
This work has shown that it is possible to design controllers for large flexible 
spacecraft although the choice of methods is rather limited for complex 
high order problems. If the required performance can be obtained with a 
controller cut-off frequency well below the frequency of the elastic modes 
then the design of the controller is relatively simple and the presence of the 
elastic modes do not cause much concern.
However, if the required performance can only be achieved with a con­
troller bandwidth which extends into the frequencies of the elastic modes, 
then the design is less straightforward, requiring much more exact consider­
ation of the elastic modes, particularly those modes within or close to the 
controller bandwidth. The design of high performance state feedback based 
controllers is best carried out using linear quadratic gaussian (LQG) tech­
niques, and modal cost analysis is a practical method for deriving reduced 
order models for design purposes, although the demise of the Separation 
Theorem caused by the use of reduced order models, and the effects on 
steady state errors must be borne in mind.
A technique used frequently in industry is to consider the three axes of 
the spacecraft to be completely decoupled and to design three separate single 
axis controllers. It should be noted tha t one of the effects of flexure dynamics 
is to increase the interaction between axes, both statically and dynamically, 
and this can give rise to stability problems for controllers designed in this 
manner. However, it has been shown [119] that if proportional-integral- 
derivative (PHD) controllers designed in this manner using rigid mode dy­
namics alone are unconditionally stable with respect to gain, then they are
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also unconditionally stable with respect to flexure dynamics. Also, past 
spacecraft have generally been designed such that the principal axes of iner­
tia  are nominally aligned with the flight axes, thus assisting the decoupled 
axes approach. As future designs become more complex, the ability to bal­
ance the spacecraft in such a manner may be reduced, and thus more account 
of axis interaction will become necessary. If such difficulties arise, then it is 




11.1 M o d e llin g
To be able to avoid the small displacement limitations of the hybrid co­
ordinate approach and the finite element approach, it would be useful to 
investigate the possibility of combining one of these approaches with the 
multibody approach. Besides being better able to cope with large displace­
ments as well as small displacements, it would be convenient for practical 
spacecraft analysis because the various substructures that form a spacecraft 
(such as solar arrays* large antennae, payloads, etc.) which are often de­
signed in comparative isolation, could be easily and quickly brought together 
for accurate analysis of the complete structure.
11.2  C o n tro ller  D esig n
1 1 .2 .1  T ech n iq u es
An obvious area for further study is to examine the various frequency do­
main techniques for model order reduction and control system design. It 
has been noted in Chapter 5 that a practical investigation would require 
an interactive computer-aided design facility with not inconsiderable graph­
ics capabilities. Techniques based on inverse Nyquist arrays [86], [87], or 
characteristic loci [88], [89], are obvious candidates for further investigation.
It would also be interesting to examine further the linear quadratic qaus- 
sian technique, in particular to consider frequency weighted cost functions as 
proposed in [115]. Also related to the LQG technique, it would be desirable 
to study the effects of pole locations on the performance of dynamic state
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estimators, considering such aspects as sensitivity to parameter variations, 
pole groupings, and noise in the system.
The effect of reduced order design models on steady state errors in dy­
namic state estimators could also be examined further. Preliminary studies 
(not detailed here) suggest that these errors could largely be erradicated by 
the inclusion of an additional d.c. (steady state) term  in the reduced or­
der model which allows for the effect of the neglected modes. It is possible 
that the work by Scott [120] may be extended to provide a simple means of 
calculating the correction term.
Other techniques that have not been examined here but might prove to 
be useful are variable structure control (see for example [121]), and various 
methods of adaptive control (see for example [63], [122], [123], [124], [125]). 
If the theory of variable structure control could be extended to cover the 
case of switching with a deadband, then this would be an ideal method to 
use for tackling the highly non-linear problem of designing spacecraft con­
trol schemes based on thrusters, which are essentially on/off devices. Such 
schemes are usually designed to operate in a single-sided limit cycle mode 
where the spacecraft gently oscillates between certain attitude error limits, 
which are defined by the attitude pointing requirements of the mission. The 
ability to accurately define the control law required to produce a particular 
limit cycle would be extremely useful.
Adaptive control schemes might prove useful in coping with the problems 
associated with model errors and parameter variations. Significant model 
errors can arise simply due to the difficulty of defining the properties of 
certain structures, such as the blankets on which solar cells which form 
the solar arrays are mounted. Thus control systems generally have to be 
rather conservative in order to be reasonably insensitive to the model used 
for design purposes. An example where parameter variations can occur is 
also linked to solar arrays. Generally, the solar arrays on a spacecraft have 
to be maintained normal to the sun vector to obtain maximum efficiency 
of the solar cells, and this implies for many spacecraft (but not all, as it 
depends on the orbit of the spacecraft) that the solar arrays have to rotate 
relative to the rest of the spacecraft and this has the effect of causing a cyclic 
variation in the resonant frequencies and modeshapes of the spacecraft. This 
variation has a period equal to the orbit period (for most Earth pointing 
spacecraft) and so is generally much slower than the attitude dynamics and 
consequently is usually treated as a range of modelling errors. The comments 
above thus also apply to this case, and hence the controller design is usually 
made rather conservative. It is possible that better closed loop performance
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may be attainable using some form of adaptive controller (perhaps based on 
an extended Kalman filter [126], or an adaptive observer [18], [127]) which 
updated the control laws “on-line” with knowledge of current parameter 
values.
1 1 .2 .2  S ta b ility  an d  R o b u s tn e s s
Some better form of stability analysis would be most useful, particularly 
with high order time domain designs, together with a robustness analysis 
method. The method of conic sectors used by Safonov [113] might prove 
fruitful, or possibly the current interest in singular values for stability and 
robustness measures (see for example [128],[129]) might produce some useful 
results.
1 1 .2 .3  N u m e r ic a l M e th o d s
The problems of obtaining the controllable canonical form or the observable 
canonical form of high order or numerically stiff state space models with the 
algorithm used here have been pointed out many times. If an alternative 
algorithm could be found which could overcome these difficulties, it would 
allow the application of pole placement methods to such problems.
Another numerical problem highlighted but not tackled in this work is 
the solution of the “optimally projected equations” problem (see Chapter 5). 
The solution of this set of equations is not a trivial problem, but if a reliable 
method could be found (a method has been proposed [52], but this has 
not been examined) the results it produces may prove to be most useful as 
another means of designing reduced order state feedback based controllers.
Methods of designing output feedback based controllers using parame­
ter optimisation techniques have been proposed by several authors (see for 
example [130],[45]), however the algorithms required to solve such problems 
are generally complex and require careful design to produce reliable results, 
but they might prove to be more suitable for high order problems than the 
methods considered here.
The use of the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) mathematical rou­
tines (see Appendix B) has proved to be of great assistance in the develop­
ment of reliable control systems design programmes, and an extension to the 
NAG library has been proposed [131] which will contain many useful rou­
tines for control systems design. This extension of the NAG library should 
greatly ease the problems of implementing reliable design programmes.
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1 1 .2 .4  A c tu a to r s  an d  S en so rs
The effects of finite bandwidths and non-linearities of actuators and sensors 
needs to be considered. Although a little work has been done to exam­
ine these aspects [68], because of the vastly differing characteristics of the 
various devices available an abstract analysis may be of limited value, and 
consequently it may be that this aspect can only be properly addressed when 
a specific spacecraft is examined where the various devices will be stipulated.
Another aspect of interest concerning actuators is that they are generally 
considered as point source devices. The effect of non-point source devices 
has been considered by Hablani [132], but this work has not been examined 
in detail.
The effects of noise on the performance of wide bandwidth attitude con­
trol systems needs further investigation, because any practical control de­
vices will produce noise and the level of this noise may be critical for high 
precision attitude control systems.
The question of where on a structure to locate the actuators and sensors 
has received some attention (see for example [81], [133]), but this is probably 
not very relevant to the problem of attitude control of spacecraft. The reason 
for this is the fact that attitude control is essentially about the pointing of 
one particular part of the spacecraft, and common sense dictates that the 
actuators and sensors should be mounted at, or as close as possible to, that 
point of the spacecraft from which the attitude errors are defined. Also, 
the fact that most spacecraft tend to some extent to be modular in design 
means that the location of the actuators and sensors is frequently defined 
well before the control law is designed, so little, if any, freedom is available 
to the analyst.
However, “shape” control problems, for instance the maintenance of the 
shape of a large lightweight antenna reflector, may be less restrictive allowing 
some choice of device locations, in which case the facility to define the device 
locations may be useful to attem pt to minimise the energy expended by the 
controller to achieve the required control.
11.3 R e a l-T im e  C on tro l D em o n stra tio n
The completion of the experimental rig would enable demonstration of the 
implementation of proposed controllers thus providing convincing evidence 
of the practicality of such schemes. Although the restrictions of such Earth- 
based experiments limit the ability to examine completely realistic exam-
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pies of flexible spacecraft, this would demonstrate the ability of proposed 
controllers to cope with implementation effects such as quantisation, non- 
linearities, and noise.
An alternative approach which would offer more scope for considering 
realistic examples of flexible spacecraft would be to apply the implemented 
controller to the control of a sophisticated real-time simulation of a flexible 
spacecraft, using a “hardware in the loop” approach [134]. This is in fact 
the method usually adopted for the testing of flight hardware.
A ppendix A
M ath em atica l R esu lts
A . l  D er iv a tio n  o f  th e  E q u ation s o f  M otion  o f  a 
F lex ib le  S tru ctu re  U sin g  F in ite  E lem en ts
Although the analysis of beams and plates by analytical methods is well 
documented (for example, see [93]), the analytical analysis of anything other 
than simple structures rapidly becomes very complex and thus error prone, 
as well as tedious. An alternative approach that can be used to obtain 
equations describing the motions of complex structures and that can be 
easily mechanised on digital computers is that of finite elements. W ith this 
technique, the structure is described by a finite set of elements, each element 
being described at its boundaries, with assumed shape functions describing 
the relative displacements within the boundaries. Thus the structure is 
discretised and the boundaries of the elements are known as the “nodes” 
of the structure. The finite element equations can be arranged to enable 
the motion of the structure at these nodes to be described. The derivation 
of the equations of motion of a structure using this representation is now 
described. (See also [30] and [31].)
Assume a displacement model of element e as;-
U(x,  y, 2 , t) =
u (x ,y ,z ,f)
v ( x , y , z , t )
w (x , y , z , t )
= [N(x ,y,z )]de{t) (A. 1)
where U is the vector of element displacements, [N] is the matrix of shape 
functions, and de is the vector of nodal displacements. From equation A .l,
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the strains in an element can be expressed as;-
E(t)  = [B]d'(t) (A. 2)
and the stresses as;-
<f(«) = P ] B ( t )  =  [0][B ]de(t) (A. 3)
By differentiating equation A .l with respect to time, the velocity field can 
be obtained as;-
U (x ,y , z , t )  = [N(x,y,z)]de(t)
where de is the vector of nodal velocities.
To derive the equations of motion, Lagrange’s equations can be em­
ployed, which are given by;-
d ( 8 L \  8L 8R , A x
d t \ s d ) ~  s d + S d ~  ( '4)
where L  = T  — P  is called the Lagrangian function, T  is the kinetic en­
ergy function, P  is the potential energy function, and R  is the dissipation 
function. The kinetic energy of an element e can be expressed as;-
T' = \ H l y / VTVTdV <A5>
and the potential energy as;-
= \ IfL r m v  -1L. uT~eds -1IL vT~edv ( A - 6 )
where Ve indicates element volume, Se indicates element surface, p is the 
density of the m aterial of the element, 9 is the vector of prescribed forces. 
By assuming the existence of dissipative forces proportional to the relative 
velocities, the dissipative function of the element e can be expressed as;-
R ' = \ ! ! ! vj i 1 f 1 ] d v  ^
where fi is known as the damping coefficient. In equations A.5, A.6, and A.7, 
the volume integral is to be taken over the volmne of the element, and the 
surface integral is to be taken over that portion of the surface of the element
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on which the surface forces are prescribed. Using equations A .l, A.2, and 
A.3, the expressions for T, P , and R  can be written as;-
where dg is the global node displacement vector, dg is the global node ve­
locity vector, and f c is the vector of concentrated forces at the nodes of the 
structure.
The following matrices and vectors can now be defined;- 
[M e] = element mass m atrix
The above definitions enable equations A.8, A.9, and A.10 to be written
[Ke] = element stiffness m atrix
= J J f v [B\T [D)[B}dV
[Ce] = element damping m atrix
f ae = vector of element nodal forces produced by surface forces
J j  [N]T OdS
f be = vector of element nodal forces produced by body forces
as;-
T  = \ d gT [M]dg (A.11)
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1 -r  r -  - T -
2
1-f r  _ •
^  (A -12)
A — [^1 dg (A.13)
where;-
E
[M] =  global mass m atrix of structure = ^P  [Me]
e=l
E
[K] = global stiffness m atrix of structure = ^P  [A'e]
e=l
E
[C] = global damping m atrix of structure = ^  [Ce]
e —l
  E  _  _  _
/  = total load vector = [/«e(0 + /fce(0] + /c (0
e=l
By substituting equations A .l l ,  A.12, and A.13 into equation A.4, and 
dropping the brackets around the matrices, produces the resulting equations 
of motion of a structure in the form;-
M d a(t) + Cd3(t) + K d g(t) = 7(t) (A.14)
N atural damping in a structure is generally extremely small, and thus 
the damping is often neglected, avoiding the assumption which had to be 
made to derive equation A. 7. In this case, the equations of motion simplify 
to;-
M d s (t) + K d g(t) = l ( t )  (A.15)
Equation A.15 represents a system of n coupled second order differential
equations, where n is the number of degrees of freedom of the structure.
This set of equations can be transformed into a set of n uncoupled second 
order differential equations by a suitable co-ordinate transformation. A 
particularly convenient co-ordinate basis for the uncoupled equations is the 
modal co-ordinate basis, where each equation describes the behaviour of the 
structure at a particular resonant frequency. This is known as the “normal 
mode” basis [11],[12], and the transformation can be obtained by solution 
of the eigenproblem;-
M  1 = $diag(\ i)  2 = 1,2, . . . n
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where $  is the m atrix whose columns fa are the eigenvectors correspond­
ing to the eigenvalues of the characteristic m atrix M ~ l K.  The matrix 
$  is known as the modal matrix, and its column vectors fa describe the 
modeshapes of the structure. The modal frequencies of the structure u>i are 
defined by the eigenvalues as;-
u>f =  2 =  1,2,  . . . n  {A-17)
Because of reciprocity properties [30],[31], matrices M  and K  are sym­
metric, hence it is known that there is a normalisation of 4? (whose colu m n s 
are only defined up to a multiplicative constant by equation A. 16) such 
that;-
=  I  (A.18)
where I  is the unit m atrix of appropriate dimension. Using the above nor­
malisation (equation A.18), it is apparent from equations A.16 and A.17 
that;-
$ r A4> = diag{u)}) t = l ,2 , . . . n  (A.19)
Introducing the co-ordinate transformation (often referred to as the 
modal transformation) defined by;-
dg =
where q is the vector of modal co-ordinates, equation A.15 can be trans­
formed to;-
(0 + K *q( t )  =  7(0 (A.2 1 )
Premultiplying equation A.21 by 4>r  and using equations A.18 and A.19 
gives the modal equations;-
Iq(t)  -1- diag(w?)q(t) = F(t)  i = 1 ,2 ,. . . n  (A.22)
where F(t)  = $ r / ( t )  is often referred to as the modal force vector, and I  is 
the unit m atrix of appropriate dimension.
In general, it is not possible to obtain a co-ordinate transformation which 
will decouple the damped modal equation (equation A.14), and hence if it is 
required to include damping terms in the equations, one of two approaches 
can be followed. The first approach is based on an alternative representation 
of the C m atrix in equation A. 14. By assuming that the effect of the damping 
m atrix C is small compared to the effects of the mass matrix M  and the 
stiffness m atrix A”, then the damping m atrix C can be represented as a linear
(A.20)
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combination of the mass and stiffness matrices (see [135, Section 6.7.3], [136, 
Section 4.5.1]), as follows
C = aM  + bK
where the scalars a and b can be chosen to best suit the problem in hand. 
This results in an equation of the form of equation A.15, and so the above 
decoupling procedure can be applied to produce the modal equations. Then 
recovering the damping term gives an additional term  of the form;-
|al  +  b diag(u)f )j  q(t) i = 1 ,2 , . . .  n 
Defining a damping ratio £  for mode i as;-
a +  buff
i i =   L2u>j
gives the following damped form of the modal equations;-
Iq(t)  +  diag(2CfrJi)q(t) +  diag(uf)q(t) =  F(t)  i = 1 ,2 , . . .  n (A.23)
More often, however, it is not possible to even define a C  matrix, and 
so damping is more usually added in a rather heuristic manner simply by 
adding a term  2Qwiq(t) to the undamped modal equation (equation A.22), 
and by choosing nominal values for the & [136, Section 4.2.2].
The damped modal equations can be conveniently described in state 
space form for control system analysis and design by choosing the state 
vector x to represent the modal co-ordinates q and their rates g, such that;-
x(t) = ( 1(0 ) 
tlence the state space description can be given by;-
x(t) = A x ( t ) + Bu(t)  
y(t) = Cx(t)
where x 6 is the vector of modal amplitudes and rates, u € is the 
vector of external forces and torques, and y £ 1ZP is the vector of nodal 
displacements and rates. Matrix A  is block diagonal, with blocks of the 
form;-
a* ~ ( -u>? - 2 ({u>i )
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and m atrix B  has corresponding blocks of the form;-
0
and m atrix C also has corresponding blocks, which have the form;-
/  ° \( 0
A .2  Som e T h eo rem s C oncern in g  D efin ite  
M a trices
T h e o re m  1 The n x n matrix A is a definite matrix of rank r < n iff A  
is real and symmetric and has r positive eigenvalues and n — r eigenvalues 
equal to zero.
P ro o f. Throughout this proof and the next, U will denote a real 
diagonal m atrix of the eigenvalues of A,  and X  will denote a real orthogonal 
m atrix for which;-
A = X U X T
Note that as A  is symmetric, a set of n linearly independent eigenvectors 
can be found even if the eigenvalues are not distinct. (See [137, section 5- 
16], [138, section 5-3], or [139, section 2-10].) Since an orthogonal matrix is 
necessarily non-singular, it can be deduced that the rank of U is r , the rank 
of A. Thus it follows that n — r and only n — r diagonal elements of U are 
zero and hence A  has exactly n — r eigenvalues equal to zero.
If A is an eigenvalue of A, then it is known that there exists an x 0 
Such that Ax  =  Ax, and since xTx = (x,x) > 0 , it can be deduced that;-
x T Ax
If A is definite then A > 0 and the r  non-zero eigenvalues must all be positive.
Conversely, suppose that A has eigenvalues A i,.. .,A r > 0 and Ar+i = 
. . .  = An = 0. Then A = X U X T implies that the rank of A is r. If the 
columns of X  are eigenvectors x i, X2 , ..  •, xn then it is possible to write;-
A = £ xjGj
J = 1
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where;-
Gj = Xjx j  
Thus for any non-zero x 6 7?.n,
x t A x  =  ^  A j ( x T X j ) ( x j x ) '  
j =i
i=i
Furthermore, if r  < n, x;T+1A;Er+i = 0 then A is therefore non-negative 
definite. (Sometimes called positive semi-definite.) If r = n, then arjx ^  0 
for at least one j  and so x TAx  > 0 and A  is positive definite. O
R e m a rk s . In particular, it should be noted that the real symmetric m atrix 
A  is positive definite iff all its eigenvalues are positive.
T h e o re m  2 The matrix A is a definite matrix of rank r iff there is a definite 
matrix A 1!2 of rank r such that (A1/ 2)2 = A.
P ro o f. Suppose first that A is definite, then by Theorem 1, the 
eigenvalues A i,.. . ,A n of A are non-negative. Define the matrix I /1/ 2 to 
be diag(Ay2, A ^2, . . . ,  A ^2) where the positive square root is chosen in each 
case, and also define A1/ 2 = X U 1^ 2X T i and thus it can be seen that A1/2 is 
a real symmetric m atrix of rank r.
In addition;-
(A1/2)2 = X U 1/2X T = X U X T = A. O
T h e o re m  3 I f  A and B  are positive definite and non-negative definite ma­
trices, respectively, then the zeros of det(AX +  B )  are real and non-positive.
P ro o f. From Theorem 2, it is known that there exists a positive definite 
m atrix  A1/ 2 for which (A1/ 2)2 = A. Using the notation (A1/ 2)-1 = A-1/ 2, 
it is possible to write;-
(AA -f-B)  = A1/2(A/ + A "1/25 A - 1/2)A1/2
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Putting C — A X^ 2B A  1/ 2 and r = A x!2q, it can be seen that
(-4A + B)q = 0
iff
(XI + C)r = 0
The eigenvalues of A _1B  are therefore the eigenvalues of the real symmetric 
m atrix C, and conversely, and therefore they are real.
Let A be an eigenvalue of A~XB  with real right eigenvector q. Then 
AAq =  — Bq  and pre-multiplying by qT gives;-
, _  i TBq  
i TM
Since qT Aq > 0 and qTBq > 0 it follows that A < 0. O
R e m a rk s . It can be seen from Theorem 3 that if B  is also a positive 
definite m atrix, then the zeros of det(AX 4  B)  will be real and negative.
It can also be seen from Theorem 3 that the product of two positive 
definite matrices will also be a positive definite m atrix, and that the product 
of a positive definite m atrix and a non-negative definite m atrix will be a non­
negative definite matrix.
T h e o re m  4 I f  A, B , C are all positive definite matrices, then the zeros of  
det(AX2 +  B A + C) have negative real parts.
P ro o f. From Theorem 2, m atrix A  can be factorised such that 
A  =  A1/ 2A1/ 2, and from the remarks following Theorem 3, it is possible to 
choose matrices D  and E  which are positive definite, such that;-
det(AX2 + BX + C) = det(A1/2X 4  D)det(A1/2A 4  E)
From above, and the remarks following Theorem 3, it can be seen that 
the zeros of det(AX2 4  B \  4  C) will occur in complex pairs with negative 
real parts. O
T h e o re m  5 I f  X\ > X2 > . . .  > An_r are the eigenvalues of the nth order 
eigenproblem Ax  =  Xx subject to r constraints of the form;-
T *a - x = 0 j  = 1, 2, . . . ,  n — r
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then;-
Aj-(-r < \ j  < \ j  j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n — t 
where Ai > A2 > . . .  > An are the eigenvalues of the unconstrained problem.
P ro o f. Throughout this proof and the next, use is made of the Courant- 
Fischer theorem, which is not proved here due to its length, but a statement 
of the theorem together with its proof can be found in [138, section 3-6]. 
From the Courant-Fischer theorem,
Aj+r < max R{x) j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n — r
where R(x)  is the Rayleigh quotient (see [138, section 3-1]), and the maxi­
mum is over all the non-zero vectors. Also;-
max R(x)  = A j
hence the first inequality A r+j < A j.
For the other half of the inequality, consider the eigenvalues of —A,
denoted by pi > H2 > • • • > /^nt where
ftp — — An^_i_p p = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n.
Let the eigenvalues of —A under the constraints
a j x  = 0 j  = 1 ,2 ,.. . , r
be //i > (I2 > . . .  > An-r-
Then
ftp — — An _^i ~r—p p — 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n — r 
and applying the above result gives
Hr+k < fik k = l , 2 , . . . , n  -  r
whence -A n+i_ r_fc < -A n+i_ r_fc. Hence writing j  = n + 1 -  r -  k gives;-
j  — 1> 2 , . . . ,  n — r. O
R em ark s. Theorem 5 implies that the modal frequencies predicted using 
the “constrained” approach (see Chapter 2) will always be higher than the
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actual modal frequencies of the “free” structure. It also implies that the 
frequencies predicted by a finite element representation will always be higher 
than the actual frequencies, and that the predicted frequencies will decrease 
towards the actual frequencies in a monotonic manner as the number of 
constraints are reduced, that is the number of elements used to represent 
the structure are increased.
T h e o re m  6 I f  A is a real symmetric matrix with eigenvalues Aj > A2 >
. . .  > An, B  is a non-negative definite matrix of rank r, (1 < r  < n), and 
(A — B) has eigenvalues Ai > A2 > . . .  > An, then
Aj < Xi i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n.
P ro o f. It can be seen that because B  is non-negative definite, that
x t (A  — B)x  =  xTAx — xt B x < xTAx
for any x E H n. Thus if S  is any subspace of 7£n, then;-
/T t /T t
max x (A  — B)x  < max x Ax
where the maxima are over all vectors x E S  with xTx = 1. In particular, 
consider all subspaces # n -,+1 of dimension n — i -j-1 where 1 < i < n, then 
the Courant-Fischer Theorem gives;-
Ai = ttdn max xT(A — B)x  < J11!11 max xTAx  = At- O
B n~i+1 x € Q n -i+ l  Bn~t+l x g ^n-i+l
X T X  =  1 X T X =  1
R e m a rk s . It can be seen from Theorem 6 that if both A  and B  are 
non-negative definite matrices then, in general, A — B  is also a non-negative 
definite matrix. Also, if A is a non-negative definite matrix of rank r, (that 
is it has n — r zero eigenvalues) and if B  is a non-negative definite matrix of 
rank n —r, (that is it has r zero eigenvalues) then with a suitable partitioning 
of A  and B , the m atrix A  — B  can be made positive definite.
The practical implications of this are that for a system described by the 
equations ;-
M d  -(- Dd A d — f  (A.24)
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where M  is a positive definite m atrix, D  and K  are non-negative definite 
matrices of rank n — r , then if this system is subject to a feedback law of 
the form;-
f  = - F rd - F dd
where Fr and Fd are both non-negative definite and of rank greater than 
or equal to r  and can be suitably partitioned, then the matrices of the 
polynomial defining the closed loop system;-
M d  + (D + Fr ) d + ( K  + Fd)d=Q
will all be positive definite, and thus from Theorem 4, the closed loop system 
will be stable.
Equation A.24 is easily recognised as the equation which describes the 
dynamics of a flexible structure, and for any real structure matrix M  will 
always be positive definite, and matrices D and K  will always be at least 
non-negative definite. (See Appendix A .l.) Hence stability under these 
conditions is guaranteed regardless of the actual parameters in the matrices.
These results also imply that the open loop system can only be stabilised 
if the number of independent actuators is equal to or greater than the num­
ber of rigid modes in the system, and that the number of independent sen­
sors is equal to or greater them r. This implies that a necessary condition 
for stabilisability is that all the rigid modes must be both controllable and 
observable.
Obviously, if the matrices Fr and Fd are diagonal, these results imply 
th a t as long as the diagonal elements are not negative, and that at least the 
appropriate elements to control any rigid modes are greater than zero, then 
the closed loop system will be stable.
A ppendix B
C om p u tation a l M ethod s
B . l  C o m p u ta tio n  o f  E igen values and  
E ig en v ecto rs
In this section the computation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of real m atri­
ces are considered. The eigenanalysis problem can be stated mathematically 
as finding the eigenvalues of A  and their associated eigenvectors V{ 0 
which satisfy;-
Av{ =  A iVi
The problem of obtaining only the eigenvalues is considerably easier, so this 
will be considered first. The eigenvalues of the n x n m atrix A  can be found 
as the roots of the equation;-
det (XIn — A)  = 0
However, the direct solution of this equation is not a practical method, thus 
generally, some version of the well-known QR algorithm [140] is used. The 
method used here utilised the FORTRAN NAG library routines F01AKF 
and F02APF (see [111, Volume 4]). The routine F01AKF reduces a real 
unsymmetric m atrix to upper Hessenberg form using stabilised elementary 
similarity transformations (see [141, pages 339-358]). The routine F02APF 
calculates all the eigenvalues of an upper Hessenberg matrix using Francis’ 
economical m ethod for performing the QR algorithm without using complex 
arithmetic. This uses double shifts of origin where the shifts have either two 
real values or complex conjugate values (see also [141, pages 359-371]).
The computation of eigenvectors as well as eigenvalues can be carried 
out in a similar manner, and again use has been made of a FORTRAN
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NAG library routine, this time F02AGF (see [ i l l ,  Volume 4]). This routine 
reduces a real unsymmetric matrix to upper Hessenberg form using stabilised 
elementary similarity transformations. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
the upper Hessenberg matrix are computed using the QR algorithm. The 
eigenvectors of the Hessenberg matrix are transformed back to the original 
basis via the transformation m atrix which was used to obtain the upper 
Hessenberg form, in order to produce the eigenvectors of the original matrix 
(see also [141, pages 339-358 and 372-395]).
Both the above procedures have been found to give reliable results, even 
with numerically “stiff” matrices.
B .2  C o m p u ta tio n  o f  In verse M atrices
In this section the computation of the inverse of a m atrix is examined. 
Initially, the problem of computing the inverse of a real square n x n  matrix 
A  of rank n is considered. This problem can be stated mathematically as 
obtaining the m atrix  X  such that;-
A X  =  B
where B  is an n x n unit matrix, and where the inverse X  is usually denoted 
by A _1. The method of computing X  used here is the same as the solution of 
a set of real linear equations with multiple right hand sides. The FORTRAN 
NAG library routine F04AEF (see [111, Volume 5]) was utilised and a brief 
description of its procedure is now given (see also [141, pages 93-110]).
The routine initially decomposes A  using Crout’s factorisation with par­
tial pivoting, into the form;-
P A  = LU
where P  is a perm utation matrix, L  is lower triangular, and U is unit upper 
triangular. An approximation to X  is found by back-substitution, and the 
residual m atrix R  is found, where;-
R  = B  -  A X
A correction D  to  X  is found by back-substitution in AD = R.  The estimate 
of the solution X  is replaced by (X 4- D)  and the process repeated until full 
machine accuracy has been achieved.
Now consider the problem of obtaining an inverse of a real matrix which 
may not be of full rank, and may not be square, that is A  is of order m x n.
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Here it is useful to introduce the concept of a “pseudo-inverse” m atrix A + 
which satisfies the conditions;-
1. AA+A = A
2. A +A A + = A+
3. (A A +)t  = A A +
4. (A+A)r  = A +A
If m atrix A  is of full rank, then A + can be obtained from A  as follows;- 
A+ = (Ar A)_1Ar  for m > n (^-1)
or;-
A + = Ar (AAr )“1 for m < n ( B . 2 )
However, from the point of view of numerical computation the singular value 
decomposition approach is generally better, and this is now described.
A real m x n m atrix A  may be factorised by the singular value decom­
position as;-
A  = Q ^ ^  ^ P T if m > n
or;-
A = Q  ^ D  0 ) P T if m  < n
where Q is an m  x m  orthogonal matrix, P  is an n x n orthogonal m atrix,
and D is a diagonal m atrix of order k = min (m, n), whose non-negative
diagonal elements are the singular values of A.
The m x k m atrix consisting of the first k columns of Q is the left hand 
singular vector m atrix  of A, which will be denoted by Q. Also, the n x k 
m atrix consisting of the first k columns of P  is the right hand singular vector 
m atrix of A, which will be denoted by P.  Thus A can be expressed as;-
A  =  Q D P t
By substitution in either equation B .l or B.2, as appropriate, the pseudo­
inverse A+ of A is then given by;-
A + =  P D ~ l QT ( B . 3 )
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It should be noted that as m atrix D is diagonal, the computation of its 
inverse is trivial. In order to compute the singular value decomposition of 
a m atrix, use was made of the FORTRAN NAG library routine F02CWF 
(see [111, Volume 4]), which has the following basic procedure.
The m atrix A  is first reduced to upper triangular form, by Householder 
transformations when m > n, or by Givens plane rotations when m  < n. 
The upper triangular form is then reduced to bidiagonal form by Givens 
plane rotations, and finally the QR algorithm [140] is used to obtain the 
singular value decomposition of the bidiagonal form.
The computation of the pseudo-inverse matrix is completed by direct 
implementation of equation B.3 above, noting that the inverse of D is trivial 
due to its diagonal form.
Note that the equation;-
A X  =  B
has a solution for X  if, and only if;-
(Im - A A + ) B  = 0
When this condition is satisfied, the general solution for X  is given by;-
X  =  A +B  + (/„ -  A +A) <■
where e is a set of m  arbitrary column vectors.
For the case when m > n and rank(A)  = n, then;-
A +A = (Ar A )_1 Ar A = /„
so that;-
I n -  A + A  = 0
It is therefore clear that in this case, as the existence condition is satisfied, 
then there is a unique solution for X .
B .3  N u m erica l S o lu tio n  o f  th e  A lgeb ra ic R icca ti 
E q u ation
Recall from Chapter 5 the various equations defining the linear quadratic 
regulator problem. That is, the system equations;-
x(t) = Ax{t)  +  Bu( t) 
y(t) = Cx(t)
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for which a u(£) is sought which minimises the cost function;-
V = J  { x t Q x  +  uTRiij dt
where m atrix Q is positive semi-definite, and m atrix R  is positive definite, 
and both are given.
It is known (see for example [71],[70]), that the solution to the steady- 
state problem is given by;-
u(t) = - R~ 1B TP x ( t )
= - F x ( t )
where P  is an n X n symmetric m atrix which is the positive semi-definite 
solution of the algebraic Riccati equation;-
A t P  + P A -  P B R ~ 1B t P  + Q = 0 (BA)
It can be shown [142], that a unique positive semi-delinite solution P  
exists if, and only if;-
• (A, B ) is a stabilisable pair
• (A, C ) is a detectable pair
Note also that under these conditions, the m atrix (A — BF)  will be a stable 
matrix.
Now let A be an eigenvalue of the matrix (A — B F ), and let <f> be the 
corresponding eigenvector. Then;-
\<f> = (A — BF)  <f>
= A<f> — B R ~ 1B TP<f> (B.5)
Let e = P<f>, then;-
\<f> = A<j>- B R ~ 1B Te (B.6)
Note that equation B.5 can be written as;-
A P~1e = A<f>-BR~1B TP<j>
Hence;-
Ae = (PA  -  P B R ~ l B TP ) <j> (B .7)
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Using the algebraic Riccati equation (equation B.4), equation B.7 can 
be expressed as;-
Ac = ( - Q - A t P ) 4
= -Q</> -  Apt
Equations B.6 and B.8 can be written together as;-
A - B R ~ l B T 




where m atrix H  is known as the Hamiltonian matrix.
Consider now the non-singular tansformation m atrix T, given by;-
T = In 0
P  I r r
Thus;-
T ~ 1H T  =
o
A - B R - yB t  ' ' i n  O '
- P  In 1
011 P  In
( a  -  B R ~ 1B t P )
-  (A t P  +  P A -  P B R ~ 1B t P  + (?) -  (a  -  B R ~ 1B t P)
( A - B F )  - B R - ' B 7
- { A -  B F Y (B.10)
It is clear from equation B.10 that the eigenvalues of matrix H  are the 
eigenvalues of m atrix (A — BF)  together with the eigenvalues of the m atrix 
—(A — B F ) T . Since a m atrix and its transpose have an identical set of 
eigenvalues, then for every A that is an eigenvalue of matrix (A — 7?jF), the 
m atrix  H  has a pair of eigenvalues A and —A.
This property lead to the method of computing the solution of the alge­
braic Riccati equation based on the eigenanalysis of the Hamiltonian matrix, 
originally proposed by MacFarlane [143], and Potter [144].
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Continuing the analysis, from equation B.9 it is also apparent that for ev­
ery eigenvalue A of m atrix if ,  there exists a corresponding eigenvector given
by ^ ^ ^ , where <}> is the corresponding eigenvector of matrix (A — B F ), and
e =  P 0 , where m atrix P  is the solution of the algebraic Riccati equation. 
Now suppose tha t the Hamiltonian m atrix H  has distinct eigenvalues, and 
let the set of stable eigenvalues be denoted by A;, i = Note that
the remaining set of eigenvalues are given by — Ai, i — 1 ,..  .n.
Let the eigenvectors of matrix H  corresponding to the stable eigenvalues
Ai be denoted by f ^  j , i = 1 , . . .  n, and let;-
and
Wj =  [ 4>i h  ••• K  ]
= [ € 1 € 2 • • • en j
where the n  eigenvectors are chosen such that W 1 1 exists. Since fa and 
are related by the expression;-
€i = Pfa
it can be seen that;-
W2 = P W 1
and thus;-
P  =  W 2W ~ l
Note that the assumption of distinct eigenvalues makes the computation 
of eigenvalues and eigenvectors easier, but the case of non-distinct eigenval­
ues can also be treated in this manner [145], and with the use of reliable 
eigenanalysis routines (see earlier), this is not a problem.
B .4  N u m er ica l S o lu tion  o f  th e  L yapunov  
E q u ation
The need for an algorithm to solve the Lyapunov equation, that is an equa­
tion of the form;-
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was dictated by the implementation of the “Q-cover” controller reduction 
algorithm (see Chapter 3).
The problem of obtaining numerical algorithms for the solution of this 
type of equation has received much attention over the years (see for example 
[146],[59],[147],[148],[149],[150]), and obviously, a full examination of all the 
methods would prove to be very time-consuming.
One method which was examined is the algorithm due to Davison and 
Man [151], which is a recursive algorithm that offers fast solution and low 
memory requirements. W ith current digital computers, particularly those 
with virtual memory operating systems, memory requirements are not gen­
erally so much of a problem as with earlier machines, but with the very large 
matrices associated with flexible structure problems, memory requirements 
can become excessive.
Full details of the algorithm can be found in [151], but the outline of the 
algorithm will be given here in the following.
Consider the linear time-invariant system of differential equations;-
x(t)  = Ax(t) ,  ®(0) = xq (J5 .ll)
where;-
Re  [A{(j1)] < 0, i = l ,2 , . . . n
and A;(A) are the eigenvalues of A. Note that this implies that A is a stable 
matrix. Consider the quadratic form;-
V =  x t Q x
then;-
V = - x TCx (B.  12)
where C is defined as follows;-
a t q  +  q a  =  - c
Note that the (t) symbolism has been dropped for time-dependent variables 
where time-dependence is implied.
Integrating equation B.12 with respect to time gives;-
F (t)  = F ( 0 ) -  ^  xTCxdt  
Jo
and as f » oo, x(£) —> 0, so that;-
poo
XqQxo = / xTCxdt  (£.13)
Jo
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Consider now the numerical integration of equation B.13, that is;-
roo 00
/ xTCxdt =  ^  hx^C xk  (-^*1^)
fe=0,l,2,...
as h —► 0. The numerical integration of equation B .l l  by the Crank-Nicolson 
method [152] gives;-
*t+i -  ( i ~ ^ a + ^ a2
-1
f h h2 - \  
I + 2 A + 12A ) Xk' fc = 0’ 1’2>--'
( B .  15)
and on substituting equation B.15 into equation B.14, the following relation 
is obtained;-
XqQx0 = hx0 iT2
rp3
c  + r ' c r  +  r"  c r  + v 1 cp* + x0
where;-
r  = (1 - - A  + — A 2 \ 2 12
-1
i + i A  + iV2 12
and thus it can be seen that;-
q  =  h [ c  +  v T c v  + r r2c r 2 + r T3c r 3 + . •.]
Equation B.16 can be written in the following manner;-
where;-
Q = lim Qkk—* 00




with Q0 = hC, and h —► 0.
Equations B.17 and B.18 form the basis for the algorithm. Some par­
ticular points from [151] worth noting are that the algorithm is numerically 
stable for all h, and that the algorithm will converge for all h, and tha t the 
algorithm will require only 4n2 words of memory, and that the computa­
tional time is approximately (2.5k +  4)n3^, where p  is the multiplication 
time of the computing machine. Also suggested in [151] is that a suitable 
choice of h is given by;-
h _  1
200|Adom(A)|
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where Ajom(A) is the dominant eigenvalue of A, that is;-
^  A<fom(A), i — 1 ,2 ,. . .  72
Although this algorithm offers speed and low memory requirements, the 
recursive nature tends to produce rather large errors. The following simple 
analysis shows how these errors can build up rapidly.
Consider equation B.18 when Qk is given by;-
Q k  —  Q k  + Afc
where Qk is the exact value of Qk and Afc is the error in Qk, that is;-
Qm  = rrl‘ (Qk + At) r2‘ + (Qk + Ah)
= Qk+i +  ( r TJ‘ Atr 2‘ + A ^
= Q k + i  + Ak+i
and thus it can be seen that the errors can easily increase at each iteration.
Indeed, when the implementation of this algorithm was tested on a fourth 
order problem, the exact solution of which was already known, it was found 
that although the algorithm converged quite rapidly (11 steps for 6 signif­
icant figure accuracy), the solution contained errors of about 5% in each 
element;
An alternative method for computing the solution to the Lyapunov equa­
tion that was also examined is to consider the Lyapunov equation to be a 
special case of the algebraic Riccati equation. The algebraic Riccati equation 
is given by;-
A t P  + P A -  P B R ~ 1B t P  + Q = 0 
Note that if R ~ l = 0, then the equation becomes;-
At P  + P A  + Q = 0
which can be recognised as having essentially the same form as the Lyapunov 
equation.
Consider now the algorithm described in the previous section for the 
solution of the algebraic Riccati equation. It can be seen that if R _1 = 0, 
then the Hamiltonian m atrix is given by;-
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Using a similar eigenanalysis procedure, it can be seen that the solution 
to the Lyapunov equation is given by;-
P  = W 2W f 1
where and W 2 are appropriate partitions of the eigenvector matrix of H , 
as described in the previous section.
Thus the algorithm for computing the solution of the algebraic Riccati 
equation based on the eigenanalysis of the Hamiltonian m atrix can be used 
to compute the solution of the Lyapunov equation, by setting P -1 to zero.
It should be noted tha t the m atrix Q is constrained to be positive semi- 
definite, hence this algorithm can only be used under this condition. How­
ever, this was not found to be a problem in the use of this algorithm for 
solving the Lyapunov equation as part of the “Q-cover” algorithm (see Chap­
ter 3).
The fact tha t the solution of a Lyapunov type of equation was required at 
the start of the “Q-cover” algorithm, and that the remainder of the algorithm 
was based on this solution, dictated that accuracy was of prime importance, 
and thus the la tter algorithm discussed above was used in preference to 
the former, because the accuracy of the solution was much better, although 
this increase in accuracy was obtained at the expense of greater storage 
requirements, and greater computational time.
B .5  N u m er ica l C om p u ta tio n  o f  S ta te  T ransition  
M a trices
The non-homogeneous time-invariant equation describing the dynamics of a 
time-invariant linear system, known as the state equation, is given by;-
x(t) = A x(t) +  Bu(t) 
and its solution is given by;-
x(£) =  eAtx(0) -f
and this solution equation is known as the state transition equation of a sys­
tem. For a discrete time system (or a discrete representation of a continuous 
time system), it is assumed that the inputs are constant over the sampling 
period T (which will generally be true if the controller is implemented dig­
itally), thus u (r)  can be taken outside the integral. Also, by considering
[  eA^ T^ Bu(r)dT
J 0
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the transition of the states over one sample interval, that is from t = kT  to 
t =  [k +  1 ]T, the solution equation becomes;-
The above equation can be written as;-
X k + l  =  $ X k  +
which is known as the discrete state equation of a system, where;-
$  =  eAT
and
0 =  [ T e ^ - ^ B d r  
Jo
Obviously, with a suitable choice of the sampling period T, the discrete 
form of the state equation is a convenient means for simulating a linear 
time-invariant continuous time system. If this method is to be used, then 
the computation of the matrices $  and 0  have to be considered.
There are basically three methods of obtaining the state transition m a­
trices [103, pages 204-206], and these are;-
• Laplace transform method
• Eigenvalue method
• Power series expansion method
The Laplace transform method is not particularly suitable for high order 
systems, nor is it particularly suitable for implementation on a digital com­
puter. The eigenvalue method can only be used if the A  matrix has distinct 
eigenvalues, so its application is limited. However, the power series expan­
sion method is eminently suitable for implementation on a digital computer, 
and so is now described.
The power series representation of matrix $  is given by;-
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Note that the k th  term  of the series is -'%f* and that the [k -f 1 ]th term is 
^  Can Seen ^ a ?^‘
A T
[k +  1 }th term  =   X k th term , k = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . .k —|- 1
Thus this is most convenient for recursive programming. Obviously, ad­
ditional terms are computed until the result has converged to the desired 
accuracy.
Note that the forcing function m atrix © can also be computed along 
with the $  m atrix, as will now be shown. When m atrix B  is time-invariant, 
m atrix 0  is given by;-
r
0  = B  [  ei4(r~T)dr
Jo
= B eAT [ T e~Ardr 
Jo
Evaluating the integral gives;-
0  = - B e AT- \ e - Ar]T A  L Jo
= - B eA T L [ e-A T _ j- j
=
= f  [ * - / ]




II © A 2T 2 A 3T 3 
A T +  2! ' 3! +
= B
' A T 2 A 2T 3 
T +  2! +  3! + - )
= BY
Thus it can be seen that the m atrix T can also be computed using a 
recursive programme, in a similar manner as for the $  matrix described 
above. In fact, as the computations at each stage are similar, the terms for 
the matrices $  and T can be computed alongside each other increasing the 
overall efficiency of the computation.
A ppendix C
C ontroller D esign  B ased  on  
P o sitiv e  R eal M atrices
C .l  D es ig n  M e th o d
This design technique has been introduced and discussed in Chapter 5, and 
here the details of the use of positive real matrices in the design of multivari­
able control systems is now given, together with a simple scalar example in 
which bounds on controller gains obtained using this technique are compared 
with bounds obtained via a classical analysis.
Recall from Chapter 5 the following fundamental defmitions;-
1. Square transfer function matrix G(s) is Positive Real if;-
• <3(s) has real elements for real s
• G(s) has elements which are analytical for Re[s] > 0
• +  C?(s) is positive semi-definite for Re[s] > 0
(where is the complex conjugate transpose of <?($))
2. Square transfer function m atrix C?(s) is Strictly Positive Real if;-
• G (s) has real elements for real s
• G(s) has elements which are analytical for Re [5] > 0
• G *(ju) +  G(juj) is positive definite for all real w
Also recall tha t the system shown in figure C .l is asymptotically stable 
in the input/output sense if at least one of the matrices is strictly positive
335
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Figure C .l: Schematic of transfer function matrices for Positivity concept
real, and the other is positive real. However, the requirement that the plant 
m atrix C(s) should be at least positive real is rather restrictive, so a tech­
nique called “embedding” can be used to introduce new transfer functions 
without altering the characteristics of the system. Thus the block diagram 
shown in figure C .l can be redrawn in the form of figure C.2, and thus to 
the form in figure C.3, such that;-
H (s) = ( i - H F - ' D y 1 H F - 1 (C .l)
G(s) = FG  + D  (C.2)
Although this manipulation means that the outputs are no longer equiv­
alent, the characteristic equation for the systems can be shown to be equiv­
alent. That is the characteristic equation for the system shown in figure C.3
is given by;-
I  +  HG  = 0 (C.3)
Substituting equations C .l and C.2 into equation C.3 gives;- 
J  -  H F - 'D  +  H F ~ l {FG  +  D) = 0
and thus;-
I  + H G  = 0
which is the characteristic equation of the system shown in figure C .l.
It has been shown in [90] that the transfer function matrix representing 
a structure is always positive real if ideal co-located actuators and sensors 
are used. Real actuators and sensors with finite bandwidth cause the overall 
tranfer function m atrix to cease to be positive real, primarily due to phase
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Figure C.2: Schematic of embedded system
«•(*) +
C MH (s)
Figure C.3: Schematic of equivalent system after embedding
shifts at higher frequencies. In order for this lack of positivity (or the degree 
of negativity) to be finite, the structure must possess some structural damp­
ing, that is there should be no poles on the imaginary axis in the s plane. 
This, of course, does pose a problem for any zero frequency modes (rigid 
modes) of a structure, and thus these have to be approximated, usually by 
a pair of very low frequency poles. However, it has been found [92] that this 
type of approximation can cause problems for the subsequent analysis, such 
tha t the approximation dominates the analysis at the expense of the rest of 
the system.
If the tranfer function m atrix G(s) is not positive real, than a feedforward 
term  D(s) can be added to make (?(s) strictly positive real, and then H (s)  
can be designed such that H (s)  with the feedback D (s), (that is H (s)) is 
positive real. Note that the term  -D(s) is a purely mathematical entity and 
thus does not need to be realisable.
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This method results in gain stabilisation of the system, so the phase 
shifts within a loop can exceed 180° without causing instability, and thus 
accurate phase information at high frequencies is not required.
Thus the design method can be summarised as follows;-
1. Establish positivity/negativity of plant.
Evaluate smallest eigenvalue of \  [G(ju)) +  G *(ju)\ as a function of u/. 
That is compute 6(u;) against u>.
2. Ensure robustness.
Plot 6(u;) for additional cases of perturbations of the model from nom­
inal, and obtain the worst case of negativity.
3. Determine m atrix D.
Select 60 < tmin where 8min = m in0<w<oo [6(w)]. Then the embedding 
operator D  is given by;-
D  — 8q Im x m
where m  is the dimension of G(s). Note that this method of obtaining 
D  results in a constant embedding factor which causes the controller 
gain to be reduced uniformly over all frequencies. This can be avoided 
by using a frequency dependent operator, for example;-
n / x _ . ( «  + a )
D(s) -  So(7 7 t)
with a < b (typically a = 0.16), which will preserve a large low fre­
quency gain whilst making G(s) strictly positive real. The parameters 
a and 6 must be selected such that D (s) can still effectively cover the 
largest negative peak in 6(a>).
4. Design controller H( s ) .
The controller H (s)  must now be designed such that the embedded 
controller H (s)  is positive real. If H (s) is a positive definite gain m a­
trix, then embedding H{s) into a positive real H (s) merely places an 
upper bound on the gains in H (s). When H (s) is a dynamic element, 
for example, a filter, or a state estimator, then the design becomes 
trickier. The following procedure can be used to produce a suitable 
H (s) but it does not produce a unique solution, nor an optimal solu­
tion.
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• Design a positive real (or strictly positive real) controller Ho us­
ing, for example, a state estimator and state feedback gain m a­
trix.
• Determine the actual controller H  (3 ) by including a negative feed­
back m atrix D (s) around Ho. Since D(s) is strictly positive real, 
H (s) is ensured to be a stable transfer function matrix by the 
positivity conditions. Since the embedded controller H (s) is ob­
tained by including a positive feedback matrix D (s) around H (s ), 
then H (s) = H q( s ) which has been designed (at least) positive 
real. Hence the embedded system satisfies the positivity condi­
tion, so it is assured to be stable.
This design procedure is now illustrated by application to a simple scalar
example.
C .2 D esig n  E xam p le




(5 + a)(s2 + 2 ££ls -f D2)
( ju  + a)(fi2 — u)2 +  j2(Clu>)
1
[a(fl2 — w2) — 2(,‘fiu>2] + j  [u>(f22 — u>2) + 2£ftu;a] 
1 (say)A  +  jB  
Note that;-
~ { G ( jv )  + G*(juj)} = -  { ---  + -----   ]2 \  \ j  t  \ j  2 \ A  + jB  A - j B )
A 2 +  B 2 
=  8 ( < j j )  (scalar case)
Hence;-
^  u>2( —a — 2£fi) +  aft2
u 6 + a;4(a2 +  4<2ft2 -  2 0 2) + w2(D4 + 4C2fi2a2 -  2 a W ) + a2D4
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Assuming that fi = 1, ( = 0.005, and a = 3, gives;-
3 -  3.01u;2
6(u,) =
a;6 + 7.0001a;4 -  16.9991a;2 +  9
This function crosses the a; axis at a; =  0.998, and has turning points 
a t a; = 0, a; =  ±0.993, a; =  ±1.0036, and a; = ± j‘1.9996. At a; = 0.993, 
£(a;) =  10.926, and at u> = 1.0036, 6(u>) =  —20.74. A sketch of £(a;) against 
u> for a; =  0 —» oo is shown in figure C.4, from which it can be seen that 
£0 =  20.74.
1 0 .9 2 6
0 .3 3 0 .9 9 8  1 .0 0 3 6
0 .9 9 7
-2 0 .7 4
(JL>
Figure C.4: Sketch of £(u;) against u>
From the positivity theory;-
H{ s )  =  { I  -  H D ) - 1 H  
(note tha t in this case, F  = I )  and for stability, H( s )  >  0, hence;-
( /  -  H D ) ~ l H  > 0 
For this example, H  = K , and D  =  20.74, so;-
Hence;-
k ± d
0 < IC < 0.0432
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In order to compare this result with classical stability analysis, examine 
the characteristic equation of the system, that is;-
s3 -(- s2((z -(- 2(,fi) 4" s(2£fia 4~ 4" ad2 4~ E^ max — 0
W ith the given data, this becomes;-
S 3  4“ 3.01s2 4- 1.035 4" 3 4" E-max z= 0
Equating to;-
gives;-




E max —: 0.101
Hence;-
Thus the bounds for stability are;-
0 < K  < 0.101
This result shows that the Positivity Concept is conservative, and this 
has been confirmed in a more detailed study [92], which examined both a 
single axis model and a three axis model of a two-modal approximation of 
the Olympus spacecraft.
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P u b lica tion s
The following pages contain a copy of a paper resulting from the work de­
scribed herein presented by the author at the IFAC-IMACS conference enti­
tled “First Symposium on Modelling and Simulation for Control of Lumped 
and Distributed Param eter Systems”, held in Lille, France, 3rd-6th June 
1986.
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M odelling and Control of a 
Sim ple F lexible Satellite Model
T .D .W ood  
British A erospace D ynam ics Group,
Space it C om m un ication s D iv ’n .B risto l, U .K . BS99 TAR.
B .A .W h ite  
Royal M ilitary C ollege of Science, 
Shriven h am ,W iltsh ire , U .K. SN 6 8LA.
A b n tm rt
Mo«t 'tttrita* of th** problem* of modelling and r«ntr«d «f flexible satel­
lites have been carried «ut ’ising eigenvalue analysis or simplified simula­
tion exercises. This paper describes an experimental rig which is used for 
verifying mathematical models of flexible satellites, and for investigating 
control systems for flexible satellites to reai-tiine application level.
1 I n t ro d u c t io n
This paper describes an experim ental rig developed to  investigate aspects of 
m odelling and control of large flexible space structures.
Num erous papers have been published on the subject of modelling and con­
tro l of large flexible space structures but those dealing with 'm odern ' control 
techniques have alm ost exclusively drawn conclusions abou t these techniques 
via eigenvalue analysts, or sim ple sim ulation exercises in which a rednced-order 
m odel is used to  describe the plant, and where system sta tes are assumed to be 
available, which in practise they are not. (For example, see references 1,2,3,4). 
Due to  the h igh-order nature of a flexible spacecraft model, the design of sta te  
e s tim ato rs is not a triv ial task, generally this is accom plished in the same m an­
ner as the control law itself, i.e. via a reduced-order model. However, control 
system s designed using reduced-order models rarely perform  as expected when 
applied to  the 'rea l' system due to effects of the unm odelled dynamics.
O th er frequently neglected aspects of spacecraft m odels include ac tu a to r and 
sensor dynam ics and non-linearities
Some no tab le  exceptions are the experim ental rigs such as those discussed 
in references 5 and 6, both located in the U.S.A.
The purpose of the experim ental rig described herein is to allow the com­
plete investigation of control system s (prim arily for a ttitu d e  control but also for 
v ib ra tion  control) for flexible spacecraft to  real-tim e application level.
This paper is only concerned w ith the details of the experim ental rig, results 
of work carried out using the rig will be presented on another occasion.
The beam has holes of approxim ately 0.03m. d iam eter a t intervals of 0.1m. 
along its length, which are used to m ount mass reaction actuators (see sectiou 
2.2), or loading masses. The loading masses are weights of approxim ately 0 8 
Kg. which can be used to change the mass distribution  of the beam, hence 
a lt-rin g  its dynamic characteristics, in order to investigate the sensitivity of the 
cc ntrol systems to param eter variation.
The vibration characteristics of the beam with various loading configurations 
were obtained using a finite element model. The first five natural frequencies 
of the beam  for the case of the beam with no additional masses, and a case of 
uneven mass distribution are shown in tablet 1 and 2, respectively.
Rad/s HZ
0.00 0.00




2 M e ch a n ica l  H a rd w a re
2.1 T h e  B e a m
The s tru c tu re  can be considered as a long th in  beam of alum inium  alloy w ith 
approx im ate  dim ensions of 2.0nt. x 0.15m. x 0.003m. (see figure 1). It is 
supported  by a low friction pivot a t its m idpoin t with the pivotal axis in the 
vertical plane. Positional control of the structu re  abou t this axis is a m inim al 
objective of all control system s which are applied to  it, representing single-axis 






i . - -  : 0 . 003mty*
Figure I General la y o u t of beam
Table 1 Frequencies o f f iv e  low est 







Table 2 Frequencies o f f iv e  lo w est modes 
of sym m etrically  loaded beam.
2.2  A c t u a t o r s
A torque actuator is inontiled coaxially with the su p p o rt pivot of the beam  which 
provides torques about the pivotal axis. This ac tu a to r is based on the reaction 
wheel principle where a torque is created as a reaction to the acceleration of an 
in ertia  wheel by a d.c. motor.
In addition to the central torque actuator, electrom agnetic mass reaction 
ac tuato rs can be m ounted a t any of the m ounting hole locations on the beam. 
These actuators are based on a reaction force from the acceleration of a steel 
shu ttle  in an electrom agnetic field. They do have one m ajor lim itation  in that 
they have to be driven by a signal with a aero mean otherwise the actuator 
shu ttle  is pushed beyond its operating region where the actuato r no longer 
produces a force. Consequently, these actuators are only used for vibration 
suppression and thus are not used for position control.
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3 . 3  S e n s o r s
The position of the strncture about ita pivotal axis is measured using a high- 
resolntion servo potentiom eter.
The displacem ents of the structure in the horisontal plane (only displace­
m ents in the y direction are of interest, see figure 1) at various points of the struc­
ture  are m easured using ultrasonic position transducers, originally developed at 
the University of Bath for application to  a m agnetically-levitated vehicle.7 These 
are based on determ ining the phase shift between the transm itted  signal and 
the received signal which is reflected by the beam.
For m odel or sim ulation verification, a bank of these transducers is used to 
obtain  inform ation at a large number of points on the structure, but only a 
small subset of these are used for feedback purposes, generally only one or two.
3 E lec tron ic  H a rd w a re
3.1  D i g i t a l
The heart of the rig is a dedicated m ultiprocessor computing system , com­
prised of three single-board com puters (SBC’s) arranged as one m aster and 
two slaves. Each SBC is constructed around the  M otorola M68000 16/32 b it 
m icroprocessor* which has a 24 bit address bus, 16 bit external da ta  bus, and 32 
bit in ternal registers. The SBC's were developed a t the University of Bath par­
ticularly  for m ultiprocessor configuration for application to real-time sim ulation 
and control problem s.
Each SBC has the capability to  accom m odate an 8,10, or 12MHs CPU. an 
appropriate  MMU w ith parallel ports, a floppy-disc controller, two serial ports 
(RS 232 s tan d a rd ), and either 1/4 or 1 M byte of dynamic RAM.
In this application , the slave SBC’s have 1/4 M byte of on-board dynam ic 
RAM, wheras the m aster SBC has 1 M byte of on-board dynamic RAM. Also, 
onlv the m aster SBC is furnished with a MMU and a floppy-disc controller. One 
•eria! po rt of the m aster SBC is connected to a term inal, and the other can be 
connected to the College s mainfram e facility.
The SB C's bosses are connected to a common backplane bus, on to  which 
is also connected a 1/2 M byte dynamic RAM card, a graphics card driving 
a high-resolution colour graphics m onitor, a AD C/OA C card, a d igital signai 
processing card for the ultrasonic position transducers, and a bus a rb itra tion  
card. (See figure 2).
The 24 b it address bus of the M68000 CPU enables it to  directly access 
up to 16 M bytes of storage, so the system is arranged such th a t any memory 
location in the system  can be accessed by any SBC. Thus, any SBC can access 
not only i t ’s own on-board memory, but also the memory of any o ther SBC, or 
can access the 1/2 M byte backplane memory, or the graphics card, or the l/'O 
cards, giving great flexibility to the programmer.
The bus arb itra tio n  card is a state machine1 which ensures th a t requests 
for the use of the  backplane bite by the S l l f ' i  are controlled so th a t only one 
SBC! can access the backplane bus a t any one tim e, thus avoiding the possibly 
catastrophic  ‘deadly em brace’ should two SBC’s access the bus simultaneously. 
W hen a SBC wants to use the backplane bus it issues a 'bus request' signal 
to the a rb itrn tiou  card, and waits for a 'bus grant acknowledge’ signal to be 
returned  from the a rb itra tio n  card. The arb itra tion  card checks the priority 
level of any pending ‘bus request’ signals and issues a ‘bus grant acknowledge' 
signal to the waiting SBC with the highest priority. W hen a SBC has finished 
using the backplane bus, the arb itration  card again checks for any pending ‘bus 
request’ signals, and issues a 'bus grant acknowledge' signal, if appropriate.
The m aster SBC is connected to a 40 Mbyte W inchester disc, and the floppy- 
disc controller controls a pair of 5-1/4* B 'tib le  disc drives, each quad-density, 
double-sided disc having about 800 Kbytes of storage space.
The two I /O  cards connected to the backplane, as already m entioned, are a 
A D C /D A C  card , and a d igital signal processing card for the ultrasonic position 
transducers. T he A D C /D A C  card comprises a high-speed 'sam ple and hold',and 
a 12 bit ADC for the one analogue input, and three high-speed 12 bit DAC’s for 
the three analogue o u tpu ts . The analogue input originates from the analogue 
signal processing rack, and the the three analogue o u tpu ts from the DAC’s 
are fed to the analogue processing rack for appropriate processing to drive the 
actuators. T he dig ital signal processing card is comprised of the oscillator and 
divider circuits for the various reference signals, and a sta te  m achine9 for eac:i 
transducer The o u tp u t of each sta te  machine is a 16 bit word representing the 
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The firmware incorporated in the intelligent term inal supports a high 
-resolution graphics display as well as the usual alphanum eric display, enabling 
graphs to  be plotted on the term inal screen. This avoids the need to switch 
the colour graphics m onitor between the real-tim e display and a graph-plo tting  
display during  sim ulation or real-tim e control exercises. This also enables hard 
copies of graphs to be obtained on a printer connected to the term inal's parallel 
po rt v ia a  'screen dum p ' facility.
3.2 A nalogue
The analogue processing rack contains the power amplifiers necessary to drive 
the a c tu a to rs  from the analogue signals from the DA C’s, and the discrete com­
ponent ultrasonic transducer receiver head amplifiers.
The power amplifiers are basically voltage to cu rren t converters, which pro­
duce a levei of current in either of the two coils of an ac tu a to r depending on the 
voltage presented a t their inpots. The power am plifier for the reaction whe»l 
ac tu a to r produces an acceleration of the drive m otor which is dependent on the 
voltage a t its  input.
4 S o ftw are
4.1  O p e r a t i n g  S y s t e m
The o pera ting  system for this com puting system  is a m ultiprocessor extension 
of the  T R IP O S  m ulti-tasking operating  sy stem ,10 which was also developed at 
the U niversity of Bath. Code running on slave SB C’s appears to the  operating 
system  as additional tasks, but execution of these ’slave’ tasks is independent 
of execution of tasks on the m aster SBC. or of o ther ’slave’ tasks, except for 
in te r-task  com m unication where specified by the program m er.
In ter-task  com m unication is facilitated by passing ’packets’ between tasks.
A packet contains five fields, a link field, an identification field, a type field, 
a resu lt field, and an argum ent field. The link field provides a poin ter to  the 
next packet on a task 's  packet queue, and the identification field contains a 
p aram eter identifying the task which the packet is bound for, bu t on passing a 
packet, the identification field is altered to  the sending task 's  i.d. so th a t the 
packet can be returned if so desired. The type field contains a param eter which 
enables the  receiving task to identify w hat it should do w ith the packet, and 
likewise for the sending task if the packet is returned . The result field contains 
two param eters which are only set by the receiving task before the retu rn  of a 
packet to  enable the receiving task to  retu rn  resu lts of processing the packet to 
the sending task. The argum ent field contains op to  seven param eters which are 
used by the sending task to pass inform ation to the receiving task for processing
Each task has a priority associated with it which enables the program m er to 
ensure th a t  a task which should be executed as rapidly as possible has higher' 
priority  so th a t  it is executed whenever possible. The operating  system has a 
task scheduler which attem pts to  run the task with the highest priority which is 
available to  be run a t all times. T h u rw h en  a task is suspended at any tim e, the 
scheduler a ttem p ts  to identify the task w ith the highest priority which is waiting 
to be run . and runs th a t  task until it too suspends, when it again looks for the 
w aiting task with the highest priority, and runs th a t  task  until it suspends, and 
so on, ad infinitum .
This is obviously a highly desirable feature of a system  which is to  be used for 
real-tim e control, so th a t the code which evaluates the control law is executed as 
rapidly as possible with minimal in terup tion , while o th er less im p o rtan t code, 
such as data-logging, are executed when tim e is available.
T he operating  system  is written in B C P L 11 (except for the m achine depen­
den t p a rts  which are w ritten in M68000 assembly code), which is a typeless, 
b lock-structured  language, with a floating-point extension. Due to the ease in 
which o perating  system  functions can be called, (such as the packet passing 
com m ands) BCPL is also used for the sim ulation and data-processing software.
4.2 A pplications
As an example of how the software can be structured using tasks, consider the 
sim ulation of a system subject to a state feedback law, where the states are
obtained via a state estimator. (A particularly relevant example for control of 
flexible spacecraft) The problem can be organised such that the master SBC 
runs three tasks, (in addition to the operating system tasks)
1. A m onitor task  th a t provides the user interface to the sim ulation and is 
the only task which the user com m unicates d irectly  w ith, and which oilers 
various functions such as allowing param eter or input level changes, or 
logging, displaying, and storing of sim ulation  variables.
2. A sim ulation control task th a t basically controls the com putations which 
are carried out on the slave SB C 's. and ensures synchronism  of the com ­
pu tatio n s, and can produce tim ing inform ation  for real-tim e sim ulations.
3. A real-tim e display task th a t provides a real-tim e display on the liigh- 
resolution colour graphics m onitor of sim ulation variables. The display 
can be controlled by the user via the m onitor task.
As already mentioned, the com putational burden of the sim ulation is carried 
by the slave SBC’s, and in this case, can easily be split such th a t one slave SBC 
com putes the plant states and outputs, and the other computes the •stim ated  
sta tes and ou tpu ts, with the feedback signal com putation being split between 
them . (See figure 3 for a graphical description of this structure.)
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Figure 3 Task stru ctu re  for  p la n t /e s t in a to r  s im u la tio n
W ith this type of structure, the sim ulation runs continuously, thus it is 
possible for the m onitor task to be displaying time histories, for example, of a 
previous sim ulation under user control, while another sim ulation condition is 
being run.
In addition  to  the sim ulation and control im plem entation facilities, the rig 
is also used for model verification studies. Common practise for modelling large 
flexible structu res (e.g. reference 12) is to describe the structure  using a finite- 
elem ent model of the form:-
Afd"4 Ki = /
where d is the vector of displacem ents at element end-points, f is the vector of 
applied forces a t those points, M is a m atrix  describing the mass properties of the 
elem ents, and K is a m atrix  describing the stillness properties of the elements. 
(The prime indicates differentiation with respect to tim e.) The m odal form of 
these equations is then obtained via a co-ordinate transform ation so th a t the 
equations can be written as a set of second-order equations in the form:-
/g ’’ + W q  = f
where q is the vector of generalised co-ordinates (sometimes called m odal 
co-ordinates), F is the vector of generalised forces at these co-ordinates. 1 is a 
un it m atrix  of appropriate dimension, and W is a diagonal m atrix  where each 
elem ent is the square of the natural frequency of each mode.
Generally, the full set of m odal equations produces a model of much higher 
o rder th an  can be tolerated for control system design purposes, so a reduced- 
o rder model is chosen, frequently as a subset of the m odal equations nsir.g 
various selection c riteria.13-14-1* The rig is used to examine the validity of these 
reduced-order models by com paring the behavior of the models with the real 
strnctu re . Also, param eters of the modal equations are identified from the real 
s tru c tu re  using Fourier analysis techniques, allowing the validity and accuracy 
of the finite-eiement models to be verified.
6 M a in fra m e  Link
The link to the mainframe computing facilities enables data to be transferred 
between the rig and the College mainframes. Thus control system design algo­
rithms which are implemented on the mainframes can be used to design feedback 
systems, and then the resulting feedback system data can be easily transferred 
to the rig computing system where the feedback design can be rapidly simu­
lated. If the simnlatioas show promising results, it is then a relatively simple 
m atter to set up the control system and test it on the real structure.
6 Conclusions
The experim ental rig described here is being used to  validate conclusions based 
on sim ulation studies of control systems applied to flexible spacecraft. A lthough 
the s tru c tu re  is not as complex as a real large flexible spacecraft, it contains 
sufficient sim ilarities to enable useful conclusions to be formed, w ithout the 
constra in ts of simplifying assum ptions used in most sim ulation studies of flexible 
spacecraft control. In addition , it also forces an exam ination of the practicalities 
of any proposed control system , an aspect which is not always prevalent in many 
sim ulation studies.
The facility to carry out sim ulations using the same com puting system  th a t 
is used for the real-tim e control im plem entation is iminensly useful as software 
developed for sim ulations can be used for im plem entation with little  m odifica­
tion.
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7 F u r th e r  Work
It is hoped to  extend the structu re  at a Inter date to a two-dimensional model 
to ennhle the analysis of two-dim ensional satellite systems with cross-coupling 
between axes, and to make im provements to various aspects of the structure, 
such as the use of an air bearing to  further reduce friction at the support. Also, 
the  nse of compressed air jets as actuators is being investigated to overcome the 
draw backs of the electrom agnetic mass reaction actuators, and because of their 
sim ilarity  to reaction jets  which are currently used on many spacecraft. This 
will enable the investigation of the behavior of control systems which use these 
very non-linear actnators.
It is also antic ipated  th a t the SB C's will be replaced with newer versions 
based on the M otorola M68020. the full 32 bit CPU, and it’s floating-point 
co-processor, the M68881. which will greatly increase the floating-point com­
p u tatio n al power of the com puting system , allowing more sophisticated control 
schemes to  be investigated in real-tim e.
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